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 chapter 1

Introduction: Global Lives of Extraction

Filipe Calvão, Matthew Archer and Asanda Benya

 Abstract

Extractive frontiers are expanding rapidly as demand for minerals and metals con-
tinues to increase, often driven by— and despite— concerns about sustainability. This 
introduction brings theories of the resource curse and extractivism into conversation 
with materiality and social reproduction to account for the multiple scales and dimen-
sions in which extractive industries operate, taking heed of the gendered and lived 
experience of communities, indigenous peoples and workers. We highlight the global 
resonance of these diverse experiences to illuminate the making of frontiers, forms of 
belonging, and accumulation logics that produce, enable, and potentially undermine 
the expansion of extractive industries.

1 Introduction

The extractive industries are at a critical juncture. The commodities super- cycle 
of the early years of the twenty- first century led to a marked spatial expansion 
of extractive frontiers but also to the diminishing availability of high- grade 
ore veins for key minerals alongside imminent peak production for other 
resources. The violence and undelivered promises of ‘neo- extractivist’ poli-
cies, mostly hailing from Latin America (Gudynas, 2009; Burchardt and Dietz, 
2014; Svampa, 2019), have been met by a growing focus on risk awareness and 
by new corporate policies and practices that seek to enact community- based 
trust, legitimacy and environmental justice. If the extractive industries are one 
of the main forces of dispossession and conflict and a driver of social and envi-
ronmental damage to land, water, air and biodiversity, they are also positioned 
as indispensable to a post- carbon and electric- powered future. Critics perceive 
this global shift towards principles of sustainability and responsibility as para-
doxical, fraught, or inconsistent.

Scholarship in political ecology and human geography (Bebbington et al., 
2018; Bridge, 2010; Krause, 2020), anthropology (Richardson and Weszkalnys, 
2014; Ødegaard and Andía, 2019; Ferry, Vallard and Walsh, 2019; Calvão, Bolay 

© GENEVA GRADUATE INSTITUTE, 2024 | DOI: 10.1163/9789004685994_002
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2 Calvão et al.

and Bell, 2021; Jacka, 2018; D’Angelo and Pijpers, 2022) and development 
economics (Acosta, 2016; Arboleda, 2020) has paved the way for a relational 
and material understanding of natural resources that directly implicates the 
human and social experience of extraction. This has been accompanied by 
an expanded notion of extractivism that seeks to encompass other value- 
extracting activities such as financialisation or data mining, plantation agri-
culture, and industrial forestry (Alonso- Fradejas, 2021; Mezzadra and Neilson, 
2019; Calvão and Archer, 2021), going beyond spaces of production and chal-
lenging the binaries and logics that sustain extractivism as a system (Rodriguez 
Castro, 2021; Lupo, this volume). These theoretical developments and expanded 
conceptions can inform urgent research on how extractive industries may par-
take in the transition to more sustainable, just, and equitable societies. At the 
same time, industry- led approaches to green extraction, community engage-
ment, and a post- carbon future (see, e.g., Dunlap and Jakobsen, 2020), as well 
as the  creative responses of those bearing the brunt of extraction, warrant fur-
ther investigation regarding the durability of corporate extractivism, height-
ened extractive violence, and the new forms of resistance the latter engenders 
(Turner, 1995; Shapiro and McNeish, 2021; Menton and Le Billon, 2021).

Reflecting on these debates, and on the growing public scrutiny and pol-
icy intervention that energy and extractive industries have been subject to, 
this thematic volume of International Development Policy mobilises and draws 
attention to longstanding concerns in the extractive sector, from formalisa-
tion, to local community participation, gender inequality, resource man-
agement, and North– South natural wealth distribution. At the same time, 
the volume responds to ongoing calls to rethink the notion of ‘extractivism’ 
(Szeman and Wenzel, 2021; Ye et al., 2020) by studying the nature of extraction 
in multiple contexts and through multiple disciplinary lenses, taking heed of 
the gendered and lived experience of local communities, indigenous peoples, 
and workers.

As the consequences of extractive practices in a new age of ‘hyper- 
extractivism’ (Watts, 2021) continue to be felt globally, the need for new mod-
els and standards of extraction has become more pressing. Questions arise, 
however, as to how to reconcile the strengthening of local communities and 
environmental justice with the capital logics that foster continued extraction, 
particularly in the face of new trade agreements and development models. We 
ask: What are the pitfalls of seeking solutions for environmental protection 
and economic development through resource extraction in poverty- stricken 
contexts and in the global South more broadly? And can extractivism be ‘mod-
erate’ in a way that foregrounds the lives of communities and workers? These 

  

  

  

 

 

 

   

  

 



Introduction: Global Lives of Extraction 3

issues, and the need to scale up and mobilise experiences of resilience, resist-
ance, and activism to inform the aforementioned new models and standards, 
are at the forefront of debates on the lives and afterlives of extraction.

Natural resource extraction is a complex and multifaceted process that 
shapes the lives of individuals, communities, and ecosystems around the 
world. Along with uneven and poorly distributed economic benefits (Bond, 
2017; Burchardt and Dietz, 2014), it generates social and environmental costs 
that are borne disproportionately by those who live and work in extractive 
economies throughout the world. While the extraction of natural resources 
has long been a contentious issue, sparking important conversations about its 
economic, social, and environmental impacts, these debates have often been 
limited by a narrow focus on economic outcomes and technical solutions, 
with little attention paid to the social, cultural, and political dimensions of 
extraction. This thematic volume seeks to contribute to these discussions by 
exploring the diverse ways in which communities, social movements, and 
organisations are responding to the challenges of extractive practices and are 
envisioning alternative futures. By adopting a critical perspective on the study 
of extraction, we explore diverse genres, scales, and ways in which extraction 
intersects with social, cultural, and political dynamics, from the local to the 
global.

Through the lived experiences of those who are most directly impacted by 
these industries— workers, indigenous communities, and other groups who 
call these places home— this volume contributes to the profusion of academic 
and policy research on extractivism by challenging prevailing predominant 
economic theories and technical approaches and by connecting the localised 
experiences of communities, identities, and places with global mechanisms 
and chains of extractive networks. This first volume on the lives and afterlives 
of extraction seeks to counter the marginal role assigned to these actors by 
mapping out the complex and dynamic relationships between extractivism, 
social life, and politics. Rather than treating these actors as passive recipients 
or mere bystanders to the impact of extraction, the volume shows how the 
lives and afterlives of extraction can be actively mobilised to shape the con-
tours of extractive industries, and to oppose and contest the negative effects 
of extraction.

This introduction sets out a research agenda for the study of extractive pro-
cesses, in theory and practice. First, we introduce the main debates and limi-
tations surrounding resource development and the ‘resource curse’ thesis. We 
follow this discussion by our conceptual approach to identities, communities, 
and the politics of place.

 

 



4 Calvão et al.

2 Resource Development and the ‘Madness’ of Extractivism

‘Look at this madness’. Juan Pablo Pérez Alfonzo, Venezuela’s oil minister in 
the early 1960s, was one of the first to call attention to the oil curse, back in 
1975. Oil, the minister said, was not black gold, it was the ‘devil’s excrement’. ‘I 
call petroleum the devil’s excrement. It brings trouble … Look at this locura— 
waste, corruption, consumption, our public services falling apart. And debt, 
debt we shall have for years’.1

The skewed and enclaved effects of both concentration and dependency 
on exports have been thoroughly identified and documented. The mismatch 
between oil money and development— the ‘locura’, or madness, alluded to in 
Juan Pablo Pérez Alfonzo’s prescient admonition— became increasingly sali-
ent from the 1970s onward in the new capital- intensive, oil- exporting ‘petro 
states’, when the economic benefits, mostly by way of rents and royalties, did 
not lead to sustainable and lasting social and economic benefits for the popu-
lation. Various anthropologists, historians and political scientists have uncov-
ered elements of this locura: Fernando Coronil, in his magisterial 1997 study, 
showed how oil ‘sowed’ this illusion of growth and national development in 
Venezuela. Andrew Apter (2005) and Michael Watts (2004) both eloquently 
presented the maddening contours of this contrast on the African continent, 
between a time of exhilarating optimism and opportunity and an era of auster-
ity and violence born out of the oil boom of the 1970s.

The conflicts associated with rent distribution, power concentration and 
property relations, the stamping out of comparative advantage, and the forms 
of dependency— including on foreign exchange and mono- exports— that 
accrued out of these processes have been lumped together under the so- called 
resource curse. As the truism goes, what is meant to be a blessing of prosper-
ity instead becomes a curse, condemning entire nations to underdevelopment 
not despite their hydrocarbon and mineral wealth but because of it.

The resource- curse thesis is one of the most overused and overstudied top-
ics in natural resource management and extraction. It describes how resource- 
rich countries become trapped in slower growth rates than those of countries 
that do not rely on the export of minerals and raw materials, and how their 
reliance on natural resource exports leads to poorer performance or even to 

 1 Pérez Alfonzo’s words have been widely reported. See, e.g., The Devil’s Excrement, The 
Economist, May 22, 2003. Pérez Alfonzo, a founder of opec and later a critic of Venezuela 
oil policies post- 1973, authored the book Hundiéndonos en el excremento del diablo (1976), 
Editorial Lisbona, Caracas. For an extended discussion of his role in Venezuela, see Coronil 
(1997).
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underperformance in economic, social and political terms.2 It has been long 
shown that issues emanating from resource extraction can manifest in vio-
lence and conflict, environmental concerns, and a tendency towards anti- 
democratic authoritarian regimes (Le Billon, 2001; Peluso and Watts, 2001). 
The challenges of managing, investing, and distributing resources and the 
wealth derived from their extraction for the common good inevitably leads 
to stagnating social development and poverty, internal tensions, human rights 
abuses, and civil and military conflict at the national level. The conventional 
economic argument linking wars and resources, whereby there is an increased 
risk of conflict in countries with a significant proportion of their gdp tied to 
natural resource extraction, is perhaps the most hotly contested manifesta-
tion of the resource curse, and the one that has elicited most criticism. From 
Richard Snyder’s (2006) call for a more encompassing lens of multiple modal-
ities of extraction to David Keen’s (2012) more textured understanding of the 
‘greed’ vs. ‘grievance’ debate, which probes further into the history of prior con-
flicts and the role of ideological and ethnic grievances, this concerted effort 
has repositioned the importance of capturing the lived realities of conflict 
without flattening the nuances required if we are to understand the full range 
of factors that explain why and how certain groups take up arms. But despite 
these efforts, as the present volume demonstrates, the resource curse remains 
woefully inadequate and incomplete as an explanatory framework.

Extractive economies are characteristically non- renewable and do not fos-
ter long- term, sustainable economic growth and development without the 
diversified and forward- looking investment of resource revenues. The volatil-
ity of exported commodities coupled with a sudden influx of money— it has 
also been widely demonstrated— tends to stunt the growth of other produc-
tive sectors. But there is, in fact, a much wider constellation of factors not built 
into this framework by design.

Consider the tragic events that took place in the state of Minas Gerais, Brazil, 
between 2015 and 2019 (for a discussion of these events, see Zhouri et al., 2017, 

 2 Despite earlier references to an oil ‘curse’ (e.g. Gelb, 1988), the resource- curse thesis was 
first proposed by British economist Richard Auty in 1993 (Auty, 1993), and strengthened by 
subsequent analysis of lower growth rates in resource- rich developing countries (Sachs and 
Warner, 1999; Karl, 1997). A full overview of the vast literature on the resource curse— from 
its overheating effects on undiversified economies and the ill- planned accumulation strate-
gies and rent seeking behaviour of the state to the anti- democratic effects of unaccountable 
government spending or corruption (Ross, 1999), the enclaving, enclosure, and land grabbing 
mechanisms associated with it, or the resource wars argument and the net increase in the 
risk of civil wars (Collier and Hoeffler, 2004; Fearon, 2005)— is beyond the scope of the pres-
ent volume.

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



6 Calvão et al.

and Milanez, Ali and de Oliveira, 2021). Mariana is a city of 60,000 inhabitants 
and the site of a joint mining venture between bhp and Vale. It is surrounded 
by upwards of 15 dams that hold the mining sludge or waste tailings from the 
nearby mines. When one of the dams burst in 2015, an estimated 43 million 
cubic metres of waste mud spread over 600 km, flooding downstream vil-
lages and contaminating with heavy metals and other toxic substances the 
nearby Rio Doce (sweet river), a source of fresh fish and livelihoods for river 
communities. Nineteen people died, hundreds more were displaced, and the 
 pollution eventually reached the Atlantic seaboard, and the important biodi-
versity ecosystem of the South Atlantic Ocean, some three months later. ‘Never 
again’, the ceo of Vale was purported to have said at the time about what was 
to become one of the worst environmental disasters in history. But— ‘first as 
tragedy, then as farce’— not four years had gone by when a new dam collapse 
took place some 120 km away in the town of Brumadinho, killing over 300 peo-
ple and flooding local rivers with 11 million cubic metres of tailings discharged 
downstream.

With upwards of thousands of mining sites and tailing dams, often uphill 
from poor residential communities, limited monitoring and faulty upkeep 
were an accident waiting to happen. Regardless of how communities may seek 
redress for the violence of this injustice, already inscribed in the historical 
landscape of colonial mining, the rules of the system are set in such a way to 
preclude any meaningful change. So much so, in fact, that the very corporate 
entities directly responsible for this infrastructure continue to be the region’s 
biggest employers and taxpayers, sponsoring social services from education to 
health.

What do these accidents have to do with the resource- curse thesis? It bears 
mentioning that the environmental burden of mining is only now starting to 
be contemplated in this framework. But the present thematic volume suggests 
a deeper, and more meaningful, change of paradigm.

First, the mine does not end at the mining site. In contrast to a constricted 
view of the space of mines, the temporal and spatial effects of extractivism 
extend beyond the confines of extractive operations or the life expectancy 
of mining projects (see Arboleda, 2020). In the case of decommissioned 
mines or of mining infrastructures— including pipelines and shipping 
containers— carrying ore- rich sludge over hundreds of kilometres, the poten-
tially adverse effects of mining are not limited to the immediate vicinity of 
extraction. Second, while the effects of mining are widespread, they are not 
necessarily felt equally, or by the same people everywhere. In fact, these ‘acci-
dents’— and the burden of hazardous waste, contamination, and polluting 
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substances— disproportionately affect the poorest and minority communities, 
with a notoriously unequal distribution of risks and benefits. Lastly, these acci-
dents are often presented as ‘negative externalities’, deemed impossible to mit-
igate and the inevitable cost of extractive activities. Here again, the resource 
curse offers only unsatisfactory responses to the question of who has respon-
sibility for these effects and who can be held responsible— from the corporate 
entity to the state to global financial institutions— and through what means 
of redress, be it self- regulatory regimes, voluntary mechanisms, or post- factum 
compensation.

Several approaches can be adopted to mitigate the resource curse, including 
responsible integration, local content programming, and proper resource man-
agement. Though seen by some as palliative measures that do not address the 
structural effects of extractivism, some countries have curbed the worst effects 
of the resource curse by slowing down expenditures and using extractive reve-
nues to diversify their economies. Added attention should be given to the spec-
ificity of institutional vehicles and partnerships, in particular those developed 
in Chile and Botswana, where the state is bypassed by the striking of partner-
ships between companies and local constituencies. In response to the problem 
of enclaving and the lack of linkages— backward, forward (Hirschman, 1958), 
or otherwise— new mechanisms have been proposed to ensure connections 
between the state and communities, strengthen local capacity, and imple-
ment local content policies (Tordo et al., 2013; Ovadia, 2016). Multinational 
corporations have been pressured to be more transparent about their con-
tracts, investments, tax payments and revenues, and multilateral approaches 
and disclosures can be adopted. Commodity- specific strategies can be devel-
oped to provide incentives, sanctions and other advocacy approaches that 
are effective, proportionate and dissuasive (Carbonnier, Brugger and Krause, 
2011). Initiatives such as Publish What You Pay and the Extractive Industries 
Transparency Initiative (eiti) or litigation can help promote transparency and 
accountability. But the study of extractivism calls for a renewed engagement 
with the underlying causes and effects of resource extraction, in theory and in 
practice.

3 The Politics of Extraction: Theory and Practice

We propose a more fundamental engagement with the resource- curse the-
ory, echoing calls for a critical reassessment of its effects on multiple scales 
(Gilberthorpe and Rajak, 2017; Appel, 2017). We do so at three different 

  

 

  

 

  



8 Calvão et al.

levels: thematically, conceptually, and methodologically. Thematically, we pro-
pose moving beyond conventional domains of research associated with the 
resource curse, including violence and conflict, corruption, dependency, and 
a lack of diversified economies. This volume contributes to these debates by 
focusing on the diverse and complex range of factors that influence resource 
extraction and distribution. In this, we move away from the macroeconomic 
effects of natural resource extraction and the ill- defined and ahistorical 
relation between material substances and the condition of need and greed, 
 highlighting the importance of poor governance effects to the detriment of 
economic growth. We are particularly interested in extending the study of 
these effects into unexamined domains such as job quality, the environment, 
and indigenous movements.

Conceptually, research on the effects of extractivism should provide a 
clearer definition of their building blocks, such as the spatialisation of uneven 
development, the global division of labour, structural conditions of domestic 
markets, and resource- based processes of peripheralisation (Smith, 2008). 
Rather than being seen as a paradigm in abstract, we embed the resource curse 
in situated practices and temporalities of extraction (Gilberthorpe and Rajak, 
2017, Ferry and Limbert, 2008; Breglia, 2013), including those emerging before 
resources are extracted and exported— as a result of self- perpetuating hype 
and anticipation— or in the aftermath of extraction and export (Weszkalnys, 
2015; Ferguson, 1999; Frynas, Wood and Hinks, 2017).

Methodologically, we foster comparative research to strengthen our under-
standing of the dynamics of resource extraction across different countries and 
regions. What is taken as the single causal impact of wealth flows and their 
link with conflict needs to be examined through a more expansive lens and 
employing multiple variables. Additionally, our inquiry is anchored beyond 
national economies and oriented towards transnational flows and institu-
tions. Broadening the purview of the resource curse beyond the global South 
to include instruments of governance and the global circulation of capital it 
would be possible to focus on the effects of the resource curse on members 
of the labour force and their dependents. Here we are particularly attentive to 
a rise or decline in mine workers’ living standards, and to the welfare impact 
across extractive economies, from the influence of global mineral prices to the 
productivity of labour.

We contribute to a critical reassessment of the resource curse thesis and 
its underlying theories and assumed effects in three main areas of scholarly 
research: a relational approach to identities and resources, the entanglement 
of production and reproduction in communities of extraction, and the global 
networks shaping the politics of place.
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4 Becoming: Identities and the Matter of Extraction

resources do not do anything by themselves but through the social rela-
tions that make them significant.

coronil, 2011, 243

One of the challenges in the study of extractivism is tracing the interconnec-
tions between global and local actors across the different levels of commodity 
chains. According to modernisation theorists, the world is divided into mod-
ern, transitional, and traditional societies, which blocks and denies an effective 
understanding of the relationships between them. Similarly, the global supply 
chains of minerals and metals transcend individual cases, but still tend to be 
treated as disconnected or static. And the study of these interconnections is 
not the only challenge we are facing: understanding extraction also requires 
we pay attention to the materiality and substance of resources, which is to say 
the social and political processes that turn them into commodities. Rather 
than taking resources for granted, this volume proposes we look at specific 
moments that make, represent, and transform nature, and with it the human 
and non- human identities of those implicated in extractive processes.

Drawing from research on how meaning- making practices and power inter-
sect in the production and circulation of natural commodities (Mintz, 1985) 
and on the social configurations enabled by resource extraction, we approach 
identities and resources as a dual process of relationality and becoming 
(Bridge, 2010; see, also, Zimmerman, 1933) grounded in political, epistemologi-
cal, ecological and social conditions. Rather than taking identities or indigene-
ity as the sole purview of autochthonous local formations, we approach them 
through the critical lens of becoming, as a matter of resource- making. Just like 
the materiality of resources, identities too are made through complex arrange-
ments of labour and knowledge, agencies, and histories, at times produced in 
the encounters between indigenous and corporate actors (Golub, 2014), terri-
tory, and mining (Lorca et al., 2022).

Similar approaches have been formulated under the guise of assemblage 
theory (Richardson and Weszkalnys, 2014), allowing researchers to define 
which elements comprise a given system and which do not. In the assemblage 
of ontologies, epistemologies, infrastructures and experiences, we preclude an 
approach resting on the isolated existence of identities or resources. Instead, 
we privilege the cluster of relations between objects, places and actors, from 
the molecular level to the national space, and the connections between com-
modity, corporate form, state and infrastructures. In the assemblage of iden-
tities and resources, we can bring into view the materials, ideas and labour 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 



10 Calvão et al.

that compose them, as well as the different scales and value transformations 
involved in their creation. Dispersed in time and space and integrated into a 
matrix of human and non- human actors, we can better assess their contested 
processes of representation, commodification, and recognition.

Ultimately, the relational and material world of being and becoming should 
call our attention to the complex arrangements of natural and human envi-
ronments. Rather than being an attempt to stabilise these arrangements, this 
approach sheds light on the unstable properties of matter and life in the cur-
rent moment of heightened extraction, energy production, and consumption.

5 Communities of Production and Reproduction

The lives of workers and the communities to which they belong have long been 
a staple in the extractivist literature, mainly focusing on the empowerment 
of local communities and how mining livelihoods can contribute to poverty 
alleviation. Under the guise of the Organisation for Economic Co- operation 
and Development (oecd) guidelines for most extractive industry associations, 
the world of mining labour has undergone significant changes over the last 
ten years, touching both subcontracted and outsourced corporate– industrial 
workforces and the plight of millions of informal workers in the artisanal small- 
scale mining (asm) sector, who are subject to human insecurity and social ine-
quality (Rubbers, 2019).3 These changes have mainly called for an articulation 
between the artisanal sector and corporate actors across sites of production, 
seeking to formalise the asm sector and create fairer and more accountable 
global supply chains, be it to avoid the reputational risks of ‘contamination’ or 
to avoid the business costs of brewing social conflicts.

These are momentous changes in the world of labour, with far- reaching 
consequences that go beyond the lives of those who work and depend on min-
ing. Rather than looking at asm as merely a subsistence economy, there is now 
recognition that it constitutes an integral part of the global supply chain, from 
cobalt to gold, in which a significant share of various commodities is guaran-
teed through artisanal means. The integration of asm supplies into corporate 

 3 See Calvão et al. (2021) for an overview of human insecurity in the extractive industries. We 
return to the effects of the oecd’s guidelines on the industry’s sustainability and responsi-
bility initiatives in the accompanying volume (Calvão, Archer and Benya, 2023), but suffice 
to say here that the World Bank, with support from the International Council on Mining and 
Metals, has actively promoted an engagement with artisanal mining under the motto ‘gov-
ernance is cheaper than defense’ (World Bank, 2009).

  

 

  

 

 

 



Introduction: Global Lives of Extraction 11

supply chains within a formal and legal framework has been encouraged, and 
these artisanal sources are increasingly seen as a way of generating added rev-
enue for state and national elites and not simply as a source of livelihood for 
mining communities.

The present thematic volume does not seek to make an explicit contribu-
tion to the vast, rich and abundant literature on asm formalisation.4 We echo 
those who have drawn attention to the various modalities of a flexible labour 
force and the power mechanisms at play in these new arrangements of work 
and production, and the oversimplicity that comes with a strict dividing line 
between informal and industrial, artisanal and waged work. Along with a lack 
of reliable numbers with regard to the fluctuating population that takes on 
seasonal work, there is also no universal definition of what constitutes formal 
and informal jobs. These supply chains are also highly interconnected, a fact 
made clear thanks to an accumulation of research on the interactions between 
industrial and artisanal actors, be they in the form of ‘co- existence’ (Hilson, 
Sauerwein and Owen, 2020), ‘cohabitation’ (Pijpers and Eriksen, 2019) or 
‘interface’ (Kemp and Owen, 2019). However, formality and waged work is not 
necessarily a desirable condition from the perspective of artisanal miners, in 
part due to the hidden costs of licensing and formalisation and the loss of bar-
gaining power, access to mobile spaces, and opportunities for upward mobil-
ity that accompany top- down formalisation strategies. We also recognise the 
risks of perpetuating forms of corporate dependency and co- option (Sawyer, 
2004; Kirsch, 2014) and the various conflicts surrounding asm that come 
with the transition from being ‘tolerated’ to being ‘integrated’ (Fisher, 2007; 
Katz- Lavigne, 2019). Miners are recast as marginal, illegal, or criminal actors 
when new concessions are issued, and violent attempts are made to seize their 
equipment and clear mining sites, even if miners do at times attempt to invade 
large- scale mining concessions (see Mujere, this volume).

Building from these insights, we approach the problem of formal and infor-
mal mining work and the growing interconnections between asm and large- 
scale industrial spaces in two related ways. First, we recognise that attempts 
to formalise asm, and the indirect push for mechanisation, often come at the 

 4 We cannot do justice, within the constraints of the present volume, to the vast and rich liter-
ature on asm formalisation. Important works on the subject include those of Geenen (2012), 
Hilson et al. (2017) and Maconachie and Hilson (2011). Calvão, Mcdonald, and Bolay (2021) 
have extended this conversation to include the ‘outsourcing of responsibility’ associated 
with the integration of artisanal sources by transnational corporate actors in partnership 
with non- governmental organisations in the Democratic Republic of the Congo; Bolay and 
Calvão (2022) examine specifically the new- found wageless condition of these miners.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 



12 Calvão et al.

expense of the devaluation of labour. As productivity and revenue gains take 
precedence over the personal and human security of miners and more equi-
table access to, and distribution of, wealth, work becomes undervalued and 
underutilised. We draw here on the important lessons of feminist and social 
reproduction scholarship, which has sought to place gender and social repro-
duction as entangled with and central to productive processes, and increas-
ingly to the study of extractivism as well. While the expansion of extractivism 
requires the appropriation and undermining of the unvalued elements of the 
‘web of life’ (Moore, 2015)— from unpaid and invisible work that reproduces 
labour power and thereby surplus value, to the destruction of the environment 
and all other ‘background conditions’ (Fraser, 2022)— our approach reaffirms 
kin relations and the communities of labour built around processes of produc-
tion and social reproduction. It is well known that women are often respon-
sible for the care and maintenance of families, communities and landscapes 
in extractive economies, and that this has a profound impact on women’s 
roles and responsibilities with regard to social reproduction, care giving and 
subsistence. Conversely, in addition to reproductive work scholars have doc-
umented how women are increasingly integral to productive processes them-
selves (Benya, 2015). Additionally, and as documented by feminist economists, 
this labour— often disguised and naturalised as labour of love by drawing on 
gendered tropes— also contributes directly to surplus value creation, which 
benefits capital. It is, therefore, labour that is necessary not only for the gen-
eral reproduction of ‘communities’, but also for the expansion of extractive 
economies.

Just as extractivism can exacerbate existing gender- based violence and dis-
crimination, including the sexualisation and objectification of women’s bod-
ies, women are also often at the forefront of resistance and mobilisation against 
extractive industries, drawing on their experiences in social reproduction to 
articulate alternative visions of development and sustainability.5 A gender- 
sensitive recognition of the complex interplay between gender, social repro-
duction and extractive industries can inform strategies for promoting gender 

 5 There has been important advocacy research on this issue reaffirming the particular forms 
of exclusion and risk that women and activists face, and their organised responses to extrac-
tive activities. See, e.g., the Association for Women’s Rights in Development and the Women 
Human Rights Defenders International Coalition’s report, Women Human Rights Defenders 
Confronting Extractive Industries: An Overview of Critical Risks and Human Rights Obligations, 
https:// www .awid .org /sites /defa ult /files /atoms /files /whrds -confronting _e xtra ctiv e _in dust 
ries _rep ort -eng .pdf (accessed on 22 May 2023) or South Africa’s groundWork, Centre for 
Environmental Rights, Earthjustice, and Human Rights Watch report, We Know Our Lives are 
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equity and social justice in extractive regions and offer a richer and more tex-
tured appreciation of what constitutes an extractive community. This would 
mean communities, framed around gendered dimensions of labour and pro-
duction, capable of challenging dominant narratives that characterise extrac-
tion as strictly masculine and technocratic.

Our second way of approaching the problem of formal and informal mining 
work and the growing interconnections between asm and large- scale indus-
trial spaces involves our aim to have a more inclusive view of what constitutes 
the production of value in extractive economies, beyond the simple dichotomy 
of direct and indirect and skilled and unskilled jobs. To this end, we offer a more 
encompassing understanding of mining communities, denoting not only local 
arrangements of culture and power, usually born out of formally sanctioned 
customary formations, but also the broader institutional actors that interact 
with them— namely, mining companies. Following Anna Tsing’s definition of 
‘friction’ (2005), we recognise the various unequal and heterogeneous encoun-
ters in the making of a resource frontier, and the alliances and clashes— some 
expected but others unanticipated— that come into being in the realm of fric-
tion. As we understand them in this thematic volume, we deploy the notion 
of communities to characterise the immediate sites in the vicinity of extrac-
tive processes but also the interlocked experience of making home away from 
home (see Nkomo, this volume). This includes the conceptual and empirical 
differences— representational, discursive, and practical— between being at 
once remote but also integral to capitalist mechanisms of value creation. We 
are therefore particularly attentive to the tactics and techniques deployed 
by corporate actors to appropriate and discipline local communities (Kirsch, 
2014; Frederiksen and Himley, 2019; also see Lupo; Nikolaeva; Petrakos in this 
volume), as well as to the processes that turn indigenous actors into entrepre-
neurial subjects, as in the case of the communal enterprises in the Amazon 
examined by Doris Buu- Sao (2021).

Our definition of communities of extraction is deeply wedded to the value 
embedded in local cultural and economic systems. Much like the unrecognised 
and undervalued work of social reproduction, these communities are informed 
by local knowledge and richly textured social networks, and can thus contrib-
ute to the development of more sustainable and equitable models of resource 
governance. These communities are not simply on the receiving end of the 
interests of global capital or at the mercy of the more destructive social and 

in Danger: Environment of Fear in South Africa’s Mining- Affected Communities, https:// cer .org 
.za /wp -cont ent /uplo ads /2019 /04 /CER -gW -HRW -EJ -Rep ort -on -EDs -16 .4 .2019 .pdf (accessed 
on 22 May 2023).
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environmental impacts of extractivism. Rather, they are prominent and active 
agents in productive processes of extraction and a vital node in global supply 
chains. Communities are at the forefront of extractivism and hold the key to its 
upheaval. But rather than adopting a parochialised view of these communities, 
we suggest that miners, migrants, women, indigenous groups, corporate agents 
and state authorities partake in a field of action that is far more organised, 
intersecting and structured than has previously been suggested.

6 Global Extractive Networks and the Politics of Place

Extraction is a spatially uneven process that creates a plethora of distinct spaces 
and scales of resource production and consumption, from households, mining 
compounds and company towns to extractive enclaves and special economic 
zones and corridors. These spaces and scales are shaped by a complex network 
of power relations that extend far beyond the boundaries of any one extractive 
site and include negotiations over land and resource ownership, distribution, 
and access, the development of refining and transportation infrastructures, 
the management of labour markets, and technological developments. It is on 
the basis of these broader power networks and infrastructures that extractive 
industries operate and are contested.

The relationship between localised economies and global dynamics is a cen-
tral theme in the anthropological and sociological literature on extractivism 
(Verbrugge and Geenen, 2020). By recognising the interconnectedness of local 
struggles and global forces, we can gain a stronger appreciation of the com-
plex power arrangements that shape the lives of workers and communities in 
extractive regions and of the challenges of, and opportunities for, social and 
environmental justice. To capture this intersection of local and global dynam-
ics and the interconnectedness of various actors, processes and discourses, we 
draw on the analytic of ‘global extractive networks’. These global networks of 
extraction illuminate the forms of mediation between global and local actors 
in commodity chains, as well as the politics of resource- making in concrete 
places, including transnational corporations and international financial insti-
tutions, but also labour markets, state policies, social movements and asylum 
claims (Morris, this volume).

Extractive operations are not simply technical or economic endeavours. 
They are also deeply intertwined with the social and cultural fabric of the 
localities in which they are located or have percolated into, born out of embod-
ied and narrated practices (Raffles, 1999; see also Hoff, this volume). By our 
use of ‘politics of place’, we highlight the importance of these specific social, 
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cultural, economic and environmental contexts in which an extractive opera-
tion takes place, and the resistance and organising efforts of the communities 
most directly impacted by extractive projects. We emphasise the agency of 
local actors as active participants in everyday communities and struggles, from 
workers contesting or negotiating with transnational corporations over labour 
conditions and wages to community activists opposing extractive projects. 
Conversely, global economic forces can structure and constrain local agency in 
an ‘extractive imperialism’ (Veltmeyer and Petras, 2014) of control exerted over 
natural resources and extractive industries in developing countries, leading to 
a range of social and environmental impacts, including the displacement of 
indigenous communities, the degradation of local ecosystems, and the flatten-
ing of local cultures and identities.

To navigate these complexities, the present volume emphasises the need 
for a ‘multi- scalar’ approach that recognises the multiple scales at which 
extractive industries operate, from the local to the national and the global. 
This approach recognises that the impacts of extractive industries are felt 
most acutely at the local level, but are shaped by global economic forces and 
political structures. By examining the ways in which these different scales 
intersect and interact, scholars can better understand the complex multidi-
mensional relationship between localised experiences and the global dynam-
ics that shape the lives of mining workers and extractive communities across 
the world.

7 Volume Overview

The volume is organised into three sections, each taking a distinct perspective 
on lived experiences of extraction and offering a novel viewpoint from which 
to examine how labour, social identities and relations shape and are shaped by 
extractive activities. Collectively, these chapters show that extractive industries 
are not solely driven by abstract market forces, but are also deeply entwined 
with social practices, political imaginaries and forms of resistance. Corporate 
narratives and imaginative practices are central to expanding extractive fron-
tiers, but also offer alternative stories to pave the way for possible counter- 
mobilisations and future changes.

‘Community, Labour, and Social Life’ explores how extractive industries 
shape social relations, cultural identities and labour practices in communities 
of extraction. From mining cooperatives to women’s promotion groups and 
indigenous and migrant communities, each chapter works through specific 
and granular intersections of race, gender and class in extractive processes, 
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paying heed to the intersection between global forces and local power dynam-
ics in reshaping the lives of those on the front lines of extraction.

Melusi Nkomo’s chapter, for example, looks at ‘mundane’, everyday, intimate 
actions that migrant mineworkers in the informal settlement of Marikana 
engage in in order to make their presence felt. Nkomo unpacks the ways in 
which these individuals position themselves socially, politically and culturally 
to navigate the deprived living conditions of this South African town. These 
workers share a common repertoire of values, traditions and interests and 
are embedded in rural networks that foster solidarity, collective morality and 
political presence, all of which complicate their marginal status as migrants. 
He argues that informal settlements, while on the margins, are critical sites 
for ‘claim- making’ by migrants with regard to the state and mining capital. 
These spaces have the potential to create new networks and strengthen old 
networks, which could facilitate consequential political and social action by 
migrant mineworkers. Nkomo thus suggests that policy makers consider the 
‘political space and structures created in informal settlements […] for progres-
sive political communication and deliberations aimed at improving the lives 
of poor people’.

Joseph Mujere unpacks the transition from tribute mining contracts to arti-
sanal and small- scale mining and the effects of liberalising mineral resource 
extraction in postcolonial Zimbabwe. Drawing on the experiences of members 
of small- scale mining cooperatives and artisanal miners, he shows how the lib-
eralisation of the chromite mining sector in Zimbabwe and the establishment 
of mining cooperatives run by artisanal and small- scale miners initially con-
tributed to the creation of opportunities to alleviate poverty and to strengthen 
rural livelihoods for peasants. However, a moratorium on the export of unpro-
cessed ore and later an outright export ban to promote local beneficiation6 
subsequently led to artisanal and small- scale miners being adversely affected. 
This eventually created a space for Chinese companies to partner with small- 
scale and artisanal chromite miners. What Mujere effectively demonstrates is 
that the asymmetrical and exploitative relations that existed between large- 
scale chromite mines and other miners prior to independence have been repro-
duced in the presence of new, Chinese actors. While miners may have been 
liberated from tribute mining arrangements, they are increasingly tied into 
‘new’ exploitative arrangements without the protection of the state. This has 
increased the vulnerability of chromite mining cooperatives and small- scale 
miners and contributed to the deepening of poverty in rural communities.

 6 Beneficiation: the treatment of a raw material in order to improve its properties. 
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Like Melusi Nkomo, Luisa Lupo notes the gendered contours of resilience 
and solidarity around sites of extraction. Using a social reproduction lens to 
make sense of extractivism, Lupo highlights connections between women’s 
promotion groups (responsible for making soap and for cloth dyeing activities) 
and bauxite refining in Fria, Guinea. Lupo draws our attention to connections 
between productive and reproductive spaces, and through her emphasis on 
spatial entanglements she not only demonstrates the ways in which extractiv-
ism externalises social reproduction to the household by way of which women 
subsidise extractive operations in times of crisis and closures, but also that 
women rely on it for livelihoods. She paints a paradoxical picture of women’s 
groups that are shaped by, sustain, and depend on the bauxite industry, even 
as they are harmed by it. This is a counterintuitive process of ‘mutual constitu-
tion’ where the bauxite mine, on the one hand, connects women and is impli-
cated in their livelihood strategies through company csr activities, and, on 
the other, is indirectly and twistedly incriminated in the relations of solidarity, 
resilience and sociality that women forge.

Focusing on indigenous communities in Australia, Liz Wall and Fiona 
Haslam- McKenzie look at the extent to which benefit sharing agreements are 
delivering on the expectations and aspirations of affected communities, where 
community is homogenised without due consideration of differences. In mak-
ing their assessment, they are critical of ‘sustainable benefits and opportuni-
ties’ discourses that do not properly consider the experiences of mine- hosting 
communities. They suggest that only at the point of mine closure can a proper 
assessment be made. In assessing the success of benefit sharing models, they 
argue that there is a need to go beyond ‘utilitarian concepts of income and 
possession of commodities’ and economic growth indicators. Instead, they 
draw our attention to whether the relationship has been mutually benefi-
cial, the well- being of people ‘improved’, and, most importantly, to whether 
indigenous voices, views, ontologies, cultural practices and autonomy have 
been respected and maintained. They also caution against the rush to find a 
broad, all- encompassing approach that can be applied universally, emphasis-
ing instead close collaboration with affected communities so that outcomes 
reflect their values and priorities.

The pace of extraction is often out of sync with the rhythms of local com-
munities and ecosystems, and extraction can create new and multiple tem-
poralities that disrupt and reshape existing social and cultural practices. In 
‘Scales of Space and Time’, authors examine the historical and contemporary 
connections between global extractive networks, long- standing processes of 
colonialism and imperialism, and the intricate spatial and temporal dynam-
ics of extractivism, from corporate practices to state policies. As extractive 
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activities are spatially configured across borderlands and in the transnational 
flows of people, capital and resources, these authors examine the contested 
and fluid nature of territorial boundaries and the political struggles that arise 
around them.

Like the Australian case examined by Wall and McKenzie, Diana Ayeh is 
also concerned with benefit distribution, but in Burkina Faso’s gold mining 
sector. She unpacks the global mushrooming of ethical norms, practices and 
policies that are, in theory, purported to strengthen local communities. Based 
on research in Burkina Faso, Ayeh demonstrates how newly promulgated pol-
icies aimed at decentralising revenue allocation had a paradoxical effect, on 
the one hand opening space for local government to exert control over mining 
revenues while at the same time allowing corporates to abdicate some of their 
responsibilities. Simultaneously, these policies became a technology for engi-
neering community consent, disciplining dissenters, preventing opposition 
and thus enabling unabated extractive expansion. While Wall and MacKenzie 
suggest that ‘benefits’ need to be defined using local conceptions, considering 
local traditions, values and voices, Ayeh demonstrates that even when local 
interests are considered there are multiple competing actors on the ground 
who may direct benefits in ways that may not necessarily lead to their broad 
redistribution. Underlying these chapters is a critique of the notion of ‘bene-
fits’ in light of environmental, social and cultural devastation.

The chapter by Eveline Bingaman looks at the ‘rightful resistance’ (O’Brien 
and Lianjiang, 2006) of villagers and of artisanal and small- scale gold miners 
who were displaced from mining and whose livelihoods were destroyed by a 
large, Hunan- based multinational gold mining corporation. The corporation 
damaged the local river, leading to a full- scale uprising led by artisanal miners. 
The protest eventually succeeded in stopping harmful industrial mining activ-
ities. Through the story of Eagleback village, Bingaman demonstrates how a 
group of locals in a marginalised community took a firm stand and opposed 
the plans of the state and a powerful multinational that had the support of the 
government. This pushback by Eagleback villagers was significant considering 
how the Chinese state is often viewed as all- powerful, even if, as, Bingaman 
notes, it was directed at lower- level municipal officials and not at the system or 
the central Chinese Communist Party.

Looking at Greece and Romania, Konstantinos Petrakos demonstrates the 
workings of the corporate– state– mining complex in facilitating the expansion 
of extractive frontiers. Here we see how the state adopts a range of neo- liberal 
strategies and introduces and modifies legal frameworks regarding land use 
and resource exploitation and environmental and spatial planning policies, 
at particular economic junctures (the financial crisis and indebtedness of the 
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state), to facilitate and simplify ‘new’ processes of primitive accumulation. 
By the same token, we see how corporations adopt the ‘biopolitical control 
of the population’ and ‘quieter registers of power’ that involve the manipula-
tion of people by promising them jobs and ‘development’. Aided by the state, 
corporations also generate and amplify narratives that are meant to legitimise 
extractive projects and to manufacture consent, even as they generate dissent 
and discord among the locals. To manage dissent and resistance to disposses-
sion and expansion, violence is co- deployed, at times involving the police. In 
response, local actors, in some instances led by women, have adopted creative 
tactics and resistance strategies that have helped them cement victories while 
building solidarity globally.

Jesse Jonkman and Eva von Roekel complicate the linear assumptions in 
temporal conceptions of resource extraction and suggest a muddling of time 
to indicate temporal porousness, the coexistence of, and entanglements 
between, social and economic lives, and overlapping resource cycles and 
potentialities. Using two cases, respectively from Colombia and Venezuela, 
they show that linearity is not how people in mine sites conceive of time or 
their lives in relation to extractive industries. Seeking to highlight and perhaps 
negotiate their vulnerability, people work with a ‘muddled temporality’. By 
thinking of the ‘extractive present’ as distinct from the past or the future, they 
emphasise connections, or an ‘afterlife’ or ‘a thing of the past’ tied to or paral-
lel to future pursuits. The authors, therefore, suggest that we consider present 
booms, lives, and policies alongside their histories and futures. The present 
thus has within it residues of the past and seeds of the future, in that ‘one 
frontier’s life is another frontiers afterlife’. Jonkman and von Roekel conclude 
by advocating for multiple temporalities and circularity, and not the finality of 
mining cycles that ‘afterlife’ might suggest. This reading of time challenges the 
temporary logics undergirding some of the studies presented in this volume, 
including those imagining finality, ‘closures’, and ends.

Finally, ‘Extractive Frontiers: Narratives and Discourses’ takes on the nar-
ratives that shape and are shaped by broader political and economic forces. 
Each chapter unfolds space- making and border- defining perceptions and rep-
resentations of extractivism, and how indigenous peoples, racialised econo-
mies and other marginalised communities creatively resist, are swept into, or 
assert their own narratives and visions of their future. As corporate narratives, 
imaginative practices, and discursive constructions are weaved in and around 
extractive industries, these chapters examine what such representations can 
tell us about extractive activities, their relationship to communities, and the 
mobilisation of opposition to them, from refugees and displaced peoples to 
rumours and other forms of gossip.
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Anneloes Hoff looks at how corporate discourses, performative practices 
of storytelling, imaginings and myth- making unfold and render exploration 
and ultimately the expansion of mining possible. In other words, how narra-
tives produce and maintain mining frontiers and engender professional sub-
jectivities that reproduce and sustain myths and investor interest. Focusing 
on AngloGold Ashanti in Colombia, Hoff looks at the inward-  and outward- 
oriented narratives that facilitated the entrance and expansion of (and resist-
ance to) this ‘new’ mining frontier, also known as the ‘last Andean frontier’. The 
outward- oriented narrative targeted and managed investor and sharehold-
ers imaginations regarding the benefits and risks involved in gold mining in 
Colombia. The inward- oriented storytelling and practices were able to produce 
professional subjectivities and corporate identities that could be mobilised 
to sustain the narratives that made ‘exploration success tangible’. Hoff notes 
how this mythmaking process is gendered and centred around a male hero fig-
ure who valorises particular masculine traits, while women in turn downplay 
femininity.

Moving outwards to the international refugee regime, Julia Morris extends 
the logics of extractive capitalism to include the experience and economy of 
human (im)mobility. Based on research on the Pacific island of Nauru and in 
Jordan, the lens of extractivism is applied here to examine the refugee indus-
try as a practice of ‘frontiering’. Morris’s chapter draws our attention to the 
extractive economies governing human mobility in the processing and reset-
tling of refugees, and to the power imbalances that come with the extraction 
of value from humans as resources. This is a stark reminder of the forms of 
human objectification and commodification associated with extractivism, 
and of the inherent violence of the extractive practices present in the process 
of incorporating migrants and asylum applicants into migration governance 
regimes.

Finally, Sardana Nikolaeva looks at how the villagers of Djelinde in a far 
north- eastern region of the Russian Federation used rumours to negotiate 
their marginality and precariousness and to articulate resistance to an extrac-
tion project. Nikolaeva first unpacks how rumours are generated and how they 
circulate and help people make sense of, and respond to everyday experiences 
of anxiety and collective uncertainties in the context of extractivism. In this 
instance, Nikolaeva reads rumours as a covert psychological tactic that facili-
tates the rejection of the hegemonic ideologies of development that legitimate 
extractivism. While she underscores the political potentialities of rumours, she 
also points to the contradictory effects of rumours and rumouring, and argues 
that while rumours can be used to process experiences and resist, they can also 
be fuelled by those in power, and ultimately co- opted into registers of control 
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and intimidation. In other words, rumour can be ‘strategically instrumental-
ised by the government’ to bolster its power.

As this volume demonstrates, the processes and impacts of extraction 
are multifaceted and complex, affecting communities, labour, social life and 
identities in various ways. The contributors provide a critical and nuanced 
understanding of the social, cultural and political dimensions of extraction as 
deeply social and shaped by practices of storytelling, imagination, social prac-
tices and relations. These dimensions are crucial in making extraction possible 
and for sustaining its expansion into new domains, but likewise for identifying 
opportunities for resistance and for paving the way for alternative future post- 
extractive communities and economies.

The accompanying volume, The Afterlives of Extraction: Alternatives and 
Sustainable Futures (Calvão, Archer and Benya, 2023), weaves futures narra-
tives that emerge in the face of extractive industries, and how we might move 
beyond the extractive paradigm towards alternative conceptions of sustaina-
bility and justice. Together, these volumes offer a comprehensive analysis of 
the challenges and opportunities presented by extraction, and provide a foun-
dation for thinking about the conditions of possibility for creating more equi-
table and sustainable relationships with the earth’s resources.
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Migrants and the Politics of Presence on the South 
African Platinum Mining Belt

Melusi Nkomo

 Abstract

The platinum mining regions of South Africa’s North West province attract numerous 
individuals from far and wide in search of mining jobs and other opportunities directly 
or indirectly related to the mines. Since the late 1990s many newcomers to the region 
have established informal settlements close to mining operations and nearby urban 
areas. Significant numbers of IsiXhosa- speaking migrants, primarily from the south- 
east of the country, reside in these settlements. This chapter examines particular social 
and cultural practices to argue that such mine- periphery settlements are significant 
sites for consequential social and political organisation and action. The chapter pro-
poses that such politics, which can be termed the ‘politics of presence’, permits visible 
and audible claim- making and demands by the residents vis- à- vis the state and mining 
capital. Ordinary strategies for constructing and organising life entrench and expand 
their political presence, actions, and solidarity in a region that is, generally speaking, 
hostile to their presence. Instead of confronting, pathologising and marginalising the 
sociopolitical organisation and practices of informal settlement residence, policy-
makers would do well to view the political space and structures created in informal 
 settlements as potentially fruitful for progressive political communication and delib-
erations aimed at improving the lives of poor people over the long term.

1 Introduction

During the first decade and a half of the twenty- first century, the global com-
modities boom fuelled an enormous expansion of platinum mining in South 
Africa’s North West and Limpopo provinces. In these platinum- rich provinces, 
mining companies such as Anglo- American Platinum, Lonmin plc and Impala 
Platinum engaged in profitable ventures, resulting in increased commercial 
activity and urban expansion in the surrounding areas. Rustenburg, Brits, 
Phokeng, Marikana and other cities provided many people with opportuni-
ties and ‘dreams’ for development, employment, entrepreneurship and escape 
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30 Nkomo

from poverty (Rajak, 2012). From across South Africa and beyond its borders, 
many thronged to the region in search of mine jobs and other livelihood oppor-
tunities that are directly or indirectly related to the mining economy.

However, in spite of the image of a booming industry, the mines were 
able neither to absorb the overwhelming numbers of job seekers nor to sat-
isfy the deep desire for development among local communities. Those able 
to secure mine jobs survived on insufficient salaries, a situation that among 
other things provoked the Marikana strikes and violence of 2012– 13 (of 
which more later). Many others remained unemployed, but some entered 
the informal economy— selling liquor in unlicensed establishments, running 
hair salons, peddling drugs and prostitution and pursuing other, undefined 
income- generating activities. Or, as described by Joseph Mujere, they engaged 
in ‘practices of waiting’ for the various kinds of life opportunities, such as jobs, 
public services, development, etc., which they hoped could come with mining 
(Mujere, 2020; Rajak, 2016; 2012). This chapter argues that significant everyday 
and mundane activities, social relations and practices build into the conditions 
of political life and struggles of the many who were drawn towards the min-
ing boom’s many promises, but instead survive mostly on its edges. They find 
themselves on the margins, predominantly in the sprawling informal settle-
ments dotted across the so- called platinum belt. The image of informal settle-
ments right on the doorsteps of large- scale mining operations may evoke the 
underbelly of extractive activities, primitive accumulation, land dispossession, 
displacement, disruption of social arrangements and inequalities among local 
communities, as described by Capps and Mnwana (2015a; 2015b). However, 
these informal settlements on the edges of the mines, occupied by migrants 
and other poor, also constitute significant sites for active social and political 
organisation and actions. People who find themselves building a social world 
at the edge engage in what anthropologist Anne- Marie Makhulu (2015, xv) calls 
a ‘politics of presence’, which allows for visible and audible claim- making vis- 
à- vis the state and mining capital (see also, Bayat, 2007 and 2013). With such a 
politics, people grapple with the complexities of lived life, as Makhulu (2015, 
xv) suggests, by engaging in ordinary strategies of building and organising life, 
everyday struggles to survive, illegal settlement, protest, etc. while being able 
to ‘make their presence felt, exercise leverage and make demands’ (Li, 2017, 
1253). As this chapter emphasises, the vibrant public politics of poor people on 
the platinum belt cannot be fully understood without interrogating the mun-
dane, intimate and personal dispositions and actions of the actors (Hanisch, 
1970; Enloe, 2011). A derivative argument, which is important to mention but 
will not be expanded upon in the present contribution to this thematic vol-
ume, is that the margins of the mining economy represent conduits of social 
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reproduction and social mobility that are not directly organised by capital, but 
from which capital benefits immensely. Marginality, therefore, does not entail 
political insignificance, or dejected apathy on a mining frontier.

The chapter’s insights are based on my ethnographic study in Marikana 
town in South Africa’s North West province. I stayed in the informal settle-
ments of Big House and eNkanini (the latter is sometimes called Wonderkop) 
for 14 months that were interspersed between 2014 and 2016. A number of 
my interlocutors, on whom I will focus in this paper, were isiXhosa- speaking 
male migrants who came to the area mostly from the rural regions of Eastern 
Cape province. I undertook fieldwork in the aftermath of the Marikana miners’ 
strikes and crisis, which lasted from 2012 to 2013.1 I conversed and interacted 
with, but also observed the life of, the town’s people, especially those residing 
in informal settlements and surrounding poor communities. While I focus on 
men in this paper, my fieldwork in general was not limited to the stories of 
full- time male employees of the mines, but included the perceptions of casual, 
informal and unemployed individuals who were both female and male. Many 
of those I spoke with had hopes of one day getting a full- time mining job.

This chapter adds to the academic and policy debates on local- level politics 
in mining regions— that is, the politics of people living in areas affected by 
large- scale resource extraction (Filer and Le Meur, 2017, 24). Mining sites such 
as the one I depict are those social spaces, we are told, where capitalism ‘“hits 
the ground” and [is shaped, or] shapes conditions of everyday life’ (Mezzadra 
and Neilson, 2019, 22; also, Tsing, 2005). In this relation, the academic argu-
ment exposes ‘zones of noncommodification’, in this case the grey zones of 
the sociocultural and political, on which mining capitalism ‘depends for its 
very existence’ (Fraser, 2017, 152) by its extraction and exploitation of labour, 
and life itself, while contributing very little to its reproduction. Such zones, 
as Lahiri- Dutt (2016, 204– 13) has described in the context of coal mining in 
India, may also exhibit the intermingling of the formal and informal, result-
ing in ‘diverse worlds’ that are flexibly organised by transactions, labour and 
enterprise. To a great extent, this chapter augments the growing body of social 
science analyses of post- apartheid/ postcolonial (that is, post- 1994) mining by 
putting the everyday and quotidian social and political practices on the fringes 
of a mining economy under an ethnographic microscope.

In the last two decades, much of the research on South Africa’s mining 
explored the changing political economies, social structures and political 

 1 On 16 August 2012, a gathering of mine workers and other community members— who were 
vocalising wage- increase demands from Lonmin— ended in bloodshed, as 34 of them were 
killed by members of the South African police and the mine company’s security.
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sociologies of labour, especially on the platinum mining belt (Bowman, 2016; 
2018; Benya, 2016; 2017; Capps, 2010; 2015; Mnwana and Bowman, 2022; Forrest, 
2015; Sinwell and Mbatha, 2016). Emphasis has been on how platinum min-
ing impacts the dynamics of community formation, contentious inter- intra- 
community politics, and relations between communities, corporations, local 
government and the state, as well as forms of mine labour organisation and 
struggles. It is often agreed that ‘the new mining’ has been accompanied by a 
‘complex pattern of [both] continuity and change in the dynamics and geog-
raphies of the old migrant labour system’ (Capps, 2015, 501; Bezuidenhout and 
Buhlungu, 2015; Stewart, 2015). Scholars also consider how the different land 
ownership statuses and patterns of authority in mining- affected areas facili-
tate conflict over control of land and mineral benefits (Bowman, 2016; Capps 
and Mnwana, 2015a; 2015b; Mnwana and Bowman, 2022). These conflicts man-
ifest themselves in local social struggles, and are usually ‘fought through claims 
to exclusive group identities and conflicting notions of belonging’, which leads 
Mnwana to conclude that ‘[t] he politics and meanings of belonging and cit-
izenship have hence become central to attempts to determine who benefits 
from the fruits of platinum mining and who doesn’t’ (Mnwana, 2015, 159). In 
the present chapter, I acknowledge the extensiveness and significance of work 
that has been done on South Africa’s platinum belt society and local- level pol-
itics; however, and taking some inspiration from studies done elsewhere (see 
Lahiri- Dutt, 2016; Filer and Le Meur, 2017), I aim at gnawing underneath the 
totality of social structural analysis, and the oft- presented image institutional 
by exposing the distinct forms of everyday cultural practices, social processes, 
and other engagements undertaken by migrants and their communities with-
out the direct organisation of capital, but definitely not without its exploita-
tion. The evidence I bring forth, first, compliments the analyses of overarching 
power and structural relations between communities, governance institutions 
(state, chieftaincies and municipalities), labour and capital, but also invites 
different political actors to move beyond pathologising life in informal settle-
ments and take seriously the public space and channels of political communi-
cation, deliberations, relations and discourses that are created in such places, 
which are often based on heterogenous practices of daily life.

2 Background and Context: the Roots of Migrants’ Marginalisation 
Around South Africa’s Platinum Mines

In Marikana and across the mining regions of the North West province, the 
description, designation and categorisation of isiXhosa- speaking mine workers 
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and other migrants as social actors and groups and the roles they adopt can 
best be addressed by juxtaposing them against other actors such as the local 
communities, institutions and mining companies with whom they interact 
on a daily basis. At an institutional level they frequently interact with mining 
corporations, state institutions such as the police, and local government struc-
tures such the Bojanala Platinum District Municipality. The local communities 
are mostly seTswana- speaking populations who are represented by the Bapo- 
Ba- Mogale traditional authority (sometimes referred to as a ‘chieftaincy’), bod-
ies and groups of families purporting to be independent from the traditional 
authority. Many other people may claim to be ‘locals’, and affiliated to the area 
by virtue of speaking the seTswana, identifying with the culture of the region, 
acting and adopting certain roles that adhere them to local politics, and com-
ing from other areas within North West province itself. From various actors 
there is a general resentment towards and marginalisation of migrants and 
their communities, particularly those residing in informal settlements. Locals 
often forward claims to indigeneity, autochthony, property (land and housing 
claims) and mine jobs that they see as threatened by the presence of a huge 
number of predominantly male ‘outsiders’ from other cultures and areas of 
South Africa and beyond (see Mujere, 2015; and Mnwana, 2015). In Marikana, 
Asanda Benya (2015, 550) observed how this resentment manifests itself in 
sites of everyday public and social life such as community clinics, for example 
between migrant residents of eNkanini and the locals of Emzini formal settle-
ment, where the majority of residents are seTswana- speaking; she writes:

The community clinic, meant to service all community members, has 
been absorbed into tribal politics that have led to migrant women some-
times being refused service [….] migrant women narrated stories of 
nurses and administrators who refused, ignored or turned them away for 
failing to respond to instructions given in the local language. To be ser-
viced they have had to learn the local language, seTswana, or, when they 
can afford a taxi fare, seek help from clinics in other communities.

I also observed seething discontent across the platinum belt, especially among 
unemployed and despondent local youth, who expressed their disaffection 
through protests, rioting and other kinds of demonstrations while demanding 
mine jobs and other perceived entitlements such as the prioritisation of locals 
in the allocation of those jobs (Capps and Mnwana, 2015b). Daily interactions 
with a huge number of male migrants provides further and ready fodder for 
tensions that may come out as ‘ethnic’ and a revival of an ‘insurrectionary 
brand of identity politics’ (Capps and Mnwana, 2015a, 617). This resentment, 
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however, is not new to the post- apartheid period and already occurred dur-
ing the apartheid- era ‘Bantustan’ government of Lucas Mangope from 1977 to 
1993, when ‘a particularly virulent notion of “foreigners”’ was fanned against 
migrants in the North West’s regions in an attempt to incorporate various 
seTswana- speaking communities with ‘pan- Tswana nationalism’ (Capps and 
Mnwana, 2015b, 34).2 Non- Tswana mineworkers, especially isiXhosa- speaking 
men, were often arrested and deported if found loitering in villages (Manson 
and Benga, 2012; Capps and Mnwana, 2015b). The end of apartheid might have 
put a stop to the deportations, but social contacts with migrants on the edges 
of the mines took on new forms with the commencement of profitable plati-
num mining in the first decade of the 2000s.

Capps (2010, 16) writes that a new, ‘increasingly assertive “tribal nation-
alism”’ among the various local chieftaincies and communities is continu-
ously propped up by knowledge of platinum wealth and the promise of its 
 redistribution (Capps, 2010, 16; Manson and Benga, 2012, 116). The promise of 
mining- led development, wealth redistribution and ‘empowerment’ among 
seTswana- speaking ‘ethno- communities’ has meant that locals are constantly 
rebranding themselves as a way of repositioning themselves in order to ben-
efit from mining operations (Comaroff and Comaroff, 2009, 15; see, also, 
Rajak, 2016). To a large extent, the situation also means that relations vis- à- vis 
non- Tswana and other marginal, poor and migrant communities engender a 
‘“segmentation” of citizenship or the “narrowing” of definitions of belonging’ 
around mining projects (Mnwana, 2015, 161). In Koczberski and Curry’s (2004, 
367) study of migrant workers on palm oil plantations in Papua New Guinea 
(cited in Bainton, 2009, 24), similar ‘insider– outsider’ discourses also tend to 
promote and legitimise the socioeconomic and political power of the local 
community while homogenising the outsiders. The circumstances of resent-
ment, exclusion and marginalisation with regard to residents of informal set-
tlements therefore result in blanket but multiple forms of deprivation for most 
migrants in such settlements, the most obvious being deteriorating subsist-
ence, infrastructurally poor residence, and general uncertainty of life.

The preceding depiction of social relations on the platinum belt should not 
be taken as my denying interethnic instances of cooperation that happen at 

 2 Lucas Mangope was the president of a short- lived black ‘homeland’ government (1977– 93) 
that was situated mainly in the present- day North West province of South Africa. ‘Homelands’, 
or ‘Bantustans’ were polities created by the apartheid regime as racially segregated and nomi-
nally ‘self- governing’ for black Africans. They usually grouped people according to perceived 
ethnic and linguistic homogeneity. They all collapsed in 1994 and were incorporated into the 
new democratic South Africa.
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many different levels between individuals and many other actors with vari-
ous backgrounds, not only between isiXhosa and seTswana speakers. Also, 
the divisions are by no means seamless. Most migrants speak fluent seTswana 
and the opposite is true for locals, who may speak isiXhosa and other Nguni 
languages, such as isiZulu, on top of English and Afrikaans. During and just 
after the Marikana strikes and crisis of 2012 for instance, the interests of most 
people in communities around the platinum belt seemed to converge, tran-
scending linguistic and ethnic divisions as all and sundry came out in solidar-
ity with the striking mineworkers (Naicker, 2017). While it is true that migrants 
and others exist in social cooperation beyond ethnolinguistic boundaries (e.g. 
during labour protests, sport events, political gatherings, etc.), what is undeni-
able is that everyday social contacts remain an important point where people 
come together, or become divided, around the platinum mines. A question 
then arises regarding how migrants position themselves socially and politi-
cally in order to wade through the deprived conditions of life and struggles. 
How do they perform, inscribe and claim a social and political presence on the 
platinum belt? The following ethnographic evidence points to heterogenous 
practices, whereby migrants progressively enhance their political and social 
presence, which they enact through the everyday building of sociocultural 
relations, networks and institutions. This politics, as Bayat (2007) argues about 
the Islamic world, is slowly ‘encroaching’ and persistent upon the constraints 
imposed upon its protagonists by institutions and the authorities.

3 Enacting Political Presence on the Platinum Belt

In the morning of June 21, 2015 at Big House informal settlement in Marikana, 
I joined a group of migrant men who basked and feasted at a yard on the banks 
of Sterkstroom, a creek running along the edge of the settlement. The men 
were my neighbours and acquaintances, whose invitations to many occasions 
and events I readily accepted during my fieldwork. In the small yard was an 
open fire on top of which was a large pot which burped and coughed out froth, 
lid tumbling from boiling meat. Jeke,3 an old- timer mine worker and neighbour 
explained to me that the reason for the occasion he planned was ‘welcoming 

 3 I use pseudonyms for my interlocutors to protect their identities. I introduce Jeke, because 
(as will become clear in the chapter) he embodies and symbolises male migrants’ attempts at 
the creation of a certain sociocultural order, patriarchal authority and social world that has 
meaning to male migrants in the face of uncertain life conditions on the edges of a platinum 
economy.
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our young men’ (‘ukwamkela abafana basekhaya’, or just ‘ukwamkela’), in his 
isiXhosa language. The welcome, he explained, was for some young men who 
had arrived the previous day from Eastern Cape. The young men were known 
to Jeke from his rural village of Cabane, some 20 kilometres south of the closest 
town, Mount Frere, also in the Eastern Cape. Not all the ‘young men’ looked so 
young to me, and neither were they all ‘new’ to the platinum belt in general. 
Jeke, regularly addressed as ‘utata’ (‘father’, or ‘old man’) by fellow residents and 
workmates alike, had been around the mines for as long as he could remember, 
and often gathered people of his own accord for beer- drinking occasions and 
settling small disputes between residents.

On that day, Jeke was cooking at the yard of a close friend of his, a fellow 
mineworker I knew as Miya. The two met at the end of the 1990s when the lat-
ter arrived on the platinum belt as a young man to find work. Jeke himself came 
to the platinum mines earlier, at the end of the 1980s, after he left another mine 
that shut down on the gold reefs near the city of Johannesburg. Jeke decided to 
prepare the meat at Miya’s yard because there, he decided, it could be looked 
after while he attended to some other chores. Besides, he also considered that 
the goat’s loud bleating during slaughter might ‘invite the whole Big House’, 
many more hungry mouths than he had planned for. For that day, Miya’s place, 
at the edge of the informal settlement, was secluded from the public eye, and 
just ideal for a small- scale social occasion.

A few other men joined the group later, and the gathering swelled to about 
15 people. All of them, I later found out, were originally from various regions of 
the Eastern Cape. Two were known to Jeke from his rural village. Three joined 
because the two from the village invited them. It was the same for the other 
men who joined us later. A few knew the host from work, or like me from stay-
ing together at the Big House informal settlement. We were just ‘makhelwanes’ 
(‘neighbours/ co- residents’). The informality of the occasion makes it difficult 
to generalise its structure to other social activities of a similar nature that may 
occur elsewhere. On this occasion, friends, acquaintances, neighbours, work-
mates, chosen by the host and others, spread the word among themselves.

With the preceding vignette, I reiterate a trope in the anthropological lit-
erature about the reconstruction of social and kinship networks among mine 
workers who found themselves far from home on the mines of apartheid and 
colonial southern Africa (see Van Onselen, 1976; Harries, 1994; Dunbar Moodie 
and Ndatshe, 1994). The trope is still recognisable in contemporary studies, 
albeit with several modifications as the analysis below will reveal. Migrant 
mineworkers and their communities are discernible as social collectives on 
the platinum belt. Their inter-  and intraethnic contacts, and adoption of dif-
ferent situational roles, engender social networks that become significant for 
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everyday social and political relations and actions. The networks could be built 
from common rural origins, as among workmates, beer- drinking companions, 
among kin, and in various other daily engagements.

In the informal settlements under consideration, there exists an elaborate 
affective community in which idioms of family, friendship and other terms 
of classificatory kinship are readily deployed to denote ethnic affinity and 
affiliation, sometimes genuine and consanguineal, but not uncommonly fic-
tive (see also Harries 1990; 1994). Several other close social ties are built and 
social roles adopted on the platinum belt among co- workers, co- residents 
and other people with whom migrants interact regularly. Such ethnocultural 
affiliations, roles and connections sometimes obscure narrower loyalties to 
social and moral institutions at rural homes of origin, such as loyalties to a par-
ticular headman or chief (ibid., 1990). For many migrant men, being a ‘ndoda 
yom’Xhosa’ (‘Xhosa man’) is a general label of shared camaraderie and honour 
they are generally comfortable with. A significant number of them did some-
times identify themselves as belonging to a subgroup from the specific dis-
tricts they came from, yet these particularities were frequently undercut by a 
broader rubric of isiXhosa speakers across the platinum belt.4 As an example, 
a man from the Gcaleka, an isiXhosa- speaking subgroup, would comfortably 
admit to being ‘a Xhosa’ (‘ndingu mXhosa’, they would say) and identify with 
the broader group of people coming from various Eastern Cape regions, even 
those who are not Gcaleka. Being a ‘mXhosa’ is therefore understood as ema-
nating from an ethnolinguistic convergence, a shared province of origin, but 
crucially a sense of familiarity with certain general cultural ways and similar 
life circumstances both on the platinum belt and in their rural homes of origin.

The above observations resonate with Mahoney’s (2012, 139) study among 
‘Zulus’ who migrated for work in the early twentieth century and found them-
selves concentrated in South Africa’s urban settlements, where people from 
different regions, chiefdoms, and districts assembled in a manner they might 
never have done in the countryside; as migrants, they adopted a broad Zulu 
belonging. Harries (1994, 39) similarly claims that far from their home, late 
nineteenth and early twentieth century Mozambiquan migrants forged ties in 
migrant communities for ‘assistance and comradeship’, and such communi-
ties were often wider than those of the chiefdom and clan from whence they 
came. Additionally, concepts of kinship became extended to include, within 
the classification of ‘brothers’ and ‘family parties’, men who were seen to share 

 4 One fundamental particularity would be ‘initiation’ into manhood, which involves circum-
cision, which many isiXhosa- speaking groups carry out, although exceptions such as the 
amaMpondo people do not.
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a common repertoire of values and traditions (ibid.). On the platinum belt 
today, people coming from vastly separated areas of the Eastern Cape, such as 
eNgcobo, Mount Fletcher, Flagstaff, Mthatha and so on, find themselves con-
centrating into social groups and residential patterns whose basis is wider than 
those at their rural homes. The basis for coming together can be language and 
culture, but goes further to include various mutual interests— job opportuni-
ties, political affiliation, religious affiliation and land occupation, for example. 
Male migrants may thus congregate in associations called ‘umbutho’ and gather 
to discuss and forward matters of converging interest.5 Although meetings of 
such congregations are sometimes publicised through posters (see Figure 2.1), 
at other times they occur as regular sittings around beer, or a game of cards 
on easy Sunday afternoons, or more commonly after work, casual gathering in 
the small yards of the informal settlements. I did not have an opportunity to 

 figure 2.1  A poster at Marikana calling members of an ‘umbutho’ from Bizana, 
Eastern Cape, to a Sunday morning meeting. Below the time and venue is 
written, ‘we succeed in numbers, fellows’

  source: author

 5 The term ‘Umbutho’ is also used to denote ‘trade union’.
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attend formally publicised umbutho meetings because invitations specifically 
included close compatriots from the same rural district, but the information 
I present here comes from similar gatherings (discussed in sections below) 
where people performed everyday interactional and behavioural repertoires. 
While the kind of politics practiced in these male groups could be understood 
in terms of Thompson’s (1971) moral politics, which involves circumscribing 
one’s own boundaries for collective action and ‘mutually “acceptable” ele-
ments within a system of political domination and economic appropriation’ 
(Dunbar Moodie, 1986, 2), it can also be understood as a politics of assertively 
digging into a particular political space. And thus as a politics of presence, 
with the intention of becoming visible and audible vis- à- vis dominant actors 
such as the state, local authorities and mining companies. It is not unusual 
that this politics finds some symbolic expression— for example, after a gather-
ing such as the ones described above the migrants form a procession of sing-
ing and dancing through the streets. Much of the lyrics of the songs they sing 
(or sometimes poetry by an ‘imbongi’, or poet, among them) reveal the world 
of their political imagination and desires, and a readiness to act and achieve 
that world. ‘Ngcono sigoduke sizothul’mthwalo thina! Ngeke simele into yokud-
lala manye madoda’ (‘Better we turn back [to our rural homes] and lay down 
our burdens! We can’t wait to be played by other men’), they would chant and 
march in public places, referring to what they see as not being rewarded fairly 
for their labour in the mines, or as being treated unfairly in the region to which 
they have come to work and build lives. In the following section I explore fur-
ther examples of these political and cultural symbolisms.

4 ‘Khawuzithuthe khe!’ (‘Praise yourself!’): Knowing One another On 
the Platinum Belt

Upon meeting one another for the first time, and on top of regular niceties such 
as asking one another’s names, migrant men typically ask one another about 
particular clan names they call ‘iziduko’, their specific chief ’s name, and rural 
districts of origin (‘ekhaya’). The pleasantries around a beer drink could be 
conspicuously long. One might begin by saying, ‘Molweni, mna ndingu Ntobeko, 
ndingumzukulu ko Ngcwangule, esizwe samaMpondo, eNdindindi’ and go on 
praising themselves (‘Greetings, I’m Ntobeko, the grandson of Ngcwangule, 
who comes from Mpondo country, in Ndindindi district’).6 It is possible just to 

 6 This was not an actual interview, but I got this structure from the many introductory greet-
ings I observed during my fieldwork.
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stop having mentioned one’s given names and where one comes from, but it is 
not rare that others may request more detail in a manner that sounds like ask-
ing ‘Why are you withholding other information?’ It is prudent, anyway, to be 
reticent about one’s identity and origin in a place like the platinum belt, where 
spies (‘impimpis’) are deeply despised and if caught are harshly dealt with.7 
Indeed, at times people go further, requesting that an individual recite his clan 
praises during the introductions. ‘Khawuzithuthe sikuve mhlekazi, ungubani 
waphi? Ukuze sazane!’ (‘Praise yourself now sir; who exactly are you and from 
where? We want to hear you then know you!’) Sometimes an individual would 
confess their lack of knowledge of ritual and cultural decorum in the Xhosa 
clan praise tradition that other migrants, especially senior men, would proudly 
flaunt.

A satisfactory introduction regularly invites heartfelt welcomes and nods of 
affirmation: ‘Aw! iza uzohlala apha mntase. Awusijoyine mfokaNgwcangule sis-
ele, sincokole njengamaXhosa’ (‘Aw! Join us blood relative, son of Ngcwangule; 
sit here, drink and let us chat together as Xhosas’). Sometimes the clan names 
and praises could end up being used in day- to- day interactions instead of one’s 
given names. At Big House settlement, some of my neighbours referred to 
me as ‘Khumalo, Mntungwa’, which I later learnt was a clan praise among the 
isiXhosa- speaking amaMfengu or amaHlubi subgroups from the Thembuland 
regions of Eastern Cape province, who also have the surname ‘Nkomo’.8 I gladly 
took up the honour. For an individual in a potentially alienating environment, 
Harries (1994, 6) once concluded, this naming honour provides a concept of 
‘self ’ and closely links them to the moral collective, thus locating them in mul-
tiple patterns of social relations and obligations.

One’s deliberate furtiveness, as briefly hinted at above, could raise suspi-
cion in the platinum belt environment, where people fear and despise spies. 
However, whatever way an individual is welcomed, being an isiXhosa speaker 
and opening up about one’s Eastern Cape origins might become a quick open 
sesame to getting involved in material, sociopolitical and moral relations that 
are important for most of the platinum belt’s migrant communities. Social 
interactions, therefore, do not end with merely occupying the same living 
space, or with the fact of coming from the same region of origin as others. The 

 7 During my fieldwork, spies supposedly emanated from the police, mining companies, local 
authorities, rival trade unions, and political parties, among other groups and institutions, 
who were perceived as harbouring nefarious intentions (real or imagined) with regard to 
migrants and their communities.

 8 As far as I know, my Ndebele- speaking people from Zimbabwe are Ngunis like isiZulu, 
isiSwati and isiXhosa speakers, but I cannot trace any relation to amaMfengu.
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banalities of everyday life in informal settlements— accessing food, money, 
sex, dealing with health and illness, among other issues— have the potential 
to create networks, which in turn further entwine people into local spheres 
of political and/ or social action. Such circumstances, I argue, exemplify the 
remaking political actions, social dependencies, and social dynamics and 
social forms through which individuals and collectives aspire for advancement 
in their lives.

5 Inscribing and Reinforcing the Politics of Presence

Earlier in the morning of 21 June 2015 (the occasion that I introduced in earlier 
sections of this chapter), Jeke had knocked at my door to check on me (it had 
become a habit of his whenever I was around) and invited me to come along to 
his friend’s yard, where the ‘ukwamukela’ was taking place. We found the young 
men in hushed conversation that was abruptly broken by Jeke’s greeting, which 
he offered in a dramatic and commandeering tone. He removed a pot full of 
meat from the fire. After briefly explaining why he had decided to slaughter one 
of his animals, he invited everyone to partake in the fellowship. It was meant 
for ‘people from home’, he explained, ‘so that they won’t think we don’t have 
relatives in Marikana’. A plastic bowl was thus passed around first, for each to 
pick out a thin roasted strand. In the meanwhile, Jeke and Miya prepared the 
boiled meat, which was later spread on two wide wooden platters (they were, 
in fact, cleaned pieces of old doors). People sat around the platters of meat in 
two separate groups. Older men were around one and younger men around 
the other. The sitting arrangement was at the host’s insistence, to respect and 
show deference to one another (‘ntlonipha’), he explained. It was the same for-
mat at traditional ceremonies and other social gatherings I observed— such 
as the ‘ukukhulula izila’ (‘removing of mourning clothes/ stop the mourning’, 
also ‘home cleansing ceremony’)— when people ate together on big occasions 
at migrants’ rural homesteads in the Eastern Cape. As part of respect and 
avoidance, called ukuntlonipha- custom, junior men and senior men may not 
eat from the same platter. The custom extends to the relations and contacts 
between men and women in the homestead; they too could not share food 
from the same dish.

Hickel (2015, 76– 78) shows that among other Nguni peoples, such as 
isiZulu- speaking populations, this circumspect generational separateness of 
ukutlonipha is a crucial part of traditional custom through which senior men 
maintain patriarchal ideologies and authority over their homesteads and jun-
iors. In general, however, and with respect to migrant miners, it has been long 
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recorded that this ‘principle of seniority’ is the basis on which social life among 
Nguni people is organised (Dunbar Moodie and Ndatshe, 1994, 129). ‘Without 
respect for elders the entire political and moral economy of traditional Bantu- 
speaking societies would unravel’, argues Dunbar Moodie and Ndatshe (1994). 
On the platinum belt, ukuntlonipha and general deference to one’s seniors is 
still one of a litany of important sociocultural practices that are constantly 
evoked in the remaking of a social reality and a world with meaning to its 
actors. Migrants acknowledge that their social world and its organisation is 
not entirely divorced from the reality of their rural homes from whence they 
came. As much as material realities of lived life on the platinum belt are invar-
iably linked to those of the countryside, so too are the sociocultural and moral 
realities that complete that social world.

On the day described here, senior migrant mine workers like Jeke and Miya 
carried themselves with the hubris of those in authority. It seemed to me a 
rather consciously performative authority for the most part, repetitively car-
ried out, as if to inscribe a sense of obeisance and solidary into the psyches and 
on the bodies of their junior compatriots. Jeke did not eat much. No sooner 
had the eating started than he was wiping the meat’s fat off his hands onto 
grass tufts and his overalls, after a few seemingly light pecks at the meat. He 
had a few extra slivers for himself, which he casually chucked into his mouth 
before going back to the fire, where he was preparing the rest of the meat 
into biltong. Miya and the other senior men called out to the junior men, ‘heyi 
madoda thathani nantsiya inyama nitye’ (‘Hey gentlemen, there is meat, take 
and eat’), and they fell upon it with the lust of the truly hungry. All the while, 
the senior men ordered about the youngest of the guests with many unceasing 
small requests, for instance telling them to sharpen the cleaver and penknives 
on nearby rocks, or for someone to bring salt from Miya’s room.

In one instance, when a restless young fellow kept pacing up and down in 
front of the group, foraging for a paper to roll his tobacco, Jeke gave him more 
than a mild reproof: ‘Rha! hlala phantsi ndoda! Jonga mna nabanye abantu! 
Sibadala kuwe’, he barked, pausing in- between each phrase for emphasis (‘rha! 
man sit down and take note of other older people and me; we’re older than 
you’). Jeke was reacting to the slightest of infractions with regard to the kind 
of ideal social order and comportment that was being performed and remade 
during the small gathering. The young man’s infraction was, I suppose, one that 
could have passed without much thought or consequence, yet for the older 
men noticing such small ‘infractions’ is usually a technique via which to assert 
their attempts at lecturing juniors on a normative moral order. Some took 
the heed; some, maybe not. This time the reproved junior promptly replied, 
‘ndiyaxolisa maxhego’ (‘apologies elders’) before recoiling, smarting from his 
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bruised ego. For the most part, however, the gathering was good- humoured; 
we laughed and talked a lot. Jokes, for instance, could be aimed by the seniors 
at the juniors, teasing them about being ‘Ben 10s’,9 not out of disdain but to 
remind them how the temptation to behave with ‘childish’ perversity in certain 
situations should be restrained. Small feasts such as the one discussed here 
are ubiquitous on the platinum belt, and offer seemingly strenuous but also 
light moments that characterise much of migrants’ commitment to collective 
morality and political presence.

Indeed, tensions within the informal settlements are always close to the sur-
face in the environs of the platinum belt, between generations, between gen-
ders, and with other social groups. Yet achieving an equilibrium seems more 
important than total disconnection between the social groups.10 The attempts 
to perform and (re)create a particular social order and reality, and navigate 
the uncertain existence of life on the platinum belt do not necessarily suggest 
an imaginary place of perfect and uncontaminated bliss and cooperation. Far 
from it. These, after all, are communities that have witnessed their fair share of 
immense violence of many dimensions, as exemplified by the Marikana crisis 
that started in 2012 and continued for most of 2013. So, given half a chance and 
without their seniors’ insistence, women and younger men may eschew hier-
archies and authority. There were instances when I heard women and youths 
reminding older men that ‘Rustenburg [the platinum belt] is not in the rural 
homes’, and that people were there to make money above all else. They chal-
lenged attempts to establish patriarchal order and hierarchies. Nevertheless, 
senior men do not easily give up exerting pressure for normatively significant 
social relations and framework collective actions. They argue, as Jeke did, 
that the ‘rebellious young’, the ‘Ben 10s’ as they call them, and ‘women of the 
mines’11 need that ‘guidance’, or even reprimand in the form of being cut out 
of migrant social circles. People like Jeke were, therefore, reinforcing the same 
moral refrains that young people and women would probably hear back at 
home in rural Eastern Cape, from relatives, parents, and community.

 9 A ‘Ben 10’ in South African slang refers to a young man who makes immature decisions 
when it comes to sexual matters. Sometimes it is used for young men who fall in love with 
older women. The original ‘Ben 10’ is a character from an American animated television 
series that is popular with children in South Africa.

 10 ‘Equilibrium’ is used here in the sense suggested by Max Gluckman (1940, 28), to mean 
‘the interdependent relations between different parts of the social structure of a commu-
nity at a particular period’.

 11 “Women of the mines” was often said derisively of female migrants, especially those who 
came of their own volition to look for jobs and opportunities on the platinum belt.
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As a restatement, food and drink facilitate quasi- traditional and customary 
gatherings that for many migrants mean the beginning of long- term platinum 
belt ‘friendships’ (‘ubuhlobo’). Later, elsewhere on the platinum belt, such 
companions would be greeted in the form of groups of ‘drinking buddies’, 
called ‘amabandla’ (singular ‘ibandla’) among men. In addition to drinking, 
these men engage in a variety of other activities, such as gambling, playing 
sports, attending labour union meetings, and eating. For these migrants from 
Eastern Cape, new social relationships in North West province are usually built 
with others from their home region. However, mere acquaintances can grow 
in importance and become so close that they eventually regard each other as 
‘kin’, even when they come from vastly diverse regions and family backgrounds 
in their home province. While it is preferable to have people of the same eth-
nic and regional background and even same village of origin in one’s social 
circle, the boundaries of relations are not always stringent if trust, mutuality, 
dependency and obligation are created with others. Such companions could 
be drawn from neighbours in the informal settlement, from workmates, fellow 
trade union comrades, or from elsewhere across the vastness of the platinum 
mining belt. While, ideally, social networks and relations have an ethnolin-
guistic and regional character that draws in people from the same region, the 
boundaries are never etched in stone, so that any other acceptable persons, 
including myself, can be accommodated.

Migrant mineworkers’ social networks in southern Africa have long been 
considered important forms of moral relations and association and they 
often came in the form of ‘homeboys’ and ‘homegirls’ groups. A congregation 
formed by rural networks, neighbourly acquaintance, or ethnic camaraderie 
was always part of sociability among migrants in pre- 1994 mining compounds 
(Gordon, 1977; Clegg, 1981; James, 1999; Dunbar Moodie and Ndatshe, 1994; 
Donham, 2011). Dunbar Moodie and Ndatshe (1994, 166) specifically observe 
among migrants of the past that male camaraderie and drinking were ‘indis-
pensable to compound social life’ not least because of the informal networks 
and affinities they nurtured, but also because they extended into other realms 
of human sociality: dance parties, sex and its acquisition, moral exhortation, 
maintenance of order, and so on and so forth. On the platinum belt, while 
remaining crucial for interconnectedness social networks are constantly 
adjusted to suit the migrants’ contexts, desired outcomes, and the rapidly 
changing but marginal lives on a mining frontier (Kirsch, 2001).

5.1 “One Doesn’t Just Wriggle Out Like a Snake”: Bidding Farewell
When a migrant is leaving the platinum belt to go to back to their ‘emakhaya’ 
(the rural ‘home’) in the Eastern Cape for good or for an extended period, 
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this is sometimes taken as an opportunity to gather friends, neighbours and 
workmates together. Such an occasion may be called ‘ukuvalelisana’ (‘bidding 
each other farewell’). Again, invited guests would be regaled with stories, food, 
drinks, music, and not uncommon, ample amounts of cigarettes, tobacco and 
marijuana. Unlike ‘ukwamukela’ (the welcoming occasion described above), 
the ‘ukuvalelisana’ occasion could turn out to be an event at which people 
carouse and gorge themselves on food, depending on the depth of the host’s 
pockets. It turns into a festive shindig if an individual is leaving on a good note 
and for happy reasons, and with something to show for it— so, for example, 
retirement, or having received one of the voluntary severance packages that 
Lonmin was offering in 2013 and in early 2016. One is not, meanwhile, expected 
by one’s compatriots, friends, neighbours and other acquaintances to ‘sneak 
out’ as though one had survived all the years on the platinum belt alone. An 
interlocutor described such socially despised actions as the stealthy ‘wriggling 
away of a serpent’: ‘ukurhubuluza kwenyoka’, he said. The imagery of a wrig-
gling serpent, held by many to be an untrustworthy, ungrateful, unpredicta-
ble, evil creature, is informative here. Migrants often resent behavioural traits 
that disturb shared moral commitments to their communities, which they feel 
they are building or struggling to maintain in the uncertain circumstances of 
the mines.

For one such farewell, I drove into Big House late at night, coming from 
Johannesburg. In the yard of Kambani, a herbalist I had known for months 
after settling in Marikana, men sat around an enormous crackling fire, the air 
humming with conversation. It was not usual to see such late- night fire gather-
ings at the yards, and quite late too, so I cautiously approached to investigate.12 
‘What has happened that you stand there?’ Kambani bellowed. ‘Why are you 
not coming to join, do you want to scare us?’ he added ‘It’s Malusi; I saw him 
park his car’ a male voice replied on my behalf from somewhere in the dark-
ness; it was another neighbour who joined us later. When their faces shone 
with the tall flames, I noticed some I had known from my stay at Big House. 
They had gathered to bid farewell to Kambani, a long- time resident of the 
place. Originally from Mozambique, he had spent his whole working career in 

 12 I had learnt by then that at Big House and eNkanini, such late night, dark corner, hushed- 
tones men’s gatherings could easily be related to the volatile trade union politics or 
independent worker committees’ caucuses. I had in mind events of the past few years, 
 especially the 2012 strike and its bloody aftermath. Therefore, I could not be too sure 
about late night gatherings, and I did not want to be too intrusive. Some of the leading 
strategists of the strike, as we now know from researchers, came out of such informal 
settlement caucuses (see Sinwell and Mbatha, 2016).
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the various mines of South Africa. First he was employed in the gold mining 
city of Welkom, in Free State province, and then on the platinum belt, where 
he arrived in the late 1990s. It was in Welkom that he met his second wife, an 
isiXhosa speaker, with whom he had two children. For his herbal and heal-
ing expertise many Big House residents called Kambani an ‘ugqirha’ (‘doctor’/ 
‘herbalist’/ ‘diviner’); for marrying an isiXhosa- speaking women they called 
him ‘mkwenyana’ (‘son- in- law’); but for some he was just a ‘umShangana’ 
(‘Shangaan’).13

Kambani had never gone back to Mozambique to his first wife and family 
ever since he received South African citizenship in 2004. He was an extremely 
reticent man, at least to me, so I relied a lot on the informal settlements’ effi-
cient rumour mill to learn more about his story. Even after dozens of morn-
ings when we walked out of our respective rooms and exchanged morning 
civilities, all that I had got from him was that he had a house in Welkom with 
his second wife, the South African. He now considered the city of Welkom his 
home, and was moving there to retire. He had stopped working after his last 
long- term employer, the Lonmin mining company, offered him a severance 
package in 2013. Hundreds of other migrant mineworkers received the same 
offer from the company as part of the mine’s ‘restructuring of operations’ that 
followed the major strikes of 2012, 2013 and 2014. With his severance package, 
Kambani bought an old Toyota Corolla car, whose performance on the road he 
proudly described to me. He, however, stuck around the informal settlements 
of Marikana after receiving his money and continued to take on temporary 
contract jobs with several subcontracted companies that operated on the plat-
inum belt. After almost two years, he eventually decided that he was using 
more money from his package than he was earning with these short- term jobs, 
and risked squandering his savings, which were dwindling fast. For a career 
spent in the mines, however, Kambani still had something to celebrate and 
appreciate— a townhouse in Welkom, a car, a new family, and wife. He had a 
reason to be grateful and hold an ‘ukuvalelisana’.

For the farewell, he bought the main drink (it was primarily cheap brandy 
from a nearby liquor store) so that co- residents and friends could help him 
do what they called ‘ukurhabulisana nje’ (‘just allowing each other to sip’). On 
this evening, his wife and two small children had gone to sleep over at her 
relative’s place in eNkanini, the other large, migrant- filled informal settlement 
across town. He reported that she said she would rather be away than wait 

 13 The term shangaan was historically used in the mines to refer to most immigrants from 
Mozambique, without much consideration for their specific ethnic background back 
home (see Donham, 2011).
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and get incensed by heavy- drinking men. She still ‘understood’, he said, that 
it was an ‘umcimbi wamadoda’ (‘men’s event’), something ‘to expect’ in gen-
eral ‘Xhosa custom’ and that she could do little, if anything at all, to stop. So 
she had decided to leave for a while. Women, especially the wives of migrant 
mineworkers, if they are in Marikana or elsewhere on the platinum belt, often 
oppose such men’s drinking and eating gatherings because they view them as 
wasteful of resources that could otherwise be used for essential household and 
family expenses. As in other studies on migrant society in southern Africa, the 
household and social investment priorities of rural communities often differ 
on gender lines, but also on generational lines (see, Ferguson, 1990, 135– 66). 
Because of such differences, I witnessed open domestic conflicts reminis-
cent of stories that one would expect from South African tabloids such as the 
Daily Sun or Drum magazine. On Marikana’s streets, life may imitate, or rather, 
reflect the tabloids. Picture a woman, a crying baby on her back, approach-
ing her beer- swigging husband at a tavern, or at a street- side drinking and 
barbecue spot. She grasps him by the belt of his trousers and screams at him, 
reminding him that he has mouths to feed at home, a homestead to build and 
take care of, instead of wasting money on male friends, prostitutes, alcohol 
and meat. The husband tries to hide, takes to his heels, or stands his ground to 
defend his wounded masculine ego. Men often defend ‘men’s affairs’, arguing 
they should be allowed time with their friends, away from women, to drink 
alcohol or watch football, or importantly, and often unsaid, as a way of but-
tressing male collectives. Such sociality, the very means by which male cama-
raderie and solidarity are built and consolidated among migrant mineworkers, 
is sometimes seriously contested by women, especially if it involves prodigality 
in a manner that is viewed as ‘too much’ by wives and/ or other female partners. 
But these protestations by women go beyond mere disapproval of male prod-
igality, representing the struggles and conflicts (sometimes taking the form of 
gender, sometimes of generation) within the ‘politics of presence’. The very 
social order (of patriarchal authority) that the men attempt to build is often 
brought into question, given the many setbacks it encounters in the uncer-
tainty of platinum belt life.

In Kambani’s case, his wife’s protests were not as apparent as the street 
scene of my imaginary depicted above. In her case, she simply voted with her 
feet. Kambani organised for those who were physically present ‘to sip’, but also 
continually extolled his ancestors. He could not stop praising his ancestors 
because, as he said, they had seen him through his career as a mineworker, and 
made him meet the right people at the right times, such as those who had gath-
ered around him that evening. A job completed without an accident or death, 
and which led to the accumulation of some measure of wealth (a car, a South 
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African home, payment of bride wealth) was attributed to the goodwill of God 
and the ancestors. Kambani used words to extol his ancestors and without lay-
ing out ornate tapestries of ritual action— just simple words of thanks and a 
libation with some brandy on the ground. Sometimes it was the Christian Jesus 
who received Kambani’s praises in the excitement of the moment.

I observed that the informal rules of organising collective actions do not 
always strictly apply to other more casual occasions of feasting and drinking 
that the same people might organise, such as during a relaxed afternoon of 
barbecuing or other convivial activities. Such occasions could also be inter-
preted as attempts by migrants to inscribe and pin down, even for a short 
period, those domains of sociability that were critical for coordinated collec-
tive existence and actions. Among migrants, beer gatherings go beyond mere 
enjoyment of the drink and are individually and morally valuable for people 
striving for control over the conditions and meaning of their lives. A migrant, 
therefore, strikes the right moral code, in my opinion, when he accomplishes 
something that leaves his compatriots short of words but incessantly nodding 
and saying ‘enkosi siyabulela mfundini, siyabulela ndoda yomXhosa’ (‘thank 
you, big man; thank you, Xhosa man’).

6 Conclusions

Life on the platinum belt is potentially alienating (and migrants know that 
well), yet it would be erroneous to give the standard picture, offered by some 
researchers, of migrant communities as people who often arrive on the plati-
num belt and in other mining regions knowing no one and with no local sup-
port (see, for example, Amnesty International, 2016). Such academic and  policy 
conclusions are reached with insufficient understanding of how migrants 
organise their social life and assert a politics of presence, especially in the infor-
mal settlements. Although the struggle to survive and the physical discomfort 
are real for most migrants, policymakers will do well to engage with the eman-
cipatory desires that are expressed in people’s quotidian world- making at the 
fringes of a mining economy. In concrete terms, structures of social and polit-
ical organisation built through people’s own sociocultural imagination and 
practices should be harnessed for progressive political  communication, delib-
erations and actions, instead of being pathologised and sidelined. Much of 
the heterogenous practices I have described in this chapter connect to deeply 
held sociocultural practices, some extending to rural practices, which can be 
harnessed toward collective political actions. As was the case at Marikana in 
2012, cultural hierarchies and groupings such as the umbutho facilitated rapid 
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mobilisation for strike actions. Dunbar Moodie (2016, 851– 52, 856) has simi-
larly observed that migrant connections are ‘embedded in rural networks’ and 
always available as alternative sources of collective solidarity on the platinum 
belt. The interconnectedness of migrants through social networks and the var-
ious roles they adopt are constantly evaluated and adjusted depending on pre-
vailing conditions, most importantly while these migrants anticipate and react 
to the uncertainties of life and political struggles at the edge of the capitalist 
mining economy.

Sociocultural and moral imaginaries and their enactment are modalities 
through which migrants carve out a social presence and a political presence, 
sometimes in juxtaposition to or in challenging other actors such as state 
institutions and the mining companies. In entrenching this political pres-
ence, isiXhosa- speaking migrants are able to visibly and audibly make both 
symbolic and material claims on the platinum mining belt. They makes claims 
and demands for public services, such as health services, decent housing and 
amenities, for jobs and better wages, on the fringes of the mines, but build sol-
idarities among themselves.
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 chapter 3

Chromite Mining Cooperatives, Tribute Mining 
Contracts, and Rural Livelihoods in Zimbabwe, 
1985– 2021

Joseph Mujere

 Abstract

Transnational corporations dominated chromite mining in Zimbabwe for the entire 
colonial period. However, the postcolonial period witnessed a gradual but significant 
shift toward small- scale and artisanal mining as liberalisation led to the informalisa-
tion of the mining sector. This chapter examines the impulses in the transformation of 
the chromite mining sector in the postcolonial period and the rise and development 
of chromite mining cooperatives since the 1980s. In particular, it analyses the impact 
of tribute mining arrangements on the emergence and growth of chromite mining 
cooperatives in Zimbabwe. The chapter argues that while tribute mining arrange-
ments engendered the development and growth of mining cooperatives, the contracts 
also created an asymmetrical and exploitative relationship between cooperatives and 
large- scale mining companies that owned mining claims that they sublet to coopera-
tives. The chapter also considers the effects of Zimbabwe’s redistributive land reform 
programme and Chinese participation in artisanal and small- scale mining on min-
ing cooperatives. Overall, the chapter analyses the effects of the liberalisation of the 
mining sector in Zimbabwe and the centrality of mining cooperatives in the interface 
between large-  and small- scale chromite mining.

1 Introduction

In August 2017, the Confederation of Zimbabwe Small- Scale Chrome Miners 
(czsscm) submitted a position paper to the Ministry of Mines and Mining 
Development detailing the challenges its members were facing. These chal-
lenges included constant conflicts between small- scale chromite miners and 
large- scale mining companies over ore prices and the fact that about 90 per 
cent of small- scale chromite miners continue to operate under tribute mining 
contracts entered into with large- scale mining companies who own the claims 
(Mhaka, 2018). Such challenges, however, were not new. The sector had faced 
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myriad challenges since 1985 when the Zimbabwean government forced the 
large- scale chromite mining companies to cede some of their mining claims 
to mining cooperatives under tribute mining arrangements. Tribute mining 
arrangements and similar contracts continued to dominate small- scale and 
artisanal chromite mining in Zimbabwe with mining cooperatives being the 
dominant tributors.

This chapter uses chromite mining cooperatives as a lens through which 
to examine the effects of the liberalisation of mineral resource extraction in 
postcolonial Africa and the resultant contentious relationship between large- 
scale mining companies, on one hand, and small- scale and artisanal miners 
on the other. The liberalisation of the chromite mining sector in Zimbabwe 
soon after the attainment of independence in 1980 was largely informed by 
the newly installed government’s desire to use the cooperative movement in 
the mining sector to foster social and economic development. The chapter 
considers how the liberalisation of the chromite mining sector contributed 
to the broadening of rural livelihoods and the alleviation of poverty. In addi-
tion, it uses the case of mining cooperatives to examine the interface between 
large- scale operations, on one hand, and small- scale and artisanal mining on 
the other. In particular, the chapter focuses on the tribute mining contracts 
concluded between mining cooperatives and the large- scale chromite mining 
companies Zimalloys (formerly a subsidiary of Anglo American Corporation) 
and Zimasco (formerly a subsidiary of Union Carbide). Finally, the chapter dis-
cusses the effects of Zimbabwe’s Fast Track Land Reform Programme on arti-
sanal mining as well as how it opened space for the participation of Chinese 
companies in small- scale and artisanal chromite mining. The chapter argues 
that although the asymmetrical relations between large-  and small- scale min-
ing have continued to afflict the latter, the interface between the two and the 
development of mining cooperatives have contributed to this broadening of 
rural livelihoods and the alleviation of poverty.

The chapter places developments in Zimbabwe’s artisanal and small- scale 
chromite mining sector within the broader context of debates about mining 
cooperatives, rural livelihoods and the liberalisation of resource extraction 
(Banda and Chanda, 2021; De Haan and Geenen, 2016; Francescone, 2015; 
Hilson, Hilson and Adu- Darko, 2014; Wanyama, Develtere and Pollet, 2009). It 
also engages with extant literature on the interface between large-  and small- 
scale mining (Aubynn, 2009; Kemp and Owen, 2019; Verbrugge, 2017). It draws 
on Kemp and Owen’s (2019) deployment of the term ‘interface’ to characterise 
the interactions between large-  and small- scale mining. In some cases, schol-
ars have distinguished this interaction as characterised by ‘grievance and con-
flict’ (Carstens and Hilson, 2009), ‘coexistence’ (Hilson, Sauerwein and Owen, 
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2020), or a ‘marriage of convenience’ (Aubynn, 2009). However, while Kemp 
and Owen (2019) approach this interface from the vantage point of large- scale 
mining companies, the present chapter makes use of insights and experiences 
of members of mining cooperatives and individual artisanal miners to under-
stand how small- scale and artisanal miners have either benefited from or been 
negatively affected by this relationship. The chapter thus uses the case of chro-
mite mining cooperatives to gain a nuanced understanding of the entangle-
ment of large-  and small- scale mining in postcolonial Africa and of the extent 
to which this has resulted in the broadening of rural livelihoods and the alle-
viation of poverty.

The chapter is based on ethnographic research conducted in Mapanzure 
communal areas between 2019 and 2021. Oral interviews were conducted with 
traditional authorities, members of mining cooperatives, groups of artisanal 
miners, and some individuals working for Chinese companies. The majority of 
informants were interviewed more than once. In addition, several informants 
provided documents such as tribute contracts, records of their ore deliveries, 
constitutions of their cooperatives, and receipts. These documents proved 
very useful to an understanding of the nature of relationships between the 
large- scale mining companies and the mining cooperatives and of the impor-
tance of small- scale and artisanal mining as not just a rural livelihood option 
but one of the key rural livelihoods. The chapter also makes use of Zimbabwe 
Mining Development Corporation (zmdc) Annual Reports, Secretary of Mines 
Annual Reports, newspaper reports, parliamentary debates, and parliamen-
tary portfolio committee reports as well as tribute mining agreements. Apart 
from providing general information on small- scale mining, the zmdc Annual 
Reports were particularly useful in providing annual statistics on the number 
of chromite mining cooperatives and their contribution to annual chromite 
production.

2 Liberalisation, Informalisation, and the Rise of Chromite Mining 
Cooperatives

There is extant literature on mining cooperatives in the global South, espe-
cially on their potential to foster social and economic development and allevi-
ate poverty (Banda and Chanda, 2021; de Haan and Geenen, 2016; Francescone, 
2015; Wanyama, Develtere and Pollet, 2009; de Haan and Geenen, 2015). 
According to Wanyama, Develtere and Pollet (2009, 362), ‘cooperative devel-
opment in Africa can generally be said to have traversed two main eras: the 
era of state control and that of liberalisation. The first era that lasted up to the 
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early 1990s saw the origin and substantial growth of cooperatives on the conti-
nent under state direction’. This phase was followed by an era of liberalisation 
in which African governments adopted structural adjustment programmes on 
the advice of the International Monetary Fund (imf) and World Bank. In these 
new, liberalised economic conditions, cooperatives ‘were restructured and dis-
entangled from the state so as to be run on business principles in line with the 
then evolving market economy’ (Wanyama, Develtere and Pollet, 2009, 363). 
This was premised on the argument that state control stifled the development 
of the cooperatives.

It is important to highlight that scholarship on the interaction between 
large-  and small- scale mining has largely focussed on the acrimonious relation-
ship between the two. This has largely been a result of the framing of artisanal 
and small- scale miners as ‘illegal’ or as operating clandestinely (Bolay, 2014; 
Katz- Lavigne, 2020; Hilson and Potter, 2005). However, while the majority of 
artisanal and small- scale mining is informal and clandestine, mining cooper-
atives in several countries have tended to establish formal relationships with 
large- scale mining companies to gain access to mine claims and to the mar-
ket (Banda and Chanda, 2021; de Haan and Geenen, 2016; Francescone, 2015). 
As will be demonstrated below, chromite mining cooperatives entered into 
mining contracts with transnational corporations (tnc s) that owned mining 
claims and had a monopoly in the market.

When Zimbabwe gained its independence from colonial rule in 1980, chro-
mite mining was dominated by two large- scale mining companies: Anglo 
American Corporation (later Zimalloys) and Union Carbide (later Zimasco). 
However, as the companies struggled to deal with the slump in global base 
metals prices they were forced to scale down operations and retrench1 surplus 
labour. Mining companies also argued that the low prices of chromite on the 
international market meant that they could not pay minimum wages without 
such retrenchment. This created an impasse between the government and 
tnc s as the government could not allow the companies to retrench workers 
without being seen as having abandoned its socialist experiment.

In addition to its reluctance to allow chromite mining companies to retrench 
workers, the newly installed Zimbabwean government outlawed the colonial 
contract labour system that was colloquially referred to as ‘madobadoba’ in its 
bid to dismantle the colonial labour system. Under this contract mining labour 
system, ‘workers would produce chrome ore individually, on a contract basis, 
and then sell the ore to the mining companies at largely the buyers’ prices’ 

 1 Retrench in the sense of make redundant.  
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(Chiwawa, 1990, 19). The government’s move to reform labour relations by ban-
ning the contract labour system had, however, the unintended consequence of 
swelling the ranks of the unemployed.

In 1985, after a series of consultative meetings between the government, 
mining companies, workers’ unions, the Chamber of Mines, and zmdc, among 
other interested parties, it was finally resolved that mining companies could 
phase out the contract labour system and could retrench their workers under 
specific conditions agreed with the government. The most enduring legacy of 
this compromise between mining capital and the government was the condi-
tion that retrenched workers and former contract workers would be assisted 
by the government through zmdc to establish and run mining cooperatives 
to mine on claims owned by the companies (Ministry of Information, 1985). 
Established through an Act of Parliament in 1982 (zmdc Act No. 31 of 1982), 
zmdc’s mandate included fostering mining development projects, investing 
in mining on behalf of the government, and assisting in the establishment 
of mining cooperatives as well as providing them with technical assistance 
(Maponga, 1993, 16; Chiwawa, 1990, 21). Furthermore, zmdc assisted mining 
cooperatives in acquiring mining equipment and training, and with regard 
to logistics and accessing loans (Chiwawa, 1990, 20). According to Ndakaripa 
(2017, 105), zmdc was also supposed to ensure ‘equitable distribution of wealth 
and increased local participation in the economy’.

Mining cooperatives, whose membership was supposed to be not fewer 
than ten individuals, were expected to work on a self- help basis, to pool their 
resources, and share the proceeds of their work. Writing about the organisa-
tion of artisanal gold miners and the importance of working as syndicates 
and cooperatives, Mkodzongi and Spiegel (2019, 2155) assert that ‘working as 
a team enables the cooperative to tap and leverage on the varied skills and 
experiences of the miners to enhance their success. These skills range from 
administrative skills in organising and executing work and negotiating with 
“sponsors” and buyers to technical skills such as surveying and prospecting’. 
This also informed the organisation of chromite cooperatives, which usually 
require members with skills in geology, blasting, and accounting, as well as 
individuals with legal knowledge.

The majority of chromite mining cooperatives mined under contract from 
the two large- scale chromite mining companies, Zimasco and Zimalloys. 
Cooperatives would enter into tribute mining contracts under which they 
would be allocated claims to mine under contract. Tribute mining con-
tracts have been at the core of small- scale and artisanal chromite mining in 
Zimbabwe since 1985 when Zimalloys and Zimasco agreed to lease some of 
their mine claims as well as loss- making mines to chromite mining cooperatives 
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(Chiwawa, 1990; Maponga and Ruzive, 2002). In tribute mining arrangements, 
‘tributors or cooperatives work on claims as though they were their own for a 
fee. Tributors also legally sublet claims to sub- tributors under similar arrange-
ments’. (Maponga and Ruzive, 2002, 117). In addition, tributors were expected 
to pay a 5 per cent royalty and to sell their chromite to the grantor (claim 
holder) at prices determined by the latter, and also had the responsibility to 
rehabilitate he environment by filling the open pits and revegetating the envi-
ronment (Maponga and Ruzive, 2002, 117). Furthermore, grantors determined 
the quality of the ore and the prices. It is also important to note that tribu-
tors were expected to work based on set monthly chromite production targets 
determined by the grantor. A consistent failure to meet the tonnage and ore 
quality targets could lead to the agreement being terminated. On their part, 
grantors sublet their claims, provide equipment and technical assistance, and 
purchase the ore.

Tribute mining contracts thus created an asymmetrical relationship 
between grantors (large- scale chromite mining companies that owned claims 
and bought the ore), on one side, and individual contractors and cooperatives 
mining under tribute arrangements, on the other. Despite this, however, in 
some instances tributors violated the terms of the tribute mining contracts by 
failing to meet set production targets, delivering poor quality ore, selling their 
ore to other merchants, or failing to rehabilitate he environment after mining, 
among other contractual breaches. The punishment for such violations is usu-
ally the termination of the contract.

Although large- scale mining companies ordinarily leased out some of their 
claims to individual tributors, it was not uncommon for a company to allow a 
cooperative to take over an entire loss- making mine. As has been observed by 
Chiwawa (1990, 21),

Zimalloys let all of their Vanad Mine be taken over by five cooperatives, 
all of their Sutton Mine by another five cooperatives, all but Four Seam 
of their Caesar Mine by the cooperatives. This means that 13 of their total 
15 tributing cooperatives (901 workers) took over existing (loss- making) 
mining operations.

Thus, alongside assisting their retrenched workers who were establishing 
mining cooperatives, large- scale mining companies were also using tribute 
mining arrangements to dispose of their loss- making mines. As Francescone 
(2015) observed in the case of mining cooperatives in Bolivia, once produc-
tion becomes less profitable, large- scale mining companies lease out some of 
their claims to cooperatives whilst maintaining their control over marketing. 
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Consequently, cooperatives seldom have autonomy with regard to large- scale 
mining companies.

It is interesting to note that when zmdc was established in 1982, Ingezi 
Chrome Mining Cooperative was the only registered cooperative in the coun-
try mining chromite. However, the number of registered chromite mining 
cooperatives rapidly increased after 1985. Among the factors that contributed 
to this rapid increase in and growth of chromite mining cooperatives are the 
tribute mining arrangements extended to cooperatives by large- scale chromite 
mining companies, abundant chromite deposits, and the availability of mar-
kets in the form of ferrochrome smelters operated by Zimalloys and Zimasco 
(zmdc, 1985). zmdc also contributed to this phenomenal growth in mining 
cooperatives by assisting several retrenched former mineworkers to establish 
and register cooperatives. In its 1986 Annual Report, zmdc described how it 
had assisted 1,200 retrenched mineworkers and former contract workers to 
establish and run chromite mining cooperatives in the North Dyke (zmdc, 
1986, 15). The majority of members of chromite mining cooperatives in the 
1980s were thus former mineworkers who had some mining experience.

In addition to helping former mineworkers to establish mining cooperatives, 
zmdc also provided cooperatives with technical assistance in accessing mine 
claims, mining, and finding a market for their ore. zmdc also deployed resi-
dent advisors to provide technical assistance for cooperatives seeking blasting 
licenses (zmdc, 1990, 12). The government, meanwhile, provided mining coop-
eratives with loan facilities to help them set up their operations. In 1990, for 
instance, the Secretary of Mines reported that ‘small- scale mines continued 
to receive financial assistance in terms of loans to develop mines, to establish 
beneficiation2 plants, to connect power and water, and diamond- drilling ser-
vices on a simple hire basis’ (The Secretary of Mines 1990, 7).

Chromite mining cooperatives continued to dominate the mining coop-
eratives landscape in terms of their numbers and production throughout the 
1980s and 1990s. In 1986 for example, out of the 38 registered mining cooper-
atives 23 were mining chromite, while in 1988 this number was 28 out of 44 
(zmdc, 1986; zmdc, 1988; zmdc, 1990). Apart from their sheer numbers, the 
annual chromite production of cooperatives bore testimony to their success 
and to how they were alleviating poverty among their members. Cooperatives 
continued to increase in number and contribution to the annual chromite 
production.

 2 Beneficiation: the treatment of a raw material to improve its properties. 
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The upward trajectory in chromite production among cooperatives contin-
ued in the 1990s. For instance, between 1993 and 1999 chromite mining coop-
eratives and other tributors contributed an average of 55 per cent of the total 
production output per year (Maponga and Ruzive, 2002, 117). One of the driv-
ers of this increase in the number of chromite cooperatives and of the upward 
trajectory of their contribution to annual production in the 1990s was the 
massive retrenchment associated with the structural adjustment programme. 
In several African countries that implemented such programmes, retrenched 
workers were forced to find new forms of livelihood, and sometimes this meant 
artisanal mining (Weng et al., 2015, 65). In Zimbabwe, for instance, retrenched 
workers filled the ranks of mining cooperatives with chromite cooperatives 
attracting the highest number of retrenched mine workers. As a result of this 
success, chromite mining cooperatives were seen as epitomising the cooper-
ative movement’s success story. And due to this success, by 1987 zmdc had 
begun to encourage the establishment and registration of mining cooperatives 
‘to undertake the mining [of] minerals other than chrome’ (zmdc, 1987, 25).

Although small- scale chromite mining in Zimbabwe has been viewed as 
a success story, especially given the flourishing of chromite mining coopera-
tives, the sector also faced several challenges. Most stemmed from the tribute 
mining contracts that the cooperatives entered into with the large- scale min-
ing companies Zimasco and Zimalloys. Chiwawa (1990, 4) identifies a ‘lack of 
autonomy’ and ‘excessive technological dependency’ as the key factors con-
tributing to the vulnerability of chromite mining cooperatives.

Even though zmdc was mandated to bargain for prices on behalf of coop-
eratives, prices were largely determined by the grantor (large- scale mining 
companies that owned the claims). In addition, penalties were imposed on 
tributors for subletting claims without the consent of the grantor, and for fail-
ure to meet the agreed monthly production targets, oversupply of ore, and fail-
ure to meet the specified quality of ore, among other conditions. An extract 
from one tribute agreement reveals a clause stating that ‘the company also 
retains the right to terminate this contract if the supplier fails to supply the 
agreed tonnage and ore quality as set out in this agreement for a period of 
two or more consecutive months in any calendar year’ (Kushanduka Mining 
Syndicate, 2011). Moreover, tributors were supposed to pay a 5 per cent royalty 
to the grantor, calculated based on the ore delivered. In some instances, the 
grantor would provide fuel, personal protective equipment, and machinery at 
set prices, and recover the costs of these from the amount due to the tributor 
after the delivery of the ore.

Despite the intermediary role played by zmdc, tribute agreements between 
chromite mining cooperatives and grantors were largely skewed in favour of 
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the latter and created an asymmetrical relationship. Tribute mining contracts 
invariably placed the tributor at the mercy of the grantor, who could reject ore 
supplied by the tributor or unilaterally terminate the agreement. In addition, 
a tributor could be punished for supplying more than the agreed tonnage, and 
could be compelled to remove the excess tonnage from the grantor’s yard at 
the tributor’s own cost. Most tributors consider the tribute agreements to be 
exploitative and the production targets they are set by the grantors difficult 
to meet. In 1990, zmdc reported that cooperatives had failed to meet their 
production targets ‘due to lack of appropriate mining equipment, transport for 
delivering mining consumables and spare parts’ (zmdc, 1990, 12). Cooperatives’ 
lack of autonomy and their over- reliance on grantors and zmdc financial and 
technical assistance thus affected their ability to meet targets.

Mining cooperatives were also greatly affected by the government’s fluc-
tuating chromite mining and export policies. In particular, the government 
intermittently banned the export of chromite to support local beneficiation. It 
was in this context that in 2007 the government banned raw chromite exports, 
citing the need to promote value addition through ferrochrome production. 
The ban was lifted in 2009, but another was imposed in 2011. The government 
resumed exports in 2015, only to impose another ban in 2017 (Makichi, 2017). 
While placing a moratorium on the export of unprocessed ore can potentially 
promote local beneficiation, export bans negatively affect artisanal and small- 
scale miners. The 2013 Parliamentary Portfolio Committee Report on Mines 
and Energy revealed that

following the ban, small- scale producers were left with no option but to 
sell to the local smelters who were offering an average price of usd 60 
compared to average international prices of between usd 110 and usd 
235 prevailing at that time. In the process, this created a standoff between 
the small- scale producers and the local smelters.

Parliament of Zimbabwe, 2013

3 Chromite Mining Cooperatives and Rural Livelihoods in 
Mapanzure Communal Areas

In the 1980s and 1990s the majority of chromite mining cooperatives 
in Zimbabwe operated in the North Dyke, stretching from Lalapanzi to 
Mutorashanga, very few cooperatives operating in the South Dyke, in areas such 
as Shurugwi, Zvishavane, and Mberengwa. This was a result of the fact that the 
North Dyke chromite claims had thin seams that were increasingly becoming 
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less profitable for large- scale mining companies to exploit (Maponga, 1993, 
21). However, in the 1990s Zimasco and Zimalloys began to lease out some of 
their marginal claims in the South Dyke— including in Mapanzure communal 
areas— to cooperatives and individuals, using the tribute system.

Initially, small- scale chromite mining in Mapanzure was dominated by 
cooperatives that had been established in the 1980s and had gained a lot of 
chromite mining experience in the North Dyke. Because of this prior expe-
rience, it was these cooperatives that initially entered into tribute agree-
ments with Zimasco and Zimalloys to mine marginal claims in the area. 
Locals in Mapanzure communal areas remember the Ingezi Chrome Mining 
Cooperative, the oldest such cooperative, as having been the first to operate in 
the area. Other cooperatives that engaged in small- scale chromite mining in 
Mapanzure communal areas during this early period include the Makomborero 
Mining Cooperative and Tangawaedza Mining Cooperative, which had been 
established in Lalapanzi and had acquired tribute claims in Mapanzure  
communal areas.

When the Ingezi Chrome Mining Cooperative started its tribute mining 
operations in Mapanzure in 1988, the majority of locals showed little interest. 
Locals looked down on cooperative chromite mining, preferring to engage in 
artisanal gold mining and farming. This was further exacerbated by the fact 
that the first cooperatives to operate in the area were composed of non- locals. 
One research participant narrated that:

The Ingezi cooperative started its mining activities in Mapanzure around 
1988. During this period most of the local people were not interested 
in artisanal chromite mining. We were mostly farming as we consid-
ered chromite mining an activity done by outsiders. Ingezi cooperative 
started operating in Shauke Ward 3. The cooperative largely employed 
local labour and constructed compounds for the workers who could not 
work from home.

Interview with Julia Chatira, Kudyakushanda Cooperative, Mapanzure,  
15 December 2019

Gradually, however, locals began to appreciate small- scale chromite mining 
as they noticed how members of the cooperatives were making a living out 
of mining and also how they even managed to employ local labour. Local 
unemployed youths were also attracted by the flashy spending habits of con-
tract workers working for mining contractors such as jr Goddard Contracting 
(Private) Limited and Madhatter (Private) Limited, which were contracted 
by Zimasco to mine some of its claims in the Torwood Block in Mapanzure 
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communal areas. These elements encouraged locals to turn to artisanal chro-
mite mining and to establish their own chromite mining cooperatives.

Mining cooperatives and syndicates established by local artisanal and 
small- scale miners in Mapanzure communal areas thus took inspiration from 
older chromite mining cooperatives operating in their area. The mining coop-
eratives and syndicates established in Mapanzure communal areas include 
the Kudyakushanda Mining Cooperative, Kushanduka Mining Syndicate and 
Upile Mining Syndicate. These cooperatives and syndicates also entered into 
tribute agreements with Zimalloys and Zimasco both in Mapanzure commu-
nal areas and in other areas such as Shurugwi, Mashava, and Mberengwa. In 
the following, I examine in some detail the establishment and operation of the 
Kudyakushanda Mining Collective Cooperative Society, one of the first local 
mining cooperatives to be established in Mapanzure.

The cooperative was established in 1993 by members of the local commu-
nity. It began as an informal group of local artisanal chromite miners, who 
would illegally mine on Zimasco’s claims and used registered tributors as mid-
dlemen to sell their chromite (group interview, Kudyakushanda Cooperative, 5 
December 2019). The membership of the group rapidly grew to over 200, and 
members decided to formalise their operations by registering a mining coop-
erative, which they named the Kudyakushanda (meaning to be self- reliant) 
Mining Collective Cooperative Society. The name encapsulated the cooper-
ative’s desire to eke a living out of chromite mining through hard work and 
self- reliance. Zimasco encouraged the locals to establish cooperatives and 
enter into tribute arrangements to dissuade them from engaging in illegal arti-
sanal chromite mining activities on its claims. The Kudyakushanda Mining 
Collective Cooperative Society grew, and became one of the biggest chromite 
mining cooperatives in Mapanzure communal areas. It also managed to enter 
into multiple and recurring tribute mining contracts with Zimasco.

The cooperative drafted a constitution, in which its objectives and structure 
were outlined. The constitution’s preamble describes it as a ‘grouping of arti-
sanal miners with the common purpose of chrome mining to promote devel-
opment, building individuals for a competitive, self- reliant and community 
development as well as alleviate poverty’ (Kudyakushanda Mining Collective 
Cooperative Society Limited, n.d.). The cooperative was therefore set up fol-
lowing the basic principles of cooperative societies, especially the idea of self- 
reliance and community development.

Like other cooperatives, Kudyakushanda required new members to pay 
joining fees, and those who left and wished to rejoin were required to pay 
an agreed rejoining fee. The joining fee for new members was stipulated as 
the ‘equivalent to the prevailing market value of ten tonnes of chrome ore 
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on the date he/ she joins the cooperative’ (Kudyakushanda Mining Collective 
Cooperative Society Limited, n.d.). Old members who would have defaulted 
and applied to rejoin the cooperative were required to pay a joining fee equiv-
alent to the value of five tonnes of ore. The constitution also provided those 
employed by the cooperative for at least five years with the opportunity to join 
as full members upon payment of a joining fee equivalent to the market value 
of five tonnes of chrome. Using the price of usd 50 per tonne, which was the 
average price of chromite in 2020, prospective members would be required to 
pay usd 500, which is quite a high figure, especially for people living in com-
munal areas (formerly Tribal Trust Lands). Thus, members of chromite mining 
cooperatives were expected to be able to raise high joining fees. At the same 
time, a large proportion of villagers were excluded, as they could not afford 
such fees. Stories of people who sold livestock to raise money to join coopera-
tives or to apply for independent chromite claims reveal the potential financial 
returns from artisanal and small- scale chromite mining.

The members of the Kudyakushanda Mining Collective Cooperative Society 
had an arrangement that individuals mined portions of the claims leased to 
the cooperative using family or hired labour. They would combine their ore 
when transporting to Zimasco after taking note of each individual’s tonnage. 
The cooperative would apportion the proceeds of the sale among the individ-
uals according to individual tonnage. Thus, the cooperative arrangement was 
largely used to gain access to chromite claims and to enter into tribute arrange-
ments; individuals’ shares, meanwhile, were based on individual production.

The conditions of the cooperative’s tribute contract with Zimasco include 
a monthly target of 5,000 tonnes of lumpy chromite and a 10 per cent deduc-
tion from chromite deliveries for the rehabilitation of the environment. The 
cooperative, however, struggled to meet this production target due to a lack 
of equipment such as excavators and haulage trucks. As the members of the 
cooperative narrated:

We were supposed to produce 5,000 tonnes per month but because we 
were operating without machinery it was difficult for us to raise that 
amount of ore. […] with picks and shovels, we were only able to produce 
slightly above 2,000 tonnes of chromite per month. This was because, dur-
ing the early days of our cooperative, chromite belts (seams) were found 
closer to the […] surface. We could mine from depths of 50 centimetres to 
around five meters without machinery. With time we began to face many 
challenges. One of the challenges we faced was delays in receiving our 
payments from Zimasco. In some cases, it took us more than two months 
before we received payments on our deliveries. In some cases, we were 
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paid far less than we were expecting to receive. Because of this, there 
have been many conflicts between our cooperative and Zimsaco.

Group Interview, Kudyakushanda Cooperative, 5 December 2019

As a result of constant pressure, Zimasco gradually ceded some of its claims to 
the government, which allowed sitting tenants to register them as independ-
ent claims.

Kudyakushanda was one of the cooperatives in Mapanzure communal areas 
that benefitted from this arrangement, managing to register several claims in 
its name. This meant that the cooperative could now operate independently of 
its former grantor and could sell its chromite to any licensed buyer. In addition, 
the cooperative was free to enter into mining or equipment rental agreements 
with Chinese investors without the encumbrance of tribute agreements.

From the narratives of members of cooperatives, it is evident that coop-
eratives in Mapanzure faced similar challenges to those faced by other min-
ing cooperatives across the country. These include financial challenges, a lack 
of machinery, technical challenges, and exploitative tribute mining arrange-
ments. Furthermore, cooperatives were also affected by internal squabbles, 
especially over financial mismanagement and the distribution of profits.

4 Land Reform, Chromite Mining Cooperatives, and Chinese 
Companies

Zimbabwe’s Fast Track Land Reform Programme (ftlrp), which started in 
2000, had a far- reaching impact on the rural populace’s livelihoods and access 
to mineral resources. The interface between mining and farming, both rural 
livelihoods, is nothing new and peasants are known to oscillate between the 
two (Hilson, 2011; Hilson, 2016; Hilson, Hilson and Adu- Darko, 2014; Pijpers, 
2014). The symbiotic relationship between the two means that developments 
in agriculture can easily affect artisanal mining, and vice versa. According 
to Pijpers (2014, 34), it is important to go beyond the perception of the rela-
tionship between farming and artisanal mining as being one purely based 
on competition, and to view the two livelihoods as cohabiting. The intercon-
nectedness of the two can be observed in how peasants either seasonally shift 
between them or engage in both concurrently. The financial flows between the 
two livelihoods are a further demonstration of this symbiosis.

The ftlrp, with its focus on the redistribution of resources and on indigeni-
sation, provided a new impetus for an upsurge in artisanal and small- scale min-
ing, as villagers took the opportunity to ‘invade’ claims owned by large- scale 
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mining companies and to illegally extract minerals. As Mkodzongi and Spiegel 
(2013, 2152) have observed, the land reform ‘allowed peasants access to natu-
ral resources that were formerly enclosed under the previous agrarian struc-
ture’. The upsurge especially affected former white commercial farms that had 
been occupied by peasants. In addition, the land reform temporarily increased 
mobility and migration, as artisanal miners migrated to mineral- rich areas (see 
Mkodzongi and Spiegel, 2020).

As Mkodzongi and Spiegel (2020, 995) have observed, ‘one of the major out-
comes of ftlrp implemented in 2000 is the way it allowed resettled farmers 
to use the formerly inaccessible natural resources under a dualistic agrarian 
structure inherited at independence’. The aforementioned ‘invasion’ of min-
ing claims owned by large- scale mining companies, encouraged by the land 
reform, took place without recourse to any legal document, and was referred to 
locally as kubhomba (literally, bombing). Further, it was part of the land inva-
sion fervour led by Liberation War veterans and landless peasants and pop-
ularly referred to as jambanja (chaos), which gripped the country starting in 
2000. Kubhomba was therefore the mining- claims- invasion equivalent of jam-
banja in land redistribution, land redistribution and mineral resource redistri-
bution being interconnected processes with similar practices and discourses.

The leader would normally identify a claim and organise a team of artisanal 
miners to invade it (kubhomba), the leader’s role being to provide team mem-
bers with food, and the tools necessary to quickly mine and transport the ore 
to a safe place. Then the leader would contact a middleman, who would clan-
destinely buy the ore. These middlemen were usually local entrepreneurs who 
were already involved in chromite mining or were involved in tribute agree-
ments. Thus, they could easily pass off illegally mined chromite as ore that 
they had mined at their own claims. Because this practice was illegal, artisanal 
miners involved in kubhomba usually sold their ore to middlemen at very low 
prices.

The post- 2000 period saw the increased involvement of Chinese companies 
in buying chromite, engaging in contract mining, and hiring out mining equip-
ment. A similar rise in the involvement of the Chinese in artisanal and small- 
scale mining has been observed in several countries in Africa (Hilson, Hilson, 
and Adu- Darko, 2014; Spiegel, 2015). The Chinese are introducing new types of 
mining contracts characterised by verbal agreements as well as introducing 
heavy mining machinery that contributes to rapid, mining- induced environ-
mental degradation. The upsurge in the number of Chinese companies operat-
ing in Zimbabwe was largely a result of the government’s response to sanctions 
imposed by the EU, the United Kingdom, and the United States following vio-
lent land redistributions. The government began to follow a new foreign policy, 
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which was dubbed the ‘Look East Policy’, and under which Asian countries 
and companies received special treatment and had unfettered access to invest-
ment opportunities in the country. This was the context in which Chinese 
companies, and some Chinese nationals operating as individuals, invested 
in the chrome mining industry in Zimbabwe, and several of them engaged in 
equipment rental schemes and contract mining with local artisanal and small- 
scale miners with access to chromite claims.

The Chinese companies operating in Mapanzure include Bunday, Afrochine, 
Asia Ferry, and several smaller companies and individuals. Although Chinese 
investors are widely thought to be exploiting local artisanal miners, the latter— 
along with cooperatives— are forced to enter into mining and equipment hire 
agreements because of their own lack of equipment. The most common min-
ing contract between Chinese investors and cooperatives is one in which the 
Chinese company would provide mining equipment and fuel and mine on 
behalf of a claim owner. The company would recoup its costs by claiming 80 
per cent of the total tonnage, while paying the client 20 per cent of its total 
value. Generally, cooperatives and other artisanal miners find these agree-
ments to be exploitative, and argue that the claim holder should get a much 
higher percentage.

The majority of the artisanal miners interviewed for this study reasoned 
that Chinese companies preferred verbal agreements to written agreements 
because they could be easily violated. For example, the company could make a 
verbal agreement with a cooperative that it would buy their ore at usd 50 per 
tonne before commencing the mining process, and then change the amount 
to usd 35 per tonne citing contentious reasons such as the poor quality of 
the ore or fluctuating global chromite prices (interview with Martha Moyo, 10 
November 2020). One artisanal miner lamented:

The Chinese companies are exploiting us. Can you imagine that we own 
these chromite claims, but in the end we only get 20 per cent of the pro-
ceeds from selling the ore while Chinese companies take 80 per cent for 
just mining? If you refuse to accept that arrangement, they demand five 
tonnes per hour for hiring their excavator. This is unfair. I wonder what 
the government is thinking about this exploitation of citizens by Chinese 
companies.

Interview with John Phiri, 16 November 2020

It can be argued that although cooperatives and some individual chromite 
miners had been freed from the fetters of tribute mining contracts when they 
registered claims ceded to the government by both Zimalloys and Zimasco, 
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they still had to deal with Chinese companies and with their equally exploita-
tive verbal mining contracts.

Chinese companies are also accused of not initiating any meaningful cor-
porate social responsibility programmes to help develop the communities 
in which they are doing business (Parliament of Zimbabwe, 2013). This has 
caused tensions between the companies and local communities. In 2018, a 
reporter for The Standard newspaper reported on how chromite mining oper-
ations damage the infrastructure and environment of Mapanzure communal 
areas, writing, ‘The small- scale miners use heavy- duty equipment to extract 
chrome with little regard to infrastructures such as roads and schools. On the 
Zvishavane- Gweru highway, the miners are excavating land only a few metres 
from the road’ (Mhlanga, 2018).

Despite the negative image Chinese companies have in chromite mining 
communities, some artisanal and small- scale miners see them as playing a 
positive role and plugging the gap left by tnc s. Cooperatives appreciated that 
while large- scale chromite mining companies such as Zimasco and Zimalloys 
only bought high- grade lumpy chromite, Chinese companies bought even low- 
grade ores and chromite ‘fines’.3 Furthermore, some miners argued that the 80 
per cent to 20 per cent ratio chromite ore sharing arrangement with Chinese 
companies was justifiable based on the depth of the pits. One research partic-
ipant highlighted that although previously Chinese companies had retained 
70 per cent of the delivered chromite ore to cover their mining expenses when 
they mined on an individual or cooperative’s claim, they increased the per-
centage to 80 per cent because near- surface chromite resources had been 
depleted and they were now mining at depths of up to 22 metres (interview 
with Shumirai Sibanda, 22 September 2020). It should also be highlighted that 
in the absence of government assistance with regard to mining equipment, 
cooperatives and artisanal miners depend on Chinese companies for that 
equipment, and for markets for their chrome ore (Chinembiri, 2020).

5 Conclusion

The relationship between large-  and small- scale mining is a subject that has 
animated debates about mining in the global South. This interface has largely 
been engendered by the liberalisation of the mining sector and the increased 
informalisation that spawned widespread small- scale and artisanal mining. 

 3 Fines in the sense of small particulate matter.
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Several scholars have examined the interaction between large-  and small- scale 
mining, describing it as characterised by ‘coexistence’, an ‘interface’, a ‘mar-
riage of convenience’, an ‘asymmetrical relationship’, or in some cases ‘conflict’ 
(Aubynn, 2009) or ‘coexistence’ (Hilson, Sauerwein and Owen, 2020). However, 
whilst the entanglement of large-  and small- scale mining has often led to con-
flicts, especially given the hegemony of large- scale mining companies, it has 
also resulted in the broadening of rural livelihoods, and an alleviation of pov-
erty brought about through artisanal and small- scale mining. This resonates 
with Verbrugge’s (2017, 352) assertion that ‘partnerships between mining 
 companies and asm- operators [artisanal and small- scale miners] may be a 
panacea to the conflicts between large-  and small- scale mining’. Mining coop-
eratives, in particular, have demonstrated the potential of such partnerships to 
create opportunities for the alleviation of poverty in rural communities.

This chapter has demonstrated both how mining cooperatives encapsulate 
the relationship between large-  and small- scale mining in Zimbabwe and such 
cooperatives’ potential for creating rural livelihoods and alleviating poverty. 
Mining cooperatives have dominated artisanal and small- scale chromite min-
ing in Zimbabwe since the early 1980s, when the government put pressure on 
the tnc s who controlled the chromite mining industry to lease out some of 
their claims to such cooperatives. Chromite mining cooperatives in particular 
were generally viewed as a success story because they were the most preva-
lent type in the mining sector and also because they contributed significantly 
to annual chromite production figures and offered a viable livelihood option 
to peasants. These cooperatives largely relied on tribute mining arrangements 
with Zimalloys and Zimasco, the two tnc s that dominated the chromite min-
ing sector. The forgoing discussion has also revealed the interface between 
mining cooperatives, large- scale chromite mining companies, the Ministry of 
Mines and Energy, and various government departments.

The chapter has also examined how the Fast Track Land Reform Programme 
and its discourse and practice of redistribution have impacted artisanal and 
small- scale chromite mining by generating new discourses of resource redistri-
bution and the dismantlement of the monopoly that large- scale mining com-
panies (mostly tnc s) held over mineral resource extraction and marketing. 
Chromite mining cooperatives took advantage of the land reform to get access 
to chromite claims and to unshackle themselves from tribute mining arrange-
ments. The period also witnessed the increased involvement of Chinese com-
panies and middlemen in artisanal and small- scale chromite mining. The 
relationship between Chinese companies and chromite mining cooperatives 
is particularly interesting in that while it led to increased production and 
provided a large number of peasants with an opportunity to eke out a living 
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through chromite mining, it also involved the exploitation of artisanal min-
ers by Chinese mining companies and such companies’ contribution to envi-
ronmental degradation. This last point brings into focus the challenges that 
come with the participation of Chinese mining companies in artisanal and 
small- scale mining (see Hilson, Hilson and Adu- Darko, 2014). These include 
rapid environmental degradation caused by the increased use of heavy mining 
machinery, encroachment into farmlands, and exploitation of local artisanal 
miners and cooperatives by Chinese companies that buy ore and engage in 
contract mining.
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 chapter 4

‘Le fléau de la soude caustique’: Bauxite Refining, 
Social Reproduction, and the Role of Women’s 
Promotion Groups

Luisa Lupo

 Abstract

This chapter examines the entanglements between two seemingly separate econo-
mies, women’s promotion groups— grassroots arrangements bringing together self- 
employed women around shared activities to sustain their livelihoods— and bauxite 
refining. It starts by following the circulation of caustic soda, a chemical agent harmful 
to humans and used in soap making, fabric dyeing and aluminium production from 
bauxite, in and around the refinery of one of the leading aluminium companies in the 
world. The main argument is that diverse economies such as these women’s groups 
are significantly shaped by and sustain the bauxite industry, with which they are in 
mutual constitution and tension. Drawing on original interviews with members of 
these groups, civil society, and government representatives in Guinea, the analysis 
demonstrates that the bauxite industry directly sustains women’s promotion groups, 
both through the smuggling of caustic soda by factory guards and through corporate 
social responsibility initiatives. In turn, the groups subsidise extractive operations in 
times of crisis and factory closure, with many women becoming the sole income earn-
ers in their families and bearing the double burden of production and social repro-
duction. At the same time, women’s groups elude extractivist logics; they represent a 
terrain where resilience, solidarity, and sociality can emerge. Attending more closely 
to how they are entangled with extractivism is important, not only to make them more 
visible as sites of enquiry and development policy, but also to advance alternatives to 
extractivism that are more just and sustainable.

1 Introduction

Caustic soda (sodium hydroxide) comes in various forms and is incredibly 
versatile. It can be a liquid, solid, or powder. It is odourless and tasteless, and 
transparent like water when liquid. In its different configurations it has numer-
ous applications in our daily lives, from being a key ingredient of soap and 
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detergents to manufacturing processes such as metal refining, textile produc-
tion, and even food processing. In bauxite refineries, such as the Friguia com-
plex in Fria, Guinea, caustic soda is used in an intermediate step of aluminium 
production, to separate alumina- bearing minerals from bauxite rocks. By con-
trast, when a caustic soda solution is mixed with oils, it induces saponifica-
tion, while it can help fix dyes and expedite their absorption when it meets 
fabrics. Not handling and storing it properly can, however, have disastrous 
consequences. Its ingestion by humans causes burn injuries in the oral cavity 
and stomach, inability to swallow, gastrointestinal perforations, and lifelong 
respiratory complications, particularly among children (Botwe et al., 2015; 
Lupa et al., 2009). ‘The curse of caustic soda’ (Le fléau de la soude caustique), 
often used in reference to the injuries that it causes, is an important concern 
of women’s promotion groups that depend heavily on its use for soap mak-
ing and cloth dyeing activities. These groups, from the French Groupements de 
Promotion Féminine, are a popular arrangement across the country. They bring 
together self- employed women within the same community around shared 
activities to sustain their livelihoods and support one another.

In what follows, this (chemical) agent serves as an entry point to connect 
seemingly separate economies and explore activities and relations of social 
reproduction necessary for the maintenance of life (Katz, 2001), which have 
remained largely invisible in current debates on resource extractivism. How do 
women’s promotion groups experience extractivism? What does it mean to use 
a social reproduction– centred approach to understand their experiences? To 
answer these questions, this paper examines the unique case of Fria in Guinea, 
a coastal country in West Africa, which hosts the refinery of one of the leading 
aluminium companies in the world, and the everyday experiences of women 
who are part of promotion groups around sites of extraction.

The analysis relies on 37 interviews with the members of groups of women 
soap makers and fabric dyers, soda vendors, health professionals, civil soci-
ety representatives, civil servants, and government officials, carried out in 
August 2017 in Fria, Conakry and Mamou, as well as documentary evidence 
and follow- up research conducted remotely in 2021. The 2017 interviews were 
undertaken as a part of a larger study seeking to strengthen local capacity for 
the prevention and treatment of caustic injuries, including through the sensi-
tisation activities of women’s promotion groups.1

 1 The interviews were conducted in French with some exceptions. In this latter case, they were 
conducted with the aid of simultaneous translation from Pulaar and Susu. All have been sub-
sequently translated into English by the author for the purpose of this chapter. The names of 
the interviewees have been modified for confidentiality reasons.
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Inspired by anthropology scholarship in the science and technology tradi-
tion (e.g., Laet and Mol, 2000), this chapter follows caustic soda to illuminate 
the realities of women’s groups and the way they negotiate social reproduction 
vis- à- vis the extractivist logics of the bauxite industry. As argued by Appadurai, 
‘if from a theoretical point of view human actors encode things with signifi-
cance, from a methodological point of view it is the things- in- motion that illu-
minate their human and social context’ (Appadurai, 1986, 5). This approach 
entails drawing on a notion of agency that is not solely centred on humans, but 
also on relations between animate and inanimate actors, and how these affect 
and are affected (Fox and Alldred, 2015). It requires considering the research 
itself as an assemblage, in which material objects, people and ideas exist not 
in their integrity but in light of the relations that they engender (Deleuze and 
Guattari, 1987). Thus, assemblages allow bridging ‘micro’ and ‘macro’ levels of 
analysis, for example by highlighting the physical, emotional and social effects 
of integration in the global bauxite industry across different scales. Viewed in 
this light, the oesophageal burns caused by caustic soda among children in 
Fria or the smuggling of this chemical out of the refinery by underpaid factory 
guards are no longer ‘micro’ events, but rather coexist alongside ‘macro’ extrac-
tivist dynamics of the Guinean state and of the corporate social responsibility 
(csr) practices of multinational bauxite corporations.

By bringing to light the gendered ways in which extractivism plays out across 
productive and reproductive realms, this  chapter speaks to the recent litera-
ture in human geography on landscapes of extraction, intended as the material 
and social conditions by which ‘life itself is produced’ (Arboleda, 2020, 32). 
In particular, it seeks to challenge prevailing notions of extractivism narrowly 
defined in terms of the productive sphere, prompting the need for a renewed 
engagement with this term, centred around the notion of social reproduction, 
in order to make ‘diverse economies’, as Gibson- Graham puts it (2008), more 
credible as sites of enquiry and development policy.

The following section begins by reviewing key debates about extractivism 
and resource extraction from a gender perspective, building upon insights from 
recent feminist political economy and human geography scholarship that has 
recentred processes of capitalist development around social reproduction and 
diverse economies. Next, I present the study context by providing an overview 
of both bauxite mining in Guinea, and Fria more specifically, and women’s 
promotion groups. In the analysis, I elaborate on the mutual constitution and 
tension between the economies of the bauxite industry and women’s groups, 
connecting social reproductive and mining labour across the artificial dichot-
omies of household– market, production– social reproduction, and licit– illicit. 
Further, I interrogate the sustainability of corporate responsibility and state 
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strategies seeking to practice social and environmental justice, discussing the 
extent to which these utilise women’s groups to reproduce extractivist logics.

2 Extractivism: Bringing in Social Reproduction

Recently, scholars across different theoretical approaches and geographies have 
called for a broadening of the boundaries— both symbolic and territorial— of 
extractivism to include the sociotechnical apparatuses that sustain extractiv-
ism as a system (Arboleda, 2020). Especially across Latin America, there has 
been a proliferation of studies that have considerably expanded the concept 
of extractivism beyond the notion of exploitation of natural resources by 
 corporate powers, to examine the role of financialisation, neo- liberal devel-
opment strategies and dynamics of south– south cooperation in sustaining 
contemporary resource extraction (Farthing and Fabricant, 2018; Gago and 
Mezzadra, 2017).

As a term that relates to a history of colonial and neocolonial plunder and 
devastation, extractivism denotes a much broader and complex phenomenon 
than merely resource extraction. As Szeman and Wenzel suggest (2021, 12), it 
signifies ‘a system or ideology, a representational and symbolic space linked to 
the use (and abuse) of nature- as- resource’. Alternatives for ‘good coexistences’ 
between people and environments have gained traction as ways of counter-
acting this system (Acosta, 2017, 3). This strand in the literature has argued 
for an expanded engagement with the extractive dimensions of capital across 
domains, such as technical and knowledge practices, and how these entail the 
construction of ‘outsides that are already constructed as susceptible to appro-
priation by capital’ (Mezzadra and Neilson, 2019, 190). The role of gender as 
a social construct that allows for the construction of such ‘outsides’ and how 
these, in turn, sustain extractivist dynamics have, however, been relatively 
under- theorised.

Increasingly, feminist studies of extractivism have illuminated the gendered 
nature of extractivist processes. Some scholars, for example, examine the his-
tory of women in mining (Gier and Mercier, 2006), and women’s resistance 
to mining (Lahiri- Dutt, 2011), such as the opposition of indigenous women’s 
movements (Sempértegui, 2021). Others, by contrast, document the gender 
inequalities inherent to extractivism, specifically the exclusion of women 
from formal employment in large- scale mining companies, as well as the neg-
ative environmental and health impacts that mining activities entail for local 
communities (Abrahamsson et al., 2014; Haile, 2020). As demonstrated by 
these studies, employment in this sector is precarious and highly dependent 
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on ownership structures, shifts in governance arrangements, and commod-
ity prices (Haile, 2020). These have important consequences for how work-
ers, families and communities organise their lives, including from a gender 
perspective.

Nevertheless, there has been only limited engagement so far with feminist 
scholarship that has rearticulated processes of capitalist development around 
the concepts of social reproduction and diverse economies. The former is 
defined as the continuum of waged and unwaged activities and relations, such 
as domestic labour and childcare, as well as informal labour and subsistence 
production, that sustain life and communities, and the creation of economic 
value under capitalism (Prügl, 2021; Mezzadri, 2019; Gibson- Graham, 2008; 
Federici, 2004; Katz, 2001). One notable exception is Benya (2015), who adopts 
a social reproduction lens to examine individual and collective struggles in 
the aftermath of the Marikana massacre in South Africa. In her analysis, she 
demonstrates that domestic work largely performed by women is affected by 
the temporal and spatial patterns of mine work and that social reproduction is 
a key terrain for resistance against impunity.

The latter concept, that of diverse economies, pushes social reproduction 
debates forward by moving beyond gendered dichotomies that frame activities 
of social reproduction in binary opposition to capitalist production. Gibson- 
Graham defines them as ‘the plethora of hidden and alternative economic 
activities that contribute to social well- being and environmental regeneration 
beyond market, waged and capitalist forms of enterprise’, including coopera-
tives, housework, and self- provisioning (Gibson- Graham et al., 2013; Gibson- 
Graham, 2008, 6). The women’s promotion groups examined in this chapter fit 
well within this frame, in that they are based on relations of interdependence 
and mutual support, while sustaining well- being, livelihoods and communities.

Rethinking what extractivism means and does from the perspective of 
social reproduction and diverse economies necessitates moving beyond nar-
row accounts of what counts as labour and value producing under resource- 
based capitalist development. This issue has been a longstanding concern of 
feminist and critical scholars of capitalism. In 1990, feminist scholar Cynthia 
Enloe asked a still pertinent question for international politics— ‘Where are 
the women?’— highlighting the role of the gendered division of labour in sus-
taining economic systems and the subordinate role ascribed to women rela-
tive to men. Along these lines, feminist scholars have brought to light the role 
that households play in both sustaining the functioning of global markets and 
devaluing women’s contributions, specifically through home- based produc-
tion (Mies, 1982; Prügl, 1999). Further, they have highlighted that this process 
of devaluation is closely linked to colonial penetration and its underlying 
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mechanisms of violent appropriation, both economic and ideological, whereby 
women ‘are treated as if they were means of production of “natural resources” 
such as water and land’ (Mies, 1982, 5). Thus, recentring extractivism around 
issues of social reproduction provides an expanded horizon through which 
to examine the extractive dimensions of capital, and how these are organised 
along gender, racial, ethnic and class lines.

Arguably, both extractivism and the disenfranchisement of social reproduc-
tive activities and relations are inextricably linked to colonial and imperialist 
practices. Drawing from Maria Lugones’s coloniality of gender and Ramón 
Grosfoguel’s conceptualisation of extractivism, Rodriguez Castro (2021), for 
example, examines the varied forms of dispossession confronting Campesinas 
women in Colombia, and their struggles and resistance. In particular, she 
traces connections between territorial dispossession and ‘epistemic dispos-
session through extraction of ideas and cultural practices’, which rests upon 
the victimisation and objectification of Campesinas women, including in 
state development policy (Rodriguez Castro, 2021, 128). Indeed, this approach 
can be incorporated into social reproduction analyses of extractivism, to chal-
lenge the epistemic and ontological binaries that sustain extractivism as a 
system.

A social reproduction perspective contributes to deepening and expanding 
our understanding of extractivism. Firstly, it demonstrates that the system-
atic externalisation of costs of social reproduction to laborers, families and 
local communities is co- constitutive of extractivist processes (Mezzadri, 2021; 
Mezzadri, Newman and Stevano, 2021). Secondly, as an analytical lens it allows 
one to break the ontological binary that places such activities and relations in 
a separate and subordinate realm (Prügl, 2021). Thirdly, this approach brings 
attention to the role of the state in sustaining both extractivism and specific 
configurations of social reproduction. While feminist scholars have examined 
these dynamics particularly in relation to the retreat of

the neo- liberal welfare state in the global North (Arruzza, 2015; Bakker, 
2007; Bakker and Gill, 2019), similar processes are at play in the global South 
as well, as demonstrated by the recent literature on extractivism as a state- led 
development strategy (Farthing and Fabricant, 2018). In fact, both states and 
corporations are deeply imbricated in social reproduction in and around sites 
of extraction, from the provision of electricity to water supplies and sewage 
systems, to the establishment of schools and hospitals in mining enclaves, as 
well as through the allocation of extractive revenues (Arellano- Yanguas and 
Acosta, 2014). By the same token, the social and ecological costs that extrac-
tivism creates for humans and environments pose significant challenges to 
the social reproduction of workers, families and communities around sites of 
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extraction, though as Katz suggests (2001) these problems are seldom framed 
in these terms.

Lastly, focusing on diverse economies and their role in sustaining social 
reproduction around sites of extraction offers new opportunities to counter 
extractivist logics, bringing the sites where alternatives to capitalist modes of 
production can advance to the centre of the enquiry (Dalla Costa and Dalla 
Costa, 1999). This effort not only has the potential to help us understand peo-
ple’s everyday lives more fully, it also draws attention to the windows of oppor-
tunity for solidarity, resilience and resistance that can emerge in these spaces. 
The need to recognise the full range of economic activities undertaken in and 
around sites of extraction also resonates with attempts to move beyond nar-
row understandings of extractive industries, for example to include illicit and 
hidden economies (Calvão, 2017; Moodie, 1980), not in binary opposition to 
formal extractive economies but as constitutive of them.

3 Bauxite Mining and Women’s Promotion Groups in Guinea

Extractive industries occupy a central role in the Guinean economy. In 
2016, the country was the world’s third largest exporter of bauxite— which 
accounted for over 80 per cent of Guinean revenues from mining, for a total of 
about usd 280 million— and a leading exporter of other mineral commodities 
such as gold, diamonds, iron and nickel (eiti, 2018). According to estimates, 
the country’s bauxite reserves are the largest in the world (Knierzinger, 2014). 
Its extraction goes back to the late 1950s and has been a point of continuity 
from Guinea’s colonial past to dictatorship and regime longevity in the post- 
independence period, to the strong foreign corporate influence that continues 
today (Diallo, 2019; Barry, 2004).

In the 1950s, the French colonial administration first introduced plans to 
produce aluminium through the extraction and refining of bauxite and the 
building of the city of Fria in the highlands of western Guinea. These plans 
only came to fruition when Guinea declared independence in 1958 under the 
Sekou Touré regime, leading to the establishment of the first alumina refin-
ery on the African continent (Bolay and Knierzinger, 2021). Since then, Fria, 
also called the Paris of Guinea for its street lighting and state- of- the- art infra-
structure, has served as a model for the establishment of other major mining 
enclaves. Though the capital intensity of bauxite extraction and refining pro-
cesses only creates limited direct employment opportunities, for an estimated 
2 per cent of the entire population of Fria (Diallo, 2017), the industrial complex 
itself owns the city’s electricity, water, and sewage systems, and is involved to 
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a significant degree in the financing (or lack thereof) of public services and 
infrastructure, such as medical care, schools, and roads (Knierzinger, 2014).

In 2001, the bauxite complex started to be administered by the private 
Russian company rusal, currently uc rusal, which also owns the Compagnie 
des Bauxites de Kindia (cbk) in Middle Guinea and another mining complex 
in Boké,2 and is among the three largest aluminium companies in the world 
(Prokofeva et al., 2020). Fria’s bauxite complex was fully privatised five years 
later and is currently the only one in the country to include a refinery for the 
processing of bauxite into alumina. It is the country’s second- largest bauxite 
mine after the Compagnie des Bauxites de Guinée (cbg) in Boké, which is con-
trolled by Alcoa, Rio Tinto- Alcan and the Guinean government.

The recent history of the rusal bauxite complex can be summarised in 
three time periods: 1) the period from 2001, when the complex was privatised, 
to 2012, when the Friguia refinery was closed abruptly by rusal; 2) the period 
of rusal’s closure, from 2012 to 2017, which caused a profound crisis of social 
reproduction, including exclusion from basic services such as access to water 
and electricity; and 3) from when the company resumed operations in 2018 to 
date, a period characterised by exacerbated environmental damage and the 
unsustainability of extractive operations.

The first period, from 2001 to April 2012, as documented by scholars and 
activists, is marked by a gradual deterioration of living standards in Fria and a 
decline in factory conditions, as well as worsening relations between expatri-
ates employed in the bauxite complex and Fria’s population (Knierzinger, 2018 
Diallo, 2017). In the words of the activist Ibrahima Talibé Diallo, the takeover 
by the Russian company fundamentally changed relations with the local pop-
ulation, further alienating the bauxite complex from the lives and livelihoods 
in its surroundings:

They had heard that the French whites lived in the same habitat with the 
Guineans and shared their meals and that the Americans did almost the 
same. But they did not want to do that. Thus, they erected a cité right in 
city center that had privileged access to all the existing infrastructure and 
an extension of the initial cité. The principal characteristics of these two 
entities were the fact that they were closed (three meter walls with barb-
wire) and that they could only be entered by Russian personnel.

Correspondence with Ibrahima Talibé Diallo in Knierzinger, 2018, 146

 2 Boké is a region that has experienced a significant extractivist boom since 2016, fuelled by 
increasing foreign direct investment from China and the uae (for an overview, see Widder, 
Pacioni, and Bocoum, 2019).
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The second period covers the years from 2012 to 2017 and is marked by rusal’s 
factory closure, which in turn engendered a profound humanitarian crisis in 
Fria (projeg, 2018). This not only caused adverse consequences for employees 
and subcontracted workers, it also jeopardised access to basic services such 
as electricity and water (Diallo, 2017).3 During this period, the registration of 
women’s promotion groups engaging in both artisanal business activities and 
agriculture intensified, while civil society organisations in Fria and abroad 
mobilised, calling for both immediate action and alternatives to reinvent the 
city (projeg, 2018).

In 2018, after long negotiations between rusal and the Guinean govern-
ment, the refinery reopened. This more recent period, from the rehabilitation 
of Friguia to the present, marks another shift in Fria’s extractivist landscape. 
Though alternatives to the refinery have lost salience according to civil society 
organisations (projeg, 2018), women’s promotion groups have remained in 
the spotlight, becoming privileged beneficiaries of the csr projects of min-
ing corporations such as rusal, especially as demand for soap increased 
during the covid- 19 pandemic. In 2020, for example, the Guinea Alumina 
Corporation (gac) released a video on YouTube illustrating how the company 
supported local communities’ efforts to cope with the covid- 19 crisis by pur-
chasing soap from women’s promotion groups (gac, 2020), while news out-
lets reported that rusal provided direct financial support, for the purchase 
of inputs and raw materials, to about 30 women’s promotion groups in the city 
and nearby villages (Bha, 2020).

Before exploring the role of women’s groups in sustaining extractivist pro-
cesses in Fria and beyond, however, some clarification of the functioning and 
origin of these groups is warranted. Women’s promotion groups aim at bringing 
together self- employed women from the same village or community around 
shared activities that can sustain their livelihoods and provide mutual sup-
port. An important feature of these groups is that they are formed at the grass-
roots level and are part of a broader structure of local and national federations, 
headed by the Women’s Promotion National Directorate (Direction Nationale 
de la Promotion Féminine, dnpf). The groups are generally composed of 
about 20 members, including an elected president and a treasurer, and engage 

 3 Though official sources attribute the closure to conflictual relations with the local union, cul-
minating in a large- scale strike and lockout, several activists contend that this merely served 
as a pretext for rusal to mitigate financial risks in a context of deteriorating aluminium 
prices and falling productivity due to declining technical conditions at the refinery (projeg, 
2018; Knierzinger, 2018).
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in training activities, the sharing of resources and knowledge among members, 
and in joint childcare, production and financial arrangements.

Although there are no estimates of the number of women’s promotion 
groups currently active in Guinea, they have been an integral part of the eco-
nomic and social fabric since independence. Throughout Guinea’s history, 
women have engaged in nationalist struggles and politics, advocating for 
gender equality in both public and domestic spheres and against colonial-
ism (Steady, 2011). Under the socialist regime of Sékou Touré, the ruling Parti 
Démocratique de Guinée (pdg) established an extensive network of commit-
tees and local councils, with women’s bureaus at the district, sub- prefecture, 
and prefecture levels (Dessertine, 2019). These bureaus were crucial for the 
transmission of the party’s messages to local communities, and for the mobili-
sation of political protests and the fostering of women’s engagement in produc-
tive activities, especially in agriculture. While this system was abolished as the 
country embarked on the process of a gradual liberalisation and privatisation 
of the economy from the 1990s on, the organisation of women around groups 
engaging in business activities and agriculture continued to play an important 
role, and these groups were increasingly integrated into local development 
projects (Dessertine, 2019; Doumbouya, 2008; De Boodt and Cauberge, 1998). 
Nevertheless, the relations between these groups and extractive industries, 
specifically outside of formal wage relations with regard to mining, have been 
underexplored.

Taking the circulation of caustic soda as a heuristic tool, this chapter traces 
connections between the bauxite industry and the soap making and cloth 
dyeing activities of women’s groups, making visible the mutually constitutive 
relations and tensions between these two seemingly separate economies. To 
do so, the remainder of the chapter explores the labour and negotiations that 
take place around sites of extraction, attending to how gender works to sus-
tain extractivism as a system. The members of women’s groups are primarily 
involved in social reproduction, yet they also perform ‘productive’ activities, 
sustaining the survival of their households and communities through their 
labour on a daily basis. As they use caustic soda within homes and workshops, 
oftentimes alongside domestic work, they contribute to creating diverse econ-
omies around sites of extraction, the logics of which transcend the extractivist 
dynamics of the bauxite industry.

4 ‘D’où vient la soude?’

The question ‘Where does the soda come from?’ (D’où vient la soude?) enables 
us to trace unpredictable connections, including among the caustic soda, the 
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members of promotion groups, villagers and their children, and health per-
sonnel treating oesophageal injuries caused by accidental ingestions, as well 
as guards surveilling the bauxite complex, and government officials regulating 
trade in chemicals in Conakry, Guinea’s capital. In tracing caustic soda’s cir-
culation, this section starts by exploring how families and communities con-
front extractivism through activities that cross boundaries of paid and unpaid 
labour, the licit and illicit, relations of production, and social reproduction. It 
then shows the mutual constitution and tension between the diverse econo-
mies that soap makers and cloth dyers are part of around sites of extraction 
and the operations of extractive industries themselves. While women’s groups 
sustain extraction and are also affected by it, they are at the same time a terrain 
for alternatives, where resilience, solidarity, and sociality can emerge.

Firstly, caustic soda works in different ways and is entangled in a myriad 
of worlds that transgress its ordinary industrial usage. Oumar, a civil servant 
in Fria who has retired from the bauxite complex, recalls the thefts of caustic 
soda between Conakry’s port and the mine as follows:

 oumar: The soda arrives at the port. Then the soda is stored on the train 
and taken to Fria. The moment the train leaves Conakry, there 
are thefts.

 luisa: There are people who steal the caustic soda?
 oumar: It’s not official but that’s how it is, from the port to the train, and 

even when the train is running, people steal it by putting it in 
cans.

Interview with civil servant in Fria, August 2017

Other interviewees in different locations describe similar dynamics. For exam-
ple, when explaining the frequency of accidental caustic soda ingestions 
among children, a health professional in Conakry explains the prevalence of 
such accidents in relation to bauxite mining, arguing that extraction has con-
tributed to making this chemical substance more available in markets across 
mining towns. In his words:

Most of them [the victims of accidental ingestions] come from the inte-
rior, especially where there are factories that mine bauxite or manufac-
ture aluminium;4 this is the case for Fria and the surrounding villages, 

 4 Here and in similar instances, interviewees refer to aluminium as a shorthand for alumina 
(fr: alumine) or aluminium oxide, and not to pure aluminium. I retain the term as originally 
conveyed by my interlocutors.
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the case for Kamsa and the surrounding villages, and in Conakry as well, 
because the train takes the soda in liquid form here to the interior, and 
people take advantage of this to take the soda and sell it at the market.

Interview with health professional in Conakry, August 2017

But the thefts do not stop once the caustic soda enters the factory gates, as 
Oumar explains:

 oumar: There are many entrances and exits. At the main entrance, there 
is a team that monitors. At the main exit, there is another team, 
and another in the warehouse where there is the aluminium. 
Everything is monitored by guards, who are paid to do this. They 
are underpaid; it is another company. There is a middleman who 
everyday recruits people to monitor … They are not paid like the 
employees.

   Before, in 1975, there was a military surveillance service, which 
guarded the factory, about a hundred people, back then we did 
not steal; it was less compared to today, when there are at least 
400– 500 guards.

 luisa: 400– 500 guards?
 oumar: Yes, more or less. Back then we were not even 100; there were 

thefts but not like the present.
 luisa: So, as the number of guards increased, the thefts increased?
 oumar: Yes, of course. Before there was another system: when a worker 

is caught stealing, he is automatically fired, he loses all his social 
rights, if caught in flagrante he automatically loses all social 
rights, that’s it; at that time it was like that. Now, when we catch 
the guards; it is not like before.

Interview with civil servant in Fria, August 2017

This suggests that the smuggling of caustic soda cannot be examined in isola-
tion, but rather in relation to the mining complex’s shift from public to private 
ownership, and the subcontracting of surveillance services to private guards 
who are paid daily and lack the social rights of permanent employees, as 
pointed out by Oumar.

While the privatisation of the bauxite complex and its takeover by rusal 
caused a profound deterioration in living standards for workers and their fami-
lies and escalating tensions between the company and worker representatives, 
as documented by Knierzinger (2018) the company increasingly sought strat-
egies to minimise costs by lowering wages and cut social benefits through the 
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establishment of subcontracting firms. One of these, Senta, is responsible for 
the hiring and payment of the majority of the local population working in the 
bauxite complex, which allows rusal to circumvent its obligations to ensure 
accommodation and access to staple foods for subcontracted workers, while 
continuing to hire foreign employees directly and providing them with access 
to these very same goods and services (amines, 2021).

In some instances, it is not only the caustic soda itself, but also the large, 
empty containers used to carry it to the refinery that serve to negotiate con-
flictual relations with workers and their representatives. As a government offi-
cial in Conakry states,

Often, it was the union that took care of the collection of these empty 
containers and for the industrialist, well, he is going to use this to distrib-
ute expenses a little, deal with social issues, etc. If these are containers 
of rice, that’s alright, but chemical products? We said, ‘be careful, you are 
not accommodating the union, but incriminating it, because there are 
penalties for that’. These are the failures. Sometimes there is also com-
plicity between the industrialists and the traders, and that’s how the soda 
in full form is in the markets.

Interview with government official in Conakry, August 2017

According to this interviewee, the transfer of empty caustic soda containers 
to the union for discharge and reuse represents a strategy, albeit short- lived, 
for appeasing the union and the workers it represents, but it also exposes the 
union to incrimination, as the reuse of chemical containers is a violation of the 
existing regulations. This measure also causes caustic soda contaminations, 
with harmful ecological and health consequences since these containers are 
then used for domestic purposes, such as the storing food, or are disposed of 
along with regular waste.

This excerpt also refers to complicity between industrialists and traders 
engaging in illicit activities, which contributed to making caustic soda in full 
form— a more aggressive agent for industrial use compared to other caustic 
soda agents— available in local markets, with women increasingly supplying 
it for soap making and cloth dyeing activities. The official continued, refer-
ring to caustic soda, ‘It ends [up] in the hands of users who don’t really know 
its potential dangers, who are therefore exposed to those dangers. Two groups 
are most affected: local dyers and soap makers. The risk is there but we have 
not evaluated it; but it’s there’. (Interview with government official in Conakry, 
August 2017.)
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Bauxite mines are not the sole providers of caustic soda. It is also imported 
in bulk by retailers in Conakry, who in turn supply vendors in the interior of the 
country. Since the closing of the refinery, many vendors interviewed resorted 
to this strategy, as illustrated by the following interview with a caustic soda 
vendor, Halima, and a member of one of the promotion groups, Marie, at the 
market in Fria:

 luisa: So, where do you buy the soda?
 halima: At the Madina market in Conakry; I buy the bags there and 

retail it here, so I can earn a little, one kg, half […] Sometimes 
I hire a driver and we go there, I buy ten bags and when it’s fin-
ished, I go back. If I buy ten bags, it lasts for two weeks.

 luisa: How come you decided to sell the soda?
 halima: Before, when my husband was not dead, he did this job … He 

worked at the factory, that’s where he let the soda come out.
 luisa: He was taking the soda from the factory?
 halima: Yes.
 marie: Hmm, this isn’t right— tsk tsk.
 halima: It was the liquid, the liquid one. The powder comes from 

Conakry. When the factory was open, I used to sell that; now 
that the factory is closed, I go look for it in Conakry.

Interview with caustic soda vendor and group member in Fria, August 2017

This conversation brings to light the relationality of the public and private 
around sites of extraction. The struggles confronting Halima, such as her 
husband’s death and the new strategies she devised to sustain her livelihood, 
cannot be examined in isolation but rather are entangled with the closure of 
the refinery. This interview also highlights the existing moral sanctions sur-
rounding the smuggling of caustic soda, exemplified by Marie interrupting the 
conversation to express her disapproval. Through the circulations discussed in 
this section, caustic soda becomes visible as a boundary- crossing agent that 
bridges mutually constitutive licit and illicit, extractive and diverse economies. 
In the next section, I continue to unpack these relations of mutual constitu-
tion and tension, as the caustic soda moves into the hands of women soap 
makers and fabric dyers.

4.1 Revaluating Women’s Promotion Groups in Times of Crisis
The experiences of women’s promotion groups in Fria intertwine with the 
trajectory of the rusal bauxite complex. Understanding the struggles facing 
the women in these groups requires paying attention to rusal’s operations 
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and the abrupt closure of its refinery. At the same time, the operations of the 
bauxite complex cannot be fully grasped without first recognising the role of 
women’s promotion groups in shouldering economic pressures times of crisis.

The women’s promotion group in Fria was created only after the refin-
ery was closed in 2012, though around half of the group’s members already 
engaged in soap production and cloth dyeing activities prior to its formation, 
with one of the women there reporting to have started as early as 2001. Most of 
the members are married, have children, and recount that since the time when 
the group was formed their husbands have been unemployed due to the clo-
sure of the refinery, resulting in them being the sole or primary income earner 
in their household. In a context of widespread unemployment, frequent power 
cuts, and worsening economic conditions in Fria, joining a women’s group pro-
vides an alternative for subsistence for many of the women. In the words of 
Fatou, ‘In Guinea, especially in Fria, husbands do not work. We have children. 
What we make today is what we sell tomorrow, to earn money. Before, my hus-
band worked in the factory’ (interview with the member of a promotion group 
in Fria, August 2017). This excerpt demonstrates that women’s activities within 
promotion groups have been indispensable for families around the bauxite 
complex, particularly when operations were halted.

In some instances, these activities created openings for recognition and 
support from husbands. As Kadiatou describes, ‘It was a relief for my husband 
that I am part of this group, because when I became part of it he did not work’. 
Fatima, by contrast, explains that her husband was ‘obliged’ to accept her tak-
ing over a breadwinning role: ‘He was obliged to accept this because he doesn’t 
work. So, it’s me who contributes to the household income’. Other women 
describe their husband’s perceptions in more positive terms: ‘My husband 
gives me advice; he is the one who motivates me not to leave the group. This 
group is really good’, says Jeanne, while Hadia states, ‘He’s proud; he’s happy’ 
(interviews with members of the group in Fria, August 2017). Thus, group 
members’ experiences are far from homogeneous; women do not talk about 
their position in terms of oppression, but rather highlight their own negotia-
tions while confronting patriarchal structures and economic hardship.

Nevertheless, engagement in soap making and cloth dyeing activities did 
not translate into an equal redistribution of domestic and childcare respon-
sibilities at home, but rather coexisted alongside this labour. As illustrated by 
the observation of an ngo interviewee, women’s engagement in economic 
activities is often seen as an extension of, rather than a break with, women’s 
role as mothers and carers within their families: ‘The factory [in Fria] closed 
four years ago, so people turned to soap making and dyeing. In Guinea, in a 
couple that does not work, the woman is the most involved because of the 
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children’ (interview with ngo representative in Conakry, August 2017). This 
resonates with the gender dynamics documented by Evans (2016) for the case 
of Zambia’s Copperbelt, where financial and economic displacements caused 
by extractive corporate practices led women to increasingly engage in bread-
winning roles, while being accompanied by an asymmetric distribution of 
domestic and childcare work.

The coexistence of social reproductive work, especially childcare, with pro-
ductive activities such as soap making and fabric dyeing is apparent when 
discussing accidental caustic soda ingestions by children with the women. As 
some of the groups’ members describe, accidents involving children are fre-
quent among women producers particularly when they engage in these activ-
ities on their own, as this often involves producing at home, storing chemicals 
in the kitchen, using kitchen utensils, and looking after children while work-
ing. Being part of a group, as is explained by some of the members, provides 
opportunities to move production activities to different and more secure 
places, such as a shed built for the purpose or a workshop at the Centre for 
Women’s Empowerment (Centre d’Autonomisation des Femmes) (caf). It 
also allows the women to share know- how on how to protect themselves and 
others from chemical burns and share childcare responsibilities, whereby one 
member looks after the children while the others process the soap and fabrics.

Notably, participation in the promotion groups creates a sense of solidarity 
among the women, as Binta explains:

Before I used to work alone; now we are together. We help each other out. 
Before, if I had a problem, I was alone, but now, if I have a problem, all 
the women stand up. If one of us has a problem, the others stand up […] 
My son has a heart disease, he is in Conakry; when I need, we all provide 
a contribution; there is a girl who got married, we did her dowry. The 
others, all stayed by my side.

Interview with group member in Fria, August 2017

This is not confined to the group interviewed in Fria, but resonates with the 
experiences of women in different regions of Guinea. In the words of Salimatou, 
the member of a promotion group in Mamou: ‘Before I worked alone. One 
alone is nothing!’ (interview with a member of the group in Mamou, August 
2017). In Fria, however, engagement in the promotion group intertwines with 
the refinery’s closure and the economic hardship that unfolded as a result of 
this rupture. Fatoumata, for example, describes the social and economic bene-
fits of joining the group and juxtaposes them to the experiences of others who 
were ‘immobilised’ by the crisis:
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There have been many positive changes in my social life since I joined 
this group. I am doing well; we hang out with each other. Also economi-
cally, the caustic soda is very expensive. […] Since the factory closed, our 
means have changed, because the husbands don’t work. There are some 
people who resorted to other income generating activities, but others 
had nothing to put on their plates; they spent all their money and were 
immobilised.

Interview with group member in Fria, August 2017

Several members interviewed highlighted the benefits of working in a group 
relative to working alone, not only for themselves but also for their community. 
Aissata, for example, sees her participation in the group as an important con-
tribution to the health of her neighbourhood:

I benefited a lot from this [group] personally, because back then I did 
not know what precautions to take when a child swallows the soda, what 
are the first precautions to take before the child is treated at the hospital. 
So, we became aware of this. As soon as a child drinks it, we know what 
to do. Then my own protection. Also, what is important is that through 
me, all the neighbourhood receives the same information concerning 
the soda.

Interview with group member in Fria, August 2017

In sum, following caustic soda from the port to the bauxite complex to promo-
tion groups’ workshops reveals the mutual constitution and tension between 
two seemingly separate economies, that of the refinery and that of the pro-
motion groups within which women subsidise extractive practices, negotiate, 
and survive. Though breadwinning roles tend to be justified as an extension 
of family responsibilities and are accompanied by an unequal distribution of 
domestic and childcare work, engaging in these groups provides windows of 
opportunity for resilience, sociality, and solidarity in a time of crisis such as 
that caused by rusal’s five- year closure.

5 ‘Notre ville est née de l’usine, et non l’inverse’

‘Our city was born from the factory, and not the other way around’ (‘Notre ville 
est née de l’usine, et non l’inverse’) is a quote from a resident of Fria cited in a 
report by projeg, a civil society consortium composed of 150 organisations 
including unions, women’s associations and international ngo s (projeg, 
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2018, 4). It is telling with regard to the extent to which social reproduction in 
Fria is dependent on its mother mine on a daily and structural basis and at the 
same time is in tension with it. In the remainder of this chapter, I reflect on the 
sustainability of social reproduction in Fria and how this has been disenfran-
chised since the reopening of the refinery in 2018.

Firstly, as discussed in the previous section, women’s promotion groups 
have increasingly become target beneficiaries of csr projects initiated by 
rusal and other bauxite companies around sites of extraction. As stated in 
rusal’s sustainability strategy, these measures are seen both as a way to take 
into account the ‘interests of the local population’ (rusal, 2021, 88) and as 
an investment in the ‘creation of long- term business value’ (rusal, 2021, 189). 
Nevertheless, by targeting these groups as beneficiaries, corporate discourses 
and practices inherently place women’s groups in a subaltern position. This 
further marginalises women’s activities, neglecting the crucial role that they 
have played in helping households survive the crisis since 2012.

While corporate responsibility provides a ‘social license to operate’ and rep-
resents the recognition of marginalised people and communities by corporate 
power (Syn, 2014), it ultimately legitimises extractive activities, providing an 
extension of extractive practices, whereby women are exploited as the ‘last col-
ony’ of extractivism.

Furthermore, although bauxite corporations such as rusal increasingly 
target women’s promotion groups as beneficiaries of csr projects, several of 
these groups’ members do not view these economies as a viable livelihood 
strategy for them in the longer term and would rather engage in a different 
activity. As Mariam states:

We don’t have the means […] what we earn with the soda is little. The bag 
[of caustic soda] outside there, that’s 280,000 francs– 300,000 francs; the 
oil there, that’s 175,000 by the litre. When you sum this all up, there’s little 
that’s left […] if we had the means, we could start another activity that 
could help us earn more than the soap. That’s it; if we can get the money, 
we will call everyone in the group, we will sit together and discuss what 
to do.

Interview with group member in Fria, August 2017

This excerpt calls into question the sustainability of soap making and dye-
ing economies, suggesting that interventions by rusal to support the local 
community by fostering alternative economic activities are inadequate, but it 
also brings to light the importance of the collective (‘sitting together’) when it 
comes to making decisions for the future.
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In addition, state regulation of the trade in chemicals risks complicating 
access to caustic soda, potentially displacing soap making and dyeing activ-
ities. In fact, since 2012 the Guinean state— particularly the Ministry of the 
Environment— has revamped its efforts to regulate chemical substances. The 
National Plan of Chemical Products 2012– 2020, for example, classifies caustic 
soda as a chemical with a high priority and degree of concern on a national 
scale, though it also recognises the existing difficulties in tracking and reduc-
ing negative impacts (République de Guinée, 2011, 20). The view that such a 
chemical agent should be regulated despite potential repercussions for wom-
en’s livelihoods was prevalent during interviews with government officials, as 
expressed by one: ‘Allowing someone to start an activity that allows them to 
generate resources is good, but chemicals must be an exception’ (interview 
with government official in Conakry, August 2017). This begs the question of 
whether diverse economies and more sustainable configurations of social 
reproduction can exist around sites of extraction and, if so, of what kind. In 
other words, can a city that was born out of the mine really be transformed? 
Some of the women interviewed demonstrate that it can, but not within the 
existing extractivist paradigm.

6 Conclusion

This chapter has examined the mutual constitution and tension between two 
seemingly separate economies, interrogating what it means to take a social 
reproduction– centred approach to extractivism. It has taken caustic soda 
as an entry point to illuminate the existing entanglements between bauxite 
mining and its extractivist logic, and women’s groups, animated by a sense of 
community and solidarity. In so doing, it has traced connections between the 
activities of social reproduction performed by women’s groups around sites of 
extraction and the extractive operations of the bauxite industry. In Fria, where 
social reproduction depends on extractivism on both a daily and a structural 
basis for access to basic services and livelihoods or lack thereof, material and 
social experiences of extractivism are particularly extreme and harmful, yet 
women’s promotion groups are not an oppressed community. On the contrary, 
the relationship between women’s activities and the bauxite industry as dis-
cussed in this chapter draws attention to the existing subsidy that women pro-
vide to extractive operations, as well as to the gendered contours of resilience 
and solidarity around sites of extraction.

The case of Fria is hardly generalisable as the city hosts the first and only 
currently operating bauxite refinery in the African continent, but this in itself 
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is telling of the current mode of extraction in the continent and beyond. 
Crucially, in their specificity and locality, the struggles, negotiations, and open-
ings for solidarity narrated in this chapter have important implications for how 
we study extractivism, as well as for development policy. The members of the 
women’s group interviewed point to several avenues that have wider relevance. 
The first is to take social reproduction and diverse economies seriously, as sites 
where the ‘immobility’ caused by extractive industries can be actively and dis-
cursively resisted; the second is that as long as extractivism remains as a sys-
tem, diverse economies that contribute to sustaining life and well- being will 
continue be marginalised; the third, that we need collective and participatory 
decision- making to move forward. They also prompt us to question whether 
different modes of extractivism are possible within the current structures of 
production and social reproduction, disenfranchisement, and devaluation, 
and, if not, to take urgent action.
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 chapter 5

Time for an Outcome Evaluation? The Experience 
of Indigenous Communities with Mining Benefit 
Sharing Agreements

Liz Wall and Fiona Haslam McKenzie

 Abstract

Much has been written about the promise and potential of mining to deliver or cata-
lyse development opportunities for host communities. Where mining projects affect 
Indigenous communities, leading practice often encapsulates these aspirations in 
benefit sharing agreements signed between mining companies and communities. In 
Australia and Canada these agreements often take the form of Indigenous Land Use 
Agreements and Impact Benefit Agreements, respectively. With more than 60 per cent 
of mining in Australia alone occurring in proximity to Indigenous communities, it is 
clear that the future of mining is dependent on effective delivery against the expecta-
tions and aspirations of Indigenous communities that form the basis of these agree-
ments. In Australia and beyond, mining occurring on the lands of Indigenous peoples 
has become the source of increasing calls for a ‘new development model’. However, 
in order to articulate a call for a new model, the success of the existing model needs 
to be adequately evaluated, and while this has been occurring during the opera-
tional period, it is also necessary when a mine (and an agreement) comes to an end. 
By reviewing the existing literature, and specifically that encapsulating practitioner 
experience, this chapter highlights the gap in research evaluating the effectiveness of 
the existing benefit sharing model for Indigenous communities, as judged by those 
communities, at the time of mine closure. To some extent this gap is due to the lim-
ited number of mines that have closed where benefit sharing agreements had been 
in place; opportunities for such research have, however, existed and now need to be 
pursued. Development projects and policies are typically subject to an outcome evalu-
ation process, and given the criticality of the relationship between Indigenous peoples 
and the extractive sector the time is ripe to evaluate existing approaches in order to 
inform the benefit sharing models of the future.
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1 Introduction

While expectations of mineral development continue to evolve (Anaya, 2015), 
the components of the mineral development model that has informed benefit 
sharing agreements have remained largely unchanged for the past two dec-
ades (Sosa and Keenan, 2001). Arguably, the model has been premised on the 
assumption that the delivery of a combination of royalties, jobs, contracts and 
community investment to Indigenous communities would result in these com-
munities being ‘better off ’ for having hosted a mine on their land. Essentially 
this can be considered the hypothesis behind a multi- decade experiment, and 
only now, with the closure of some of the more progressive and iconic mines 
(with reputations for excellence in their delivery of the mineral development 
model) are the results able to be assessed.

The extent to which benefit sharing agreements are delivering on the 
expectations of Indigenous communities requires a consideration of several 
fields— mining’s contribution to development, the application and purpose 
of benefit sharing agreements, and the social aspects of mine closure— and 
that we define what may constitute a successful outcome for an indigenous 
community. In reviewing the literature across each of these fields, this chap-
ter reinforces existing calls (Bainton and Holcombe, 2018b; Cohen, 2017; 
O’Faircheallaigh, 1998; Rixen and Blangy, 2016) for more case study research 
on the experience of Indigenous communities and their perceptions of a 
successful outcome. This review addresses the need to conduct an outcome 
evaluation (United Nations Development Programme (undp), 2009; 2002) 
of existing benefit sharing approaches as judged at the time of mine closure. 
Reference sources selected for the chapter were drawn from three principal 
lines of evidence. Firstly, those references considered most influential from 
the experience of the lead author as a practitioner in the subject matter area 
over two decades of practical experience both from the mining industry 
perspective and that of a global funding agency. Secondly, from a literature 
search of peer- reviewed publications from mainstream scholarly publication 
houses. Thirdly, references from global institutions and active industry and 
government participants in the area of the paper’s focus, including the World 
Bank, United Nations, mining companies, industry bodies, and applied aca-
demic research institutions. References were chosen primarily focusing on the 
period 2000– 20, although references to prior seminal works in the field are 
also included to give due credit to past work on which the more contemporary 
contributions build.
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2 Mining’s Contested Contribution to Development

For many centuries, a large mineral endowment was considered beneficial to 
a country’s development (McMahon and Moreira, 2014); however, this opti-
mism was tempered during the twentieth century with global recognition 
that ‘realising the potential for mining to contribute to development in all 
countries where it takes places is arguably one of the greatest priorities fac-
ing the mining and minerals sector’ (International Institute for Environment 
and Development (iied), 2002, 172). Questions related to mining’s contribu-
tion to development arose in the 1950s, focusing on the weakness of linkages 
between primary production and the rest of the economy. These questions 
gained momentum with The Economist’s introduction of the concept of the 
Dutch Disease in 1977 (Mien and Goujon, 2021). This concept sought to explain 
the troubles experienced by the Dutch economy in the 1960s, in relation to the 
allocation of revenues from natural gas developments, and the consequence of 
these revenues on the strength of the currency and the competitiveness of the 
Netherlands’ other exports (McMahon and Moreira, 2014). It was not until the 
late 1980s that Gelb (1988) analysed the growth rates experienced in a number 
of oil- exporting countries, coining the term ‘resource curse’ to describe how 
countries developing natural resources experienced growth rates below those 
that would have otherwise been predicted (Gelb, 1988). Subsequent studies 
(Auty, 1990; Sachs and Warner, 1995; 1997) drew similar conclusions to those 
of Gelb, firmly entrenching a shift in perception from natural resources pro-
viding development opportunities to one of an inverse relationship between 
mineral endowment and realised economic growth (McMahon and Moreira, 
2014; Mien and Goujon, 2021).

The significant body of literature that has developed around the resource 
curse began with an economic focus, before expanding into analysis of the 
impact of natural resource wealth on sociopolitical development, including 
analysis of rent seeking, corruption, lack of democracy, conflict (McMahon 
and Moreira, 2014; Van der Ploeg, 2011) and the strength of institutions 
(Robinson, Torvik and Verdier, 2006; 2014). More recently, the accuracy of the 
resource- curse thesis has come under pressure, with leading proponents of the 
theory acknowledging that the question of whether an abundance of natu-
ral resources is a curse or blessing is a source of fundamental debate within 
economics (Collier, 2010; Van Der Ploeg and Poelhekke, 2017). McMahon and 
Moreira (2014) further this questioning through their examination of five 
low-  and middle- income countries with long histories of mining, concluding 
each country experienced either a relatively high human development index 
(hdi) or a strong improvement in its hdi compared to those experienced by 
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countries without minerals. While neither proving nor disproving the resource 
curse, the basis for its existence continues to be examined, and to inform 
debates on the role of minerals in national development.

Principal among those debates is the discussion around extractivism and 
neo- extractivism in Latin America and, increasingly, beyond. Referring to the 
predominance of economic activities primarily based on resource extraction 
and nature valorisation without distributive politics (Brand, Dietz and Lang, 
2016), extractivism has formed the basis of much government policy in recent 
decades in Latin America. With economies dominated by the export of pri-
mary goods (including agriculture, forestry, hunting and mining) (Brand, Dietz 
and Lang, 2016), questions naturally arose in relation to the conversion from 
economic growth into poverty reduction (Burchardt and Dietz, 2014). More 
recently, a shift towards neo- extractivism— the use of surplus revenue from 
extractive activities to address poverty and enhance the material well- being of 
the population (Brand, Dietz and Lang, 2016)— is being considered as a new 
model for development in the region. However, much debate persists on how 
this model can be balanced with societal– nature relations, as articulated in the 
commitment to ‘living well’ (buen vivir) in the constitutions of Ecuador and 
Bolivia (Brand, Dietz and Lang, 2016; Gudynas, 2016; 2018; 2019; Van Teijlingen, 
2016), the current social and political debate over extractivism in Europe (del 
Mármol and Vaccaro, 2020), and reflections on how different actors position 
themselves in relation to the ‘multiplicity of effects of resource extraction’ 
(Pijpers and Eriksen, 2019, 2).

Notwithstanding reservations or questions about the role of mining in 
development, many organisations and development initiatives have contin-
ued to focus on the development potential afforded by mineral development. 
These include the Australian- led International Mining for Development Centre 
(im4dc, 2015), the World Bank’s Extractive Sector Programmatic Support initi-
ative (World Bank, 2021a), and material published by mining sector represent-
ative bodies (Cardno and mca, 2018; icmm, 2018).

Within the literature considering the potential for mining to generate 
either positive or negative development impacts, the vast majority of research 
has been focused on the national level. As highlighted by Horowitz et al. 
(2018), comparable analysis of the development contribution of mining to 
specific communities, such as Indigenous groups, is limited. Both regional- 
level analysis of Dutch Disease impacts (Papyrakis and Raveh, 2014) and 
community- level analyses in Indigenous communities (Langton and Mazel, 
2008; O’Faircheallaigh, 2012) have been undertaken; they are, however, limited 
in number and have tended to be undertaken part way through the mining 
cycle. Hence, while such studies often foreshadow the impacts of mine closure, 

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 



102 Wall and McKenzie

they do not necessarily convey the realised experience and impacts of closure 
when it occurs, and may therefore miss the aggregate development outcome 
achieved from hosting a mine.

3 Benefit Sharing with Indigenous Communities

Expectations around the sharing of benefits and compensation for damages 
generated by mining projects have increased in the past two decades due to 
a combination of widespread liberalisation of mining investment regimes, 
increased advocacy and empowerment of communities, the growth of corpo-
rate social responsibility, and demands for governments to be able to demon-
strate a local positive impact from mining through a project’s life cycle (Wall 
and Pelon, 2011). Mining projects can contribute to development through a 
number of benefit sharing channels, including: employment, procurement, 
value- adding beneficiation (the treatment of a raw material to improve its 
properties), project infrastructure, taxes, royalties, equity, community invest-
ment, and compensation (Wall and Pelon, 2011). Kung et al. (2022) and Bainton 
(2020) highlight a number of areas where expectations have grown and con-
tinue to increase— specifically around Indigenous equity participation and 
the transition from a focus on jobs and accumulation to a broader discussion 
around rights and long- term benefit.

While a company’s obligations to compensate for or remedy identified 
impacts are typically legislated (with variable levels of enforcement), the nature 
of a mining company’s relationships with the communities it directly affects 
(defined as ‘affected communities’ by the International Finance Corporation, 
ifc, 2012) and the sharing of benefits sit largely outside the remit of national 
legislation or policy (Parsons, Lacey and Moffat, 2014). In recognition of this 
gap, the concept of a Social Licence to Operate (slo) was, in its contemporary 
usage, coined in 1997 by James Cooney, the then Vice President of External 
Relations for Placer Dome (Boutilier, 2014), comparing the need for commu-
nity approval of projects with that of legal licences and permits (Boutilier, 
2021). While much debate surrounds this concept, including over what it looks 
like, whether it is a veto, and how it can be achieved (Boutilier, 2021; Harvey, 
2014; Kemp and Owen, 2016; Owen and Kemp, 2013; Parsons, Lacey and Moffat, 
2014; Thomson and Boutilier, 2011), it has been pivotal in framing conversations 
about the roles and responsibilities of mining companies in communities. In 
more recent years the conversation has increasingly focused on the need to 
maintain a social licence throughout the duration of a mining project (Moffat 
and Zhang, 2014).
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Negotiated agreements through which relationships between extractive 
companies and Indigenous landowners are formalised and governed have 
become increasingly prevalent (Adebayo and Werker, 2021; Kung et al., 2022; 
Sulyandziga, 2019; Tysiachniouk et al., 2018). Variously called benefit sharing 
agreements, local- level agreements, community development agreements, 
Indigenous land- use agreements (ilua s), and impact and benefit agreements, 
they are referred to as benefit sharing agreements throughout this chapter.

In Australia specifically, ilua s grew out of the landmark Mabo legal case 
recognising native title (the right of Aboriginal peoples to own their traditional 
lands and waters, as recognised by common law). ilua s are voluntary agree-
ments between native title parties and other people or bodies about the use 
and management of areas of land and/ or waters, and many have been devel-
oped in relation to mining. By June 2022, over 1,400 ilua s had been registered 
with the National Native Title Tribunal (nntt, 2022). Figure 5.1 illustrates the 
geographic coverage of ilua s that have been signed.

 figure 5.1  Indigenous land use agreements in Australia
  source: authors, with data from nntt, 2022
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The optimal vehicle through which benefits can be shared has also been the 
subject of considerable analysis, with extensive critiques of different models 
such as community development agreements (cda s), funds, trusts and foun-
dations, public regulation, voluntary industry initiatives, and company discre-
tion (O’Faircheallaigh, 2015; 2018; Wall and Pelon, 2011; World Bank, 2010; 2012).

There is a growing body of literature examining best practice in benefit 
sharing agreements (Cascadden, Gunton and Rutherford, 2021; Everingham 
et al., 2016; Gibson and O’Faircheallaigh, 2015; O’Faircheallaigh, 2015; 2018; 
2012; Söderholm and Svahn, 2015; Sosa and Keenan, 2001; World Bank, 2012); 
most, however, has focused on the process and establishment of the condi-
tions of agreements, with less focus on the outcomes they have achieved.

Moreover, expectations of what ‘fair and equitable’ benefit sharing should 
comprise vary significantly across jurisdictions and between various rights 
holders (Wilson, 2019). The rights of Indigenous and land- connected commu-
nities directly impacted by mining projects to participate in benefit sharing 
agreements have been enshrined in Australia and Canada (amongst other 
countries) through legislative requirements to develop ilua s and Impact and 
Benefit Agreements (iba s), respectively (O’Faircheallaigh, 2018). While leg-
islation notes the requirement that such agreements should be developed, it 
largely leaves the content and value of the benefit sharing agreement to be 
determined through negotiation between the company and the affected com-
munity (O’Faircheallaigh, 2015; Wilson, 2019).

Wilson (2019) has described a typology of benefit sharing models for local 
and Indigenous communities, which includes state- controlled benefit shar-
ing, voluntary company- led initiatives, partnership models, and Indigenous 
ownership and control, each with several subcategories. The dominant ben-
efit sharing models typically include a combination of a revenue stream 
from the extractive project (possibly in the form of royalties), priority access 
to jobs and procurement contracts, training opportunities, cultural support, 
environmental protection and community investment initiatives (Cascadden, 
Gunton and Rutherford, 2021; O’Faircheallaigh, 2015; Wilson, 2019). Such ben-
efit sharing models have been in use since the 1990s, and while the value of 
benefits in some instances have changed significantly, the components of the 
model have remained largely stable. The development contribution of specific 
parts of these models have come under scrutiny (Holcombe and Kemp, 2020; 
O’Faircheallaigh, 2018; Wilson and Istomin, 2019), but limited work has been 
undertaken to evaluate the aggregate development impact achieved by them, 
especially at the conclusion of the revenue producing activity.

Increasingly, the negotiation of project consent and associated bene-
fits with Indigenous communities is framed in the context of free, prior 
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and informed consent (fpic) (MacInnes, Colchester and Whitmore, 2017; 
Southalan and Fardin, 2019; Tomlinson, 2019). This is not a new requirement, 
and it has been the subject of much deliberation since the World Bank com-
missioned the Extractive Industries Review in 2003 (MacInnes, Colchester and 
Whitmore, 2017; World Bank, 2003). The concept of fpic derives from princi-
ples of equal rights and self- determination enshrined in the 1945 Charter of 
the United Nations, and reinforced through International Labour Organization 
Convention 169 (1989) and the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of 
Indigenous Peoples (undrip) (2007) (Social Practice Forum, 2020; United 
Nations, 2007). Article 32 of undrip specifically addresses the rights of 
Indigenous communities to determine and develop priorities for the devel-
opment or use of their lands and territories. It requires states to consult and 
cooperate with Indigenous communities in good faith to seek their fpic prior 
to the approval of any mining project affecting their lands or territories and 
other resources (United Nations, 2007). While widely referenced as a neces-
sary condition for mining projects to proceed on Indigenous territory, there is 
no universally accepted definition of fpic (ifc, 2012; Owen and Kemp, 2014).

Within this context, discussions on the contribution of mining projects to 
development in Indigenous communities are often focused on the pre- project 
approval period, with primacy increasingly given to considerations of fpic 
and good faith negotiation of benefit packages. To the extent that development 
outcomes of agreed benefit packages have been assessed, as Söderholm and 
Svahn (2015) identified in their synthesised analysis of the literature on devel-
opment impacts in four developed countries much of the analysis is based on 
assessments of inputs and outputs. Notable exceptions include the analysis of 
‘curse or opportunity’ from mining for Aboriginal Australia by O’Faircheallaigh 
(2012), efforts to analyse the resource curse in Aboriginal communities neigh-
bouring mining by Langton and Mazel (2008), case study research conducted 
by Altman and Martin (2009), empirical studies on regional well- being indica-
tors among Western Australian Indigenous communities affected by mining by 
Taylor (2018; 2019), and Rodon’s (2018) critique of development outcomes for 
Indigenous Peoples in Canada’s Arctic.

Although failure to address impacts generated by mining will undoubt-
edly result in a poor or adverse development contribution, impact manage-
ment and development contribution are generally not the same thing. Impact 
management is often described as mitigating or ameliorating the negative 
consequence of a project, with development contribution adding a positive 
contribution. During his tenure as the United Nations Special Rapporteur on 
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, James Anaya investigated the experience of 
Indigenous communities living in close proximity to mining projects (Anaya, 
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2011), highlighting a number of severe adverse impacts. However, his observa-
tions extended beyond merely considering the extent to which impacts were 
mitigated, to also reflect on the level of benefit sharing that had occurred. 
Building on these observations, he noted that

[the] prevailing model of resource extraction is one in which an outside 
company, with backing by the State, controls and profits from the extrac-
tive operation, with the affected Indigenous peoples at best being offered 
benefits in the form of jobs or community development projects that 
typically pale in economic value in comparison to profits gained by the 
corporation.

anaya, 2013, 12

He went on to call for a new model that would prioritise Indigenous- controlled 
extraction (Anaya, 2013). In the intervening years, an increasing number 
of equity based agreements and Indigenous owned and controlled extrac-
tive projects (Denedeh Investments Corporation, 2021; First Nations Major 
Project Coalition, 2021; Gulkula, 2021; nrcan, 2017; Suncor Energy Inc, 2021; 
TNDC, 2021) and associated contracting, infrastructure and financing projects 
(Carey Mining, 2021; First Nations Major Project Coalition, 2021) have emerged 
(although not all have been consummated; see, e.g., naif, 2021), but this is yet 
to become a dominant element of the mining industry.

While the mining industry has not necessarily fully embraced Anaya’s call 
for a new model, and notwithstanding the limited empirical basis on which 
to claim success or failure in terms of development impacts from the existing 
model, mining companies and their representative bodies have been forth-
coming in the ambitions they have set for themselves when working with 
Indigenous communities. The icmm commits its 28 member companies (rep-
resenting most of the largest and most influential global mining companies) 
to ‘ensuring sustainable benefits and opportunities for Indigenous Peoples 
through the development of mining and metals projects’ (icmm, 2013). 
Similarly, the vision of one multinational mining company includes reference 
to ‘shared, sustainable prosperity in our host communities’ (Anglo American, 
2021). While another states,

Indigenous peoples will derive significant and sustainable benefit from 
bhp operations through the effective governance and management of 
land access, cultural heritage management, agreement making and ben-
efit distribution processes […] bhp will contribute to improved quality of 
life for Indigenous peoples through voluntary social investment, support 
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for reinforcement and promotion of Indigenous culture and building the 
Indigenous cultural awareness of our workforce.

bhp, 2021

And a third sets out its commitment to ‘work with Indigenous Peoples to 
achieve self- determined community goals that provide lasting benefits’ 
(Teck, 2021).

4 The Perspective Gained from Mine Closure

The development outcomes of mining projects and their associated benefit 
sharing agreements are often evaluated during the operational phase of a pro-
ject, when jobs and contracts are available, royalties are being paid and com-
munity investment initiatives are being implemented. However, the best time 
to assess the success of the existing model in achieving sustainable develop-
ment outcomes is upon, or preferably after, mine closure. Mine closure has 
received considerably less attention as a research topic than other, arguably 
more optimistic phases of the mining cycle, and this lack of focus is evident 
in the small body of literature addressing the social aspects of mine closure 
(Bainton and Holcombe, 2018a). It was only at the turn of the millennium that 
significant focus started to be applied to this topic, through the World Bank 
Group’s Mine Closure and Sustainable Development volume (Khanna, 2000) 
and the Mining, Minerals and Sustainable Development (mmsd) review (iied, 
2002). One of mmsd’s nine key findings was that ensuring ‘that improved 
health and education or economic activity will endure after mines close’ 
required a level of planning that too often was not achieved (p. xvii). While 
mine closure is regulated in a growing number of countries, most regulation 
continues to focus on environmental and safety considerations, with very few 
standards set for the social outcomes to be achieved at mine closure. To the 
extent that social aspects of mine closure are anticipated in regulatory frame-
works, requirements are typically limited to demonstrations of engagement 
with affected communities through closure planning (Kung, Everingham and 
Vivoda, 2020).

In the two decades since the appearance of the Bank’s volume and of mmsd, 
many of the developments in this space have focused on closure planning 
from a practitioner perspective (Bainton and Holcombe, 2018a), including the 
development of good practice guides and frameworks (icmm, 2020; mca, 2015; 
Mining Association of Canada (mac, 2008). These guides increasingly call for 
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‘integrated mine closure planning’, placing socio- economic considerations on 
a more equal footing with environmental and decommissioning considera-
tions. However, few examples of successful mine closure and relinquishment 
have been documented (Bainton and Holcombe, 2018a). Early contributors to 
the field of social mine closure were particularly focused on the often vexing 
question of how to transition ‘mine towns’ (Neil, Tykkyläinen and Bradbury, 
1992). Town ‘normalisation’ as it is often referred to has now developed into its 
own field (Littlewood, 2014; Marais et al., 2018). Subsequent researchers have 
focused on post- mining landscapes (Harvey, 2016; Kivinen, Vartiainen and 
Kumpula, 2018) and potential tension between environmental remediation 
and future economic occupation of post- mining environments.

Recognising the need for a central repository of knowledge, the Social 
Aspects of Mine Closure Research Consortium (2019) developed an e- library to 
capture the body of knowledge in this space. Most literature on social closure 
planning has sought to address challenges associated with ‘transitioning’ com-
munities to a new socio- economic context. Such transitions can be complex, 
and can include impacts on local employment and business opportunities, 
the loss or transition of infrastructure and assets, loss of income (e.g. royal-
ties and taxes), long- term or permanent changes to the landscape and envi-
ronment, ongoing management of potentially hazardous infrastructure, and 
permanent impacts on cultural heritage. However, the experience evidenced 
in recent comparisons of mine closure plans (Kabir et al., 2015; Monosky and 
Keeling, 2021) indicates there remains a long way to go to adequately plan for 
and achieve success in the social aspects of mine closure.

Within the mine closure literature there is a small body of work focused on 
the impact of closure on Indigenous communities, and particularly on what a 
positive post- mining legacy might look like for these communities. In the oper-
ational closure context, there has been a temptation to reduce social closure 
to the cessation of an agreement, and to consider the cessation of an agree-
ment an administrative exercise, neglecting mine closure’s often significant 
economic, social and cultural impacts on Indigenous communities. The extent 
to which Indigenous communities have been involved in closure planning has 
tended to be driven by the need of the mining companies and their consultants 
to inform closure designs, rather than such involvement being a process via 
which to define and enable post- closure socio- economic legacies for the com-
munities affected (Kung, Everingham and Vivoda, 2020; Monosky and Keeling, 
2021). There is a growing chorus of calls for more work to be undertaken in 
this area (O’Faircheallaigh and Lawrence, 2019; Rodon and Levesque, 2015) and 
for an actor- oriented approach to mine closure, placing the knowledge, views 
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and interests of Indigenous communities at the centre of the planning process 
(Chaloping- March, 2018).

Notably absent from most discussions of the social aspects of mine clo-
sure is a reflection on whether the expectations of communities have been 
met at the time of mine closure. This is not unsurprising given the often vague 
commitments made around economic growth and opportunity at the time of 
mine development and the considerable number of years that have typically 
passed from mine development to mine closure. This does, however, appear to 
constitute an obvious gap in which the assertions of ‘sustainable benefits and 
opportunities’ for host communities are yet to be fully tested. Questions asked 
of communities during engagement around mine closure tend to focus on 
whether they are satisfied with the closure process and specific details of the 
environmental remediation plan, but fail to ask or adequately assess whether 
the community is— and whether Indigenous communities in particular are— 
satisfied with the experience of having hosted a mine and the outcomes of 
the ilua s and iba s. Social impact assessments undertaken for mine closure 
are precisely as described, impact assessments of the experience of closure 
and its associated transitions, with little opportunity to address the more fun-
damental question of the impact of having hosted a mine, with mine closure 
representing only the final stage in this continuum.

5 Evaluating the Outcome

To quote undp, ‘outcomes are developmental changes between the comple-
tion of outputs and the achievement of impact’ (undp, 2002, 6). In the two 
decades since undp prepared its guidelines for outcome evaluators, outcome 
evaluation (and in some cases impact evaluation (Belcher and Palenberg, 
2018)) has become a standard and critical element of most, if not all, devel-
opment initiatives. While benefit sharing models are not always described as 
or considered to be development initiatives— and as with all analyses of out-
comes and impact there can be a multitude of causal relationships (Belcher 
and Palenberg, 2018)— there is no obvious reason why an outcome evaluation 
approach should not be applied to them.

For the development outcomes achieved for an Indigenous community 
under a benefit sharing model to be assessed, a definition of what ‘better 
off ’ means for that community and how it can be measured or evaluated is 
needed. Being ‘better off ’ might better be considered to mean achieving some 
level of ‘development’. As observed in the introduction of the first Human 
Development Report, ‘the basic objective of development is to create an 
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enabling environment for people to enjoy long, healthy, and creative lives’ 
(undp, 1990, 9)— or, put simply, an improved level of well- being.

Prior to Amartya Sen’s capability approach (ca) (Sen, 1979a; 1979b; 1985), 
the objectives of development focused primarily on utilitarian concepts of 
income and possession of commodities (Deneulin and McGregor, 2010). The 
ca instead placed the primary focus on an individual’s freedom to achieve 
well- being, considering not what an individual has, but what individuals are 
able to do with what they have. Prioritising multidimensional approaches to 
progress and poverty, the ca is often credited with expanding the notion of 
well- being beyond ‘objective’ criteria such as life expectancy, rates of literacy 
and levels of unemployment (Manning, Ambrey and Fleming, 2016). As an 
approach, rather than a development theory the ca is focused on the infor-
mational basis for ethical judgements, and does not advocate some specific 
way of identifying what people might have reason to value (Deneulin and 
McGregor, 2010).

Utilitarian indicators of economic development were placed under further 
scrutiny in 2008 when the French Government commissioned its Report on 
the Measurement of Economic Performance and Social Progress (Stiglitz, 
Sen and Fitoussi, 2009). Bringing together a number of leading scholars, the 
Commission concluded that there was a need to ‘shift [the] emphasis from 
measuring economic production to measuring people’s well- being’ (Stiglitz 
et al., 2009, 12). Rising to this challenge, the Organisation for Economic Co- 
operation and Development (oecd) and the European Union (EU) collated 
both objective and subjective data across countries to measure national well- 
being (Anderson and Mossialos, 2019), and a number of countries have also 
established well- being indicators and priorities (Caria and Domínguez, 2016; 
Dalziel, 2019; Thinley and Hartz- Karp, 2019). Specifically within the extrac-
tive sector, researchers have also started to probe relationships between the 
resource curse and happiness levels (Ali, Murshed and Papyrakis, 2020).

Embracing the expansion of well- being to go beyond indicators of eco-
nomic growth, the set of eight Millennium Development Goals (mdg s) signed 
up to by all 189 UN Member States in 2000 (to be achieved by 2015) and the 
subsequent 17 Sustainable Development Goals (sdg s) specifically sought 
to establish global- level development targets, with associated indicators. 
Notwithstanding the holistic objectives of the mdg s and sdg s as global 
indicators, and the various national and regional initiatives to measure well- 
being, many are necessarily generic in nature and from their earliest inception 
questions were raised about how best to incorporate greater recognition of 
Indigenous concerns, interests and interpretations of development and well- 
being (Taylor, 2008).
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Since its establishment in 2000, the United Nations Permanent Forum on 
Indigenous Issues (unpfii) has been working to establish statistical profiles 
of the world’s Indigenous peoples, and in 2004 a unpfii workshop concluded, 
after reviewing the mdg s, that a conceptual framework for rights- based indi-
cators was needed for Indigenous peoples (Taylor, 2008). undrip (United 
Nations, 2007) further reinforced the importance of Indigenous peoples, defin-
ing its own indicators for well- being through articles 3 and 43, which assert 
that Indigenous peoples must be the agents of their own development and set 
the priorities that they value (Yap and Yu, 2016). A number of countries and 
Indigenous communities have sought to do precisely this, as seen in the Survey 
of Living Conditions in the Arctic (SLiCA), which focused on Innuit, Sammi 
and Indigenous peoples of Chukotka (Kruse et al., 2008), the development 
of a Maori Statistics Framework (Taylor, 2008), and the Australian Bureau of 
Statistics’ National Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Social Survey (nat-
siss) (Prout, 2012). These approaches break away from the pattern of iden-
tifying gaps between indicators for Indigenous communities and those for 
mainstream majority populations where the goal is one of equality of socio- 
economic status, allowing space for conversations around self- determination 
(Taylor, 2008).

Indigenous well- being frameworks seek to ensure Indigenous voice and 
world views form the basis of an analysis of Indigenous well- being. For exam-
ple, greater participation in the formal economy (through employment) would 
be considered an indicator of improved well- being in most analyses but may 
be considered negatively by Indigenous communities if it impinges on the 
maintenance of traditional cultural practices (Taylor, 2008). Existing indica-
tors, and the ca in general, place considerable focus on individuals, which can 
often be inconsistent with more communal concepts of well- being held by 
Indigenous communities (Mero- Figueroa et al., 2020; Prout, 2012; Yap and Yu, 
2016). Analysis of specific indicators can also fail to capture the highly interre-
lated nature of cultural, social and economic dynamics (Fonda and Anderson, 
2009). Western models often fail to consider concepts of place and country 
and the need to ensure their protection (Barletti, 2016; Prout, 2012). Indicators 
of cultural autonomy and the strength of Indigenous governance also consti-
tute a key gap (Prout, 2012). There are no ‘off- the- shelf ’ models of Indigenous 
well- being that can (or should) be applied; there are, however, lessons from 
Australia (Prout, 2012; Yap and Yu, 2016) and Canada (Rixen and Blangy, 2016) 
upon which approaches can be built in collaboration with affected commu-
nities. This is an evolving field, with increasing pressure within Indigenous 
groups to take the lead in the development of environmental, social and gov-
ernance (esg) indicators (Podlasly, 2021).
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6 Conclusion

Indigenous communities are present in more than 90 countries (United 
Nations, 2009), many of which have significant mineral resources.1 Indigenous 
people represent approximately 5 per cent of the global population, but com-
prise approximately 15 per cent of the extreme poor (World Bank, 2021b). 
With mineral endowments located all over the globe, and most new mining 
development projects contingent upon community support, it is clear that 
the future expansion of the mining industry will be (or should be) dependent 
on being able to develop mutually beneficial relationships with Indigenous 
communities. In recent decades, the achievement of these mutually beneficial 
relationships has largely been assumed to be delivered through benefit shar-
ing agreements between extractive sector companies and affected Indigenous 
communities. However, as highlighted by O’Faircheallaigh (1998; 2010; 2013a; 
2013b; 2017; 2021) there remains a significant power imbalance in the negoti-
ating positions of mining companies and Indigenous communities when such 
agreements are developed and implemented. While the development out-
comes delivered by the extractive industry have been much assessed, the anal-
ysis has tended to focus on the national or regional levels, with a knowledge 
gap regarding the extent to which the effectiveness of existing benefit sharing 
agreements delivering on the expectations of in situ Indigenous communities 
has been realised.

This chapter reinforces the call for more case study– based research around 
the experience of Indigenous people hosting extractive sector projects on their 
lands and points to the vacuum around assessing this experience at mine clo-
sure, when the totality of the experience and final impact can be determined. 
Efforts are underway to begin to address that vacuum, as can be seen in a 
recent collaboration facilitated by the University of Queensland’s Centre for 
Social Responsibility in Mining bringing together Indigenous communities 
in Australia, New Zealand and Canada to discuss their experiences of mine 
closure (csrm, 2021). It is, however, acknowledged by all that this is only the 
beginning of the research and collaboration that is required. The chapter also 
highlights the critical importance of conducting assessments by working in 
collaboration with, if not led by, affected communities themselves, thus ensur-
ing that any outcome evaluation is truly reflective of the values and priorities 
of those communities— that is to say, that it judges the experience against the 
host community’s definition of ‘success’. Such evaluation will also be critical 

 1 Of the 71 countries and territories reporting to the International Work Group for Indigenous 
Affairs (iwgia), 86% also export mineral products (iwgia, 2021).
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to informing the structural causes of the success or failure of different benefit 
sharing agreements.

Mining in Australia generated over usd 140 billion (aud 200 billion) in 
2019 and 2020 combined (mca, 2020), in a country in which more than 60 per 
cent of all mineral resources are located in proximity to Indigenous commu-
nities (Australian Government, 2016). In Canada, the government estimated 
in 2015 that then current and planned resource development projects would 
yield investments of approximately usd 514 billion (cad 650 billion) over the 
following decade, with over 1,200 Aboriginal communities located within a 
200 kilometre radius of producing mines or active exploration areas (Kielland, 
2015). While these two countries may be somewhat extreme cases, they illus-
trate that there is a business and an ethical case, both compelling, for assess-
ing whether current benefit sharing agreements are delivering on Indigenous 
expectations. While the level of rights of Indigenous peoples recognised by 
host governments varies considerably across jurisdictions, at both a local and a 
global level Indigenous peoples are key stakeholders in extractive sector devel-
opment. With so many significant mine closures expected to occur in the com-
ing decade or so, the time is ripe to evaluate the outcomes achieved under the 
existing benefit sharing model in order to better inform the models needed for 
future mineral development.
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 chapter 6

Struggles over Resource Decentralisation:  
Legislative Reform, Corporate Resistance and 
Canadian Aid Partnerships in Burkina Faso

Diana Ayeh

 Abstract

In attempting to counter the various negative correlations associated with the mining– 
development nexus in the global South (for example, the ‘resource curse’ or ‘enclave 
economies’), the global mining sector experienced a mushrooming of ethical norms, 
practices and policies during the past three decades, many of them intended to 
strengthen local communities. In addition to the launch of various initiatives from 
the corporate world (ranging from multi- stakeholder partnerships on the global level 
to corporate social responsibility programmes in mining concessions), a number of 
West African countries have reformed their liberal mining legislation in recent years, 
thereby introducing new mechanisms for a more just local redistribution of mining 
revenues. In this spirit, the mining code of Burkina Faso, reformed in 2015, provides 
the implementation of a Mining Fund for Local Development (fmdl) to which mul-
tinational corporations are legally required to contribute 1 per cent of their national 
turnover (before tax).

This chapter investigates multi- scalar policies for decentralised mining revenue 
allocation in and around Burkina Faso’s gold mining sector by engaging with and con-
tributing to debates in post- structural geography and political ecology. It explores how 
‘resource decentralisation’ became a priority of both the national government and of 
Canadian aid projects in Burkina Faso, while facing political resistance from mining 
companies. I argue that struggles for local profits from mining transcend specific scales 
(‘the global’, ‘the national’, or ‘the local’) in resource governance and focus either on 
promoting the various voluntary engagements of the corporate world or on calling for 
the state- centred enforcement of legal requirements. In Burkina Faso’s mining areas 
this has ambivalent outcomes: It leads to a reshuffling of responsibility for the (re- )
distribution of mining revenues from corporate agents to municipal decision makers, 
on the one hand. On the other, it serves to engineer (potential) community unrest, and 
thus to eventually make large- scale mining feasible in the first place.
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1 Introduction1

In the past decade, the ongoing gold mining boom in Burkina Faso has attracted 
a new wave of foreign direct investment to the country. With multiple global 
crises regularly pushing the international gold price to new record levels (that 
is, over usd 1,900 per ounce in the aftermath of the global financial crisis in 
2007/ 08 and over usd 2,000 per ounce during the covid- 19 pandemic in 
2020), a significant number of multinational companies listed on the Toronto 
Stock Exchange (tsx) have started to extract gold from its resource- rich sub-
soil. This has raised great hopes for socio- economic development both on a 
national and a local scale. Similar to other African contexts of extraction, this 
optimism has increasingly been questioned. Today, the national gold mining 
boom has the reputation of not (sufficiently) benefiting the country’s citizens, 
and especially not those in the concessions directly affected by large- scale 
mining activities. According to some authors, the relatively recent engagement 
of foreign- based multinational companies in and with Burkina Faso even con-
tributes to a deterioration of environmental, social and living conditions for 
mining- affected communities: the mines would ‘make [people] poor’ (Chouli, 
2014; Drechsel, Engels and Schäfer, 2019; Drechsel and Groneweg, 2018). Others, 
such as many of the civil society leaders and government officials in the capi-
tal, Ouagadougou, do not question the presence of global mining capital and 
foreign direct investment as such, but increasingly call for a fairer distribution 
of access to, and benefits from, industrial mining activities (see, for example, 
orcade, pcqvp and Oxfam, 2018).

In addition to access to natural resources such as land, water and raw mate-
rials, actors in the capital, Ouagadougou, and in the concessions increasingly 
also request access to the political– economic and monetary resources, such as 
taxes and royalties, created by industrial mining. Central to these claims is the 
assumption that benefits for some are not equivalent to benefits for all, partly 
because mining revenues in the past were largely concentrated in the hands of 
the presidential family and a small economic elite of the country (Chouli, 2014; 
Drechsel and Groneweg, 2018; Werthmann and Ayeh, 2017). As this chapter dis-
cusses, struggles over mining revenue distribution involve a range of global, 
national and local actors that focus either on promoting the various volun-
tary engagements of the corporate world or on demanding the state- centred 

 1 The research underlying this chapter received funding from the German Research 
Foundation (dfg) within the framework of the Collaborative Research Centre (sfb) 1199 at 
Leipzig University.
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enforcement of legal requirements. I call the different framing of their actions 
and goals, as well as their ability to enforce them ‘scalar dimensions of agency’ 
over mining revenue allocation and distribution. Drawing on the controversial 
implementation of the Mining Fund for Local Development (Fonds Minier de 
Développement Local, fmdl), it is shown how a decentralisation of mining 
revenues (or ‘resource decentralisation’) became a political tool with which 
to democratise the use and distribution of resources. As such, it not only fig-
ured as one of the most important projects of the reformed national mining 
code of 2015, it also became a priority for international donors and in particu-
lar for Canadian aid partnerships in the country. Between its operationali-
sation in 2017 and 2021, territorial units (municipalities and regions) have in 
total received over usd 166 million (West African cfa franc (xof) 96 billion) 
through the fmdl. Of this amount, the mining municipalities of Houndé and 
Bagassi alone have each received more than usd 1.7 million (xof 1 billion) 
(Kaboré, 2021).

This multi- sited ethnographic account retraces the recent history of min-
ing reform in Burkina Faso. Inspired by debates in post- structural geography 
and political ecology on the different but entangled scalar practices involved 
in constructing and opposing global (mining) capitalism, it discusses how spe-
cific sites and topics of contention tell us something about ‘the global’ (Massey, 
2005). To uncover the various local, national, and global negotiation practices 
and power relations that shape the global (mining) economy (Ayeh 2021; 
Engels, 2021; Martín, 2017), we are urged to look beyond Burkina Faso in the 
conventional ethnographic sense (Appel, 2019). These debates are simultane-
ously place- specific and global insofar as the transnational mining economy is 
‘linking the upstream mineralisation with the downstream money’ (Miskelly, 
2004): for example, investors, corporate executives and non- governmental 
organisation (ngo) representatives in the home countries of the global min-
ing industry to government authorities, municipal actors and landowners in 
the host countries of foreign mining capital. A social engineering of extrac-
tion perspective reveals the different technologies and techniques ‘from 
above’ used by governmental, corporate and other elite actors in this regard, 
and how they shape and are shaped by (re)actions ‘from below’ (Brock and 
Dunlap, 2018; Verweijen and Dunlap, 2021). Making extraction feasible, its pro-
ponents contend, requires not only analysing how extraction is engineered 
physically (for example, through the use of specific technologies, fences, or 
the use of violence to smash protest). It is also based on the extensive use of 
social engineering practices aimed at ‘preventing opposition to extractive pro-
jects from emerging in the first place’ (Brock and Dunlap, 2018; Verweijen and 
Dunlap, 2021).
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This chapter studies resource decentralisation through the prism of the 
mushrooming of ethical norms, practices and policies during the past three 
decades. It specifically addresses the role of different Canadian mining sector– 
related stakeholders (for example, corporate managers and ngo leaders) in 
promoting community– led mining governance initiatives. Implemented via 
legislative reform, corporate engagements and foreign aid partnerships, these 
emerging yet controversial policies have ambivalent impacts in areas of extrac-
tion: they lead to a reshuffling of authority over the allocation and distribution 
of mining revenues from the private, national and global to the public and 
local. The new emphasis on local participation and responsibilities, however, 
simultaneously comes with an engineering of community consent, and thus 
produces extractive expansion.

Methodologically, this can best be studied by tracing and looking into the 
various global, national and local arenas where ethics in mining are debated. 
As with other extraction contexts around the globe, the rather ‘fuzzy field’ 
(Nadai and Maeder, 2005) of the Burkinabè mining sector spans an indefi-
nite number of social worlds, simultaneously anchored in the global mining 
economy and in national and local extractive relations and practices. None of 
these worlds exists independently from one another, which also means that 
(re)actions from ‘below’ and from ‘above’ mutually shape each other (Geenen 
and Verweijen, 2017; Verweijen and Dunlap, 2021). This requires us to extend 
the conventional lines of ethnographic inquiry (Ballard and Banks, 2003). The 
empirical foundation of this text is a total of 13 months of multi- sited ethno-
graphic field research in Burkina Faso’s capital, Ouagadougou, and two indus-
trial mining municipalities in the western part of the country (Houndé and 
Bagassi). A variety of methods (e.g. document analysis and interviews) and 
modes of participation were used to follow the different ideas on ethics in 
mining. In specific sites some were used in more depth than others. For exam-
ple, the participant observation in municipal council sessions, project work-
shops or corporate social responsibility (csr) meetings in the concessions was 
supplemented by a two- week research stay in Canada’s political and finan-
cial centres (Ottawa and Toronto) in November 2018, where semi- structured 
interviews were conducted with government, ngo and mining industry rep-
resentatives. Research also entailed the regular attendance of online events 
dedicated to the Canadian (and African) mining investment world (quarterly 
investor calls, international mining fairs etc.). Rather than providing thick eth-
nographic descriptions, the chapter looks into the different sites of negotiation 
on resource decentralisation by analysing how they are connected.

Following the present introduction, I outline the theoretical framework of 
a multi- scalar approach to ethics in mining. The first section notably stresses 
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how resource decentralisation evolved as a dominant ethical paradigm in 
global mining governance. This is followed by a section on the Canadian (cor-
porate and donor- led) mining presence in Burkina Faso. More specifically, the 
third section discusses how the contested implementation of the respective 
mechanism (fmdl) comprises questions of holding corporations accountable 
through both voluntary codes of conduct and the legal domain of law. A last 
section highlights a Canadian public– private partnership (ppp) social engi-
neering project implemented in two mining areas in western Burkina Faso. 
I end by discussing how, despite their promotion by global and relatively pow-
erful coalitions, these projects also comprise windows of opportunity for local 
appropriation and resistance.

2 Global Partnerships, National Reform, Local Agency: a Multi- scalar 
Approach to Ethics in Mining

Whether natural resource endowment constitutes a ‘curse’ or a ‘blessing’ for 
governments and populations in African countries has been a prominent 
question in academia and policy discourse, and continues to be in even today. 
In the ‘three decades of scholarship examining the link between mineral 
wealth and negative outcomes’ (Elbra, 2017, 5), however, scholars increasingly 
questioned the very theories behind these concepts, such as that of analys-
ing the curse as a mere technical and universal problem of revenue distribu-
tion. Anthropologists in particular explored ‘the dynamic interplay of social 
relations, economic interests and struggles over power at stake in the politi-
cal economy of extraction’ (Gilberthorpe and Rajak, 2017) in that they high-
lighted how people respond to global discourses and concepts differently (see 
Behrends, Reyna and Schlee, 2013; Weszkalnys, 2010). Similarly to critical geog-
raphy, there is a body of ethnographic literature on the global mining economy 
that increasingly uses spatial tropes to describe the implications of extraction’s 
‘peculiar spatialities’ (Himley, 2019, 31) for socio- economic development in the 
global South (see Bridge, 2015). One of the most prominent examples of this is 
the account of James Ferguson (2005; 2006), who observed in recent years the 
emergence of territorial mineral enclaves as enclosed spaces of extraction on 
the African continent. In summary, the enclave theory assumes that extractive 
activities are disarticulated from both local populations and national devel-
opment projects, reinforcing the status of ‘social thinness’ inherent to mining 
capitalism.

What is absent from this ‘highly simplified sketch’, as Ferguson himself 
admits (2005, 381), is how ‘the global’, ‘the national’ and ‘the local’ as ‘scalar 
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dimensions of practices’ (Mansfield, 2005, 468) are interrelated and shape one 
another. The scalar organisation in global capitalism has complex and contra-
dictory effects on power relations, and the various scalar structures both shape 
and get challenged by social struggles (Dietz, 2017; Haarstad and Fløysand, 
2007). Accordingly, ‘the local’ should not always be seen as a victim of globali-
sation; nor does it always represent a place of resistance. Yet those acting in 
the name of ‘the local’ shape ‘the moments through which the global is con-
stituted, invented, coordinated, produced’ (Massey, 2004, 11). Therefore, the 
various ethical norms, principles and policies of the Burkinabè mining sector 
(ranging from corporate csr initiatives and state- led policy reforms to com-
munity quests for more sustainable mining practices) cannot be analysed sep-
arately from one another. As the example of the reformed mining legislation 
of Burkina Faso illustrates, popular pressure must be considered very signifi-
cant for the introduction of mechanisms for a more just and localised distribu-
tion of mining revenues (see Chouli, 2014; Engels, 2017; 2021). While scholarly 
attention paid to conflicting mining encounters in Burkina Faso (and beyond) 
has, to date, mainly focused on mobilisation against resource extraction ‘from 
below’ (see, for example, Ballard and Banks, 2003), this chapter retraces the 
implementation of a specific Canadian social engineering project in Burkina 
Faso’s mining sector as a political (re)action ‘from above’.

The latest trends regarding resource decentralisation in global mining gov-
ernance have to be analysed against the backdrop of a number of (ambiva-
lent) policy initiatives aimed at either promoting the voluntary engagements 
of multinational companies or at reinforcing the legal basis of foreign direct 
investment in host states of mining. Prominent examples are the neo- liberal 
turn in development since the 1970s (Verweijen and Dunlap, 2021), the ethi-
cal turn in corporate capitalism since the 1990s (Dolan and Rajak, 2016), and 
a growing pressure in African states to reform investor- friendly mining legis-
lation. Altogether this gave rise to decentralised approaches and an empha-
sis on local participation to address the mining– development nexus and to 
counter enclaving. The understanding of how these agendas could be achieved 
varied greatly depending on the interests at stake. In the corporate world, for 
instance, we saw an emergence of new regimes of voluntary codes of con-
duct and responsibility, often designed as global or universal solutions for 
local problems (Dolan and Rajak, 2016; Sydow, 2016). The global rise of csr 
as a ‘semiformal, quasi- legal regulatory regime’ (Barkan, 2013, 111) included 
the participation of corporations in multi- stakeholder partnerships (includ-
ing in the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (eiti), launched in 
2003) (Carbonnier, 2008; Fransen, 2017), the design of public– private donor 
projects (Zalik, 2004), and the implementation of the csr programmes of indi-
vidual companies in mining and oil extraction regions of the global South.
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Against the backdrop of failed attempts to produce legal codes and require-
ments for multinational corporations from the 1960s onwards, these policies 
all shared an emphasis on normative agreements of corporate (self- )regula-
tion instead of state intervention (Barkan, 2013; Jenkins, 2005). An exemplary 
case is the ambivalent role of the World Bank Group (wbg) in the reform of 
African mining regulations. Via the implementation of structural adjustment 
programmes (sap s), the wgb contributed to a major shift in authority from 
government to industry actors in mining governance during the 1980s and 
1990s, including the establishment of weakened mining legislation in terms 
of environmental protection and democratic participation. Yet from the new 
millennium on, it increasingly incorporated poverty alleviation and sustaina-
bility as main goals into its funding schemes (Jacobs, 2013; McMahon, 2010). In 
terms of mining governance, the neo- liberal turn comprised policies to redis-
tribute mining rents to stakeholders other than African political elites that 
were largely perceived as corrupt and rent- seeking. Therefore, the increased 
promotion of fiscal decentralisation and local mineral revenue distribution 
were encouraged as important outcomes of mining reform in African coun-
tries (Ayeh 2021). In the following, it will be discussed how this more recent 
trend of decentralising mining revenue allocation and (re- )distribution is 
shaped by multiple forms of claims and fields of contention in Burkina Faso 
and Canada. As a result, the trend not only became a national government 
priority in Burkina Faso, but also one for Canadian foreign aid, notably via the 
implementation of public– private partnerships (ppp s) in the mining sector.

3 Canadian Corporate and Donor Presence in Burkina Faso’s 
Mining Sector

The first location in which to discuss Canada’s relations with and to Burkina 
Faso takes us neither to Toronto nor to Ouagadougou, but to Cape Town in 
South Africa. At an Investing in African Mining Indaba panel entitled ‘Canada- 
Africa Session: Africa and Canada— a Win- Win partnership’ the then Director 
General of the Pan- Africa Bureau of Global Affairs Canada, Paula Caldwell, 
emphasised Canada’s ‘unique’ approach of partnering with African govern-
ment, civil society, and private sector stakeholders:

I would like to start by saying that [in] Canada, we’re very proud of our 
African friends. Our mining companies play a very important role in 
our relationship, in reinforcing it. I will begin by talking about Canada’s 
engagement, its mining presence and its commercial relationships. And 
then I would like to discuss what makes Canada’s approach so unique 
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beyond our technical expertise. And it’s all about community collabora-
tion and of course working hand in hand with governments.

Her political statement to the audience at the 2018 edition of ‘the world’s 
largest mining investment conference and the largest mining event in Africa’ 
(Mining Indaba, 2021) continued with a reference to the financial and spatial 
extent of the commercial relationships between the Canadian nation and 
the African continent. In 2018, these comprised 130 mining and exploration 
companies operating in 29 countries and owning mining assets of more than 
29 billion Canadian dollars (approximately usd 33.9 billion). Yet what makes 
of this a role model or a ‘win- win partnership’, she stated, is Canada’s strong 
engagement in csr policies, on the one hand, and the support of partner gov-
ernments, on the other. The representative of the Burkinabè Ministry of Mines 
and Quarries (mmq), who was also on the podium, vehemently agreed.

One year later, at the Prospectors & Developers Association of Canada’s 
(pdac) annual meeting, the Canadian government launched the Canadian 
Minerals and Metals Plan. ‘To improve our Canadian competitive advantage’, 
a representative stressed, goes hand in hand with helping mining communi-
ties [in the global South] ‘to adapt to issues such as climate change, partici-
pation and innovation’. The stated purpose of this document is to reinforce 
Canada’s leadership role in sustainable mining at home and abroad through 
‘building a Canada brand for mining’. These attempts at establishing Canada 
as ‘the leading nation of responsible mining’ must be analysed against the 
background of decades of activist and scholarly criticism of Canada’s evolu-
tion as a ‘mining superpower’ in terms of financial capital for the minerals and 
metals industry (The McLeod Group, 2016, 1). Accordingly, Canada’s role as a 
‘legal haven of choice for the world’s mining industries’ (Deneault and Sacher, 
2012) implies multiple involvements of Canadian companies and their sub-
sidiaries in human rights abuses and environmental destruction (Butler, 2015; 
Deneault, 2008; Dougherty, 2013, Thomas and Coburn, 2022). Also described 
as ‘the global hub for mining finance’ (Marshall, 2018, 6), the tsx and the tsx- 
Venture Exchange (tsxv) is ‘home to more Mining companies than any other 
market in the world’ (tsx, 2022). Interviewees in Ottawa and Toronto par-
ticularly highlighted Canada’s role in creating favourable investment environ-
ments. This includes, for instance, government subsidised financing and tax 
inducements for (junior) companies and the relatively ‘lenient’ corporate tax 
requirements of the tsx (Dougherty, 2016). A coordinator of the ngo Mining 
Watch Canada stated in late 2017 that Canada’s deep entanglements with the 
global mining industry could best be compared to what ‘Panama or Liberia 
[are] for shipping’.
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Another pillar of the Canadian state’s direct and indirect assistance to its 
mining industry is reinforced diplomatic engagements with states with sig-
nificant mineral resources (Thomas and Coburn, 2022). Taking advantage of 
Burkina Faso’s investor- friendly mining legislation (at least until 2015) and the 
resource wealth of its subsoil, in 2021 Canada proudly claimed to be ‘the larg-
est mining investor in the country with mining assets of over 3 billion dollars’ 
(approximately usd 3.5 billion) (GoC, 2021). According to Paula Caldwell, of 
the country’s five biggest mining projects, three were 90 per cent owned and 
operated by Canadian companies in 2018. Their operation and trading activ-
ities were promoted by a bilateral foreign investment promotion and pro-
tection agreement (fipa) that came into force in October 2017 (GoC, 2021). 
The Canadian presence in the country is not limited to mining companies, of 
course. In the domain of development and humanitarian assistance, one finds 
a flourishing network of Canadian- based ngo s and multi- stakeholder part-
nerships. It is no coincidence that their programmes are often implemented 
in the vicinity of producing gold mines. Traditionally Canadian foreign aid is 
linked to Canadian commercial interests and (notably) the extractive sector, 
for example through the choice of recipient countries, or the type of assistance 
provided (Brown, 2016a; 2016b; Goyette, 2016).

Burkina Faso was host to one of the three pilot projects of the so- called 
Devonshire Initiative (di), criticised as ‘an indirect subsidy to the Canadian 
private sector in the name of development’ (Brown, 2016a, 23). Implemented 
by Plan Canada and the Mining company iamgold, the project sponsored 
a usd 7.62 million (cad 7.6 million) youth training initiative for the period 
2011– 17 (of which the Canadian International Development Agency contrib-
uted 75 per cent, the implementing ngo, Plan Canada, 12 per cent, and iam-
gold only 13 per cent). With a strong focus on gender questions, it initially 
provided basic education and vocational training (in and beyond the mining 
sector) to 10,000 youth in southern Burkina Faso (Brown, 2016b; Butler, 2017). 
For the di, one ‘lesson learned’ from the ensuing public criticism was that 
public– private partnerships should foster capacity- building, with an emphasis 
on helping communities (and local governments) set priorities for how to use 
and manage mining revenues (di, 2017). From that point on, Canadian donors’ 
work started to focus on a democratic and transparent use of mining funds, 
and a more decentralised approach to mineral revenue governance, thereby 
strengthening the decision- making power of local actors. This was in line with 
both general trends in the donor policies of the World Bank Group and the 
reform agenda of the Burkinabè state. Initially, however, multinational mining 
companies opposed these efforts, mainly because they felt that the visibility of 
their csr programmes was at risk.
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4 Legal Requirements vs. Voluntary Engagements: Contestations 
over the Implementation of a Mining Fund for Local 
Development (fmdl)

For many people in Burkina Faso, the reformed mining legislation of 2015 
represents the spirit of the popular uprising that, in October 2014, overthrew 
the government of Blaise Compaoré, who had ruled the country for almost 
30 years. The uprising not only paved the way for a democratic transition and 
for elections to be held in October 2015, democratisation also became one 
of the main demands of national civil society actors concerning an overdue 
reform of the mining code and a rupture with previous paternalistic modes of 
governance. Prior to these events the industrial gold mining sector (booming 
since 2008) had the reputation of being concentrated in the hands of a polit-
ical elite close to Blaise Compaoré and his family. As one of the first political 
actions of the Conseil National de Transition (cnt), the subsequent reform 
addressed several scales and two main objectives: On the one hand, higher 
(national) government revenues from taxes and royalties were to be obtained 
(for example through an increase in corporate tax rates for industrial produc-
ers from 17.5 to 27.5 per cent). On the other hand, one of the main goals was 
to implement and intensify resource decentralisation, and thus to make the 
sector more profitable for populations living in the vicinity of mining pro-
jects. The mining code’s most important provision in this latter sense was the 
establishment of a Mining Fund for Local Development (Fonds Minier de 
Développement Local, fmdl). Multinational corporations are now required 
to contribute 1 per cent of their national turnover (before tax) to the fmdl, of 
which equal shares are then administered by neighbouring municipalities and 
other decentralised units of political administration in line with regional and 
local development plans (Government of Burkina Faso, 2015; 2017).

In Burkina Faso and elsewhere, regional and local policy bodies, civil society 
organisations, private entrepreneurs and local populations have increasingly 
questioned the national government’s monopoly in allocating mining rights 
and deciding about revenues. The formal process of decentralisation insti-
gated by international development and financial organisations from the 1990s 
onwards added a further layer of authorities, institutions, and interests to the 
already complex spatialities of extraction (Martín, 2017). Elected local govern-
ment bodies increasingly became part of the political arenas in which con-
ditions for mining were negotiated. Extractive relations, in turn, shaped the 
relationships between local and central governments (Kesselring, 2018), and 
questions of voluntary and legal corporate responsibilities. In Burkina Faso the 
first political attempts to reshuffle authority in mineral revenue allocation and 
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to strengthen local decision- making in mining governance can be traced back 
to 2006, when the first nationwide municipal elections took place (Côte, 2013; 
Côte and Korf, 2018). Since 2003 the mining code has provided for an annual 
surface tax (taxe superficiaire) to be paid by all industrial license holders to the 
local authority of the area in which their concession is located (Government 
of Burkina Faso, 2003; 2005). Since 2015, accounts of the mismanagement of 
these local budget lines by municipal actors have nurtured corporate concerns 
about (potential) municipal inefficiency regarding the fmdl. It is not surpris-
ing then that the fmdl’s implementation has been both controversial and 
slow to materialise.

Contestation over its implementation reflects more general debates about 
both a redrawing of boundaries between corporate and state- centred regu-
lation, and different scalar dimensions in mining governance. The fmdl law 
project, in this sense, provided for a reshuffling of certain decision- making 
powers from the national levels to municipalities. Paradoxically, the legislative 
project was supported by international donor communities (notably Canadian 
aid projects) on the one hand, and challenged by tsx- listed multinational 
corporations on the other. The companies’ motivation derives from three fac-
tors: First, with respect to the interests of their shareholders and investors, they 
considered the amount of money to be paid as too large. Second, they expressed 
concerns about the management capabilities of local government in the 
municipalities, not resulting in serving the needs of local populations. Several 
corporate managers commented thus, that mayors and municipal councillors 
‘don’t know how to use the money’. Third, and maybe most importantly, they 
feared a loss of the visibility with regard to their various voluntary engagements 
in the concessions, and therefore with regard to their ‘social licence to operate’. 
The fmdl, as stated in a letter from the lobbying organisation Chambre des 
Mines du Burkina Faso (representing numerous tsx- listed multinational min-
ing companies) to the Prime Minister in April 2019, ‘does not resolve the issue 
of the population’s expectations vis- à- vis the mining companies’ (cmb, 2019, 
4). During a workshop on the reformed mining legislation in March 2017, an 
executive of a Canadian- based corporation emphasised the danger of ‘weak-
ening’ Burkina Faso’s economy, but notably the (potentially) ‘disastrous effects’ 
on the companies’ voluntary engagements due to the ‘1% law’:

I speak in the name of all companies in the mining sector; everyone 
undertakes csr [programmes]. Some have foundations, others do it on 
their own. […] The budgets are approved by the shareholders. Today, if 
you tell them ‘we will conduct csr [programmes]’, the first thing that 
happens is [they say], ‘but beware Mister [name], there is 1 per cent of 
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taxes that turns up, but there is not enough money to undertake csr’. 
Therefore, the first thing that happens with that fund is that the mining 
companies cut their csr [budgets].

What the Burkinabè mining world contested was not only the amount of 
money to be paid, but also the question of who is entitled to decide on its 
use. In doing so they stressed their legitimacy with regard to having a certain 
monopoly on the control of resource governance. ‘We want to know how the 
money is used’, as a national director of a Canadian mining firm insisted in 
August 2017. Following the adoption of the new mining code in July 2015, indi-
vidual mining companies and the Chamber of Mines thus lobbied for a reduc-
tion of their contribution from 1 to 0.5 per cent of turnover after tax. Another 
0.5 per cent of the initial 1 per cent amount should be administered by the 
mining companies themselves within their existing csr frameworks. In the 
letter to the Prime Minister they eventually accepted the 1 per cent figure ‘as 
a sign of good faith’, but only on their own terms, requesting the ‘deduction’ 
of already realised csr expenses from the annual fmdl sum (cmb, 2019, 4). 
Ultimately, the Ministry of Mines and Quarries adopted this requirement for 
half of all fmdl payments of multinational corporations to their host munici-
palities and regions between 2017 and 2019 (mmq, 2019).

This led to strong civil society resistance in the capital and in the mining 
regions (Bach, 2019; Kaboré, 2019). Notably, activists rejected threats expressed 
by corporate executives to cut their csr budgets, or even to relocate their 
operations completely to other ‘more investor- friendly’ legal mining contexts. 
For these activists, multinationals in Burkina Faso should stop engaging in 
corporate publicity campaigns in the name of ‘local development’. Ethical 
engagements were considered as both legal and moral obligations that the 
companies have to meet, and included the provision of appropriate compen-
sation for the forced resettlement of populations. For a civil society leader in 
Houndé, a municipality hosting an operating mine since 2017, ‘csr is not an 
obligation. [And] Since it’s not an obligation, it’s not a responsibility’. Central 
government representatives and corporate agents alike— the same individual 
stated in early 2017— would perceive people in the provinces as ‘idiots’ who 
are unable to allocate and manage resources in a transparent and accountable 
way. To put pressure on the national government and the Ministry of Mines 
and Quarries to implement the fmdl, overdue since 2015, Houndé- based ngo 
leaders engaged in a social media campaign against the ‘deductibility’ of the 
fmdl for the benefit of csr budgets. A civil society coalition organised, on 30 
August 2019, a protest march to request the payment of the totality of fmdl 
funds to the municipality (Sanon, 2019).
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5 Reshuffling Responsibility and Monitoring Community 
Unrest: How Ethics Shape Mining’s Feasibility

Decentralised governance as a means of redistributing mining rents is also a 
prominent issue in regional policy frameworks (such as the African Mining 
Vision of 2009), sometimes implemented via development funds very similar 
to that of the fmdl in other West African host countries of large- scale mining. 
Examples include the reformed legislations of Guinea (in 2013) and Ghana (in 
2014). As in Burkina Faso, however, these frameworks’ implementation is often 
not yet completed or enforced (see, for example, Knierzinger (2016) for the 
Guinean Fonds de Développement Économique Local, adopted in 2013). To 
assist the (local) redistribution of mining revenues in these countries, the West 
Africa Governance & Economic Sustainability in Extractive Areas (wages) 
project was launched in 2016. It was financed by Global Affairs Canada and 
jointly implemented by two Canadian ngo s— the World University Service 
of Canada (wusc) and the Centre for International Studies and Cooperation 
(ceci)— for a project period of seven years (2016– 22). In Burkina Faso, the 
project was realised in two western mining areas, including seven municipali-
ties where Canadian industry is located (with one company headquartered in 
Canada and one being tsx- listed).

With the strengthening of a decentralised mining revenue allocation being 
one of its main goals, the wages project was in line with both the new emphasis 
of Canadian aid policy on local resource governance and with targets for politi-
cal reform in Burkina Faso. According to its implementers in Burkina Faso, the 
project’s first and most important aim was to promote a more just distribution 
of mining benefits among local populations, especially women and young peo-
ple. It therefore provided three different but interrelated areas of intervention, 
which consisted of (1) the strengthening of local governance, (2) the promo-
tion of (sustainable and inclusive) local economies, and (3) the promotion of 
knowledge sharing concerning local community development (wages, 2017). 
The various training initiatives and programmes were implemented in more 
or less close collaboration with ‘local and national governments, selected min-
ing companies, as well as small and medium- sized businesses and civil society 
organizations’ (wusc, 2021). Journalists and ngo representatives more critical 
of the mining industry emphasised that wages was very similar in design to 
the highly criticised ppp pilot projects. However, the ‘lessons learnt’ from the 
past included that there were no longer any direct financial payments between 
Canadian ngo projects and the mining companies. Instead, a large portion 
of donor monies was paid directly to the respective municipality officially in 
charge of project implementation.
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In its design, wages at least indirectly helped to legitimise the Canadian 
mining presence and the ‘existing extractive order’ (Hönke, 2018, 115) in west-
ern Burkina Faso. Philanthropic capacity- building programmes, for instance, 
obviously had the double effect of providing a ‘skilled’ workforce for the min-
ing labour market and of reducing popular pressure on mining companies 
to provide access to jobs in mining for whole communities. The first pillar of 
their work (the strengthening of local governance) was intended to have an 
immediate impact on achieving the successful implementation of the fmdl. 
To enhance the credibility and management capacities of local states, for 
instance, wages organised training for municipal actors on accountability, 
planning, and budgeting. In 2017 and 2018 the programme (proportionally) 
financed a review of municipal development plans (Plans Communaux de 
Développement, pcd s). According to the reformed mining code, pcd s pre-
scribe the criteria for the future allocation of monies derived from the Mining 
Fund for Local Development. While wages coordinators emphasised that 
their work was not equivalent to corporate social responsibility; they saw 
the fmdl as an opportunity to ‘reduce the burden on behalf of csr’ in that 
it potentially ‘mitigates’ community pressure on mining companies. A lack 
of knowledge among local populations and notably among municipal coun-
cillors was identified as a key obstacle to peaceful business operations (see 
Hönke, 2018). Resource decentralisation, the coordinators admitted, enhances 
the social marketing of companies and reinforces the ‘Canada brand’ in extrac-
tive areas of tsx- listed companies. Finally, it facilitates ‘the successful imple-
mentation of the mine’.

A social engineering perspective allows one to assess the extent to which 
these ngo projects represent ‘(re)actions from above’ with the aim of secur-
ing community consent, disciplining dissent, and— eventually— making 
large- scale mining feasible (Brock and Dunlap, 2018; Brown, 2016b; Verweijen 
and Dunlap, 2021). Today, such and similar programmes in Canada are being 
referred to by some as ‘token “corporate responsibility” initiatives […] often 
implemented alongside […] massive privatization programs’ (Schalk, 2021). 
Thus, resource decentralisation not only creates (limited) scope for local gov-
ernments to exercise control over mining revenues. For multinational corpo-
rations it also results in new ways of abdicating responsibility (Appel, 2019). 
The new trend of considering local socio- economic development as the task of 
municipalities could eventually allow Canadian policy bodies— (non- )govern-
mental and corporate— to distance themselves further from certain respon-
sibilities for ‘local externalities’ of large- scale mining in the global South, a 
Canadian ngo’s leader stated in November 2017. While local governments are 
now held accountable for the fair distribution of mining revenues, this could 
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consequently also be the case for all conflicts arising out of these new forms 
of distribution. In the eyes of that same representative of a civil society that is 
critical of mining, resource decentralisation could ultimately serve as a tool for 
engineering community consent in Canada and Burkina Faso, and therefore 
for preventing opposition to extractive (policy) projects from emerging in the 
first place.

6 Conclusion and Debate

The wages case is an example of multi- scalar strategies of actors in resource 
governance and different configurations of power that become (re)negotiated 
(Dietz, 2017; Haarstad and Fløysand, 2007). Far from solely representing mere 
technical questions of who is responsible for what (i.e. the roles of mining 
companies, national governments or municipalities in the mining revenue 
system), they have complex and contradictory effects on local, national and 
global power relations. No doubt community pressure in the mining areas and 
civil society engagement in Burkina Faso’s capital city, Ouagadougou, had cre-
ated important conditions for political change, legislative (mining) reform and 
the introduction of the fmdl in the first place (Ayeh 2021; Chouli, 2014; Engels, 
2017). A social engineering perspective, however, is particularly useful in help-
ing us to understand the underlying conditions for the (non- )implementation 
of such reform projects (e.g. why, how, when, and by whom). It ‘entails looking 
at the less visible and long- term ways in which corporate actors and their allies 
obstruct, condition and attempt to shape (re)actions “from below”’ (Verweijen 
and Dunlap, 2021). The present chapter’s aim has been to contribute to these 
debates in political ecology and post- structural geography while emphasising 
the contestations around resource decentralisation in Burkina Faso and the 
implementation of the fmdl in specific mining regions. In Burkina Faso’s min-
ing sector, Canadian private and state- led initiatives served as an example of 
how the mining industry, foreign aid partnerships and the central government 
alike have an interest in preventing opposition to specific extractive projects 
from emerging in the first place, and thus in maintaining existing extractive 
orders. The decentralisation of mineral revenue allocation and distribution 
can play a significant role in this regard.

We have also seen, however, that the meaning and implementation of 
mineral revenue decentralisation as a powerful global idea and concept 
is disputed, not only locally and nationally, but also among actors from the 
globalised mining elites. One example of this are the multinational mining 
companies in Burkina Faso that want to avoid higher taxes and royalties, felt 
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that the visibility of their csr projects was at risk and that lobbied against 
the fmdl, which introduced a new mechanism for state- centred and local-
ised resource governance. Although numerous Canadian- based and tsx- listed 
mining companies initially resisted the ‘1% law’, evidence shows that in prac-
tice the increase in the importance of municipalities in the field of mining 
governance can also foster corporate practices of abdicating responsibility 
for the various environmental and social consequences of corporates’ oper-
ations (see Appel, 2019). Furthermore, corporate executives are able to inter-
pret reform measures to their benefit. One example of this is the deductibility 
(albeit only temporary) of their csr expenses: ultimately, multinational min-
ing companies successfully managed to avoid having to make full payments of 
their fmdl share to Burkina Faso’s regions and municipalities between 2017 
and 2019. During a corporate presentation in Houndé’s municipal council in 
December 2019 ‘on the fmdl and investments for the benefit of populations’, 
a mining firm was thus able to present its csr projects and programmes of the 
years 2017 and 2018 (including the establishment of a youth training facility, 
and the purchase of an ambulance for the local hospital) as its good will par-
ticipation in the ‘1% law’ procedure. The municipal councillors’, for their part, 
criticised this corporate interpretation of reform implementation, describing 
it as a mechanism by which they themselves were excluded from determining 
the use of large portions of the fund. Those are exclusion mechanisms that 
were not envisioned as such when the fmdl legislation was approved in 2015.

A multi- scalar approach to studying ethics allows us to develop a better 
understanding of old and new actor constellations and sites in the global min-
ing sector. Instead of assuming a unidimensional increase in the importance of 
‘the local’ in resource governance (Mansfield, 2005), or conceiving of national 
and global elites as dominant per se, it is necessary to analyse who has access 
to which resources and bargaining power in specific cases and circumstances. 
Therefore, it is worth taking a closer look at how actors in the concessions nego-
tiate, reject and also appropriate, aid partnerships in different ways. An exam-
ple of this is the municipality of Houndé, which received double funding, from 
a mining firm and the wages project (without their prior knowledge), for the 
revision of its municipal development plan (Ayeh 2021). Whether the engineer-
ing of ‘inclusionary control’ (Verweijen and Dunlap, 2021) succeeds or not also 
depends on who is part of the powerful alliances implementing ‘ethical’ pro-
jects, and which (multi- scalar) alliances mobilise against them. The Canadian 
mining industry, promoting resource decentralisation at home and abroad, 
points to important connections (and sometimes disruptions) between com-
panies, home governments, and donors in the enforcement of legal reform in 
mineral- rich countries of the global South (Thomas and Coburn, 2022). While 
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these alliances are often subject to contestation in home and host countries 
of mining, the make- up of the global and national mining sector itself is con-
stantly changing. For several reasons the Canadian mining presence in Burkina 
Faso has been shrinking in recent years. In 2019, for example, a convoy of the 
Canadian mining company Semafo was attacked by armed groups, and at least 
40 civilians died (van Praet and York, 2019). The company and its assets (the 
operating mine sites Boungou and Mana) were then acquired by the tsx- listed 
but Cayman Islands– registered multinational Endeavour Mining (Endeavour 
Mining, 2020). More empirical research is needed on whether Canada still 
occupies a dominant role in the global and Burkinabè mining sector, and what 
the answer to this question means for the role of resource decentralisation in 
public– private aid partnerships.
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 chapter 7

The Promise of Gold: Gold and Governance in 
China’s Borderlands, Then and Now

Eveline Bingaman

 Abstract

Eagleback Village is located in Eya Naxi Autonomous Township, deep in the moun-
tains of southern Sichuan Province, an area whose history has been intimately bound 
up in the search for gold since at least the Ming dynasty. In the People’s Republic of 
China’s Reform era, efforts to extract Eagleback’s remaining gold resources have been 
fraught with controversy. Since 1984, reforms allowing individuals to pursue their 
own economic interests, combined with the difficulty of monitoring gold digging in 
such a remote area, have created a ‘grey area’ regarding ownership of the valley’s gold 
resources. A gold rush began when speculators, villagers and township cadres alike 
began engaging in artisanal and small- scale mining for gold in the hope of being able 
to participate in China’s growing economy and improve the standard of living of their 
families. At the county level in the early 2000s, efforts began to act on development 
and poverty alleviation policies, in particular the ‘Three Connects’ (三通) policy which 
aimed to connect every settlement in the county with roads, electricity, and water. 
County officials looking for contractors able to build roads made a deal with a Hunan 
gold mining multinational corporation (mnc) for mining rights throughout the 
county. However, when the project reached Eya Naxi Autonomous Township the dam-
age done to the Longda River by the use of large- scale mining equipment led to a civil 
uprising in which villagers protested, eventually succeeding in bringing the mining to 
a halt in 2010. This chapter takes a historical approach while drawing on ethnographic 
fieldwork to present an example of ‘rightful resistance’ that offers a more nuanced 
understanding than that frequently offered with regard to state– society relations in 
China.

1 Introduction

After several years cutting through hundreds of kilometres of Muli County’s 
virgin forest, in late 2009 ‘Boss Ho’ and his mining equipment arrived on the 
bank of the Longda River a few miles upstream of Eagleback Village in Eya 
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Naxi Autonomous Township, Sichuan Province.1 It was the first road to reach 
the township; it did not, however, lead to any of the township’s villages or even 
to the township’s government office. Under the auspices of Muli County’s 
‘Three Connects’ policy, this Hunan based multinational company had been 
promised that this river valley was rich in gold and that it would have a monop-
oly on rights to mine that gold if it contributed to the expansion of the county’s 
infrastructure by building roads. What unfolded, however, was a series of cat 
and mouse disputes with local artisanal miners followed by a full- scale civil 
uprising that revealed the cracks in the state’s ability to enforce its will on a 
local population.

Since the 1980s, mining and the issues surrounding resource extraction 
have become an explicit focus of anthropological investigation (Godoy, 1985). 
In recent decades, as technological advancement intertwines with a rising 
global demand for precious metals, as Jacka (2018) states we have entered the 
mineral age of the Anthropocene, in which resource extraction has become an 
imperative of the global economy. Along with this imperative come the crea-
tion of new and the enhancement of old dimensions of state– society relations, 
particularly in remote areas where state presence has historically been thin at 
times and non- existent at others. This has reopened questions about how to 
frame local agency (Lahiri- Dutt, 2018) in economically marginalised commu-
nities that are coming into contact with states in new ways.

In the People’s Republic of China (prc), state– society relations have been 
marked by both ruptures and consistencies as the context of these relations 
radically shifts as each generation comes of age. As Brandtstädter (2011) points 
out, since the 1980s the global neo- liberal agenda of the post- Maoist state and 
the country’s increasing interaction with the global market have created an 
environment in which the parameters of legal– political citizenship have been 
recast. Yet for rural residents (i.e. the peasants that constituted the heroes of 
Mao’s revolution) political citizenship remains ‘rooted in rights to collective 
resources’ (Brandtstädter, 2011, 266). This is perhaps even more true in areas 
where state rhetoric surrounding policies and promises of ‘ethnic autonomy’ 
intersects with geographic divisions.

This chapter takes a historical approach to gold mining to explore shifting 
state– society relations in one of China’s borderlands and to examine how the 
process of domestic colonisation is less straightforward than other dimensions 
of China’s authoritarian regime might lead one to believe. It reveals two things. 
The first is that while China may be characterised by a strong state and a weak 

 1 All personal names are pseudonyms.  
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society (Guo, 2003), this does not mean that the Chinese people are either 
unsophisticated or unsuccessful in their efforts to take a stand against the 
state. The second is that the durability of the Chinese state, which has allowed 
it to withstand such massive political and economic change, seems to come 
precisely from the diffusion of its authority rather than from a concentration 
of power among state officials.

At the same time, the actions taken by Eagleback Naxi in response to ‘Boss 
Ho’ and his mining efforts are consistent with indigenous responses to min-
ing documented elsewhere. As a community already vulnerable due to its 
 reliance on existing natural resources and its remoteness from economic alter-
natives, it was mining- caused environmental degradation that inspired this 
locally unprecedented political action (Martínez- Alier, 2002). Damage done to 
the river solidified the boundary between villager and township government 
(which in the past had frequently blurred) and delineated both in opposition 
to a new entity, the intruding corporation, reflective of the common ‘three- 
legged’ model of mining stakeholders (Ballard and Banks, 2003; 289). The 
event lead the community to consolidate its expression of and leverage its 
indigeneity (Golub, 2014) as a means of justifying both its opposition and its 
claim. Finally, these events demonstrate the presence of a dialectical relation-
ship (Kirsch, 2014), in this case between community and local government, 
between society and state.

2 Life on the Periphery of China’s Development

After decades of policy- induced economic disasters during the Maoist era (Li 
and Tao Yang, 2005) and massive environmental destruction (Shapiro, 2001), 
in 1978 there were 250 million Chinese citizens living in abject poverty (Park 
and Wang, 2001). That year China instituted its ‘Reform and Opening’ policy, 
carefully shifting the national economy away from the commune system and 
towards state run capitalism in an effort to deliver much needed development 
to its suffering population. However, China’s subsequent efforts to economi-
cally rebuild itself were carefully rolled out in a piecemeal fashion, from tightly 
controlled Special Economic Zones, first opened in 1979, to the introduction of 
the Develop the West campaign of the 1990s. The goal was to introduce radical 
economic change while maintaining a firm grip on society, testing the waters in 
order to confirm that economic liberalisation could be achieved without lead-
ing to political liberalisation. As a result of geographically controlled reform, 
at the turn of the new millennium, while residents of the eastern seaboard had 
settled in to the xiaozi (petty bourgeoisie) indulgences that the new economy 
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provided, populations in the western regions were still living hand- to- mouth 
existences, even as the dismantling of the commune system had made doing 
so much easier. For those populations, the message from the state had been 
that patience should be maintained: ‘Relief is coming; we just haven’t got to 
you yet’.

Observers have had dualistic impressions of the impact of China’s form of 
economic mobilisation. From the economist’s perspective, China’s incredible 
growth has been nothing short of a ‘miracle’ (Page, 1994) given its remarka-
ble progress through economically unorthodox means (Sylvie, 2001; Riedel, 
Jin and Gao, 2007; Cai, 2010). From the perspective of environmentalists and 
human rights advocates, the Chinese state appears to have continued to pur-
sue development at any cost, much of those costs being both human and envi-
ronmental (Chunli, 2008; Zhang et al., 2012; Fu et al., 2013; Dzonzi- Undi and Li, 
2015; Zhao et al., 2015). It also appears incongruous that at the same time China 
was setting its sights beyond existing borders the nation continued to struggle 
with a domestic income disparity gap of massive proportions (Li, 2016; Shi, 
Guo and Sun, 2017; Zhou and Song, 2017). While China’s new rich do not seem 
to know what to do with their newfound wealth (Osburg, 2013), there is still a 
large population— including a high percentage of the nation’s ethnic minority 
populations— who are struggling to gain access the economic opportunities 
available to their Han counterparts (Barabantseva, 2009; Bhalla and Luo, 2013).

Eya Naxi Autonomous Township is nestled in the convoluted mountain 
ranges that break the landscape between the Tibetan and Yun- Gui plateaus 
in southern Sichuan Province. The township makes up the south- western 
most corner of Muli County running along the Yunnan– Sichuan border. Eya 
Township is divided into six administrative villages with a range of settlements 
varying in size from the largest, Eagleback— with over 230 households— to 
single- household ‘villages’ (Chinese (hereafter, ‘Ch’.): dujia cun). Most of the 
settlements are located at around 2,500 meters above sea level; too high for 
growing rice and too low for raising yaks. There are two agricultural seasons: 
corn is grown in the summer, wheat in the winter, making up the two main 
crops. Food is supplemented with vegetable gardens, which each household 
maintains. Each household also practices animal husbandry, raising chickens, 
pigs and goats. Horses and oxen are mainly used for labour.

In addition to being geographically peripheral, under the system of ethnic 
autonomy operated in the People’s Republic of China (prc) Eya is also polit-
ically and administratively marginalised. Eya Naxi Autonomous Township is 
located within Muli Tibetan Autonomous County, which is in turn located 
within Liangshan Yi Autonomous Prefecture. What autonomy means in this 
situation is that leadership positions in local governments need to be filled by 
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members of the majority nationality of the area. For Eya, this means that the 
position of township head (Ch. xiangzhang) needs to be filled by a member of 
the Naxi nationality. In practice, there are no Naxi from the local community 
qualified to hold the position, so the township head needs to be recruited from 
other Naxi communities of Muli County. The rest of the township government 
reflects the population balance in Muli County as a whole, with a majority of 
Tibetans, some Yi, and some Han.

The Naxi population of Muli, around 4,000 people, makes up only 3.47 
per cent of the total population of the county. In turn, the predominant pop-
ulation in Muli, Tibetans, only makes up 1.39 per cent of the population of 
Liangshan Yi Autonomous Prefecture. While all of Liangshan Prefecture is 
struggling to pull its mountain populations out of poverty, this bureaucratic 
nesting of autonomy places Eya Naxi at the bottom of the list in terms of prior-
ity for receiving the benefits of government development policy. This makes a 
difference that can be demonstrated most starkly by comparing the Eya stand-
ard of living with that of the majority of those of Naxi nationality in China, 
who reside in and around the Lijiang basin, two days to the south in Yunnan 
Province. In Yunnan Province, Lijiang has long had the administrative level 
of ‘City’, placing Lijiang Naxi on the same level as Liangshan Yi Autonomous 
Prefecture in terms of power and sway in provincial actions. There have been 
several important politicians in Yunnan that have hailed from Lijiang, and 
thus Lijiang Naxi have been successful in having their voices heard. In Yunnan 
Province, the Naxi nationality is considered a shining example of a minority 
that has successfully developed to become a part of the prc’s mainstream (Su, 
2013), while Eya Naxi in Sichuan remain largely invisible, hidden beneath poli-
tics involving the political sensitivity regarding Tibetans.

Until 2013 there was no road connecting Eya to outside markets, or even to 
the county government; all journeys in or out were made by foot or by horse 
caravan. In 2002 when I made my first trip to Eagleback Village, it took two days 
on foot to reach from the nearest market town. Reaching the county capital to 
deal with any kind of bureaucratic or administrative issue, including complet-
ing compulsory education, involved a ten- day trek. This was shortened in 2010 
to five days when the road connecting Wachang to the county capital was com-
pleted. Now— and since 2013 when the road finally reached Eagleback— the 
county capital of Muli can be reached in a day as long as the roads are passable 
and not blocked by snow (in winter) or mudslides (in summer).

Despite these transportation difficulties, this does not mean that Eya has 
been so isolated as to be left unaware of the changes taking place in the world 
outside the Longda River valley, nor have Eya Naxi people been exempt from 
state policies since they were first incorporated into the prc polity in 1957. 
These include economic and land reform policies (the collectivisation of 
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agriculture, the Great Leap Forward, and finally de- collectivisation and the 
establishment of the household responsibility system), political policies (the 
Cultural Revolution), and policies regarding marriage, divorce and childbirth 
(from 1981 until recently, as members of an impoverished and rural ethnic 
minority community, they were subject to a limit of three births per woman).

Beginning in 1995 a variety of programmes were put in place, changing the 
population from taxpayers into recipients of various forms of welfare. Through 
the ‘Reforestation of Fields’ policy (Ch. tuigeng huanlin), which began in 2002, 
people were given walnut seedlings to reforest land that had been opened for 
cultivation during the commune era, and now receive an annual stipend for 
not farming that land until these walnut trees have matured enough to provide 
an income. They also receive subsidies to purchase ‘improved’ seeds for three 
kinds of crops, even though only one of the three is grown in Eya. They also 
receive subsidies for raising sows, and the township government receives an 
annual welfare subsidy (Ch. dibao), which it can allot to a small number of 
households.

However, these programmes have not been able to keep up with the pop-
ulation’s growing needs. As the rest of China develops, a variety of desirable 
things have become available— things that cannot be acquired through trade 
but only with cash. This is not just store- bought items such as clothing and 
shoes, pots, pans, washing machines and tv s, but also includes opportunities 
for education and receiving healthcare.

A school was built in Eagleback Village in the late 1950s shortly after Muli 
Tibetan Autonomous County was established by the prc. There is also a clinic 
that is able to treat minor illnesses and administer vaccines. Villagers are also 
active in their own attempts to improve their standard of living. Tired of wait-
ing for the government to provide electricity, in the mid- 1990s the residents of 
Eagleback Village all invested in purchasing and transporting the equipment 
necessary to build a small hydropower station, and since 1996 have had access 
(although minimal) to electricity.

Over the years that I had been visiting Eagleback, when I asked why no state 
project had had a noticeable impact on improving standards of living there 
the answer had always been the same: Eagleback Naxi had remained stuck in 
poverty because there was no road.

3 The History of Gold in Muli

Eya’s history, for at least as long as the Naxi have been here, has been tied up 
in gold. Towards the end of the Ming dynasty, the power of the Naxi chieftains 
based in Lijiang— granted the surname Mu by the Ming court— was expanding. 
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The chieftain Mu Yi took on the appellation ‘Heavenly King Mu’ (Ch. Mu Tian 
Wang) and began expanding his reach up the Chong Tian River in search of 
gold that could be used to increase his legitimacy within the Tibetan Buddhist 
political system. It was said that he had a golden sword, and a ‘golden’ dog that 
helped him find the precious metal. Wherever the dog barked, he ordered his 
men to dig, and the dog was reputed to be incredibly accurate. At this point in 
history, gold was not a currency in China but was used as an offering between 
subjects and rulers, often related to religious legitimacy.2 According to local leg-
end, the gold collected by the Naxi chieftain is said to have been sent to Lhasa, 
where a golden pillar was built in honour of the Buddha. The more gold was 
harvested, the higher the pillar was built. Eventually the pillar became too tall, 
and the chieftain was ordered by Lhasa to make it shorter. According to local 
custom, this should be done by removing a section from the bottom. He, how-
ever, chose to remove a section from the top instead. This action, which angered 
the Buddha, is said to mark the beginning of the end of the power of the Mu 
Clan, eventually leading to the decline of Lijiang Naxi Kingdom as a whole.

In his expansion north from Lijang to Shuiluo, Mu Yi built several encamp-
ments close to rivers, the remnants of many of which can still be seen today. 
Eagleback is one such encampment, a settlement of Naxi settler- soldiers left 
behind to guard the point where Jinsha River, the Chongtian River, and the 
Dongyi River approach one another (Wang, 2008). However, Naxi dominance 
over the territory lasted less than fifty years. In 1647 Lijiang was conquered, 
and native chieftains were replaced by circulatory government officials (Ch. 
gaituguiliu), Lijiang being incorporated into the Qing central bureaucracy 
(mzzx, 1995, 9). Then, in 1675 control of the territory of Eya was granted to the 
Buddhist Kingdom of Muli by Lhasa as a reward for faithful service (mzzzd, 
2002). From the end of the seventeenth century until Eya was officially ‘lib-
erated’ by the People’s Liberation Army (pla) in 1957, Eya was governed by 
Muli Monastery. This governance operated through a local Naxi headman, a 
position inherited by principle of primogeniture by males of the Mugua (木瓜) 
clan (no relation to the Mu native chieftain based in Lijiang).

3.1 Muli Kingdom Era, 1675– 1957
While the Mugua clan was the highest authority in Eagleback, it was relatively 
weak in terms of authority in comparison to Muli’s monk officials. The Mugua 

 2 During the Ming dynasty, silver became the main currency, especially when the ‘single whip’ 
tax system (yitiao bianfa一條鞭法) came into effect and taxes were to be paid in silver rather 
than in grain. This had a number of effects, including commercialisation of property, among 
other things. For more information, see Liu (2010).
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had no authority to grant land as all land was officially owned by the head lama 
of the Muli Kingdom. The Mugua was not allowed to maintain a local army, 
and was not allowed to tax the local population, other than the nine houses 
that were officially designated to provide labour to support his rule. Both the 
Mugua family and all other houses paid tax directly to the Monastery.

Under the Muli Kingdom, the local population was governed as a Tibetan 
style polity. Taxpayer houses were the lowest unit of the bureaucracy and the 
main unit of property ownership. Part of Muli’s taxation involved the number 
of days someone from each taxpayer household needed to spend digging for 
gold each year at various mines around Muli. The Mugua headman organised 
a rotation of responsibility through the different neighbourhoods so that every 
household was required to provide a labourer roughly once every three years. 
If a household had no men available, women would be assigned. Labourers 
were responsible for providing for all of their own needs— most importantly 
their food and tools— for their term performing corveé service. A quota was 
set for how many ounces of gold each individual needed to provide, and when 
that quota was reached the individual’s service was deemed fulfilled for that 
occasion and he or she could return home. Often terms of service lasted for 
between three and six months. Occasionally people were able to steal gold. 
If caught, the punishment was death, but sometimes workers digging in the 
depths would find a solid nugget and swallow it before it could be seen by the 
foremen, recovering it later from their faeces. It could then be secretly sold to 
travelling tradesmen, who passed through the valley periodically.

With the arrival of the pla, ownership of all of the gold yet to be mined in 
Eya shifted from the Muli Kingdom to the prc.3

3.2 Cooperative Era, 1957– 84
By the time the pla arrived in Eya, the prc had already begun carrying out 
economic reforms in Muli’s Tibetan areas, so Eya was almost immediately col-
lectivised. At the time, there were several communities in the Muli area that 
rebelled, leading to a series of temple bombings in order to pacify the region 
(Shakya, 1999). When the Muli Kingdom was overturned and Muli Tibetan 
Autonomous County was established by the prc in 1955, the Mugua head-
man had already been taken to the prefectural capital for ‘re- education’. All 

 3 In the interim, there was a short period during which the Republican Army (1911– 49) was 
present in Muli mining for metals to support the war effort. The presence of the Republic 
of China did not, however, mark a change in governance in this territory ruled by the Muli 
theocracy, and all the mining that was carried out by the Republic took place with the per-
mission of, and was also taxed by, Muli.
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accounts confirm that he became a strong advocate for the communist cause, 
returning only once to hand over all his property to the villagers. When the 
pla headed for Eagleback in 1957, he sent word that the villagers should come 
to meet the army welcoming it with flowers, which they did. Eya was therefore 
‘peacefully liberated’ and cooperated with all reforms.

This involved the collectivisation of all property into cooperatives. As was 
the practice throughout the rest of rural China, Eya was organised into produc-
tion teams, each team led by a team head who had the job of assigning labour-
ers to different tasks. As elsewhere, this move to collectivisation involved a 
massive change to family structure. During the Muli Kingdom era, taxpayer 
households were subject to a monk levy that limited the number of sons at 
home to two per generation (see Bingaman, 2021), keeping birth rates low and 
families relatively small. The abolition of Muli Monastery’s monk levy com-
bined with Maoist era policies encouraging births led family size to explode 
during this era as women had six, seven, even ten children.

Gold continued to be mined through the cooperative era. The labour for 
mining was organised by production team heads and overseen by the town-
ship’s government. All gold recovered went to the collective— that is, to the 
state. According to local accounts, the collective essentially maintained the 
same method of recruiting labour as that used in the Muli Kingdom era— 
 individuals were sent to dig in the mines on a rotation basis for periods of 
three to six months.

3.3 ‘Household Responsibility’ Policy, 1984— Present
Beginning in 1982, policies allowing for the disbanding of the cooperatives 
began to be put in place in Muli and by 1984 the land in Eya had been redis-
tributed and allotted to individual households. Under this new system, the 
household once again became the most basic production unit of a family’s 
needs and households were encouraged to make efforts to maximise their 
economies.4 Historically the main commodities that needed to be acquired 
from outside the valley through trade were tea, salt and cloth. By the 1980s, 
other products became available at the government- run store— cloth and yarn 
for making clothes and weaving, pots, pans, bowls, and blankets. Then, after 

 4 Previously, equality was emphasized, so families were discouraged from economic action 
that would only benefit their own household and not the whole community. For example, 
people were not allowed to have household gardens to supplement their family’s diets. But 
after reform, there was no more fear of doing whatever you could to raise your own house’s 
production. People were no longer accused of creating inequality if they produced more 
than other households.
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Eagleback’s power station was built, there was demand for tv s, refrigerators 
and lightbulbs. People needed money more and more, yet there were precious 
few ways of earning cash with which to gain access to all the things that only 
cash money could acquire.

Under the household responsibility system, mining on behalf of the state 
ceased and individual mining for gold became a grey area of economic oppor-
tunity. Technically, all the gold in the ground belonged to the state. Also tech-
nically, under the prc’s system of ethnic autonomy it belonged to the Naxi 
 people of Eya Naxi Autonomous Township. Periodically township govern-
ments would get orders to tighten up on ‘illegal’ gold mining, and they would 
carry out surveys, dropping dynamite down mining pits to close them when 
they found them. But for the most part it was a free- for- all for whoever had the 
time and the ability to invest, and a miniature gold rush occurred. As with gold 
rushes everywhere, more people went bankrupt than actually turned a profit, 
but ongoing poverty and desperation kept hope in place and kept people head-
ing out to the riverbed.

As described in detail below, by the late 2000s every household that had 
labourers to spare was involved in gold prospecting throughout the winter 
months. Men would get together in teams of three or four to invest in the 
equipment that was needed, and try their luck, sharing any profits between 
them. Some years some would be lucky, making a big enough return on their 
investment to buy some items for their households; other years they would 
suffer a loss. Even township officials and teachers who had been assigned to 
serve in Eagleback were involved in investing and digging for gold as a means 
of supplementing their meagre salaries. The promise that they might find gold 
was informally considered as compensation for officials from more connected 
areas being assigned to such a poor and remote place.

4 The Promise of Gold

As already stated, after the household responsibility system was put in place in 
1984 giving individual households permission to do what they could to maxim-
ise their household economic holdings, opportunities to earn cash income were 
few and far between. The obvious first option— to invest in some kind of cash 
crop that would turn traditional agriculture into a profit- making activity— was 
impractical. The main obstacle remained transportation. Nothing that could 
be produced in the valley carried a market value high enough to offset the price 
of transporting it via horseback to distant markets. Additionally, during the 
collective era households had become accustomed to the white rice that had 
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been shipped in at the state’s expense; thus, the majority of households were 
already importing staples, making them reliant on external markets that they 
had no means to participate in. Two commodities that did have some potential 
were the Sichuan peppercorn and a type of orange that is particular to Muli, 
but transporting these by horseback was at best a means of making up some of 
the cost incurred on trading trips to buy staples to bring back.

The Longda River, which runs through the township and the surrounding 
mountains, did, however, offer two things that could be used to generate cash 
for households that were able to spare labour from normal agricultural activi-
ties: gold mining and matsutake mushrooms.5

4.1 Eya’s Gold Industry
The Longda River Valley runs west to east through Eya Township. The largest 
settlement is Eagleback, located along the river at its eastern end. The settle-
ment directly upstream is known as Suda Village. It is in the section of the 
Longda River that flows through Suda that Eya Township’s richest gold reserves 
are found.

The relationship between Suda Village and Eagleback is one of conviv-
ial rivalry. The two villages have kinship ties between them, but in terms of 
economic development, Suda Village has been much more fortunate than 
Eagleback, leading to what is perhaps a reversal of historical relations (in the 
past the headman of Suda was subordinate to the headman of Eagleback in 
the Muli Kingdom’s bureaucracy). To begin with, Suda’s population is much 
smaller, and the majority of each house’s fields are all close by, making agricul-
tural work much easier. The villages’ topographies also grant Suda’s fields two 
hours more sunlight per day than those of Eagleback, resulting in higher yields. 
Also, considerably more forest land belongs to Suda Village, which means more 
reforested land, which brings in government subsidies per household. Lastly, 
Suda is a full day closer to the market town of Luoji, which was particularly 
fortuitous at the height of the matsutake mushroom trade. In the Reform era, 
all these elements have combined to offer the villagers of Suda many more 

 5 The matsutake mushroom market was a very important part of local economies throughout 
this mountainous region in the early reform period. Matsutake mushrooms grow wild in only 
a few places, and for about two decades they fetched an extremely high price in Japan, a 
phenomenon that connected some of China’s most remote communities to an international 
market. The Japanese market has since dissipated, and matsutake mushrooms no longer 
represent the opportunities they once did. For more information on the area’s mushroom 
industry, see Yeh (2000), Yang et al. (2008) and Arora (2008), and for a global scale view of 
the mushroom economy, see Tsing (2015).
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opportunities to improve their economic standing, and these same villagers 
often brag that even though Eagleback’s population is several times larger, 
their population on average is much more educated and financially secure.

When the collectives were disbanded and land redistributed in Suda, the 
riverbed, and thus gold mining areas, was not included in the redistribution. 
Still, the community had its own way of staking claims to areas and negotiating 
for mining rights. People would use paint to mark off the territory they wanted 
to claim, and such claims were respected by all, including the township govern-
ment, a few members of which were eager to invest in the claims. Households 
that did not have the spare labour required to mine sought to attract specula-
tors from outside the valley who would invest in the equipment needed and 
share in the wealth if any were found.

Bendi from Eagleback was one such ambitious investor, and he was intent 
on making a living from means other than agriculture once the household 
responsibility system had been put in place. Coming from a large family there 
were already two brothers capable of handling the farm work, releasing Bendi 
to try to ‘find money’ by whatever means possible. Immediately following de- 
collectivisation, Bendi borrowed the funds to buy a few horses and started 
earning money as a transporter in the caravan trade. Then, later in 2003 he 
got his first job working as a labourer on a small- scale gold mining operation 
in a neighbouring township. Three years later, in 2006 he recruited three oth-
ers from Eagleback to invest with him in buying the equipment necessary to 
set up a mining operation with a friend from Suda who had a claim ready for 
prospecting.

The initial investment in equipment was about usd 7,800 (cny 50,000 by 
2022’s exchange rate). The main elements required were a water pump, motors, 
and diesel to run them. Once the operation was set up, labourers were hired— 
mostly from Eagleback— at a daily rate, and were paid at the end of the dig-
ging season from the profits made from any gold recovered. By 2009 there were 
three or four such operations going on during the winter months, providing 
sufficient labouring opportunities for every household in Eagleback that had 
labourers to spare to get involved.

Every local working as a labourer knew that this was no means to get rich. 
For local investors, labourers were contracted on the promise they would be 
paid at the end of the season when the year’s take was sold, usually to travel-
ling buyers who would visit each year at the end of the dry season. For village 
investors, every year was a gamble: some years would see a profit, others losses 
or break- even. For labourers, wages began at around usd 1.50 (cny 10) per day, 
and had risen to around usd 7.50 (cny 50) per day by the time mining opera-
tions were closed down in 2010. The best hope for day labourers was that they 
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would be able to earn a bit of cash ‘for tea and salt’, and if they did well perhaps 
purchase a tv for their family.

5 The Three Connects Policy and the Arrival of ‘Boss Ho’

In November of 2009 the first road reached Eya Naxi Autonomous Township, 
but this road did not go to any of the villages, or even lead to the township’s 
government offices. Rather, it led straight to the riverbed in Suda, just upstream 
of Eagleback’s power station. Soon, heavy earth- moving equipment arrived 
along with ‘Boss Ho’, who confronted the heads of the local mining operations 
announcing that the entire riverbed had been purchased by him and that all 
local small- scale operations were to stop immediately.

As surprising as his appearance was, Boss Ho and his mining equipment had 
not arrived on the banks of the Longda River out of nowhere. His company, a 
Hunan- based mnc, had been involved in gold mining all across China and as 
far away as Africa. Several years earlier it had won a contract with Muli County 
as part of the ‘Connecting Villages’ (Ch. tongcun gonglu) policy. Although 
unconfirmed, it appears that his ability to underbid his competitors centred on 
agreements made with the county government that part of the compensation 
would come from mining rights. By the time he arrived in Eya he already had 
several mining operations in progress across Muli County.

When the first confrontation between Boss Ho and villagers occurred, the 
heads of the local mining operations appealed to the township government. 
They were told that the government’s hands were tied; this was part of a larger 
project to bring development to Eya that had begun at the county level, and the 
township had to cooperate. Still the villagers stood their ground. It is unclear 
who made initial moves to escalate the dispute, but efforts were made to disa-
ble Boss Ho’s equipment, and dynamite was dropped down the pits of each of 
the local mining operations, damaging the villagers’ equipment beyond repair. 
The culprits in both of these acts remain ‘unknown’, as no one has claimed 
responsibility and anyone who knew the truth has remained resolutely tight- 
lipped. Regarding the dynamite that destroyed the locals’ mining equipment 
the township office appears to have made no efforts to investigate, which some 
have taken as an indication of its involvement, or at least its consent.

It was not, however, until Boss Ho’s digging began in earnest that the con-
flict transformed from the relatively contained anger of local operators over 
the loss of their investments into a civil uprising involving the entire commu-
nity of Eagleback. In comparison with the methods utilised by local mining 
operations, which left little visible surface impact and did not disturb the river, 
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Boss Ho’s large- scale operation with heavy earth- moving equipment wreaked 
devastating environmental damage. The first step involved entirely altering the 
river’s route through the area so that land that was once the riverbed could 
be accessed for dredging. Then, machines were set up to sift through the silt, 
dumping the excess back into the river (see Figure 7.1). As a result, the entirety 
of river water flowing through Eagleback and beyond became fouled and ran 
completely brown. The water canals running to the small hydroelectric power 
station that the villagers had built for themselves kept getting clogged with 
debris, causing wear and tear on the equipment and threatening its continued 
operation. Irrigation ditches drawing water from the river filled with silt, cut-
ting off the water supply to the fields and livestock, causing a severe drop in 
production and a rapid spike in livestock deaths. All the fish in the river died. 
The villagers of Eagleback had no clean water to wash themselves, their food, 
or their clothing.

6 Collective Action

The damage to the river unified the community of Eagleback and at the same 
time divided the representatives of the township government. The villagers 

 figure 7.1  Boss Ho’s mining operation
  source: author, january 2010
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decided to sue the Muli County government, and with the help of a local advo-
cate a letter stating the villagers’ position was drafted:

We, the Naxi people of Eagleback, Eya Township, wish to sue Muli County 
for allowing the mining of gold in the Longda River because of the 
destruction to forest resources and the erosion it has caused, which has 
severely polluted the Longda River, which we rely on for our livelihood, 
and for the severe economic losses and destruction to the environment 
it has brought upon the Naxi people of Eagleback, which has made it 
impossible for the people to survive.

The mining resources of the Longda River should belong to the state, 
and be a part of the wealth of the people of Eya Township. If outside 
prospectors take all of it without compensation, what will we the people 
of Eya Township use to develop our economy?

We, the Naxi people of Eagleback are grateful to the central party and 
the government for the ‘Three Connections’ preferential policy (connect-
ing transportation, connecting water, connecting electricity) given to 
national minorities in the poor mountain areas; however the Naxi people 
of Eagleback have not only not enjoyed the benefits of these preferen-
tial policies, it has made it possible for outside gold miners to steal and 
destroy national resources.

Author’s field notes, August 2015

It was also decided to set up a roadblock on the mountaintop where Boss Ho’s 
road entered the township and to not allow him or any more of his personnel 
or equipment entry. Every household in Eagleback sent people to camp on the 
mountain in rotation to guard the barricade; both young and old took their 
turns over a two- month period. The township government was unable to come 
to an agreement on how to proceed.

Finally, county level officials were sent in to resolve the problem. It is unclear 
which officials from which departments and which authorities were present, 
but it is clear that both township and county officials were split, some standing 
with Boss Ho, others in support of the villagers. Finally, the county and town-
ship governments decided to withdraw, removing themselves from the negoti-
ating process. Boss Ho was told that to continue his mining, he would need to 
come to an agreement with the villagers of Eagleback regarding compensation 
for damage done to the river.

In the end it was Bendi who was chosen to represent Eagleback in the 
negotiations with Boss Ho. The villagers demanded an exorbitant amount in 
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compensation, not actually in the belief that they would receive it, but to make 
their stand. Boss Ho made a counteroffer, to be paid directly to Bendi if he 
could get the villagers to agree to allow the digging to resume. Bendi replied 
that he could not carry such a burden in the knowledge that he had betrayed 
his village. Boss Ho finally threw up his hands and withdrew, claiming that he 
had previously assumed that the money he had paid to the county to secure 
mining rights would have been given to the villagers, thus pointing the finger at 
the county government. In March 2010, Boss Ho engaged a local family in Suda 
Village to look after his equipment, and departed.

7 Discussion

Unlike the ‘resigned activism’ observed by Lora- Wainwright (2017), the suc-
cessful shutting down of Boss Ho’s mining operations on the Longda River 
through village protests can be considered an example of what O’Brien (1996) 
and O’Brien and Li (2006) have termed ‘rightful resistance’. Building on prior 
works by Herbst (1989) and Scott (1990) exploring various forms of popular 
resistance, O’Brien uses the term ‘rightful resistance’ to describe forms of pro-
test in which groups ‘dispute the legitimacy of certain political authorities 
and their actions while affirming (indeed relying upon) other authorities and 
established values to pursue their ends’ (1996, 32). In other words, rightful 
resisters seek to use the state against the state by ‘us[ing] a regime’s policies 
and legitimizing myths to justify their defiance’ (1996, 33).

In their study of rightful resistance in rural China, O’Brien and Li (2006) 
show that the rise of instances of this form of resistance indicate a growing 
fluency in the language of ‘laws, regulations and other authoritative commu-
nications’ (2006, 6) and of ‘contractual ways of thinking’ about state– society 
relations. O’Brien identifies three characteristics of ‘rightful resistance’: it ‘(1) 
operates near the boundary of an authorized channel, (2) employs rhetoric 
and commitments of the powerful to curb political or economic power, [and] 
(3) hinges on locating and exploiting divisions among the powerful’ (O’Brien, 
1996, 33).

In the debates going back and forth between villagers and township officials 
regarding the actual legality of Boss Ho’s digging, the ‘grey area’ in policy that 
had previously given villagers and township officials alike the space to seek 
to create or supplement incomes with gold prospecting became a problem. 
Villagers cited policy that all natural resources belonged to the state, therefore 
arguing that the county had no right to sell mining rights to an outsider (and 
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definitely not to a Han individual from Hunan). Township officials countered 
that according to this logic the villagers’ own digging (and township officials’ 
digging as well) was likewise illegal. Villagers countered again, arguing that 
although the Naxi people are also subjects of the Chinese state, Eya is recog-
nised by the state as a Naxi minority autonomous township, and therefore that 
if any part of the state had a claim on Eya’s natural resources it was the Naxi 
people. If anyone was going to benefit from these resources, it should be them.

None of these arguments ended up being particularly persuasive, and the 
final solution, which followed the county government’s attempts at inter-
vention, was the imposition of a county- wide ban on all gold mining in Muli, 
whether carried out by locals or by outside prospectors. The idea is that this 
ban will stay in effect until such a time that the county government is able 
to oversee environmentally friendly means of extraction and the ‘fair’ distri-
bution of benefit, however that is to be calculated. The ban came into effect 
almost immediately following the Eagleback incident in 2010, but was not 
effectively enforced until 2012.

Secondly, the methods the villagers employed also demonstrated their 
sophistication in employing state rhetoric to bolster their cause. In the end, the 
letter that was drafted in preparation for their suing the county government 
was never submitted to higher authorities; it provides, however, an example 
of ‘employ[ing] government commitments and established values to persuade 
concerned elites to support their claims’ (O’Brien, 1996, 32). For example, the 
passage from the letter cited above is followed by a step- by- step description 
of how the ‘Three Connects’ promise made to minority populations has been 
violated by the county government:

Connecting transportation: Eagleback is the largest settlement of Eya 
Township and is still not connected to a road, but in order to mine for 
gold the road has already been built through the virgin forest. The gold 
miners have done this for their own profit, causing major destruction to 
the virgin forest resources and massive erosion, which has led to the loss 
of the beautiful scenery on both banks of the Longda River.

Connecting water: The Longda River has always been the mother river 
that the Naxi people of Eagleback rely on for their livelihood; the river 
water was originally clear and transparent, and is the water the Naxi 
people of the whole village use for their daily needs. But because of the 
pollution caused by gold mining, it is impossible for the Naxi people of 
Dacun to live.

Connecting electricity: not only do the Naxi people of Eagleback not 
enjoy the benefits of the national preferential policies for the connecting 
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of electricity, […] because of the erosion caused by gold digging the small 
electricity station we build ourselves has been severely damaged.

Author’s field notes, August 2015

Finally, there is no doubt that the villagers made full use of the divide between 
local township officials to build sympathy for their cause. After all, several 
officials were partner investors in the local mining operations and thus had 
also had their equipment destroyed. But ethnic divisions also undoubtedly 
played a role in alliance building. As already mentioned, although Eya is a 
Naxi autonomous township, the majority of the representatives of the town-
ship government, like those of the county government, are Tibetan. However, 
many Tibetan officials, particularly those who have/ had been placed in Eya 
Township for a number of years, develop deep affections and commitments 
with regard to their Eagleback Naxi friends, putting them in a position to 
advocate on behalf of Eagleback Naxi across the ethnic— and particularly the 
linguistic— divide.

Much has been made of the resilience of the Chinese state, and particu-
larly of how solidly the Chinese Communist Party (ccp) has managed to main-
tain its authority throughout periods of such incredible social and economic 
change (Nathan, 2003). The secret to this resilience seems to lie in the particu-
larity of Chinese statecraft, and the character of that statecraft. One common 
feature of peasant protests in China is that they seem to always be directed at 
lower levels of bureaucracy, never at the system itself and never at the ccp. 
The key to understanding this perhaps lies in the institutionalised vagueness 
of prc policy, in which ‘policy’ often takes the form of vague slogans such as 
‘Harmonious Society’ or ‘Chinese Dream’ or in this case, the ‘Three Connects’. 
The incident involving large- scale gold mining in Eya Township can be consid-
ered to be a result of the ‘Develop the West’ policy, which was launched in 2000 
in an attempt to bring economic reforms to China’s interior and particularly to 
its ethnic minority populations. Holbig (2004) refers to Develop the West as a 
‘soft policy’, emphasising the diffused nature of decision- making with regard 
to how economic reform is to be carried out. Under this policy, local leaders 
are under huge pressure to bring about economic growth, with very little guid-
ance as to how this should be done. In this way, it is the lower levels of the prc 
bureaucracy (in this case, township and county level governments) that are left 
making the hard decisions and taking all the risks in their efforts to bring about 
change. If successful, the individuals involved may enjoy long and illustrious 
careers. If unsuccessful, they will be the ones to take the fall. What this demon-
strates is that the Chinese state is not as ‘authoritarian’ as it seems, or at least 
not in the top- down manner that is usually imagined.
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8 Epilogue

Looking back today on the incident at Eagleback, although the villagers were 
not happy to lose their means of scratching out a meagre income from gold 
mining, all agreed that a ban on any digging in the valley was a fair compro-
mise. In recalling stories of the conflict, particularly the two months of camp-
ing on the mountain pass to barricade the road, villagers relived their anger and 
expressed their pride in their success in standing up for their village’s welfare.

Although Boss Ho’s digging had taken place on Suda Village’s territory, the 
location was downriver from Suda’s water supply, and thus Suda’s villagers 
were not negatively impacted by the mining. They therefore did not actively 
take part in the protests or in mounting the barricade. It also appears that 
some from Suda continued to mine after the county- wide ban was put in place, 
which remains an issued of unsettled tension between Eagleback and Suda 
Village.

Not long after the incident, there was a reshuffling of officials at the town-
ship government, and the majority of those who were present at the time of 
the incident were replaced, being promoted to the county level or reassigned 
to other townships, or retiring. Current township officials have maintained a 
stricter distance from the villagers than had previously been the practice.

By 2013, a road suitable for passenger vehicles had finally reached Eagleback, 
with motorcycle paths connecting most other villages in the township. Since 
then— like in so many other rural areas China— seeking work outside the vil-
lage and sending remittances has emerged as the preferred method of diversi-
fying a household’s economic holdings. As far as paid labour within the village 
goes, more and more opportunities are arising, usually related to state devel-
opment projects, which are now in progress, fulfilling the promise of the ‘Three 
Connects’ policy to bring a reliable electricity supply to all communities.
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 chapter 8

Spaces of Extraction in Europe: the Corporate– 
State– Mining Complex and Resistance in Greece 
and Romania

Konstantinos (Kostas) Petrakos

 Abstract

Despite the widespread attention paid to the spatial expansion of extractive frontiers 
around the globe, the multiple ways in which states and extractive transnational cor-
porations interfere with and exercise authority over local populations in spaces of 
extraction remain underexplored. Drawing on insights from the literature on critical 
geography and on current debates over extractivism and neo- extractivism, this chap-
ter explores the corporate strategies and techniques of power used in spaces of extrac-
tion, and discusses how states promote the forcible appropriation of land for mining 
operations. While most critical perspectives on extractivism have mainly focused on 
Latin America, Africa and Asia, where the expansion of extractive activities has inten-
sified and become widespread, my focus is on the expansion of extractive activities in 
Europe, which has attracted renewed interest from extractive capital in the wake of the 
financial crisis. Two mining investments— by Eldorado Gold and Gabriel Resources, in 
Chalkidiki and Roșia Montană, respectively— have been reactivated in crisis- ridden 
Greece and Romania. In each country, a whole range of neo- liberal state strategies 
have paved the way for the expansion of the extractive frontier. Through an in- depth 
exploration of the two European cases examined here, this chapter builds on recent 
critical scholarship on new enclosures, extractivism, and the permanence of primitive 
accumulation in order to survey the inter- articulation of extractivist projects and neo- 
liberal policies in crisis- scapes. Attention given to social mobilisation at the extractive 
frontier highlights that social opposition arises due to some common agents of oppres-
sion. This social resistance leads to the formulation of a critique of development and 
highlights the importance of contesting neo- liberal policies at the international level.

1 Introduction

Since the late 1960s or early 1970s, extractive projects have tended to be 
more ‘capital- intensive’ than ‘labour- intensive’. This transition has attracted 
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significant attention in the relevant literature (Kallis, 2015; Veltmeyer and 
Petras, 2014; Webber, 2017). The capital- intensive activities on which mining 
projects are based generate little employment after the construction stage, and 
the jobs that are created are typified by poor working conditions and almost 
entirely male labour, with all the usual consequences of gender segregation 
for women.

This study contributes to a growing literature on the roles of space and une-
ven geographical development (Harvey, 2005) in shaping extractive capitalism 
(Mezzadra and Neilson, 2019). Under capitalism, the appropriation of nature 
and the continuous search for raw materials is fuelled by capital accumula-
tion (Smith, 1984), and the neo- liberal state assumes the role of a significant 
‘extra- economic’ actor, enabling resource mobilisation and capital accumu-
lation (Bridge, 2014) in this process. The reconfiguration of neo- liberalism 
started with the 2008 financial crisis, and has continued to shape the dom-
inant paradigm of capitalist development since then. It is characterised, 
according to Svampa (2013), as the passage from the ‘Washington Consensus’ 
to a consensus of commodities based on the large- scale export of resources. As 
extractivism triumphs in many regions (Federici, 2019) it plays a crucial role 
in contemporary capitalism— a paradigmatic practice of twenty- first century 
neo- liberalism that provides, according to Mezzadra and Neilson (2019), a lens 
with which to understand the functioning and circulation of capital.

At a time of a crisis in capitalism, two mining investments, by Eldorado Gold 
and Gabriel Resources, in Chalkidiki and Roșia Montană respectively, were 
reactivated in the two crisis- ridden countries of Greece and Romania. These 
mega- development projects, just two of the many examples from all over the 
world, promote land- grabbing, marginalisation, contamination, dispossession 
and enclosures.

By shedding light on the current reconfiguration of neo- liberalism, this 
chapter seeks to address the multiple ways in which states and extractive 
transnational corporations interfere with and exercise authority over local 
populations in spaces of extraction. Throughout the study, I observe the close 
relations between extractive capital’s strategies and those of the state.

Special emphasis is placed on the active role of states in strengthening the 
‘extractive imperative’ (Arsel, Hogenboom and Pellegrini, 2016). The entan-
glement of states with extractive transnationals creates multilayered power 
 relations that facilitate the extractive process. Across various countries and dif-
ferent land ownership regimes, capitalist accumulation and the incorporation 
of the state into the act of striving for development have pushed and expanded 
the spatial limits of extractive activities into national parks, environmentally 
protected areas, forests and highly populated zones.
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States exercise authority through the modification of legal frameworks on 
land use and resource exploitation, which is usually expressed as ‘flexibility’, or 
as the ‘simplification’ of environmental regulations and of the spatial planning 
framework. Land dispossession and the active role of the state in it (Korfiati, 
2020) is analysed in this chapter via a focus on the several amendments to 
environmental legislation, spatial planning policies and privatisation laws 
generated during the study period in Greece and Romania. This is rooted in 
McCarthy’s (2004, 332) analysis of ‘how neoliberal trade agreements impose 
an environmental governance model that attempts to expand private property 
rights claims while shrinking the public sphere’; Glassman (2006, 620) further 
expands on this idea. In each of the two countries examined here, a whole 
range of neo- liberal state strategies— including prolonged authoritarian gov-
ernance, state corruption, greedy investors, deregulation of space, ‘simplifi-
cation’ of environmental legislation, and socio- environmental disturbances 
(environmental destruction, pollution and social polarisation)— have paved 
the way for the expansion of the extractive frontier (Mezzadra and Neilson, 
2017; Frederiksen and Himley, 2020).

Although there is a growing body of literature that has extensively explored 
the articulation between the extractive sector and state- led development 
strategies for the social redistribution of mineral wealth, these contributions 
have focused on a global South conceptualisation. Exceptions are the recent 
work ‘The politicised ecologies of austerity: Anti- austerity environmentalism 
during and after the Greek crisis’, which discusses how subaltern struggles in 
Greece, among them the Skouries movement, challenged ‘austerity- driven 
development patterns’ (Calvário, Kaika and Velegrakis, 2021), and a recent 
contribution on the ‘socio- environmental injustices’ (Velicu, 2020) generated 
by  mining development and the actions of the Romanian and Bulgarian states 
and of market actors.

In the political framework of the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis, an 
escalation of land dispossession in Europe to the benefit of extractive projects 
based on renewed corporate interests has been observed and analysed in the 
literature (Hadjimichalis, 2014; Tsavdaroglou, Petrakos and Makrygianni, 2017; 
Calvário, Velegrakis and Kaika, 2017; Velicu, 2020). With the present chapter, 
I seek to contribute to this literature by examining the corporate– state– mining 
complex in order to scrutinise the conflicting spatialities (Guzmán- Gallegos, 
2012) in mining sites in a crisis framework.

By unfolding the complex ways in which extractive transnationals exercise 
their power in spaces of extraction, I investigate how both the financial crisis 
and the imperatives of extractive development (Verweijen and Dunlap, 2021) 
transform socio- spatial relations and how social resistance has responded to 
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such processes of capital accumulation. The extractive transnationals focus 
their efforts on convincing the locals of the benefits of mining in order to 
secure a social license to operate (Svampa, 2012), as well as to tackle social 
opposition generated by their operations. For the purposes of this chapter, 
corporate social responsibility strategies employed by extractive transnation-
als are examined first through the close relations and partnerships that link 
them to the state, and second through the infiltration of corporations into 
almost all functions and areas of social activity. According to Welker (2009, 
146), it is widely believed that corporations alone have the power to cata-
lyse development; thus, they ‘often assume a de facto state role, subsidising 
public transportation, education, health, utilities, and waste management 
infrastructure’.

At the local level, the expectation of development based on mining is often 
linked to the employment of local populations in economically deprived areas 
within the national territory. And this often creates expectations of local, 
regional and national development. Despite the frustration of these expecta-
tions, they tend to remain unchanged regardless of the lost opportunities to 
detach the economy from this specific activity and to deploy different forms of 
productive reconstruction. The basic, long- lasting problem in mining areas is 
the political priorities and choices that have imposed mining as the only route 
to economic survival, as the two cases presented here also show.

The local benefits of mining are, however, questioned both in the existing 
literature (Welker, 2009; 2014; Svampa, 2012; Gilberthorpe and Banks, 2012; 
Jacka, 2018) and on the ground, as seen in the proliferation of struggles against 
extractivist projects. The absence of ‘any real socio- economic development at 
the grassroots’ (Gilberthorpe and Banks, 2012, 185) contributes to the genera-
tion of conflicts between companies, states and local communities. As a coun-
terbalance to this process of capital accumulation based on the joint efforts of 
extractive transnationals and host countries to expand the extractive frontier, 
powerful struggles against extractivism have emerged in both Romania and 
Greece. These began mainly as localised resistance to extractivist projects and 
to the environmental injustices (Velicu and Kaika, 2017; Velicu, 2020) provoked 
by them. Along with such local opposition, the defence of place (Escobar, 2001) 
and the construction of new materialities of space (Tsavdaroglou, Petrakos and 
Makrygianni, 2017) by social movements constitute what, according to Escobar 
(2001, 139), is seen as ‘network- oriented subaltern strategies of localization’. 
That said, the present chapter also provides insights into the radical praxis of 
these struggles in the form of social opposition to extractivism on both the 
local and the national level and beyond, as they have achieved a significant 
international profile and garnered strong international support.
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2 The Permanence of Primitive Accumulation: Expanded 
Extractivism in Crisis- Scapes

During the last decades of the twentieth century, various scholars, mainly 
from the Marxist perspective, reconsidered the discourse on primitive accu-
mulation. In particular, autonomous Marxist scholars recognised that prim-
itive accumulation is not only confined to the origins of capitalism, but is a 
continuous phenomenon (De Angelis, 2001; Glassman, 2006; Midnight Notes 
Collective and Friends, 2009) constitutive of capitalist relations at all times, 
eternally recurrent, and ‘part of the continuous process of capitalist accumu-
lation’ (Federici, 2019, 15). Autonomous Marxists argue that enclosures are 
constantly expanding and therefore that they are not merely a pre- capitalist 
procedure. These contributions are complementary methodological tools that 
highlight Marxists’ contribution to the interpretation of various urban and 
rural spaces and promote radical praxis. In this context, I also draw on scholars 
of political ecology who research struggles against the normalisation of auster-
ity in Europe (Calvário, Kaika and Velegrakis, 2017; 2021).

In this framework I focus on insights from the literature on critical geog-
raphy (Massey, 1994; Allen, 2016; Bridge, 2004; 2014) and on current debates 
over extractivism and neo- extractivism (Svampa, 2013; 2019; Acosta, 2011; 2016; 
Gudynas, 2013; 2018) in order to explore the corporate strategies and tech-
niques of power used in spaces of extraction, and to discuss how states pro-
mote the forcible appropriation of land for mining operations.

The term ‘extractivism’ was first coined in Latin American critical thought 
with specific reference to the increasing extraction of minerals, hydrocar-
bons and other natural resources. According to Acosta (2016), the practice of 
extractivism began to emerge 500 years ago, and was maintained during the 
era of colonial and postcolonial looting and capital accumulation. Today, it 
has become prominent as a model of economic development in many Latin 
American countries and is expanding worldwide (Gudynas, 2013; Svampa, 
2013; Fabricant and Gustafson, 2014; Gordon and Webber, 2016). In its most 
basic definition, extractivism is described as a type of natural resource extrac-
tion that is large scale, very intensive and oriented primarily towards export 
(Acosta, 2011; Gudynas, 2013), and subsequently as a mining trend– strategy 
that becomes prominent during a socio- economic crisis and facilitates the 
extraction of raw materials by transnational corporations, which develop close 
alliances with host countries and infrastructure companies. Extractivism dif-
fers from extraction geared towards endogenous needs (Webber, 2017) as it 
includes all the functions of both the capital and the industries activated for 
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the exploitation, extraction and export of resources. Thus, it is associated with 
the orientation of national development strategies towards primary export, a 
colonial heritage reinforced by global neo- liberalism and maintained under 
progressive governments in Latin America (Brand, Dietz and Lang, 2016; 
Svampa, 2019). As a result, Latin American countries experienced an acceler-
ated process of ‘re- primarization’ (Lander, 2014) of their economies during the 
commodities boom of the early twenty- first century (de los Reyes, 2017).

As will become clear in the following analysis, this chapter aims to contrib-
ute to these discussions, and argues that the intensification of extraction world-
wide reinforces the Latin American literature on extractivism. A growing body 
of literature focuses on the conflicts that emerge when the territorial logics of 
large- scale mineral mining are imposed through legislation and securitisation 
(Vélez- Torres, 2014) causing significant territorial reconfigurations (Warnaars, 
2012; Vélez- Torres, 2014; Van Teijlingen, 2016). Illustrative of this is work on the 
processes that constitute the Colombian extractivist governmentality (Vélez- 
Torres, 2014), which places particular emphasis on the territorialisation of 
the government’s juridical arrangements for the control of mining resources. 
Turning to the Ecuadorian Amazon, Van Teijlingen (2016) uses a governmen-
tality approach to scrutinise the development discourses and practices that 
surround territorial struggles around mining. These two contributions to the 
literature suggest that state strategies have resulted in government- led mining 
dispossession and/ or ‘giving private actors privileged access while dispossess-
ing local communities from their territorial control’ (Vélez- Torres, 2014, 76). 
The argument here is that the mining– development nexus works as an essen-
tial element of the ‘extractive imperative’ (Van Teijlingen, 2016). In this respect, 
the present chapter examines the strategies, policies and tactics employed by 
states and private investors that reinforce the power relations present with 
regard to land and land- based resources (Vélez- Torres, 2014), and explores the 
subsequent social struggles that resist such power apparatuses.

Through an in- depth examination of the two European cases examined 
here, the present chapter underlines that mining sites’ creation of environ-
mental costs is not accidental and inadvertent, but is a result of the particular 
way in which production and its (constituent) social relations are organised 
at the local level, the sites’ particular geography, the specific economic condi-
tions, and the financialisaton of mining activities (Mezzadra and Neilson, 2017; 
de los Reyes, 2017). Thus, I build on recent critical scholarship on new enclo-
sures, extractivism and the permanence of primitive accumulation in order to 
examine the inter- articulation of extractivist projects and neo- liberal policies 
in crisis- scapes.
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3 Case Studies and Methodology

Located in northern Greece, the Chalkidiki peninsula is a popular tourist desti-
nation. The area of north- east (NE) Chalkidiki, meanwhile, is a departure from 
this tourism- based development model and is characterised by a long history 
of mining activities. Since the beginning of these activities, which go back to 
the time of the Ottoman Empire, the region and its local populations have been 
confronted with capitalist power relations, signified by the power exerted by 
national and international mining capital. The decision to locate mining facili-
ties in NE Chalkidiki for the production of the materials and fertilisers needed 
by Greek industry for the post- wwii economic rebuilding activities of the 
Greek state gave the area its current character. Power alliances have changed 
over the years, but the power itself has shaped the region’s extractive identity 
and has defined the labour relations around mining operations. During the 
past two decades, there has been renewed interest in mining investment in the 
region, targeting the further exploitation of its mineral wealth. In particular, 
the most recent period of mining exploitation is characterised by the develop-
ment of a gold metallurgy infrastructure as the main target of the companies 
concerned. Prior to this, the production of mixed sulphide had been the main 
focus of mining activity in the region. The current investment phase began in 
2006, and for the first time the region saw the introduction of new technolo-
gies, such as open- pit mining, which was introduced in Skouries— a pristine 
forest of rare biodiversity. Since February 2012, Eldorado Gold, which currently 
holds all of the share capital of Hellas Gold, has held the exploitation rights for 
31,700 hectares in the area— 43 per cent of Aristotle Municipality. This area, 
which has been earmarked as a possible mine, contains 16 villages and approx-
imately 19,000 inhabitants.

Roșia Montană meanwhile, located in the Apuseni Mountains of west-
ern Transylvania (west- central Romania), is a mountain village that lies on a 
massive deposit of gold. The mining landscape of Roșia Montană is unique in 
Europe, as the visible results of its more than 2,000 years of continuous min-
ing operations testify. But it is the open- pit mining that took place from 1971 
onward— its production levels gradually decreasing until 2006— that is largely 
responsible both for the scale of the environmental degradation caused and 
for the most dramatic aspects of physical change. Those operations ultimately 
comprised both irreversible loss and unsustainable practice. After 2000, and 
mainly in the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis, Canada’s Gabriel Resources 
intended to implement Europe’s largest open- pit mine in the region. The Roșia 
Montană project was planned to be four times larger than that of the exploita-
tion that took place during the Ceauşescu regime, when gold and copper open-
cast mining took place.
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At first sight these two mining projects have many features in common. 
Both regions have been officially declared mono- industrial, a fact that facil-
itates land speculation. Another common point is that both projects were 
reactivated during the financial crisis. Starting in 2009, the Romanian govern-
ment entered into economic adjustment programmes with the World Bank, 
the European Union (EU) and the International Monetary Fund in exchange 
for its austerity measures with regard to public finances and salaries. Thus, the 
most recent attempt at mining exploitation in Roșia Montană began after the 
Romanian economy had been subjected to fiscal adjustment measures.

My research analysis regarding the project in Greece is based on document 
analysis and active participatory fieldwork research carried out specifically 
mainly in NE Chalkidiki, where the Kassandra Mines are run by multinational 
mining company Eldorado Gold. I draw on a fieldwork study conducted in 
the villages of Megali Panagia and Ierissos, both located in NE Chalkidiki. 
The study was spread intermittently over the five years from late 2013 to late 
2018. In those years, I visited the site many times, and conducted extensive 
periods of fieldwork in the wider area. Around 20 semi- structured interviews 
with men and women between 25 and 55 years of age, and numerous face- 
to- face discussions with groups of participants in the Skouries movement, 
were conducted. The fieldwork employed an ethnographic approach to the 
case study, and participation in a wide range of activities, including everyday 
activities, informal discussions, local assemblies, protests, festivals and cul-
tural ceremonies.

In parallel, yet not in the same detail, my research also considers the case of 
the Roșia Montană mining area in Romania, following a field visit conducted in 
May 2017. Here, the fieldwork included tours of the underground mining sites 
of past mining operations and of the open- pit mining sites of the Ceauşescu 
regime era, and trips to the wider area of the mining concession, alongside 
participating in local ceremonies and attending a meeting of the International 
Council on Monuments and Sites (icomos). Following a visit to the Museum 
of Mining History, I had the opportunity to talk with members of the mining 
resistance movement, who guided me to the places that were being targeted 
for mining exploitation according to the investment plan of Gabriel Resources. 
I thus saw the scale of the mining concession area, and the wealth of the area 
under threat.

The aim of my research has been twofold: firstly, to trace the systems of 
oppression that seek to maintain inequality in extractive spaces; secondly, to 
highlight the variety of resistance strategies and actions that call into question 
the hegemonic reasoning of development projects.
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4 Confronting the Expansion of Extractivism: Radical Praxis in 
Chalkidiki and Roșia Montană

When the mining investment plans for Chalkidiki were made public, several 
citizen initiatives (the so- called struggle committees) were formed in the sur-
rounding villages, organising many mass demonstrations, occupying the local 
police station, and blocking the local road network in order to prevent the riot 
police from entering homes. In recent years, several acts of solidarity and shar-
ing have been taking place, including popular assemblies, solidarity concerts– 
festivals, and summer camps in the forest of Skouries— in proximity to the 
open- pit mining site. The importance of this struggle and its unique character-
istic is that participants act in the physical space, refusing to enter into endless, 
ineffective negotiations with institutional actors. At the same time, the strug-
gle has spread to major Greek cities. Several solidarity initiatives, and protests 
in front of the Canadian embassy and Eldorado offices, were organised. The 
struggle also attracted international attention, as solidarity actions took place 
in many countries. The fight against gold mining in Skouries became one of 
the most emblematic socio- environmental struggles in Europe, alongside ‘Save 
Roșia Montană’, ‘no tav’ (Treno ad Alta Velocità) and ‘zad’ (Zone to Defend).

The gender dimension of daily life also came to the fore thanks to the 
involvement of women in this social movement against mining, and was iden-
tified by many participants as an important dimension of the struggle. Previous 
work (Tsavdaroglou, Petrakos and Makrygianni, 2017) has also emphasised the 
feminist perspectives that have emerged during the struggle against mining. 
On several occasions women tried to break the police blockade in order to 
approach the Skouries forest on the mountain at Kakavos, and successfully 
blocked the entrance of the construction site. This social mobilisation dereg-
ulated the patriarchal structures of local society, even temporarily, and caused 
ruptures that distorted the previous rhythm of everyday life (Tsavdaroglou, 
Petrakos and Makrygianni, 2017).

Company social infiltration tactics reproduce and reinforce power relations 
regarding land ownership and resources. According to the Megali Panagia 
struggle committee:

Regardless of whether Eldorado, and every Eldorado, wants to, can or 
dreams of exploiting the resources, we do not share the Greek state’s 
fantasies of ‘gold’ rights and surpluses in royalties. We are certain that 
extractivism and mega- exploitation have never served equal human 
well- being or satisfied real social needs, but have fostered and continue 
to foster voracious human greed, adventurism, speculation and the 
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self- justification of the rulers. That is why we oppose mining investment 
development plans in general. ‘Gold mining never and nowhere’ remains 
our main slogan.

Discussion with members of the struggle committee of Megali Panagia

In a similar manner, the Roșia Montană mining project faced social resistance 
from local communities and urban populations fighting for the protection of 
the environment and the preservation of their cultural heritage. As noted in 
the nomination dossier of icomos wg for Roșia Montană,1 the whole area is 
an outstanding cultural landscape with a rich diversity of different heritage 
components, constituting a unique mining landscape in Europe with regard 
to its characteristics of continuous mining operations. According to the resist-
ance committees, the Roșia Montană valley in its entirety would be trans-
formed into a lunar landscape.

At the local level in Roșia Montană, Gabriel Resources focused, as we shall 
see, on convincing the locals of the benefits of mining. Most residents, how-
ever, refused to enter into negotiations with the mining multinational or the 
Romanian state, deciding instead to form, in 2000, the non- governmental 
organisation Alburnus Maior to defend their right to property, preserve the 
natural landscape and cultural heritage of the area, and challenge the legality 
of permits. By confronting the ‘legitimacy’ of the state assuring the interests of 
extractive capital, residents of Roșia Montană refused to accept expropriation 
and won the ‘recognition’ of a place at the table in face- to- face discussions 
with Romania’s president (Velicu and Kaika, 2017). During their struggles, they 
became involved in radical changes and ruptures in their everyday practices 
and livelihoods (Velicu, 2020).

In the village of Roșia Montană in particular, the situation was devastat-
ing, the place rendered a desert due to the expropriation of the inhabitants’ 
houses by the mining company and these houses’ gradual crumbling into ruin. 
Members of the mining resistance movement told me that this signified the 
point of no return for their action. They decided to intervene, and to focus 
their actions on the preservation of the built heritage and infrastructure, each 
of which was deteriorating.

The organisation of the ‘FanFest’, an annual cultural and ecological festival 
first held in 2004, has been the most visible expression of the struggle against 
this extractivist project. The aim of the Fest has been to promote the alterna-
tive development potential and preserve the cultural and natural landscape 

 1 A copy of the dossier is in the author’s personal archive.  
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of Roșia Montană. Some years later, the resisting communities introduced the 
‘Adopt a House in Roșia Montană’ campaign (launched in 2011), its aim to pro-
tect the historic site and its built heritage. Specifically, the campaign purpose 
is to restore buildings and religious sites and to establish a community centre 
dedicated to the struggle, contributing to social change through the empower-
ment of local communities in Roșia Montană and the surrounding area.

Despite the slow disappearance of communities (Velicu, 2020) from the 
region, an alliance of Alburnus Maior, Save Roșia Montană, and icomos 
Romania made the struggle more effective and successfully prepared the nom-
ination document for the inclusion of the mining landscape of Roșia Montană 
in the United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organization’s list of 
world heritage sites. On 27 July 2021, Roșia Montană was inscribed simultane-
ously in the World Heritage List and in the List of World Heritage in Danger, 
providing a successful conclusion to an effective struggle dedicated to the pro-
tection and conservation of a mining landscape.

Thus, despite the initial willingness of the Romanian state to foster, during 
the financial crisis, the exploitation of the mineral resources of Roșia Montană, 
the mining project was cancelled thanks to powerful struggles that developed 
against it.

5 Corporate Social Responsibility as a Means of Enhancing the 
Expansion of Extractivism

Having provided a brief description of two cases from the expanding resource 
frontier in Europe, with an emphasis on the characteristics of the social mobi-
lisation that rose up against mining projects in these cases, I now move on to 
explore strategies as the means by which corporations seek to infiltrate soci-
ety and promote their interests. Applied to the question of power imbalances, 
the ideology of ‘senile developmentalism’ (Martínez- Alier, 2010) in extractive 
spaces is, I argue in this chapter, supported and ensured by the concept of 
corporate social responsibility (csr) and national developmental agendas. 
Building on the concept of csr in extractive industries and its entanglement 
with sustainable development, Welker (2014) examines csr as an extension of 
corporate knowledge and power and dissects the uneven and contingent ways 
in which capitalism is promoted and contested in particular places and among 
particular people. According to Welker (2014, 70), ‘Talk of sustainable devel-
opment in the mining industry— which by definition extracts nonrenewable 
resources, generating large- scale destruction and pollution in the process— 
sounds patently oxymoronic’.
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The concepts of csr and/ or a ‘social license to operate’, combined with 
sustainable development and governance, configure the dominant discourse 
that aims to legitimise extractive economic projects. At the same time, as I will 
argue below, extractive multinational corporations seek to elicit acceptance of 
these projects through multifarious mechanisms of biopolitical control of the 
population (Svampa, 2012). In seeking a ‘social license to operate’, they aim to 
establish the legitimacy of the ongoing extraction in order to gain stable, long- 
term access to subsurface deposits (Frederiksen and Himley, 2020) despite the 
negative consequences of their projects for the social fabric and despite the 
degradation of the environment that these projects entail. I argue that soft 
power manifestations— or, as Allen (2016, 68) terms them, ‘quieter registers of 
power’— such as incitement and manipulation, develop, occur and are imple-
mented in combination with violent processes of dispossession around min-
ing locations. On this topic, a growing body of critical literature (see Brock 
and Dunlap, 2018, and Verweijen and Dunlap, 2021) uses the notion of counter- 
insurgency in the extractive sector in order to emphasise the ‘hard’- coercive 
and ‘soft’- pacification techniques employed by corporate– state networks. 
‘Participatory’ and ‘community- oriented’ interventions deployed in csr initi-
atives constitute, according to Verweijen and Dunlap (2021), the ‘soft’ tools of 
counter- insurgency that operate next to and overlap with techniques of overt 
violence (Brock and Dunlap, 2018). According to the analysis of Brock and 
Dunlap (2018), the use of counter- insurgency techniques demonstrates a con-
tinuation of repressive tactics and social manipulation, revealing the efforts 
of corporations and governments to socially engineer the political terrain and 
normalise socially and ecologically damaging practices. In this context, my 
focus lies on elucidating the political (re)actions ‘from above’ (Verweijen and 
Dunlap, 2021) in these two extractive spaces in Europe.

With regard to those local communities affected by extractivist projects, 
multinational mining corporations financially support specific economic 
sectors and settlements in order to achieve a more effective infiltration into 
society.

In the case of Chalkidiki, quieter registers of power include Eldorado Gold’s 
infiltration into local authorities and communities, supported by the pretext 
of the jobs created by its activities, and exacerbated by its exploitation of 
the concept of csr. In particular, Eldorado Gold rewarded the former (until 
2014) municipal authority of NE Chalkidiki for its support by subsidising pub-
lic services and the police. Simultaneously, the company was promoting its 
investment in the schools of the region and created a ‘tourism organisation’ in 
order to demonstrate the compatibility of extraction and cultural tourism. In 
addition, in certain settlements it emphasised the strengthening of the region’s 
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economy, creating an imaginary picture of a society that prospers. Whereas 
for settlements close to the mining operations the economic viability of their 
populations is threatened by the forced abandoning of the forest and other 
primary sector activities, as well as by their geographic proximity to the min-
ing operations, in a process that has led to spatial and social deprivation. As a 
result, local conflicts between the inhabitants of different settlements become 
part of daily life, social discord is spreading through the local community, and 
tensions arising from the spatial separation generated are exacerbated.

In this context, it is worth mentioning that promises of local employment 
and of preferential treatment for the local workforce contributed decisively to 
the driving of a wedge between the locals, and between settlements— a corpo-
rate strategy that continues to shape the area today. ‘What is interesting with 
Eldorado Gold’, the struggle committee of Megali Panagia stressed,

is that the Canadian multinational company acts as a typical example 
of […] so- called cowboy capitalism […] a company that was not afraid 
to make aggressive moves. Having acquired a partial social consensus, 
[it] targets citizens who opposed mining and turns its employees against 
their fellow villagers. Look at the facts … on March 20, 2012, 400 hun-
dred miners led the attack on the mountain with the company’s vans, 
and burned the guardhouse built by the struggle committees three years 
earlier.

Discussion with members of the struggle committee of Megali Panagia

With regard to the struggle against the Eldorado Gold mining project, a vari-
ety of repressive techniques have been documented, including the burning 
of the guardhouse, police harassment and brutality, surveillance techniques, 
vandalising homes and illegal detainment by the police. At the same time, 
Eldorado Gold collaboration in repressive/ violent operations in the Skouries 
forest interacts with sensitive social development initiatives and public rela-
tions strategies (Verweijen and Dunlap, 2021).

The above indicates that the dialectic relationship between soft power tac-
tics/ quieter registers of power and violent processes of dispossession— a point 
I made earlier in this chapter— takes on particular visible forms. It is precisely 
these repetitive tactics of multinational companies that, as Maria— a member 
of the struggle committee of Megali Panagia— points out, create this ‘nerve- 
racking’ environment:

In the first stage, mining multinationals promise jobs, compensation ben-
efits, infrastructure projects and training programs for the population. In 
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the second stage, when these means do not work, they attempt to acquire 
control over all the resources of the area via force, through expropria-
tions of land and savage repression, in collaboration with the state. States 
are passing laws prohibiting people from suing companies for environ-
mental disasters and declaring that the area is in a state of emergency. 
The companies’ strategy is driven by the ‘divide and rule’ doctrine, since 
social discord has been spreading in the local community and social con-
flicts have become part of daily life.

Discussion with Maria, member of the struggle committee of Megali Panagia

What emerges is that in contrast to the area’s reputation as a pristine forest 
region of rare biodiversity and possessed of a rich cultural history (known 
worldwide as the birthplace of the Greek philosopher Aristotle), transformed 
regimes of access to land and resources create accumulation by a process of 
dispossession (Harvey, 2003). The reputation of the region is currently at risk 
due to the ensuing environmental degradation and the undermining of dif-
ferent forms of productive reconstruction. That said, another repeating pat-
tern in the area’s mining history is the emergence and bankruptcy of mining 
companies, and shifts between job security and growing unemployment at the 
local level. Here, a fine example is the village of Stratoni. According to the New 
Investment Agreement signed by the Greek government while covid- 19 lock-
down measures were in place, the village appears to be of diminished impor-
tance for Eldorado Gold due to the elimination of certain of the company’s 
activities. For the population of Stratoni, the non- inclusion of a metallurgical 
plant and port facilities in the new Agreement could mean a future character-
ised by unemployment and poverty.

A mining monoculture has therefore emerged, which signifies an economic 
weakness for the settlement due to the banning of any other development in 
the area. While the company’s plan to move its offices and administrative ser-
vices from Stratoni to Thessaloniki may have been temporarily frozen2 due to 
the negative reaction of its employees’ unions, the existence of such a plan 
per se rather reinforces arguments of economic weakness. Further, a signifi-
cant change in the new Agreement is that the 90:10 quota in favour of hiring 
employees from local communities has been abolished. The company has thus 
now been given the opportunity to take any action it deems to be in its own 

 2 Eldorado Gold announced the move in May 2019. Its employees warned that if the company 
stuck to this decision, it would be a ‘cause of war with uncontrollable consequences’. See 
https:// ant igol dgr .org /blog /2019 /06 /18 (accessed in November 2021).
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interest and to employ a local workforce only where it wishes to do so. As Elli 
and Giannis put it,

A company that for years has been polluting and destroying the land, 
looting the mineral wealth of the area, manipulating and trying to mis-
lead the residents of the Municipality of Aristotle. A company that, we 
would remind you, advertises itself as a low- cost gold producer. For us, 
this means high environmental and social costs and certainly not local 
development and prosperity.

Discussion with Elli and Giannis, members of the struggle committee of Megali 
Panagia

Eldorado Gold is a low- cost gold producer and the open- pit mining sub- project 
at Skouries forest is ranked first in the top ten lowest- cost gold mining projects 
in the world, at a cost of only usd 215 per ounce.3

In Romania, meanwhile, Gabriel Resources, the parent company of Roșia 
Montană Gold Corporation (rmgc), took over the management of the 
Museum of Mining History in Roșia Montană to promote and advance its 
message of corporate sensitivity and social responsibility with regard to the 
preservation of cultural heritage. Simultaneously, it spearheaded the reloca-
tion of the inhabitants of Roșia Montană and the forced expropriation of their 
legally owned property. With a mining monoculture imposed, the local agri-
cultural sector deteriorated. Thus, the case illustrates how local communities 
are manipulated in ways that allow multinational extractive capital to operate 
amid specific cultural and economic sensitivities, in a process that obscures 
dominant relations regarding access to land.

As Eugen pointed out,

Through these years, mining representatives when they came they never 
talked about the project itself, they were just lying about their mission. 
Our area is at risk of total destruction as it lies squarely in the path of 
today’s hazardous mining practices.

Discussion with Eugen David, president of Alburnus Maior

‘What they […] proposed to us’, stresses Irina, a member of icomos Romania, 
‘was to blow up four mountains to create Europe’s largest opencast mine, 

 3 See ‘Top 10 lowest cost gold projects on the globe’, https:// www .min ing .com /ran ked -top -10 
-low est -cost -gold -proje cts -on -the -globe / (accessed on 13 March 2023).
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to eliminate 2,000 years of continuous mining history, [and] to destroy the 
archaeological landscape, the underground mining network that remains 
unexplored’.

This analysis shows that, in the region of Roșia Montană, ‘hard’- coercive 
spatial instruments were deployed, but coexisted with ‘soft’ tactics aimed at 
making possible the apparatus of extractive development as it is ‘genetically 
determined throughout the population’ (Gudynas, 2018, 68).

6 The Logic of Extractivism Shapes State Policies

At the nexus of finance and mining there is a growing literature (Gago and 
Mezzadra, 2017; de los Reyes, 2017; Mezzadra and Neilson, 2017; 2019) in which 
the notion of extraction is extended to include the articulation of mining 
operations with other operations of capital, apart from and beyond the site 
of physical mining. With regard to the question of finance, an important fac-
tor of the revival of research interest in mining and extraction is the fact that 
the operators pursuing these mining and extraction activities display a sur-
prising level of corporate concentration (Mezzadra and Neilson, 2017). In the 
mining sector, a limited number of companies control an increasing share of 
the industry globally (Ericsson, 2012). Regarding gold in particular, de los Reyes 
(2017) skilfully focuses on some of the biggest gold mining corporations and 
underscores the new manifestations of financialisation in the mining indus-
try. Her work presents systematic research into the changing landscape of the 
mining industry and the internal financial processes of mining companies and 
shows how mining investment decisions are made in places far away from the 
site of extraction (Rodríguez- Labajos and Özkaynak, 2017).

The aforementioned extension of the notion of extraction is used as a way 
of analysing and understanding the current moment of contemporary capital-
ism, at a time when economic growth is increasingly shaped and controlled 
by financial institutions. It is important to understand the current dominant 
forces driving the intensification of extraction. Extractive operations— which 
are highly dependent on globalized capital—severely limit national govern-
ments’ choices as to how to handle them. Rather than replacing the state, 
extractive capital complements it, so that together they shape the develop-
ment framework of a country. In a recent interesting contribution on this 
topic, Brock’s (2020) analysis reveals the interconnection between the fracking 
industry and the British state, exposing the state’s extractive interests at the 
fundamental level, and highlighting the interplay between extractivism and 
statism.
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In various cases, the effects at the local level are repeated under all property 
regimes involved in extraction, whether private, public, or mixed (Gudynas, 
2018). That said, it is of crucial importance that we focus our attention on the 
state’s policies in fostering the spatial expansion of the extractive frontier. 
These policies, although diversified, all end up supporting and enhancing the 
expansion of extractive operations, as I shall argue below.

Extractive operations are not applied in the same way everywhere. Extractive 
transnationals take into account and adapt to the specificities of host coun-
tries and their mining regions, targeting national governments and— as I have 
already shown— local authorities and communities. Regarding host countries, 
extractive multinational corporations implement a range of different strategies 
depending on the national government’s willingness to approve the licensing 
of mining projects. Often, the involvement of states in corporate schemes is 
the most appropriate way of ensuring that a mining project can be carried out.

In Romania for example, Minvest Deva, a state- owned mining company, 
holds a 20 per cent stake in mining projects in Roșia Montană and Certej. 
When operating in Certej, Eldorado Gold concluded an agreement with the 
same state- owned company, but the Greek state never claimed a share of the 
profits of Eldorado Gold from its related activities. According to the new invest-
ment plan for the Kassandra Mines in Chalkidiki, Eldorado Gold ‘is recognized 
as the absolute manager, holder and owner of all natural resources in the area’ 
(Struggle Committee of Megali Panagia, 2021).

By analysing processes of state intervention in the mining areas of Chalkidiki 
and Roșia Montană, this study shows that the logic of extractivism continues 
to shape the model of economic development in these two countries and 
beyond. At each site, the respective national government has implemented an 
orthodox, neo- liberal- oriented policy regime in order to attract foreign direct 
investment. The dominant forces of this neo- liberal orientation are inherited 
power relations (resulting from the interregional and transnational division 
of labour), the lucrative environment for speculative capital (Hadjimichalis, 
2014) in the context of socio- economic crisis, and the economic adjustment 
programmes— imposed by each country’s creditors— to which the economy 
has been subjected in a phase of economic crisis. In each country, the state has 
revised existing or adopted new mining regulations in an attempt to attract 
foreign investment to the mining sector (Bridge, 2004).

In the case of Greece, several amendments to spatial legislation were accel-
erated in the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis. Spatial planning policies 
were characterised by an overproduction of legislation, and spatial arrange-
ments to facilitate land privatisation and the exploitation of public property. 
Two of these laws (4262/ 2014 and 4280/ 2014), passed in 2014, are directly 
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related to the specific mining project studied here. In particular, Law 4280/ 
2014 (Article 54) permitted the construction of buildings serving the needs of 
mining investment in the forest of Skouries. Giorgos Zoumpas, former mayor 
of Aristotle Municipality, argues that ‘the construction of industrial plants in 
forest areas was allowed, since the Law was made for this, mainly for our mines 
and those that will come later, in other areas of Northern Greece’.

Such types of legislative amendments have set a new paradigm in the rela-
tion between fiscal policy and spatial policy (Klabatsea, 2012), following a pro-
cess that has been applied since the preparation for the 2004 Athens Olympiad, 
in which the establishment of projects involved derogation of the legislation 
then in force (Kalatzopoulou and Belavilas, 2014). This new approach to juris-
prudence has created the precedent upon which decision- making in the after-
math of 2008 has been based.

In Chalkidiki, the alliance between extractive capital and the indebted 
state resulted in several amendments to spatial legislation that purposely pre-
cluded the introduction of any alternative proposals with regard to regional 
planning. Thus, the Greek state, which has been subjected to neo- liberal struc-
tural adjustment programmes imposed by its creditors, is extremely willing to 
entertain foreign investment in the form of extractive capital. Contesting this 
process of capital accumulation, members of the struggle committee of Megali 
Panagia stress:

To the timeless blackmail of […] mining exploitation, we counter-  propose 
the declassification and restoration of the area by the Greek state. […] 
[I] n a beautiful and fertile place, but [one] neglected, abandoned and 
trapped due to mining activity and the inability of the Greek state to 
solve any serious social and economic problems, our counter- proposal 
is economic and productive reconstruction based on the primary sector, 
with small- scale agricultural and tourist activities, with social control, 
for the harmonisation of ourselves with the natural environment. We 
remind the Greek governments, which are probably not aware of the spa-
tial planning of the region[,] that its sustainability could be ensured by 
the proper and rational management of the primeval forest of Skouries 
rather than by [the] mining project of a low- cost gold- producing com-
pany trying to implement the world’s cheapest mining investment.

Discussion with members of the struggle committee of Megali Panagia

In a process similar to that mentioned above, the Romanian government and 
the local administration of Roșia Montană allowed, through the modifications 
of legislation, Gabriel Resources to expropriate hundreds of local properties 
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and dispossess citizens of their private property. According to Velicu (2020), the 
authorities repeatedly plan in favour of the corporation. By banning any other 
economic activity in the area, they forced relocation; by failing to provide basic 
services such as medicine or education, they created impoverishment. Under 
this sociopolitical framework, almost 600 houses were abandoned by farming 
families— in total, 80 per cent of the 800 families then present (Velicu, 2020) 
sold their lands and properties to the corporation. As Eugen David, President 
of Alburnus Maior, puts it, the local and national authorities were ‘behaving 
like representatives of the mining company, and as a consequence they have 
lost the trust of the residents’.

All this became evident in the state’s intervention to facilitate the extrac-
tive project. Claudia, a member of Arhitectură. Restaurare. Arheologie 
(Architecture. Restoration. Archaeology (ara4)), argued during one of our dis-
cussions that the representatives of the Parliamentary Committee on Cultural 
Heritage had abandoned their previous position and were now at the disposal 
of the mining company: ‘[T] hey visited the site under the protection of the 
miners, instead of meeting directly with the young people who have worked 
voluntarily for the restoration of the old houses in Roșia’ (this, a reference to 
the ‘Adopt a House’ project).

After the visit, the local movement’s resistance escalated, encompassing 
outward- facing actions and successfully mobilising Romanian citizens to par-
ticipate in marches the like of which had not been seen in Romania since the 
fall of the oppressive Ceaușescu regime in 1989. Apart from cultural heritage, 
Romanians’ criticism focused on political corruption, the failure of state com-
missions to preserve this historic site, and the social infiltration tactics that 
the mining company was employing in order to exploit poor local residents. 
In particular, local activists referred to the predicament that many of the resi-
dents found themselves in when they accepted the company’s offer to resettle. 
These residents saw their property pass into the hands of the company and 
their material and emotional ties with their land disappear.

In this sense, the difficulties in compiling the management plan for the site 
were underlined during discussions with members of the ‘Save Roșia Montană’ 
social movement concerning the lack of a coordinated legislative framework 
to safeguard the area of protection, as was the fact that settlements are now 
largely abandoned as a result of the multinational mining corporation’s 
grabbing of housing. As noted in the nomination dossier of icomos wg for 

 4 ara is an ngo dedicated to research into and the preservation and enhancement of cultural 
heritage for the benefit of communities.
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Roșia Montană, the ‘authenticity of the villages is threatened in its absolute 
[because] the properties are turned into ruins’, but still there is space for the 
development of a model of a mixed local economy ‘based upon the sustaina-
ble preservation and enhancement of Roșia Montană settlements and mining 
landscape’. This condition is necessary for an appropriate management of the 
historical tangible and intangible values of the heritage of the site and its envi-
ronment, as well as for the quality of life of the site’s inhabitants.

7 Conclusion

In contributing empirical evidence to an emerging area of research that iden-
tifies extractive operations and projects as key drivers of land dispossession 
and environmental degradation, the purpose of my research has been twofold. 
First, I have tried to clarify the reasons for the expansion of resource frontiers 
in crisis- ridden countries of Europe and for the escalation of the land dispos-
session exercised by extractive projects based on renewed corporate interests. 
Second, I have sought to analyse the social struggles against such enclosures 
and how they have generated what is an ongoing crisis.

Extractivism in its current form is a prominent developmental model of 
capital accumulation that allows us to explain the prevalence and strate-
gic role of extractive operations in contemporary capitalism (Mezzadra and 
Neilson, 2017). This argument is aligned with a growing discourse on the power 
imbalances between multinational mining companies, state actors and local 
populations. In this chapter, I have focused my attention on the close relations 
that connect extractive capital strategies to state strategies. Through an exam-
ination of the two cases presented, I have also shown how the concept of cor-
porate social responsibility is employed by corporations in extractive spaces.

According to Brenner (2000), the state operates as the most crucial insti-
tutional mediator of uneven geographical development (Smith, 1984) under 
capitalism. As the case of the mining project in NE Chalkidiki shows, the Greek 
state is engaged in juridical and territorial negotiations that precede the licens-
ing and expansion of mining operations. In Roșia Montană, the Romanian state 
is directly involved in partnerships with multinational corporations through 
state- owned enterprises. These entanglements often involve multifarious and 
changing forms of patronage. And direct corruption and political complicity 
with transnational corporations and large private infrastructure companies 
are both, for example, observed.

The infiltration of extractive capital and its dynamics into different regimes 
of ownership of land and/ or resources is based on the ability to take advantage 
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of the specificities of conditions of production (Massey, 1994), such as mining 
legacy, degraded land and spaces, and marginalised communities. All of the 
above are, in the context of extractive expansion, transformed into opportuni-
ties for capital accumulation. And in each of the two cases studied here, this 
occurs under a range of different ownership statuses, whether this be through 
full control over access to the resource including possession (privately owned 
Eldorado Gold mines) or through foreign investors entering into joint ventures 
with state- owned mining enterprises (rmgc is a joint venture between Gabriel 
Resources and the state- owned company Minvest Deva). Thus, the extractive 
frontier is constantly expanding under different ownership regimes (Gudynas, 
2018, 64), whether these be private companies (such as Eldorado Gold), or 
joint ventures (such as rmgc).

I have analysed struggles against the expansion of extractivism, but have also 
explored the mining– development nexus in terms of a variety of socio- spatial 
implications. Given the spatial scope of extractive operations (Mezzadra and 
Neilson, 2019), this concept led me deeper into how power dynamics unfolded 
in spaces of extraction in the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis. First and 
foremost, these social struggles centre their opposition on issues related to the 
spatial dimension, such as the imposed mining monoculture and the  resulting 
transformations in the productive sectors. I have shown that the implemen-
tation of spatial policies that are harmful and disruptive for the environment, 
the local economy, and social relations is a tool for ‘regulating’ corporate 
demands on space and leads to communities being dispossessed of their lands 
and places. These state- led transformations, which produce spatial enclosures, 
demonstrate how the ‘spatializing powers’ (Glaab and Stuvøy, 2021, 38) of 
governments– corporate actors and ‘the spatialized juridical mechanisms of 
mining management’ (Vélez- Torres, 2014, 77) facilitate the expansion of the 
extractive frontier.

Based on the above observations, what becomes clear from this research 
is that the politico- economic transformations brought about by extractive 
processes are produced both within the countries concerned and in new or 
emerging international relations. Thus, this chapter contributes to the docu-
mentation and critical theorisation of the interconnections between capital, 
corporations, states, and local communities, and does so by revealing how cor-
porations and their allies push through extractive operations (Verweijen and 
Dunlap, 2021). In this light, I argue that the states’ support for the private accu-
mulation of capital that takes place through the foreign exploitation of  mining 
resources (Vélez- Torres, 2014) is implemented through ‘soft’ power manifes-
tations that operate alongside techniques of overt violence. And that these 
manifestations and techniques reconfigure spatial relations, displace previous 
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land uses (Frederiksen and Himley, 2020), and diminish access to land and 
resources for nearby populations.

In the two preceding sections, I have discussed how corporate social respon-
sibility strategies and national developmental agendas converged to generate 
social discord, and how large- scale mining is portrayed as an opportunity for 
the respective countries to overcome the crisis in question and for the respec-
tive regions to develop. In both Greece and Romania, the narrative that seeks 
to promote the expansion of extractivism is based on a vague ‘national inter-
est’, or on an even more questionable ‘public interest’. Whatever the argument 
is, the costs are borne by the local population in terms of both spatial depriva-
tion and environmental degradation.

In such a context, it is also crucial to analyse the systems of oppression that 
seek to maintain inequality in extractive spaces. Power imbalances require 
that we focus on social mobilisation at the extractive frontier. In this sense, 
social opposition arises based on certain common agents of oppression, which 
leads to the formulation of a critique of development, and highlights power 
imbalances and the importance of contesting neo- liberal policies at the inter-
national level. As discussed here, the specific opposition to mining in Greece 
and Romania, respectively, decisively contributed to highlighting the negative 
impacts of extractivism, and the social movements concerned developed a 
creative criticism of the positive role of mining in the development processes 
of a country. In their struggles, these movements introduced a variety of resist-
ance strategies and actions, and questioned the hegemonic reasoning of devel-
opment projects.

The literature that lends support to my analysis focuses mainly on cases 
from Latin America, Africa and Asia. The expansion of extractive operations 
in European countries demonstrates, however, that the act of pushing through 
extractive operations is occurring everywhere. In particular, I argue that the 
case of such extractivist projects in Europe has come to the fore and has been 
intensified in the aftermath of the 2008 financial crisis. This chapter illustrates 
how the literature from Latin America is in dialogue with the European con-
text of mining in the context of the financial crisis and accompanying austerity 
measures.

Since then, as a study of the EU’s list of critical raw materials (EU, 2020) 
clearly shows, the logic of extractivism has continued to shape European pol-
icies and strategies. That study includes raw materials of high importance to 
the EU’s economies and of high risk with regard to their supply, and more 
research is planned to ensure the security of supply of critical raw materials to 
EU industries, giving priority to domestic resources.
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But political and corporate pressure for exploration and the exploitation of 
new mining sites is expected to increase in the coming years. In such a con-
text, social resistance to extractivist projects, while apparently fruitful, may yet 
become more complicated, as ‘the geography of global capitalism embraces all 
scales and spaces, in complex ways’ (Glassman, 2006, 617).

What I have personally witnessed, perceived, and experienced is that social 
mobilisation against the expansion of the extractive frontier in Europe pro-
duces unique social struggles able to re- territorialise resistance (Psimitis, 2016) 
to globalised capitalism while adopting strategies and tactics rooted in specific 
sites. Such social resistance constitutes prefigurative movements that take the 
form of a peculiar hybrid of community organisation and international action. 
Instead of centrism, hierarchy, and authority (Springer, 2016), they adopt 
decentralised radical praxis and implement locally focused collective efforts 
(Psimitis, 2016), aiming to generate powerful resistance spaces with which to 
counteract the hegemonic reasoning of development projects.
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 chapter 9

Muddled Times: Temporality and Gold Mining 
in Colombia and Venezuela

Jesse Jonkman and Eva van Roekel

 Abstract

In current social theorising there is a burgeoning interest in the ‘afterlife’ of resource 
extraction. In this chapter, we maintain that while the assumption of a post- extractive 
afterlife might grasp certain social and extractive dynamics of mining areas, it is not 
necessarily indicative of how people in mining sites themselves conceive of being in 
time. To this end, we explore how different temporal experiences coincide and converge 
with one another in two informal gold- mining regions in Colombia and Venezuela. In 
particular, we reveal that during our fieldwork in these regions the extractive pres-
ent was imagined as an afterlife and/ or a thing of the past. In other words, miners 
who were extracting in the present nevertheless experienced and described their work 
through tropes of anteriority (of being stuck in an earlier time) and posteriority (of 
being stuck after history). In the gold rush of the Venezuelan Arco Minero region, min-
ers encountered their ongoing mining practices as if having descended into a messy 
hereafter they had never imagined becoming part of. In the Colombian Chocó region, 
residents of post- boom towns and villages returned to pre- boom extractive practices, 
and described these practices as the tragic aftermath of a rich gold rush, while simul-
taneously relating them to pre- boom years of poverty. We couple both cases to high-
light how lived experiences in present- day gold country cannot be analysed without 
considering previous booms and busts, as one resource frontier’s life is often another 
frontier’s afterlife. We present ‘muddled times’ as an alternative way to conceive of the 
temporality of the gold mine.

1 Time and Again

In current social theorising on human ecologies and the exploitation of land 
and people, there is a burgeoning interest in the ‘afterlife of destruction’ 
(Gordillo, 2014), with scholars wrestling with the question of what happens to 
life when extractive industries come to an end. Various authors in this debate 
have made the case for studying the empirical characteristics and political 
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potentialities of people and places that are situated ‘after capitalism’, ‘after 
dispossession’, or in ‘capitalist ruins’ (Morton, 2010; Salemink and Rasmussen, 
2016; Tsing, 2015). In this chapter, we likewise address the interface of the lives 
and afterlives of resource frontiers, putting ethnographic emphasis on political 
and social potentialities. Specifically, we maintain that while the assumption 
of a post- extractive afterlife might grasp certain social and extractive dynamics 
of mining areas (Avango and Rosqvist, 2021), it is not necessarily indicative of 
how people in mining sites themselves conceive of being in time.

Time and again, notions such as ‘afterlife’ and ‘post- extraction’ assume, more 
or less explicitly, demarcated temporalities such as ‘before’, ‘during’ and ‘after’ 
in order to address how landscapes and communities are affected by resource 
extraction. Yet the lived experience of time and space at resource frontiers is 
often much more cyclical in nature. Such regions are subject to appearing, dis-
appearing, and reappearing extractive practices, and are characterised by over-
lapping resource potentialities. Indeed, quite unlike the successive chronology 
of national mining legislation— whereby miners explore, then exploit, then 
close down— time in mining sites is messy and multiple; it consists of coexist-
ing temporalities of people, lands, policies, and things. Just as the afterlife of 
one mine may give birth to future mining desires and activities, so present- day 
extraction is sometimes experienced as an aftermath of earlier boom years of 
the same or another resource. Time is, for the most part, a muddled matter.

Following scholars who emphasise the presence of multiple temporalities 
of mining (D’Angelo and Pijpers, 2018; Jaramillo, 2020; Luning, 2018), and oth-
ers who have challenged the finality of the mining cycle (Cater and Keeling, 
2013; Halvaksz, 2008), this chapter explores how different temporal experi-
ences coincide and converge with one another in two informal gold- mining 
regions in Colombia and Venezuela. In particular, we reveal that during our 
fieldwork in these regions the extractive present was imagined as an afterlife 
and/ or a thing of the past. In other words, miners who were extracting in the 
present nevertheless experienced and described their work through tropes of 
anteriority (of being stuck in an earlier time) and posteriority (of being stuck 
after history). As such, rather than following the scholarly convention of using 
time as an analytic to describe harm inflicted on vulnerable populations— as 
‘slow violence’ (Nixon, 2011), ‘a state of uneventfulness’ (Hetherington, 2020, 
37), or surely, as ‘afterlife’ (Gordillo, 2014)— our analysis seeks to foreground, 
as Chloe Ahmann (2018, 144) puts it, ‘how affected groups work time to empha-
size their vulnerability’. While the muddled temporalities we describe are by 
no means a monopoly of informal mining zones, we consider that they are 
especially pronounced there. Previous booms and busts of mineral markets, 
drastic changes to landscapes, steep rises in the arrival of newcomers, and 
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political shifts towards either the criminalisation or the toleration of gold min-
ers jointly result in a constant reshuffling of economic and social practices in 
these regions, and by extension in a constant reshuffling of local experiences 
of time.

Time is a classical object of anthropological inquiry and runs through almost 
all social analysis. As Ernest Gellner (1964, 1) asserts, ‘the way in which time 
and its horizons are conceived is generally connected with the way the society 
understands and justifies itself ’. How extractive communities understand and 
justify their own temporal and social make- up is thus key here. In gold coun-
try, expectations of future extraction often emerge as rapidly as they go bust, 
nostalgia about previous resource booms intersects with present opportuni-
ties and future misfortunes, former mine infrastructures become an integral 
part of contemporary mines, state- of- the- art technology gets replaced by older 
and cheaper equipment in the event of an unlucky mining streak, and both the 
new and older work techniques are described to the passing anthropologist as 
‘our traditional culture’. In short, the past, present, and future are all over the 
place in the goldfields.

In building our case, we draw on ethnographic fieldwork in Venezuela and 
Colombia. Eva van Roekel lived in Venezuela on and off between 1998 and 
2008. In 2019, she made a research trip to the Venezuelan border with Brazil. 
Due to the pandemic, since 2020 she has conducted collaborative fieldwork 
with a local anthropologist who lives in this mining region located in Bolívar 
State. Jesse Jonkman has conducted over 14 months of fieldwork since 2016 in 
Colombia, mostly in Chocó, a vast rainforest region that covers roughly half 
of Colombia’s Pacific lowlands. At first glance, these two mining cases seem 
somewhat at cross purposes. In Venezuela, a former leading global oil pro-
ducer, both small-  and large- scale goldmining have played a smaller part in the 
national economy since the discovery of rich oil fields in the early twentieth 
century, whereas Colombia has been an important gold producer since colo-
nial times, the result of which is a legacy of placer-  and tunnel- mining regions 
scattered throughout the country.1 In recent years, the Colombian government 
has opened up the country to the large- scale mining industry, promoting neo- 
liberal legislation that has gone hand in hand with the persecution and subse-
quent demise of small- scale mining activities. In turn, since 2012 the socialist 
government of Venezuela has begun to endorse informal mining activities in 
the wake of economic sanctions, falling oil prices, and its own negligence of 

 1 In placer mining, extraction takes place in stream beds and adjacent alluvial landscapes. 
Most of such extraction takes place above the Earth’s surface.
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the oil industry (Bull and Rosales, 2020). This endorsement has partly resulted 
in a great expansion of informal mining in what is now known as the Arco 
Minero del Orinoco (Orinoco Mining Arc), largely located in Bolívar State in 
the south of Venezuela (Ebus, 2019; Peters, 2019).

Yet on closer inspection, there is plenty that connects the two cases. In 
Venezuela and Colombia alike, gold mining is a controversial activity, whereby 
most mines lack the necessary paperwork, non- state armed groups regulate 
and tax miners, state authorities (by defect or default) have partly forsaken their 
task of enforcing legislation, and Indigenous and Afro- descendant populations 
suffer environmental and social destruction at the hands of wildcat miners 
from other regions. What is more, as we explain below, these contentious min-
ing dynamics coincide in both cases with muddled temporal experiences that 
sit uneasily with a simple linear model of extractive life- becoming- afterlife.

To make this shared argument tangible, we divide our analysis into four 
sections. First, we engage in conversation with classical readings in the 
anthropology of time and temporality, which help us to conceptualise time 
differently from a single and straight narrative of life preceding afterlife— or 
extraction preceding post- extraction. Second, we zoom in on the Arco Minero 
region in Venezuela, and highlight that despite an unfolding gold rush, some 
miners experienced their wants and ongoing mining practices as if they had 
descended into a messy hereafter they had never imagined becoming part of. 
Third, we focus on Chocó (Colombia), where residents of post- boom mining 
towns and villages returned to pre- boom extractive practices, and described 
these practices as the tragic aftermath of a rich gold rush, while simultane-
ously relating them to pre- boom years of poverty. Lastly, we couple both cases 
to highlight how lived experiences in present- day gold country cannot be ana-
lysed without considering previous booms and busts, as one resource frontier’s 
life is often another frontier’s afterlife. As such, we present ‘muddled times’ as 
an alternative way to conceive of the temporality of the gold mine, and more 
precisely, to look at how miners are caught up in the middle of various tempo-
ralities of resources, people, policies, and lands that co- constitute gold extrac-
tion in Venezuela and Colombia.

2 Extraction and Time

In recent years, the social analysis of mining has increasingly drawn atten-
tion to the so- called afterlife of extraction. Most of such analysis concerns 
studies that explore the ecologies and socialities that emerge once mines are 
abandoned. Among other things, these studies have shown that the social 
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and environmental influence of mines outlives their actual extraction phase 
(Avango and Rosqvist, 2021; Mazzeo, 2018; Long, 2020; Oakley, 2018), that 
former mines shape contemporary attitudes to new extraction (Cater and 
Keeling, 2013; Halvaksz, 2008), that mining results in a post- extractive situa-
tion of abandonment, loss, dispossession and lingering responsibilities and 
new hardships (Askland, 2020; Silva, 2020), and conversely, that the afterlife 
of mining is also productive of new forms of economic and social life (Keeling 
and Sandlos, 2017; Robertson, 2006). Another strand of research, more spe-
cific to Latin America, has conceptualised the afterlife of mining as less an 
empirical condition than a possible political project to emancipate national 
economies from their extractive leanings. Put differently, the ‘after’ experience 
of mining is the onset of conceiving new ways of diversifying the economy. 
This research outlines several reasons ‘to design and implement a strategy that 
will lead to a post- extractivist economy’ (Acosta, 2013, 80), such as the need to 
prevent the inevitable exhaustion of resources, the social conflicts surround-
ing mineral, oil, and gas extraction, the low economic benefits of extraction 
for local populations and national governments, and the contributions of the 
extractive industries to local environmental degradation and global climate 
change (Acosta, 2013; 2015; Gudynas, 2013; Moreno, 2015; Svampa, 2013).

In a nutshell, both strands of research firmly acknowledge that post- mining 
and the afterlife of extraction is rather the beginning of new social practices 
and new political potentialities for local communities and territories. While 
describing extractive practices and mining communities in terms of afterlife 
and pre-  or post- extractive booms— or writing against such terminologies— 
we are tacitly playing with notions of time and temporality from the outset 
(Browne Riberio, 2019, 47). This burgeoning acknowledgment of temporal 
messiness within the extractive present, we believe, requires a deeper engage-
ment with the actual experience of time and its relation to the environment. As 
Richard Irvine (2014, 158) rightly observes, ‘conceptualizations of time emerge 
from social interests, activities, and relations’. Stated otherwise, how we under-
stand time depends on for whom and what we think we are responsible, as 
well as on with whom and what we interact. Tim Ingold (1993) likewise invites 
us to ponder how past and future always gather into the present in numerous 
ways, and how multiple timescales of the various elements that co- constitute 
an empirical reality (e.g. a tree, a person, a path, a valley, and so on) interact 
with one another. Our struggle therefore is not to determine which temporality 
a priori works best, but to do justice to a much more undetermined relation-
ship of multiple social representations of temporality and the many varieties 
of experience of being- in- time (Jackson, 2018, xv). Life and afterlife of mining 
may, for instance, easily exist side by side. Likewise, temporal experiences that 
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correspond with a linear progression of past, present, and future may very well 
coexist with circular or spiralling temporalities.

People’s experiences of time are largely related to a jumble of biological 
rhythms, daily routines, seasonal practices, and social calendars. The influence 
of time on people’s everyday lives is contingent on these competing or coexist-
ing relations between natural and social tempos, cyclical and linear time, and 
repetition and irreversibility (Gell, 1992). Recently, a ‘temporal turn’ in anthro-
pology has emphasised the heterogeneity of temporal experience under finan-
cial capitalism, and has called attention to alternative orientations to futures 
and pasts (Bear, 2016; Bryant and Knight, 2019). Long before this research, in his 
classical work on how the Nuer understood time, Evans- Pritchard (1939, 189– 
190) already argued that, while all time concepts are social notions, we should 
distinguish between time concepts that involve people’s relations with their 
physical environment and time concepts that relate to interpersonal affiliation. 
Albeit both social and interrelated, these are distinctive time concepts: the first 
is occupational and the second is moral. In the latter, for instance, the Nuer 
understood and experienced when events took place not in numbers of years, 
but in their structural relation to a limited group of people (Evans- Pritchard, 
1939, 210– 211). After various generations time got lost, so to speak.

How people reckon the beginning and ending of a certain time and how 
they experience the passage of time in their lives thus vary greatly. That being 
said, Fabian (1983) warned us that we should not deny the ‘coevalness’ of the 
time of the ethnographer and that of their so- called Other. In other words, 
alternative experiences of time should never become a device that exoticises 
people. There is simply not one way of being in time. Anthropological critique 
against favouring a single temporality (often a linear one) fits a relative tem-
poral disposition, including in Das (2006) Desjarlais (1997), van Roekel (2020), 
and Vargas- Roncancio (2017). These authors acknowledge that being in time 
is always a mix- up of different temporalities that converge and overlap, just 
as the busts and booms in mining settlements evidence. Miners may very well 
experience the ‘post’ and ‘after’ of extraction differently, but we should not dis-
miss coexisting linear temporalities while trying to make an effort at under-
standing the empirical realities we are interested in.

The renewed debate on Bakhtian chronotopes (i.e. the representation of 
time and space) in anthropology furthermore sensitises us to the intrinsic 
connectedness of various temporal and spatial relations (Bakhtin, in Boletsi 
et al., 2021, 5). The chronotope highlights how our experiences and subjective 
understandings of time and place emerge through meaning- making processes 
that can generate different kinds of historicity (Wirtz, 2016). We should, there-
fore, not only look at different ways of conceiving time- space, but also accept 
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that different chronotopes converge in people’s lives. For instance, in the case 
of Amazonian rubber tappers that Browne Ribeiro (2019, 55) describes, one 
chronotope emerges from a small and rural settlement that is organised pri-
marily through kinship and seasonal agro- extractivist activities, while another 
emerges from global capitalist markets that are organised through the accu-
mulation and movement of goods and capital. Ethnographies that explore 
Amazonian soils similarly point out that binaries and juxtapositions— such as 
living and non- living— ‘trouble modern temporal divides between past, pres-
ent, and future’ (Lyons, 2020, 62). The impermanence of Amazonian lands, 
with their ever- changing existence, makes soils inextricable from an entangled 
web where every element is always implicated in the existence of the other 
(Lyons, 2020, 99). Multiple temporalities converge likewise in Amazonian 
resources frontiers. As this shows, people and lands can then sometimes 
become awkwardly trapped between multiple chronotopes that rely simul-
taneously on different kinds of pasts and different claims for the future 
(HadžiMuhamedović, 2018).

It follows, then, that in the following sections on the extractive present in 
Venezuela and Colombia our interest lies not so much in analysing what life 
looks like after destruction— or if the afterlife has arrived (or not) for the peo-
ple and lands that are implicated in mining practices. Rather, we want to ana-
lyse how local ideas about life and afterlife intersect in resource extraction (see 
also D’Angelo and Pijpers, 2018), and how such ideas mesh with the concrete 
experiences, memories, and expectations of miners, as well as the formations, 
residues, and adaptations of extractive landscapes.

3 The Venezuelan Gold Rush: the Afterlife Within

In March 2018, whilst the national economy was spiralling down fast and the 
majority of Venezuelans increasingly faced hunger and deprivation, President 
Nicolás Maduro smooched a gold bar on national television. With a compla-
cent smile he looked into the camera and said that the gold is of la patria (the 
‘fatherland’) and of el pueblo (the people).2 His kiss was a performative act dur-
ing a national communique in which the Minister of Mining and President 
Maduro declared a new mining area in the Orinoco Mining Arc in Bolívar State 
in the southern part of Venezuela. A potential of eight thousand tons of new 
gold, they claimed, would become the new motor to reform the economy and 

 2 See https:// www .yout ube .com /watch?v= zarI 3o7Y b6Q (accessed on 8 September 2021).
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endorse the new national cryptocurrency, the ‘Petro’, bringing prosperity and 
happiness to all Venezuelans.

Not so long ago, similar promises saturated national broadcasting and the 
future of Venezuela was brighter than ever: abundant oil would bring affluence 
to all Venezuelans. This promise of ‘sowing the oil’ to strengthen agricultural 
and industrial activity has existed in the national imaginary and political dis-
course since the 1930s (Coronil, 1997). Yet, due to low oil revenues, in the last 
decade the Venezuelan extractive imaginary has in some way taken a ‘resource 
turn’. The Maduro government now aims to stabilise the steep crisis and diver-
sify the economy through the extraction of minerals, such as gold, diamonds, 
coltan, iron and bauxite. Particularly, gold has become the new promise of 
wealth for all Venezuelans and a way to survive a complex humanitarian cri-
sis (van Roekel and de Theije, 2020). These social imaginaries have had far- 
reaching political outcomes. In 2016, the government issued a decree to create 
the Orinoco Mining Arc, a special development zone for the mining of miner-
als that is ruled by flexible monetary arrangements and malleable labour and 
environmental policies— the Orinoco Mining Arc was evidently not created 
to encourage foreign investments, but to legalise existing informal mining 
activities in protected areas and formalise alliances between the government 
and the irregular armed groups that largely control the extraction of minerals 
in the south of Venezuela (Bull and Rosales, 2020, 125– 126). The Amazonian 
forests and rivers and the southern savannahs soon turned into highly prof-
itable assets, and violent land disputes, deforestation, water contamination, 
and rising crime have increasingly been harming people and lands (unhchr, 
2020). In 2020, the disputed extractive region, which covers approximately 
110,000 square kilometres, was expanded towards new potential mining areas 
in important rivers in the Venezuelan Amazon.

The policies that formalised small- scale mining in the Venezuelan south 
were infused with linear mining cycles of prospection, exploration, extraction 
and closure (Gobierno Bolivariano de Venezuela, 2018, 22). The Plan Sectorial 
Minero of 2018 likewise emphasised a prospective mineral abundance of its 
national territories and the promise of extraordinary profits, and its words 
fitted perfectly with the temporal make- up of global extractive markets and 
notions of pre- boom, post- mining, and the life- preceding- afterlife in the 
current mining literature. While reading the report, it was difficult to ignore 
the previous oil bust and present crisis that have confronted the country for 
almost a decade. Temporally speaking, Venezuelan miners seemed awkwardly 
trapped between these promising reports, previous booms and busts, and 
present crises— different chronotopes that depended on different kinds of 
pasts and different claims for the future simultaneously. We should not ignore 
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such temporal muddles, which are part and parcel of an experiential world of 
the extractive present and the current gold rush in Venezuela.

Late in 2019, I (Eva van Roekel) travelled to the Venezuelan and Brazilian 
border area and learned how Venezuelan refugees and internally displaced 
people had turned to artisanal gold mining as a way to survive the humanitar-
ian crisis. Thousands of newcomers had flocked to old and new gold mining 
sites that had recently boosted a local economy of food, gasoline, and bank-
notes to make the extraction and exchange of gold possible. Although I hardly 
saw any gold during my stay, it appeared to be everywhere, for the good and the 
bad. The omnipresence of gold was similar to what I knew from my previous 
years of living in Venezuela, when the blessing and curse of oil had always been 
dauntingly present in everyday life.

When I had just decided to continue fieldwork on the emergency extraction 
of gold that was sustaining the livelihood of thousands of Venezuelans, the 
global pandemic hit. So, instead of a subsequent fieldtrip, I started collabo-
rating with Morelia Morillo, a colleague who lives in the mining region, which 
used to be a thriving hotspot for ecotourism. One extractive industry had 
replaced the other, and the practical workings of the gold rush had built upon 
existing social and material infrastructures. For the past twelve months, my 
first- hand experiences from 2019 have fused with the field diaries of Morelia 
and my interrogations of her personal experiences, observations and casual 
conversations with villagers and newcomers. The experience of being in an 
afterlife often appeared right in middle of the current gold rush in her home-
town. One life story of a villager helped me to perceive how previous booms 
and busts of many resources (not only oil) were all part of the ‘extractive pres-
ent’ in the Venezuelan south that further muddled my ideas of the life and 
afterlife of mining— or any social activity really.

Tariq3 had arrived at the border town a decade ago and had soon started 
a household appliances business. According to Morelia, the burgeoning of 
Tariq’s business was due to the rising shortages in Venezuela, and their local 
border economy was in its ‘pre- boom climax’ back then. The growing econ-
omy of scarcity up north soon became highly profitable in this border area, 
with Brazilian supplies nearby. Tariq was doing well in his personal life too. He 
fell in love with a girl whose father belonged to the Pemón, a local Indigenous 
community, and they got married and had two daughters. But his prosper-
ous shop went bankrupt soon after a procedure called ‘controlled sales’ was 
introduced— that is, forced sale at cost price, which was controlled by the 

 3 The authors use pseudonyms when referring to research participants. 
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national armed forces. Tariq’s bankruptcy was part of a larger economic bust 
at the border.

Many of his colleagues found refuge in artisanal gold mining, but Tariq con-
tinued to resist going to the mines. He became a taxi driver first. Soon gasoline 
became a scarcity too and Tariq turned to the resale and smuggling of fuel for a 
while. Then he started a makeshift shop in basic goods next to the road leading 
to the village of his in- laws. But he had to close his new business down follow-
ing a violent mining dispute in 2019 in which he lost several friends. His wife 
became the main provider. Then she lost her job too. Tariq was in despair and 
saw no other option than the gold mines. For many newcomers, and residents 
like Tariq, gold mining became the ultimate recourse and was a kind of afterlife 
that was paradoxically generated by previous booms and current economic 
effervescence.

Early in 2021, Tariq visited Morelia in the afternoon. He told her again that 
he had long refused to go to the mines. ‘Going to the mine is not something 
that makes me proud’, he said.

He emphasised once more that he had tried to subsist with any job other 
than gold mining. He thought, just like Morelia had been told by previous 
research participants, that working in the gold mines was too dirty and inse-
cure a job due to rising crime in and near the mines. Two years earlier, a small- 
scale mining area near his in- laws’ village had sprung up. Tariq told Morelia 
that he was granted entrance because his wife’s family belonged to the indige-
nous community.

The mine gives me to live. In a week I take out … three to three point five 
[grams] each. Already on Thursdays, I have bought everything we need 
for the house. What we [extract] between Friday and Saturday, we save for 
any emergency. I feel good because my girls are eating well, they have milk, 
their Toddy [chocolate drink], their cereals, their clothes, their shoes.

While the green savannahs turned into red mud, Tariq and the others all worked 
in an artisanal manner, each one their own piece of land, approximately two 
by two metres, from which each took the gravel and the sand mixed with peb-
bles. This was, according to Morelia, supposedly the layer that was rich in gold, 
which they washed in a suruca (a sieve) and a wooden pan, in which the gold 
remains. Grams of gold that were just enough to subsist on.

Like other emergency miners, Tariq seemed hardly concerned with the 
prospection, exploration, extraction and closure of the expanding Orinoco 
Mining Arc he had unwillingly become part of. Both he and Morelia rather 
describe their presence in the current gold rush as an afterlife within. As 
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already mentioned, overlapping extractive realities coexist; past and present 
booms and busts of oil and gold easily subsisted with other resource commod-
ity booms and busts that made life (a bit more) liveable at a resource frontier 
(see also D’Angelo, 2018). Like in many Amazonian contexts, gold cycles are 
just one of the many booms and bust cycles that characterise the longue durée 
of colonial and postcolonial presence in this part of the world (Browne Riberio, 
2019, 48). Extraction, in its many arrangements, holds a form of permanence 
at these resource frontiers. The afterlife of one form of extraction, cultivation, 
and commerce often intersperses with other lives and afterlives that are about 
to appear. Each element of life, as Ingold (1993) notes, has its own timescale 
and rhythm that we should consider in our intent to make sense of empiri-
cal realities. These different chronotopes of resources, exposed lands, mining 
policies and opposing communities evidently intersect in how individuals like 
Tariq and Morelia experience and make sense of the extractive present in gold 
country. Tariq and the green savannahs in the Venezuelan south have become 
awkwardly trapped between different resource chronotopes that depend on 
different historical pasts and different entitlements for the future simultane-
ously. The experiences of small- scale gold miners in the current post- mining 
boom in Chocó prove the same.

4 Mining in the Ruins of the Chocó Gold Rush

The starting point of Chocó’s resource extraction lies somewhere in the early 
1700s, when Spanish colonisers began to bring enslaved Africans and their 
descendants to the region and forced them to work in placer mines (Sharp, 
1975). Chocó soon became an archetypical example of colonial extractiv-
ism: gold travelled from its rainforest outwards, whereas investments in local 
infrastructure were scarce and restricted to mining operations (Wade, 1993). 
Colonial rule ended in 1821; slavery in 1851. Yet this combination of gold extrac-
tion and social abandonment has, in different guises, remained. Today, many 
of the region’s Afro- descendant inhabitants continue to work in placer mining. 
Meanwhile, official statistics designate Chocó as Colombia’s poorest region 
(dane, 2020), while grassroots leaders have repeatedly organised mass protests 
that condemn the perceived ‘abandonment of the state’ (Tubb and Rojas, 2020).

Of course, continuing abandonment notwithstanding, many things did 
change. Mining companies came and went, villages transformed into towns, 
asphalt and motorboats increased the speed of travel, miners increasingly 
complemented wooden mining gear (pans, sticks, sluice boxes) with diesel- 
powered pumps, and local prices of gold and platinum fluctuated in tandem 
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with the shifting demand for minerals elsewhere in the world. In recent dec-
ades change has accelerated. In the 1980s, paramilitaries, guerrillas, and state 
forces enveloped Chocó in the wider Colombian conflict— whose violence, 
until then, had largely skirted the region (Wouters, 2001). At more or less the 
same time, wildcat miners from other parts of Colombia began arriving in the 
region in search for gold. Their migration was piecemeal until it took on dra-
matic proportions in the late 2000s, when the gold price skyrocketed in the 
aftermath of the financial crisis. A mining boom ensued, swallowing up the 
rainforest. These new miners relied on heavy machinery, such as excavators 
and pontoons, that turned rivers into sandbanks, streams into puddles, plots 
of crops into piles of rocks, gold- bearing forests into worthless moonscapes. 
The gold rush wreaked havoc on traditional economies of artisanal mining, 
farming, fishing and hunting (Jonkman, 2021; Tubb, 2020).

The boom years did not persist. After half a century of war, Colombia was 
cruising to a peace deal with the farc guerrillas, and the national government 
deemed ‘illegal miners’ enemies of the upcoming peace. Apart from destroying 
the natural environment, miners supplied rents (or extortion money, as they 
themselves said) to paramilitaries and guerrillas, and thereby thwarted the 
 government’s efforts to re- establish military control over the Colombian coun-
tryside. What’s more, the Santos Administration (2010– 18) had envisioned ‘post- 
conflict’ development as revolving around large- scale extractive industries, and 
this endorsement coincided with the criminalisation of small- scale miners, who 
worked not only without the proper papers but sometimes also on the conces-
sions of the desired multinationals. And so, in the course of the 2010s the gov-
ernment increasingly attempted to eradicate unlicensed extraction by means of 
police operations that incarcerated miners and dynamited their machinery. In 
Chocó, such persecution, along with the declining accessibility of gold reserves, 
resulted in the end of the mining boom. When I (Jesse Jonkman) did fieldwork 
in 2017, excavator mines had drastically decreased in number.

At the same time that the government began penalising unlicensed min-
ing, four chocoano grassroots organisations filed a lawsuit against various 
state agencies for permitting the deterioration of the Atrato river, Chocó’s 
main artery, mostly as a consequence of such mining. The lawsuit resulted in 
the Colombian Constitutional Court declaring the Atrato a ‘legal entity’, and 
assigning specific tasks to state agencies to decontaminate the river and per-
secute ‘illegal’ miners. The court presented the ruling as a historical turning 
point toward the ‘sustainable exploitation of resources in the present and the 
future’ (Corte Constitucional, 2016). The leaders of the four grassroots organ-
isations largely shared the court’s position on extraction. In meetings with 
state officials, they criticised the excavator and dredge mines for denying 
them future livelihoods. One of these meetings ended with a song with the 
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following refrain: ‘Atrato es, Atrato soy, Atrato somos y debemos seguir siendo’ 
(‘It’s the Atrato; I’m the Atrato; we’re the Atrato and we should continue being 
it’). Chocoano leaders and Bogotá bureaucrats agreed: the future of the region 
depended on making the wildcat mines history.

But this view was hardly hegemonic in the mining villages where I did field-
work. The controversial miners had provided local households with land rents, 
jobs, and bareque; a form of placer mining whereby artisanal miners work in 
the pits of excavator mines— where gold is more abundant than in stream 
beds. These economic opportunities had allowed families to improve their 
homes, pay for their children’s education, and help out less fortunate family 
members. Against this backdrop, popular opinion was that by removing the 
excavators, the government was not so much bringing peace as hunger, delin-
quency, and disorder.

Mercedes was among those who shared this opinion. The first time I met 
her, she was working in a water pump mine alongside her friends Yoser and 
Ernesto. The operation, called chorreo, consisted of hosing down a wall of gold- 
bearing earth, transforming it into a brownish stream that snaked towards a 
subjacent sluice box, in which gold specks were trapped from the surrounding 
sediment. Yoser manned the hose, Ernesto threw away larger pebbles from the 
sluice’s entry point, and Mercedes discarded the gravel, using two hand- sized 
wooden boards to rake, bundle, and finally sweep it away in a lateral direction. 
All three of them were past their thirties and had worked in chorreo before the 
excavator miners had conquered the rainforest a few years earlier. They had 
abandoned chorreo in the heyday of the more lucrative bareque, but now that 
the excavators were mostly gone, they had once more picked up their former 
labour. Economic hardship even required them to work during the Holy Week 
of Easter, a fact they did not take lightly.

‘The government might save the environment, but if mining ends, we end’, 
Mercedes said after I acquainted the miners with my study on mining politics. 
Once she had finished one more routine of collecting, bundling, and dumping 
gravel, she began to elaborate:

Look, [the police operations] affect the excavator miners the most, but 
we are living off them. So, if they don’t work, what are we going to live 
off? Here we make 10, maybe 20 thousand pesos a day [3, maybe 6 US 
dollars]. With the three of us! So, I have 5, 6 thousand pesos to buy food 
for my children.

Before I could ask, she added, ‘I have five children’.
Her friend Ernesto cut in: ‘The only reason why we’re here is that there is no 

other work’.
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‘This is just for your daily utilities, for your food’, Mercedes underscored. ‘But 
sometimes we have to stop eating to pay for utilities. We’ll die of hunger here. 
What can you do if the government decides to make the mines disappear? You 
die of hunger. What else? Who would have thought, to have to shovel (echar 
pala) during Easter?’

While walking towards the exit point of the sluice box, and away from the 
conversation, she repeated three times over a single sentence in a hushed 
voice: ‘Hunger is killing us. Hunger is killing us. Hunger is killing us’.

Her mantra- like lament was a far cry from the aforementioned hopes 
of activists and legislators for a future free of ‘illegal mining’. Unlike them, 
Mercedes did not see the end of the excavators as a precondition for a sustain-
able tomorrow. Rather, she seemed to equate it with the end of her own time— 
‘if mining ends, we end’— thereby denying the possibility of that extractive 
hereafter that critical scholars of Latin America have so often imagined and 
celebrated (e.g. Acosta, 2013; Gudynas, 2013). For her and other miners, post- 
extraction was no option whatsoever. That said, along with their rejection of 
a non- extractive hereafter, they simultaneously described their current labour 
as a sort of extractive afterlife itself, meaningful only in relation to a rosier eco-
nomic past. Herein they were not so different from Tariq in Venezuela. But 
while in his case the afterlife equalled the gold rush itself, in Chocó it connoted 
the mining labour that persisted despite the end of the boom years. Chocoano 
miners were panning in stream beds and hosing in pits after being employed 
as excavator conductors, after receiving land rents, after the bareque. And so, 
even if they praised wholeheartedly their traditional mining for granting them 
a sense of labour autonomy (Jonkman, 2022), many also described it as a resid-
ual economy that produced merely a pittance compared to excavator mines.

Cabello, for one, reckoned that with his current matraqueo operation (shov-
elling sand on a sluice box) he made only one- tenth of what he used to earn as 
an excavator driver at a pit that had closed a few years previously. In an inter-
view, he made no attempt to sugar- coat his contempt for the government’s 
police operations. ‘The government has ended everything; Chocó is one of the 
departments that will disappear. Just imagine, we lived so much more sabroso 
[richly] with the machines. Here we have a plot of land, but we can’t have it 
worked because the [excavator] miners don’t want to run the risk’. His concern, 
though, was the disappearance not just of the excavators but also of the pros-
pects of working in an artisanal manner now that the excavators had mined 
away most of the surface gold. ‘Look, the problem here is that artisanal mining 
has ended. It’s so difficult right now, even with heavy machinery you can’t do 
anything’.
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Miners like Cabello and Mercedes presented their work as existing after 
history— or more specifically, after prosperity. After all, the excavators of 
migrant miners had emptied their local lands of gold and laid waste to crops 
and fertile soil. And they were now left behind looking for scraps in a leftover 
landscape, using equipment whose horsepower was only a fraction of that of 
the migrants’ machinery. Yet peculiarly enough, Chocó’s local miners spoke of 
themselves not only as if being in an afterlife, but also as if being stuck in the 
past. Theirs, after all, was a special kind of afterlife, one that was associated 
with pre- boom poverty. They regarded their contemporary labour practices as 
an afterthought of the gold rush, precisely because these were said to belong 
to a previous day and age. Traditional forms of mining (panning, tunnelling, 
pump mining) had been the labour of parents and ancestors (reaching as far 
back as colonial times), and felt to many contemporary miners out of place 
in today’s era of mechanised extraction. What’s more, under current environ-
mental circumstances, most miners agreed that low- tech equipment was no 
longer suitable. The recent removal of surface gold by excavators demanded 
more of the same heavy- handed excavation, not the surface- scraping of pans 
and pumps.

While the national government had focused its formalisation efforts on 
traditional forms of mining, many of those working the traditional methods 
regarded them as being hopelessly outdated. They had already passed the tech-
nological stage (pans, pumps) they once more found themselves in, as had the 
landscape they were labouring in. As community leader Moisés said, ‘The state 
wants us to do traditional mining: a batea, a bar, and a spade. All legislation 
focuses on this. But this is only going backward. Artisanal mining is no longer 
possible. We have passed that stage. We also want to progress. That’s what 
they’re denying us: progress’.

All this demonstrates that chocoano miners recurred to muddled concep-
tions of time to make sense of their contemporary precarity— even though 
the terminology being used was often not shy of a good dose of linear promise 
(or ‘progress’, to use Moisés’s phrasing). Indeed, by designating their modest 
techniques as both the aftermath and the antecedent of what they  considered 
to be the technological present, they underlined that their work was, extrac-
tively speaking, awfully out of time. Surely, such temporal experiences  cannot 
be reduced to theoretical and legislative arguments that understand min-
ing in a neatly divided pre, intra, and post phase. At resource frontiers like 
Chocó— and the Venezuelan Arco Minero for that matter— swift booms and 
busts give shape to a much more muddled experience of time, whereby the 
extractive present is rarely only experienced as one temporal phase, as miners 
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may understand and present themselves through local time concepts of pos-
teriority (of living an afterlife) or anteriority (of living in the past), and some-
times both.

5 Muddled Times as Afterthought

Mining codes and concomitant legislation often frame extraction as a linear 
process with neatly delimited temporal phases; that is, as exploration preced-
ing exploitation preceding mine closure. The burgeoning scholarly literature 
on resource extraction challenges the assumptions of finality and linearity that 
such narratives uphold, and instead shows that (ex- )mining sites produce mul-
tiple experiences of time and land. Phrased otherwise, the actual workings of 
time clearly depend on whom and what people think they are responsible for, 
as well as on with whom and what they interact on a daily basis in past, present, 
and future. Now, while current theorising on temporal multiplicity has mostly 
led to analyses that have as their ‘starting point the potential conflict and non- 
synchronicity of mining temporalities’ (D’Angelo and Pijpers, 2018, 215), we 
have shown that in gold- mining regions in Venezuela and Colombia it is quite 
difficult to put coexisting timeframes in such sharp juxtaposition, insofar as 
overlapping and converging chronotypes result in a muddled experience of 
temporality. To be precise, by spending time with small- scale miners we have 
learned that being a miner may very well be considered to be somewhat of an 
afterlife itself, that the lingering death of one resource frontier (the Venezuelan 
oil industry) may give birth to another (Venezuelan gold mining), that former 
extractive practices can suddenly resurface in new guises in the aftermath of 
a resource boom, and that environmental devastation might be at once the 
effect and cause of resource extraction (as for some chocoanos, the destruction 
wrought by excavators has led to pragmatic desires for more excavator mining). 
In effect, temporal notions such as ‘pre- boom climax’ materialise the ongoing 
muddling of time in South American mining frontiers where gold appears, 
disappears, and reappears together with other resources. In this scenario of 
constant change and resource frontiers overlapping or even cannibalising each 
other, the experience of time is a jumbling phenomenon. Amid the continuing 
reshuffling of the old and the new, residents of mining settlements continually 
invoke the past and future to give meaning to the present, in which they incor-
porate multiple temporalities that move with different rhythms.

In light of such temporal multiplicity, here we have understood the afterlife 
of mining less as some neutral or objective posterior phase in an extraction 
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timeframe than as one of the many cultural categories (or chronotopes) that 
residents of mining regions themselves invoke to make sense of the extrac-
tive present. To our thinking, a single and rigid demarcation between life and 
afterlife, or any temporal demarcation for that matter, falls flat when touching 
ground in mining frontiers. The experience of time is much more muddled 
than this. In both Venezuela and Colombia, some miners experienced current 
extraction activities as an extractive hereafter to some richer past. When taken 
at face value, the notion of life- becoming- afterlife proposes a chronological 
process in which non- extraction (as in the afterlife) succeeds extraction (as 
in the extractive life). The way we see it, this consecutive conceptualisation 
says precious little about the larger historical and overlapping resource cycles 
in which these moments of (non- )extraction occur. If anything, the idea of an 
afterlife glosses over the fact that the so- called pre- afterlife phase (the boom 
years) follows and feeds on preceding exclusions and crises or afterlives, if you 
will. Our point is that mining booms and extractive lives may very well exist as 
the aftermath of other economic and social realities (e.g. oil recessions, hyper-
inflation, political abandonment, colonialism). One resource frontier’s life is 
another frontier’s afterlife.

The coexistence of these intersecting activities and traversing expectations 
further muddles the progression of past, present, and future. By analytically 
confining the transformative transition of life- becoming- afterlife to one spe-
cific resource, or to one specific historical conjecture, we ignore the cyclical 
and overlapping resource trajectories in Venezuela and Colombia. Both Bolívar 
State and Chocó are archetypical manifestations of what Michael Watts (2012) 
calls ‘the permanent frontier’, which captures the fact that global extractive 
capitalism continually incites both the creation of new spaces of accumula-
tion and the reconfiguration of old ones. In this regard, what was before the 
afterlife in Chocó and what surfaces from the mining activities in Bolívar State 
is not some homogenous life or afterlife. If we simply suggest that first there 
was life and now there is none, we end up setting ‘afterlives’— such as non- 
extractive periods or economic crises— apart from the wider booms and busts 
from which they emerge and to which they give shape. This runs the serious 
risk of ignoring how gold miners like Tariq, Mercedes and Cabello understand 
their present work and future expectations for labour and land through mem-
ories of prior booms and exclusions, and may conceive of their current min-
ing lives as the afterlife of earlier affluent economic epochs. Life and afterlife, 
pre and post, circularity and linearity, and immanence and indeterminacy all 
muddle in without the need for one temporal imperative in how miners expe-
rience the extractive present.
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 chapter 10

Exploration, Storytelling and Frontier- Making 
in the Colombian Andes

Anneloes Hoff

 Abstract

This chapter shows how the speculative (pre- )lives and afterlives of resource extrac-
tion are put together through corporate narrative and imaginative practices. It shows 
that the expansion of extractive frontiers is not merely driven by abstract and asocial 
market forces, but that deeply social practices of storytelling and imagination are also 
vital for making mining exploration possible. Drawing on 15 months of fieldwork in 
Colombia, it discusses the spectacular narratives surrounding the exploration cam-
paign of South African gold mining corporation AngloGold Ashanti (aga) across the 
Colombian Andes. The chapter examines how corporate storytelling unfolds through 
corporate processes and individual narratives, and shows it to be integral to conjuring 
Colombia as the ‘last Andean frontier’ for gold exploration in the international inves-
tor’s imagination. Corporate narrative and performative practices were not only cru-
cial to attracting and sustaining investor interest, but also served an important internal 
function in shaping the professional identity of exploration geologists and corporate 
identity more broadly. At the same time, the chapter shows that frontier expansion 
and the capitalisation of mineral finds are uneven and speculative processes, with 
room for alternative stories.

1 Introduction1

Minerals are critical for the transition to a post- carbon future. They are cru-
cial for renewable energy technologies, such as wind turbines, solar panels 
and batteries, which require significant amounts of copper, lithium, nickel, 
zinc, rare earths and other minerals (iea, 2021; World Bank, 2020). The rising 
demand for these ‘transition minerals’ has led analysts to anticipate a ‘next 

 1 The chapter is based on fieldwork funded by the Economic and Social Research Council 
(esrc award no. es/ j500112/ 1).
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mining boom’ (The Economist, 2022), in which the mineral requirements of 
meeting global carbon reduction targets will spur the search for new deposits, 
leading to a further expansion of mining frontiers into areas once considered 
too difficult or dangerous to invest in (Ali et al., 2017; Bebbington et al., 2018). 
Growing demand and rising commodity prices are a key part of what shapes 
and sustains the imperative for further mineral exploration and extraction. 
Yet to understand how such abstract and asocial market forces drive frontier 
expansion, we should be careful not to overlook the deeply social practices 
that enable them. In this chapter, I draw particular attention to the ways in 
which storytelling and imagination render mining exploration possible.

In studying ‘the narrative and performative aspects of corporate practice’ 
(Rajak, 2011a, 93), this chapter draws on and contributes to anthropological 
work on corporations that seeks to shed light on the social and moral practices 
and sentiments that animate them (Dolan and Rajak, 2016; Foster, 2017; Rajak, 
2011a; Sawyer, 2018; Welker, 2014). Attention to the social dimensions of corpo-
rate practice is crucial for advancing a grounded understanding of the func-
tioning of corporate capitalism. Furthermore, in attending to the performative 
nature of the processes through which geological substances in the subsurface 
are rendered into exploitable resource deposits, and territories are rendered 
into extractive frontiers, the chapter contributes to scholarship on the politics 
of geology, in particular work on ‘resource making’ (Kama, 2020; Richardson 
and Weszkalnys, 2014; Weszkalnys, 2015).

This chapter focuses on the exploration campaign of AngloGold Ashanti 
(aga) in Colombia during the early 2000s, and on the narratives surround-
ing this campaign at the time and afterwards. aga is a South African transna-
tional mining corporation listed on the Johannesburg, New York, Australian 
and Ghanaian stock exchanges, and one of the world’s leading gold producers. 
I draw on my ethnographic study of aga in Colombia (Hoff, 2020), for which 
I conducted 15 months of fieldwork, in part ‘inside’ the company, and in part 
among members of an anti- mining movement that had formed in resistance 
to the company’s activities. In this chapter, I particularly draw on my fieldwork 
with the personnel of aga’s so- called Greenfields department, the section of 
the company focused on the discovery of new deposits. This fieldwork involved 
informal conversations and semi- structured interviews with employees, most 
of which were exploration geologists of varying levels of seniority. In addition, 
I base my analysis on a large number of publicly available corporate presenta-
tions and industry- oriented publications. The dynamics of mining exploration 
described in this chapter are characteristic of greenfields exploration, which is 
the exploration of previously unexplored or underexplored terrain, as opposed 
to near- mine or ‘brownfields’ exploration. This process typically starts with a 
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broad regional outlook and narrows down to smaller target areas on the basis 
of findings in previous stages. At the beginning of the process, the probability 
of success is low and the risk for investors very high. With each step, this risk 
decreases, though only a very small proportion of prospecting programmes— 
geologists typically speak of less than 1 or less than 0.1 per cent— eventually 
become mines. This type of exploration is most commonly carried out by 
‘ juniors’: smaller mining companies focused on resource speculation and 
exploration, rather than on extraction. If successful, juniors usually sell their 
discoveries to ‘majors’ for further development. For majors, working with jun-
iors is a means of isolating or mitigating the substantial risks associated with 
greenfields exploration, financial as well as political, and of leveraging previous 
findings. Anthropological work on mining exploration has typically focused on 
juniors (Gilbert, 2020; Kneas, 2020; Tsing, 2005), and this chapter contributes a 
more unusual account, of a major’s approach to greenfields exploration.

In the chapter, I examine the stories surrounding aga’s greenfields cam-
paign in Colombia to show how narrative, imaginative and performative prac-
tices are integral to the making of resources and mining frontiers, as well as 
that of corporate and professional identity in the extractive industries. In the 
first part, I focus on the ‘outward- oriented’ narratives that, I argue, helped con-
jure Colombia as the ‘last Andean frontier’ in corporate, shareholder and inves-
tor imagination. In the second part, I provide insight into ‘internal’ practices 
of storytelling in aga’s Greenfields department, and show the importance of 
these practices to the self- understanding and identity of exploration geolo-
gists, as well as to corporate identity more broadly. In these different ways, the 
chapter elaborates how extractive activity is rendered possible through narra-
tive and imagination. At the same time, it highlights that the capitalisation of 
exploration success is not a given, and that in the highly uneven and specula-
tive process of frontier expansion (see Weszkalnys, 2015), alternative stories 
are also possible.

2 New Frontiers

At the turn of the millennium, aga sought to expand its global portfolio.2 The 
price of gold and other minerals on the global market was on the rise, driven by 

 2 aga in its current form was formed in 2004, when AngloGold, a subsidiary of the South 
African transnational corporation Anglo American, merged with Ashanti Goldfields 
Corporation, a company partially owned and largely controlled by the Ghanaian govern-
ment. For clarity, I use the name aga throughout this chapter, but events I describe prior to 
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the demand of China and India’s growing middle classes for gold jewellery, as 
well as gold’s appeal as a hedging investment at a time of global political uncer-
tainty (see also Ferry, 2020). aga’s reserves, however, were in decline, as were 
those of many of their industry peers (Danielson, 2005). In order to ensure 
it would be able to continue operating in the long term, therefore, the com-
pany sought to shift its focus away from its dwindling South African reserves to 
‘new areas with potentially higher risk profiles’ (aga, 2005, ep9). It developed 
a globe- spanning exploration programme, which it called its ‘New Frontiers’ 
strategy, targeting jurisdictions as diverse as the Philippines, Mongolia and the 
drc (aga, 2004).

The term ‘New Frontiers’ invokes the idea of uncharted territory, ‘empty 
land’ awaiting discovery and development, reminiscent of Turner’s (1921) 
depiction of the nineteenth century American West as a wilderness to be colo-
nised and civilised. Such an imagination of frontier lands often has an erasing 
effect, as critical scholarship on resource frontiers has noted: it strategically 
overlooks the presence of people with a long- standing relationship to the land 
and its subsoil minerals, a relationship that existed long before the entrance 
of new forms of exploration and exploitation (Luning, 2018). The frontier con-
cept nevertheless continues to be widely used in mining scholarship, but in a 
‘post- Turnerian’ way, to critically examine the changing territorial dynamics 
following the arrival of new forms of extraction (Rasmussen and Lund, 2018). 
In this chapter, I build on the idea that resource frontiers are not simply ‘out 
there’ to be discovered, but that they are actively ‘made’. As Mattias Rasmussen 
and Christian Lund put it, a frontier is ‘not space itself ’, but rather ‘something 
that happens in and to space’ (2018, 388).

Anna Tsing describes the frontier as a ‘zone of not yet’— ‘an edge of space and 
time […] not yet mapped, not yet regulated’ (2005, 28). One such ‘zone of not 
yet’, which aga’s ‘New Frontiers’ strategy targeted, was Colombia. In contrast to 
other Andean nations, it had not been explored with modern technology due 
to the protracted armed conflict that had plagued the country since the 1960s. 
An industry journal referred to Colombia as the ‘last Andean frontier’, which 
‘in the international race by majors to replace their reserves […] represents 
a true elephant hunting opportunity’ (Global Business Reports, 2011, 80, 82). 
‘Elephant’, here, is industry lingo for ‘major long- life orebodies with reserves 
of at least five million ounces’, the type of mineral deposits aga’s exploration 
strategy targeted (aga, 2005, ep9). In this chapter, I explore how Colombia 
came to be imagined as this ‘last Andean frontier’ for gold exploration.

the 2004 merger concern AngloGold, which was the part of aga that first became active in 
Colombia.
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Anthropological work on exploration and speculation in the extractive 
industries highlights that narrative and imaginative practices play a crucial 
role in the making of extractive frontiers. Frontier- making, this scholarship 
reveals, is animated by the imagination of resource potential. In her analysis 
of oil exploration in São Tomé and Príncipe, Gisa Weszkalnys considers specu-
lation about resource potential ‘an observation of potentiality’ through which 
exploration becomes possible (2015, 623). For a site to become a resource fron-
tier, the possibility of future discovery must be made imaginable. Companies 
involved in exploration play a key role in marking out these ‘conceptual fields 
of space and time within which potential exists and exploration can occur’, as 
David Kneas notes in his analysis of copper exploration and the junior mining 
sector (2020, 277). While eventual mineral extraction depends on the actual 
resources present in the subsoil, what is most important during the explora-
tion phase is not the material deposit, but the imagined one— the ‘articula-
tion of resource potential rhetorically instead of empirically’ (Kneas, 2020, 
277). This resonates with Tsing’s characterisation of frontiers as ‘both material 
and imaginative’ (2005, 29): the frontier brings together the materiality of the 
resource and the imagination of its potential.

Mining exploration starts as a speculative enterprise, which requires signif-
icant investment before the presence of a mineral deposit can be reliably con-
firmed. To attract this investment, greenfields exploration programmes seem 
to need to emit an air of promise, opportunity and adventure. As Tsing puts it, 
‘the possibility of economic performance must be conjured like a spirit to draw 
an audience of potential investors’ (2005, 57). Gold, in particular, seems to pos-
sess a ‘mythic power’ to inspire excitement and incite a ‘gold fever’ in inves-
tors (Ferry, 2020; Taussig, 2010; see also Weszkalnys, 2013). In her discussion of 
the Bre- x scandal, which involved a gold prospecting company fraudulently 
claiming an enormous gold find in Kalimantan (Indonesia), Tsing  highlights 
the speculative drama the company cultivated around its (non- existent) dis-
covery to attract investment for further exploration. Such ‘self- conscious mak-
ing of a spectacle’, ‘a performance, a dramatic exposition of the possibilities 
of gold’, she argues, is ‘a necessary aid to gathering investment funds’, not only 
for a sham such as Bre- x, but also for non- fraudulent endeavours, as a ‘reg-
ular feature of the search for financial capital’ (Tsing, 2005, 57). The mining 
exploration industry thus involves what she calls an ‘economy of appearances’, 
in which dramatic performance serves as a prerequisite for economic perfor-
mance. In Marieke de Goede’s words: ‘the magical storytelling of investment 
opportunities […] performatively constitutes “real” economic performance, in 
the form of measured international capital flows, investments, stock prices, 
etc’. (2005, 8). While this is particularly true for junior mining companies, 
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dependent as they are on the attraction of venture capital, in the following 
sections I show that the greenfields exploration programme of mining major 
aga involved a similar generation of hype, which served to legitimise invest-
ment in high- risk exploration strategies and to entice investment in further 
exploration.

Corporate meaning- making in the production of extractive frontiers 
involves the imagination not only of potential, but also of its counterpart: risk. 
Typically, companies and investors assess the risk of investing in a certain fron-
tier territory on the basis of tools such as ‘political risk’ rankings and ratings. 
In his ethnographic account of London’s junior mining market, Paul Gilbert 
(2020) discusses the imaginative work that goes into the construction of such 
rankings and ratings. Rather than viewing them as purely calculative devices, 
he treats them as ‘technologies of the imagination’ (see also Bear, 2015; Sneath, 
Holbraad and Pedersen, 2009), and highlights their capacity to produce images 
of territories as stable or unstable in the investor’s imagination. For Gilbert 
such technologies ‘animate speculative activity oriented towards opening up 
new resource frontiers’ (Gilbert, 2020 18), and serve to attract and allocate 
capital to speculative projects. In the next sections, I draw on his insights to 
explore the role of corporate storytelling in the imagination of both potential 
and risk in Colombia.

3 País minero

A team of aga geologists first visited Colombia in early 1999 (aga, 2016). At the 
time, only a handful of foreign gold mining companies were active in the coun-
try, all of them juniors. Even though no large- scale industry players were active, 
artisanal, small-  and medium- scale gold mining was an important economic 
activity in Colombia, and has been throughout its history (Álvarez, 2016). In 
the country’s recent history, mining has played a significant role in fuelling 
Colombia’s armed conflict, as illegal gold mining and drug trafficking were the 
most important source of income for various illegal armed groups (Rettberg 
and Ortiz- Riomalo, 2016). This conflict had also prevented large corporations 
from entering the country.

In November 1999, aga established its first joint venture in Colombia, with 
US- based junior Conquistador Mines, which had been active in the country 
since 1996 (AngloGold, 1999). Working with juniors was a central aspect of 
aga’s ‘New Frontiers’ strategy, enabling the company to share financial risk, 
leverage previous exploration findings made by junior companies, and attract 
experienced geologists previously employed by these juniors (aga, 2004). 
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aga’s decision to become active in Colombia had industry- wide significance, 
as it diverged from the common practice of majors leaving the risk to juniors. 
It signalled to the wider international investment community that a reassess-
ment of the perception of Colombia as a ‘no- go area’ might be warranted (see 
Harris, 2006a). As a director of Greystar Resources (now Eco Oro), another of 
the few juniors active in Colombia in the late 1990s, stated when aga’s move 
to Colombia first became public: ‘[t] he fact that Anglo, the world’s largest gold 
miner, is prepared to put its money into Colombia sends a positive sign to 
the investment community at large. […] With more exploration there will be 
more investment, and more interest in the country’ (BN Americas, 1999). His 
statement calls attention to the important role the behaviour of industry peers 
plays in corporate risk assessment. In Colombia in 1999, the security situation 
on the ground had not changed substantially, and would in fact worsen over 
the next few years, but the fact that a mining major signalled that the coun-
try was stable enough to risk a major investment started to change the image 
of Colombia in international investors’ imagination, and placed the country 
more firmly on their radar.

As early as in the second quarter of 2000, aga reported to shareholders 
it had obtained ‘highly encouraging results’ in Colombia (AngloGold, 2000). 
Similar excitement speaks from a corporate report on an early field visit to the 
area in the department of Tolima where the company would later make its 
most significant discovery. It narrates how two North American aga geologists 
gathered rocks along a creek near an old artisanal mine that was no longer 
operational, where they found several boulders that indicated the presence of 
another gold source further upstream. They were keen to continue following 
the creek, but Conquistador’s security guards, who accompanied them, urged 
them not to go any further (agac, 2008, 10). At the time, the guerilla move-
ment farc controlled the area, and North American white men gathering 
rocks in a remote rural area were likely to attract suspicion. They risked being 
kidnapped, as had indeed happened to personnel of Canadian junior Greystar 
Resources in another part of the country two years earlier (Harris, 2006a). The 
geologists would have to wait for over five years before they could visit the area 
further upstream.

In the meantime, while the company still considered field visits too dan-
gerous the Greenfields team prepared its Colombian exploration strategy on 
the basis of desk research, drawing on its initial field visits as well as geologi-
cal information from the Colombian government and Canadian juniors. Even 
though the team had hardly been able to spend time on the ground, at the end 
of 2003 ‘the decision was made to focus the majority of the South American 
exploration budget on the “new frontier” of Colombia, given the interpreted 
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high prospectivity of the country’ (Lodder et al., 2010, 23). aga also moved its 
exploration office for the Americas from Lima to Bogotá (Harris, 2006b).

Political and policy changes following the turn of the millennium were 
also of great significance to making Colombia imaginable as a mining fron-
tier. During the 1990s, in the wake of the ‘Washington Consensus’, many Latin 
American countries reformed their mining legislation (Bury and Bebbington, 
2013; Hogenboom, 2012). The current Colombian Mining Code (Law 685 of 
2001) is a late product of this neo- liberal wave. It prioritised international invest-
ment through tax incentives and by opening the process of obtaining mining 
titles to foreign corporations (Echavarría, 2014; Vélez- Torres, 2014). In a news-
paper interview on the subject of the legislative reform, the Minister of Mining 
argued that ‘if good mining conditions are not put in place soon, [Colombia] 
will no longer be competitive, and natural rivals, especially within the region, 
will attract the capital that Colombia will definitively lose’ (El Tiempo, 2000). 
His statements echoed the findings of a World Bank report, which concluded 
that in order to attract international investment Colombia needed to follow 
neighbouring countries and reform its mining legislation (World Bank, 1996, 
7). Under the new mining law, the Colombian state remained the owner of 
the subsoil and its resources, but handed over control over production to the 
(international) private sector, while taking on the dual role of regulator as well 
as facilitator and promotor of extractive activity (upme, 2006). Especially in 
this latter role, the state’s narrative and performative practices, in conjunction 
with those of companies such as aga, were crucial to conjuring Colombia as a 
gold mining frontier.

When aga started its Colombian exploration campaign, Colombia had just 
elected a new president. Álvaro Uribe would be in power from 2002 to 2010. 
He sought to change Colombia’s image as a country plagued by narco- violence 
and guerilla kidnappings to that of a stable and attractive investment destina-
tion, in particular for mining corporations (upme, 2006). Uribe implemented 
a conservative security policy aimed at weakening the farc through a system-
atic, US- backed military counter- insurgency operation. The policy successfully 
weakened the farc and, in the eyes of many Colombians, restored security 
and stability in many parts of the country. This increased stability, however, 
came at the expense of marginalised communities. Many vulnerable people, 
in particular from peasant, indigenous and Afro- Colombian communities, 
fell victim to extrajudicial killings and forced displacement by the Colombian 
army and paramilitary groups (Isacson, 2010; Rojas, 2009).

Uribe actively sought to present Colombia as a ‘país minero’ (‘mining coun-
try’) to international investors. To reassure investors, and mitigate the risk that 
the presence of armed groups constituted from an investor perspective, his 
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government offered military protection to mining, oil, energy and construc-
tion companies— the industries most frequently targeted by guerilla groups 
(O’Connor and Bohórquez Montoya, 2010). Uribe also gave several perfor-
mances aimed at the international mining investment community, which were 
crucial to making Colombia imaginable as an investment destination. In 2005, 
he gave a long speech at the ‘Feria Internacional Minera’, an internationally ori-
ented mining conference in Medellín, telling investors how he sought to make 
Colombia ‘a country of great investment attraction, which will be fashionable 
not briefly, but for a long time’ (Uribe, 2005, author’s translation). A Canadian 
newspaper noted how Uribe ‘wasn’t on the official conference program, but 
showed up to deliver a remarkable three- hour discourse, challenging delegates 
to tell him what needs to be done to make Colombia more attractive for min-
ers’ (Harris, 2006a).

The way the narrative on Colombia in the international investor commu-
nity gradually started to shift is illustrated by international mining industry 
journals from this period. Articles from around 2005 to 2010 typically high-
light the country’s great gold mining potential alongside an improving secu-
rity situation for foreign miners, with headings such as ‘Colombia’s troubles 
pale next to golden opportunities’ (Harris, 2006a) or ‘Colombia’s untapped 
gold potential lures wary miners’ (Danielson, 2008). In an often spectacular 
tone, they talk about Colombia, a ‘country once dangerous from civil war’ and 
‘a pariah for most mining investors’ (Harris, 2006a), now ‘rapidly becoming a 
sought- after destination for mining investment’ (Harris, 2007), and quote min-
ing analysts speaking of it being ‘very probable that there exist large undiscov-
ered reserves’ and ‘gigantic potential to develop gold mining activity’ (Harris, 
2006b). In the words of Canadian industry journal The Northern Miner, ‘One 
of South America’s historically richest gold- producing nations appears poised 
to regain a crown that was stolen by years of endemic corruption, crime and 
warfare. Colombia is finally awakening from the social and political nightmare 
that robbed it of foreign direct investment for the last many decades’ (Vaccaro, 
2009). The interest Colombia was generating was, for instance, clear at the 
Prospectors & Developers Association of Canada conference in 2007, one of the 
largest international mining exploration conferences, where a presentation on 
Colombia was ‘standing room only’ (Hoffman, 2007). According to a Canadian 
embassy representative, ‘Colombia is the poster child of the mining world and 
people are excited to come and work here now’ (quoted in Harris, 2007).

A further indication of the shift in the way investors imagined Colombia 
was the country’s inclusion in the Fraser Institute’s Annual Survey of Mining 
Companies in 2006. This survey ranks a selection of countries based on their 
‘attractiveness’ in terms of geological potential and regulatory framework, 
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based on the perceptions of industry professionals, and plays a significant role 
in making new ‘frontier territories’ legible to international investors (Gilbert, 
2020). Colombia did not rank highly, according to the survey likely due to ‘years 
of turmoil and bad publicity’ (Fraser Institute, 2007, 6), although it topped its 
regional competitors Venezuela and Bolivia. One of the analysts leading the 
survey commented that he was ‘personally not sure whether this reflects today’s 
situation, or whether miners with memories of the recent past are not aware of 
the very great improvements that have taken place in Colombia’ (McMahon in 
Hill, 2010). Even so, the fact that Colombia was considered of sufficient interest 
to be included in itself indicates a significant shift in the investor imagination.

4 Mining Title Bonanza

The reform of the Mining Code, combined with the growing interest in 
Colombia, led to a strong surge in applications for mining titles— the conces-
sions through which the state gives a person or company the right to explore the 
subsoil of a certain area. The state agency in charge of granting and controlling 
these titles at the time was the Colombian Geology and Mining Institute, 
Ingeominas. Before 2001, Ingeominas granted 80 to 100 mining permits per 
year. Under the Uribe Administration, it granted 7,869 mining titles in a period 
of eight years, thereby increasing the number of hectares of land under mining 
concession from 1.13 million to 8.53 million (Osorio, 2010). Colombian media 
referred to this fast- paced process of title applications, and the speculation 
that ensued, as the ‘mining titles bazaar’ (feria de títulos mineros).

As the first mining major to invest in Colombia, and aided by the timing 
of the legislative reform, aga was in an ideal position to stake its claim for 
mining titles. It referred to this position as its ‘first mover advantage’. In what 
an industry publication called a ‘blitzkrieg staking program’ (Harris, 2006b), 
aga applied for a very large number of titles. Exact figures are unclear, but 
according to a 2007 corporate report, aga applied for an area covering 13 mil-
lion hectares, which it reduced to 3.7 million hectares after initial exploration 
activities (aga, 2008a, 2). An article by the lead geologists involved speaks of 
systematic reconnaissance exploration ‘covering about 10.5 million hectares’ 
(Lodder et al., 2010, 19).

aga obtained its titles through a complex web of tax haven– based holding 
companies and Colombia- based subsidiaries, as well as separate subsidiaries 
created for joint ventures with other mining companies, which together pro-
vided the capital needed for its exploration activities in Colombia. From 2003, 
it operated through a Colombian subsidiary called Sociedad Kedahda, in 2007 
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renamed AngloGold Ashanti Colombia. Critics claim that aga used a different 
name ‘to acquire a large number of mining concessions throughout the coun-
try, while keeping a low profile’, as the name of a well- known multinational 
would attract more societal scrutiny (Colombia Solidarity Campaign, 2013, 32). 
The company denied that it used a different name ‘to operate in secret’ (agac, 
2013), although elsewhere, in a more general sense, it recognised that ‘we went 
through a phase with a lot of silence, in which we sent the message that the 
project was secret. The reason we did not speak was that the information [on 
aga’s discoveries] was still very preliminary, not because it was confidential’ 
(Celedón, 2014, author’s translation).

At the time of my fieldwork, which took place around 15 years later, the 
exceptionally large area to which aga had access for exploration contin-
ued to inspire stories about aga’s dominant position during its early days in 
Colombia. Greenfields employees, for instance, described the early explora-
tion years to me as a time when aga employed ‘almost all field geologists in 
Colombia’ to conduct a systematic exploration across the Colombian Andes. 
A corporate report speaks of ‘employing as many as 127 field geologists at a 
time’ (Lodder et al., 2010, 23), and an industry journal from this period notes 
with fascination how, ‘[h] aving taken a huge land position in Colombia’, aga 
was ‘in the process of turning over every rock in the country’ (Harris, 2006c). 
‘When we first came to Colombia’, a senior geologist told me, ‘they just had this 
new legislation for staking land. What we did was basically stake the whole 
country’. The idea that Colombia was ‘aga’s for the taking’ was also echoed by 
Tim Coughlin, aga’s former chief geologist for South America, in an interview 
with a mining news website:

We walked into the old licensing department, and people thought we 
were crazy. ‘Where did you guys come from? People don’t invest in our 
country’. We had the place to ourselves, it was ludicrous. There were 
immeasurable amounts of opportunity and resources all over the place.

kwantes and humphreys, 2015

In its communications to investors and shareholders, aga frequently prided 
itself on its ‘first mover’ position and the mining titles it was able to acquire 
as a result. ‘aga will continue to push its first- mover advantage and domi-
nant land position, particularly as major competitors realise the potential of 
Colombia, which has not seen a major gold mine development for decades’, 
the multinational’s 2010 annual report states (aga, 2011, 131).

Within the wider international mining community, ‘aga’s bullish entry’ 
(Harris, 2006b) was generally regarded with admiration. Clive Johnson, the 
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ceo of B2Gold, one of aga’s joint- venture partners in Colombia, commented 
in an industry journal:

AngloGold did a very bold thing by going into Colombia several years ago, 
when it was still a very dangerous place. They were able to tie up so much 
ground because many other companies feared to tread there. I tip my hat 
to them for that.

Global Business Reports, 2011, 91

The quote further illustrates how, in the ‘first mover’ narrative of boldness 
and bravado that surrounds aga’s entry into Colombia, even the company’s 
decision to enter the country during a particularly violent period of internal 
armed conflict was regarded with admiration rather than reservation. Rather 
than questioning the ethical and political sensitivity of aga’s decision, indus-
try peers seemed to admire exactly this ostensible ruthlessness regarding the 
political and security implications of its arrival. An analyst’s note written two 
decades after aga’s move to Colombia still reflects this sentiment:

aga […] came in in the early 2000’s and staked all the good bits, this even 
as the war was in full swing [and] bombs were going off in Bogotá. The 
people at the mine office thought the Anglo people were crazy, which 
might not have been too far from the truth.

pollitt, 2020, 7

aga’s own public narrative about its decision to start exploring during the con-
flict did not highlight this ‘boldness’, but framed it, in a seemingly politically 
naive way, as a contribution to greater stability in the region:

Given the internal conflict in Colombia, aga was well aware of the risks 
it faced when it entered Colombia. […] Our objective is to find viable 
projects in Colombia, projects that can be developed into mines which 
will form an economic hub in the areas where they are situated. It is our 
hope that this will lead to other commercial ventures being established, 
bringing greater stability and improved living standards to the commu-
nities concerned.

aga, 2008a, 2

Nevertheless, aga’s sweeping entry also had a flip side, as my conversations 
with aga officials made clear. Many employees I spoke to retrospectively 
saw the mass accumulation of mining titles as a strategic mistake. They 
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considered that it had reinforced the public image of the ‘voracious multi-
national’, strengthening anti- mining sentiments that continue to hinder the 
company’s activities in Colombia to this day. In the words of a senior geologist, 
‘Lots of mining titles are worth absolutely nothing when you don’t have access 
to the land’.

5 Speculation and Superlatives

In 2006, the Greenfields team returned to the area where, as I described ear-
lier, aga geologists had previously found indications of a mineral source but 
had not been able to continue their fieldwork due to security concerns. In its 
report on the second quarter of 2007, the company started to make cautiously 
optimistic announcements about its find, named ‘La Colosa’, calling its interim 
drilling results ‘encouraging’ (aga, 2007). La Colosa would become aga’s most 
important discovery in Colombia.

While aga executives spoke to investors about their drilling results, only very 
few locals living near the company’s exploration site were aware of the activ-
ities taking place in the steep mountains surrounding their town, Cajamarca. 
This changed in December 2007, when not aga but the national newspaper 
El Tiempo announced the discovery to the Colombian public with an arti-
cle entitled ‘Gold reserve that would be among the ten biggest in the world, 
discovered in Cajamarca (Tolima)’. According to the article, a South African 
multinational, aga, had discovered ‘a supremely large deposit’, which it had 
announced to President Uribe and the Minister of Mining in a private meeting. 
aga executives had asked Uribe to keep the information confidential, but ‘he 
could not resist the urge to talk about the discovery, and said that the deposit 
would require investments of over two billion dollars’ (El Tiempo, 2007). The 
company confirmed the ‘supreme’ size of the La Colosa deposit several months 
later. The first resource estimate it released, in May 2008, estimated the deposit 
held 12.9 million ounces of gold (aga, 2008b). This more than doubled the 
estimated resources of its greenfields portfolio at the time. aga’s Colombian 
discovery made waves on a global scale, as its share price on the New York 
Stock Exchange peaked following the company’s declaration (see aga, 2011, 
7). Over the following years the company would continue to announce higher 
and higher estimates. In 2012, when the company almost doubled its initial 
estimate to 24 million ounces, an excited analyst commented:

La Colosa, aga’s flagship project in Tolima, has gone from big to huge. […] 
The size of the gold resource is astonishing: less than 2% of gold projects 
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have a resource of over 10 Moz Au [million ounces of gold], and La Colosa 
has now grown to become one of the most important gold projects in the 
world, and the most important discovery in recent times, making it by far 
Colombia’s largest and most important gold project.

Colombia Gold Letter, 2012

The size of the deposit would eventually be estimated at over 28 million 
ounces (aga, 2021), making La Colosa a key symbol of aga’s conquest of the 
‘new frontier’.

aga executives frequently presented their exploration activities in Colombia 
at large international mining industry conferences. These conferences gather 
large numbers of mining companies, investors and analysts, and constitute an 
important place for the creation and promotion of industry narratives. This 
makes them a key venue for corporate storytelling. The presentations com-
panies give at these conferences may be seen as ritualised performances that 
serve to attract mining investment and sustain investor confidence (see also 
Rajak, 2011b). aga’s presentations on Colombia typically figure slides with a 
map of the country, on which the company’s large ‘area of interest’ is marked 
out, visualising the company’s territorial dominance by showing its widespread 
presence across the Western and Central Cordillera of the Colombian Andes 
(see, e.g., aga, 2006; aga, 2012a). Other common elements in these conference 
presentations are an emphasis on the company’s ‘first mover advantage’ and 
its resulting ‘strong position in the world’s most prospective new gold district’ 
(aga 2012a). La Colosa in particular is often discussed in superlative terms, for 
instance as ‘the most significant new gold discovery of the current era’ (aga, 
2009), or ‘a global tier- one deposit […] a large world- class gold resource [that 
is] getting bigger, and is only the tip of the iceberg given a wealth of targets in 
Colombia’ (aga, 2012b). aga’s presentations at industry conferences illustrate 
how, through spectacular language and visuals, the company fostered a dra-
matic narrative of conquest and discovery to entice investors and sustain its 
high- risk greenfields strategy in Colombia.

6 Greenfields Mythologising

aga’s narrative practices were not only directed towards investors and share-
holders, but also played a vital role inside the company, especially for the 
Greenfields department. As I have already discussed, during my fieldwork 
inside the company Greenfields employees recounted legends of the early days 
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of aga’s greenfields exploration campaign in Colombia. This was striking, as 
most of these employees had not personally been involved in the heyday of this 
campaign, which perhaps made this period seem all the more mythical to them. 
In this section, I discuss two aspects of this internal ‘corporate mythologizing’ 
(Rajak, 2014, 259): the myth- making among Greenfields employees around large 
discoveries, and the internal narratives on what it means to be an exploration 
geologist. Both are integral to shaping corporate and professional identity.

Discovering a deposit viable for exploitation is what makes or breaks the 
career of an exploration geologist. This makes the fact that aga’s exploration 
team made three discoveries that could be developed into mining projects all 
the more exceptional. In addition to La Colosa, the team made two smaller but 
substantial discoveries: Gramalote, in 2007, and the more recent find of Nuevo 
Chaquiro or Quebradona, in 2014. On its web page on exploration, aga proudly 
cites a report that recognises the aga Greenfields team as the world’s most 
successful, with ‘a proven track record that includes the discovery of world- 
class ore bodies in Colombia at La Colosa, Gramalote and Nuevo Chaquiro’ 
(aga, n.d.), showing the great relevance of the Colombian discoveries to the 
business at the global level.

Large greenfields discoveries lend themselves well to mythologising. 
Geologists who have been involved in important discoveries typically develop 
a ‘discovery history’, which they disseminate in geological publications (for 
La Colosa, see, e.g., Lodder et al., 2010), and at exploration- focused industry 
 conferences. Some of these events even specifically focus on storytelling, by 
gathering geologists who have been involved in recent discoveries to tell the 
exploration community about their discovery process. An example is the 
Australian ‘NewGenGold’ conference, which promotes itself as ‘consistently 
featur[ing] the case histories of most of the world’s more important gold dis-
coveries’ (NewGenGold, n.d.). The importance of these discovery histories 
shows how corporate mythologising is not only integral to attracting invest-
ment at the stage when a discovery is no more than a promise, but is a key part 
of the business of mining exploration in a broader sense. Stories of successful 
discovery contribute to sustaining the quest for new frontiers by making explo-
ration success tangible.

Inside aga’s Greenfields department in Colombia, its discoveries were also 
the object of extensive myth- making, and employees avidly told and retold 
these tall tales among themselves. One such greenfields legend concerned the 
name ‘La Colosa’. Mining projects are traditionally named by exploration geol-
ogists after a landmark in the area of discovery, such as the name of a creek, 
estate, or mountain. This also appears to be the case for La Colosa, which is 
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named after the creek from which the first rock samples were collected. Was it 
a coincidence that this ‘colossal’ discovery was made in a creek with such a fit-
ting name? According to a greenfields legend I was told by various employees, 
it was not in fact the discovery that was named after the creek, but the creek 
that was named after the discovery. This story revolves around a Colombian 
geologist who was part of the exploration team that returned to Cajamarca 
in 2006 to take further samples, whom I will refer to using the pseudonym 
Santi(ago). A Greenfields employee told me (interview, 2 May 2017):

Santiago has an exceptional instinct. He is un terco [someone stubborn] 
but knows when something is worth going after. In Cajamarca, he could 
tell from the first rocks they analysed that they were after something 
gigantic. Did you know that they say that he was the one who gave the 
creek where they were prospecting the name of La Colosa? They were 
using an old map of the region, on which the name of the creek was not 
legible. All they could make out was ‘La Col’. Santi felt that they were after 
something colossal, so he took a pen, and changed the name of the creek 
on the map by scribbling ‘La Col.- osa’. Since then, everyone has called the 
creek La Colosa.

The story is a true tale of conquest, in which the gifted exploration geologist 
not only discovers the deposit, but, in an ultimate act of appropriation, even 
renames the creek where he made the discovery. According to an article by the 
geologists involved in the La Colosa discovery, the creek was originally named 
‘La Cólogan’, ‘later renamed by AngloGold Ashanti La Colosa Creek’ (Lodder 
et al., 2010, 26).

aga’s more recent greenfields discovery in Colombia, ‘Nuevo Chaquiro’, was 
also the subject of many stories I was told by Greenfields employees, as many 
workers employed at the time of my fieldwork had been involved in this find. 
The discovery had been much anticipated, as it had come after several years of 
unsatisfactory drilling work, and was referred to by Greenfields employees as 
‘the miracle of Quebradona’ (interview, 2 May 2017):

We had been exploring for several years but did not find anything signif-
icant. The process was coming to a close and we knew that eventually, 
we all would lose our jobs. The envelopes with our termination letters 
were ready, so to say. One afternoon, the Australian lead geologist came 
into the office, and said, ‘Everyone, stop what you are doing, I have a big 
announcement to make’. We all thought, there it is, we are all getting 
sacked. But he said, ‘Let’s go out, we’re going to celebrate. We have made 
an important discovery!’
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In this story, again, Santi is a heroic character:

The company had been on the brink of shutting down the project for a 
while, but Santi had insisted that there was something there. He man-
aged to convince the company to start one last round of drilling to a 
deeper level than had previously been performed in Colombia: over one 
kilometre deep. It turned out that all this time, we simply had not gone 
deep enough. The deposit had been there all along, but it was covered 
under a thick layer of rock without mineralization, and we had to drill 
deeper to get to the mineral.

As the heroic stories about Santi show, among the Greenfields personnel, 
exploration geologists who were considered responsible for key discoveries 
were elevated to the rank of almost mythical figures. Another revered geologist 
was aga Colombia’s first president, who had played a leading role in the La 
Colosa discovery. The geologist who led the exploration team in Colombia at 
the time of my fieldwork, for instance, looked up to him as a ‘very inventive 
geologist’, who had ‘convinced Anglo to go to Colombia’. Interestingly, whereas 
modern mining exploration involves complex scientific procedures and the 
use of advanced technologies, the mythology around individual ‘hero’ geolo-
gists centres on their instinctive ability to sense opportunity and their audacity 
in pursuing these intuitions. These epic stories maintain the age- old image of 
greenfields exploration as a magical process of gold seeking, in which intuition 
and boldness are eventually rewarded.

The stories told and retold among Greenfields personnel are central to 
shaping a distinct ‘greenfields identity’. Amid engineers, managers, lawyers 
and other bureaucrats, they allowed exploration geologists to think of them-
selves as the bold pioneers who venture into remote mountain areas to look 
for gold. A senior Greenfields manager described exploration geologists to me 
as ‘the adventurous types […] who dare to get on a plane and go to a country 
they don’t know, even if there is a war’. The performance of this greenfields 
identity extended beyond stories to the way Greenfields personnel presented 
themselves. In the Bogotá office, for instance, they walked around in sturdy 
mountain boots, in sharp contrast to the smart business attire worn by most of 
their colleagues from other departments. The Greenfields desks were also eas-
ily recognisable in the open plan office space, as Greenfields employees typ-
ically decorated their desks with mineralised rocks and fragments of drilling 
samples— greenfields symbols in an otherwise corporate space. Thus, narra-
tive and performance were key to shaping greenfields identity.

Notably, these greenfields stories are also deeply gendered. They involve a 
celebration of particularly ‘male’ qualities, such as being bold and unabashed, 
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and are typically centred around a male hero figure. In contrast, the greenfields 
vernacular uses terms of a female origin to describe the pristine character of 
greenfields discoveries. Greenfields finds are, for instance, referred to as ‘vir-
gin’ discoveries (e.g., aga, 2011, 45), and the initial resource estimate a com-
pany releases after discovery the ‘maiden resource’ (e.g., aga, 2014). This way, 
the ‘greenfields identity’ shaped through corporate storytelling is a gendered 
identity.

The gendered identity of the exploration geologist was also reflected in the 
gender distribution of the Greenfields department, which employed very few 
women, most of whom worked in social roles, for instance as community liai-
sons, rather than in geology. At the time of my fieldwork, the department did 
have one female geologist, whom I will call Adriana. When she was not on field 
trips, she worked in the Bogotá office, where I got to know her. Whereas most 
women in the office dressed in a more stereotypically feminine way, Adriana 
had bright pink hair and a tomboyish style. When I asked her what it was like 
to work as the only woman on the team, she told me, ‘I already don’t notice it 
anymore. In my team, there is not much machismo. When you work together, 
it doesn’t matter if you are a man or a woman, I don’t feel it’. It seemed to 
me that Adriana’s way of dealing with the male dominance of the Greenfields 
department was by conforming to the greenfields identity of being cool, bold 
and adventurous, downplaying her femininity in the way she presented her-
self, in the way she talked, and seemingly even in the way she thought about 
this. This involved a constant tension between her ignoring or even ‘undoing’ 
gender difference, and acting and speaking in particularly gendered ways (see 
also Smith, 2014, Chapter 5).

Greenfields identity was not only shaped from the inside, but also by other 
actors in the company, outside the Greenfields department. While they shared 
the reverence for geologists who had made important discoveries, other 
employees tended to highlight the cowboy reputation of these geologists. 
A former manager of government relations, for instance, described Lodder to 
me as ‘brilliant’ but ‘un bruto’ (a rogue) because ‘he went to very dangerous 
parts of the country without any form of protocol’ (see Welker (2014, 47) for 
a similar narrative on greenfields geologists by Newmont’s csr personnel). 
The executive talked to me at length about how he saw ‘the greenfields geol-
ogist’, whom he found difficult to manage and spoke of as if he were discuss-
ing an exotic species: ‘a greenfields geologist is, by nature, independent, and 
does not want to be restricted by too many limits. To be successful, he needs 
to be as flexible and quick as possible’. Another manager described green-
fields geologists as ‘very keen on maintaining their independence’, and had 
found that they tended to resist managers who attempted to impose rules and 
protocols. Greenfields geologists themselves saw such characterisations as a 
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misunderstanding of what greenfields exploration really involves, and argued 
that colleagues who criticised the ‘greenfields way of working’ had not prop-
erly understood that ‘the skills explorationists need to have are to be agile, flex-
ible, adaptive’. These various and sometimes incompatible stories from inside 
and outside the Greenfields department shaped the understanding people 
inside the company had of greenfields identity, which formed a controversial 
but essential part of the company. This identity, in turn, corresponded to the 
company’s image in the wider sector as a bold, visionary and at times perhaps 
reckless greenfields explorer.

7 Suspended Capitalisation and Alternative Stories

In this chapter, I have argued that the study of extractive frontier expansion 
requires attention to narrative, imagination and performance, as this allows us 
to see how seemingly abstract market dynamics are embedded in, and enabled 
by, deeply social practices. aga’s exploration campaign in Colombia illustrates 
how storytelling and imagination were key to making mining exploration pos-
sible. This chapter has illustrated how Colombia was actively conjured as the 
‘last Andean frontier’ for gold exploration in the corporate, shareholder, and 
investor imaginations through narrative and performative practices, by both 
state and industry. To aga specifically, this imagination of Colombia’s subsur-
face potential and the generation of hype around it were key to attracting the 
investment required for its extensive exploration campaign, which yielded 
important mineral discoveries.

Yet the case of aga in Colombia also crucially illustrates the other side of 
this argument: storytelling is crucial for advancing mining exploration and 
exploitation, but alternative stories to extractive frontier expansion are also 
possible. The spectacular narratives I have discussed in this chapter did not go 
uncontested, but competed with other imaginations for the country’s future. 
aga’s performance of greenfields bravado on the one hand earned the company 
a competitive advantage as ‘first mover’ and admiration from industry peers, 
but the hype it generated around its exploration campaign also exposed the 
company to intense public scrutiny from an early stage. This turned La Colosa 
into a flagship project not only for aga and the Uribe Administration, but also 
for a growing anti- mining movement of concerned peasants, national and local 
politicians, and environmental activists in alliance with international ngo s.

The opposition to La Colosa continues to be one of the most prominent 
cases of mining resistance in the country. In March 2017, a coalition of anti- 
mining groups successfully organised a municipal referendum to ban mining in 
Cajamarca, the town where the project is located (bbc Mundo, 2017). A month 
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later, aga decided to indefinitely suspend the project, citing uncertainty in the 
permitting process as well as the result of the anti- mining vote (agac, 2017). 
The project remains suspended to this day. At its other projects in Colombia, 
the company also continues to struggle to obtain the environmental licences 
and permits it needs to advance into the exploitation phase (Jamasmie, 2022). 
This illustrates how the capitalisation of subsurface resource potential, the 
transformation of a discovery into an extractive operation, is not a given, even 
after a deposit has been found.

Narrative, imaginative and performative practices are integral to the making 
of resources and extractive frontiers. While these practices are interconnected 
with a mining project’s viability, they do not necessarily or straightforwardly 
enable the actual realisation of a mining operation. Whether or not extrac-
tive frontier expansion materialises is the result of an uneven and speculative 
process involving (temporary) deferrals and disruptions, competing anticipa-
tions of financial gain and environmental damage, and a complex interaction 
of geological substances with the imaginations of geologists and financiers, 
assessments of financial, environmental and political risk, legal arrangements 
and volatile commodity prices. As Gisa Weszkalnys characterises it, the process 
through which resources and frontiers are made is ‘simultaneously  ethically 
charged, materially grounded, and temporally extended into an uncertain 
future’ (2015, 633). In Colombia, stories and imaginations alternative to an 
extractive future are central to a polarised public debate on whether and in 
what way there is a place for large- scale mining in the country’s future, reinvig-
orated by the growing demand for transition minerals, on the one hand (anm, 
2021), and the election of an outspoken opponent of the extractive industries 
as president, on the other. Whether or not Colombia will indeed turn out to be 
the last Andean frontier for industrial gold mining is a story still being written.
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 chapter 11

(Im)mobility Economies: Extractivism of the 
Refugee as a Human Commodity

Julia C. Morris

 Abstract

This chapter advances a resource extractive framework for understanding the expan-
sion of extraction and capitalist activity into the governance of human mobility. I uti-
lise a theoretical framework centred on resource extraction to argue that the figure 
of the refugee is entangled in extractive capitalism. Understanding the expansion of 
extractive industries into ‘frontiering’ practices requires attention to asylum as a form 
of governance, powered by a heavily racialised and liberal- positioned performative 
economy. Asylum is one means of entry across the hardened nation state borders of the 
current racialised global order. In putting forward an asylum claim, migrants (largely 
the Black and brown poor from the global South) must perform within a particular 
objectified narrative, making claims on their bodies to move between sovereign states. 
This performative dimension can allow for agency, but it is also a mode of subjectifica-
tion that creates immense power imbalances, while profiting a vast industry of corpo-
rate, non- governmental, government, and other actors. Arguing that value is extracted 
from migrants as resources, I also probe the power of liberal- leftist representations, 
which help sustain this (im)mobility economy. Tropes of refugee suffering have gained 
popularity, leading to the fetishisation and durability of refugee extractivism, all while 
obscuring the massively consequential impacts of the industry. By moving outside of 
state and industry categorisations, we might better imagine alternative systems of free 
movement that go beyond adjudicating human worth and solidifying hierarchies of 
suffering.

1 Introduction

‘Each of us has a dollar sign on us. That’s how they see us. Just like commod-
ities’, Alexia sighed as we sat down at Nauru’s boat harbor.1 She kept a close 

 1 Pseudonyms are used throughout this chapter to maintain confidentiality.
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250 Morris

eye on her children while they played in the water under the heat of the sun, 
but grew noticeably more frustrated as she described ‘the industry’ that she 
saw operating around refugees. ‘Without us, this country would go bankrupt 
again, and look at all these Australian companies contracted here. Do you 
know how much they’re getting? Multi- millions. And it’s only a few of us here’. 
Alexia was not exaggerating. By the time I arrived to conduct my fieldwork in 
the small Pacific island nation of the Republic of Nauru in 2015, the Australian 
government had spent usd 314 million2 (au$415 million) on its Nauru opera-
tions that fiscal year alone: almost usd 243,000 (au$350,000) for each asylum 
seeker or refugee held on the island. Along with Papua New Guinea’s Manus 
Island, Nauru was at that time the principal seat of the Australian government’s 
‘regional processing arrangements’. As is the case with similar offshored and 
outsourced ‘frontiering’ arrangements worldwide, these offshoring operations 
play out along the fault lines of colonialism (Morris, 2021a). Nauru has a colo-
nial history of phosphate extraction, when the island operated as a company 
town under the British Phosphate Commission and Australian administrative 
control (Williams and MacDonald, 1985). After a brief post- independence hey-
day of local phosphate boom wealth under the new government’s Republic 
of Nauru Phosphate Corporation (RONPhos), the island’s new- found billion- 
dollar economy crashed dramatically. Now, Nauru is neo- colonially restruc-
tured in line with processing and resettling refugees for Australian political 
and organisational profit (Morris, 2019a). On an on- and- off- again basis, anyone 
who makes their way by boat and claims asylum to Australia is automatically 
sent to Nauru or Manus for processing and indefinite resettlement.3

Alexia was all too aware of the industry dynamics that made her subject to 
immense profiteering from zealous right- wing and liberal prospectors alike. 
She, like so many others I spoke with, trying to make their way from global 
South regions (Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Iran, Iraq, Pakistan, Somalia, Sri 
Lanka) to Australia, was imbricated in the gruelling process of making her asy-
lum claim. It was this labour- intensive process of making an asylum claim that 
entangled her and other migrants in the industry’s circuits of value. At that 
time in Nauru’s resource frontier, the Australian company Transfield Services 
held a usd 1.04 billion (aud 1.5 billion) contract for refugee managerial pro-
visions at the regional processing centres, or ‘rpc s’, over a period of three 

 2 Currencies were converted using the exchange rate on 22 July 2022, when 1 aud =  usd 
0.692782.

 3 As of writing, just over 100 migrants remained living in the country under refugee visas. 
However, Nauru continues to be financed by the Australian government with the under-
standing that this operation might be restarted in the future.
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years; Save the Children had a contract of usd 25.4 million (aud 36.7 mil-
lion) for child welfare activities over one year, and another of usd 53.9 mil-
lion (aud 77.8 million) was held by Connect over two years: a consortium of 
a Melbourne and Brisbane- based ngo contracted into resettling migrants in 
Nauru. These contracts were not withstanding the immense array of interna-
tional and Australian medical, legal, interpreting, security, food, goods, hous-
ing, construction and transportation contractors, coupled with the local land 
leasing and entrepreneurial practices, that pushed these human extractive 
operations into an almost usd 595,523 (aud 860,000) a person a day industry. 
Many organisational names were familiar to me before arriving on the island, 
having already conducted extensive fieldwork into the industry that circulates 
around migrants and, I soon found, asylum seekers and refugees. In fact, a 
range of Australian and transnational non- governmental, intergovernmental 
and corporate providers were active in Nauru’s localised business operations, 
revealing quite how institutionalised the ‘refugee business’ (Franck, 2018) 
has become, ‘modulating’ (Appel, 2019) to new extractive sites in response to 
frontiering activity. By 2020, the Australian government had spent over usd 
8.31 billion (aud 12 billion) on Nauru and Manus as so- called third country 
resettlement sites since the operations restarted in 2012: industry ‘boomtowns’ 
flourishing on migrants as commodities. Yet, during my fieldwork, only 1,300 
asylum seekers and refugees were living on the island: the maximum the coun-
try ever reached at one time. Nauru demonstrates the extent to which the real-
ities of numbers are irrelevant to the accumulation of capital.

This chapter explores the power that a resource extractive framework 
provides for understanding the expansion of extraction into ever- growing 
resource frontiers globally. It extends previous arguments I have made in 
relation to the Nauruan context (Morris, 2019a; 2019b) to consider the bio- 
economic dimension of refugee legal systems as an extractive practice. In my 
overall work, I advance a provocative framework centred on extractivism to 
argue that the figure of the refugee is entangled in extractive capitalism. My 
scholarship contributes to the debates advanced in this thematic volume by 
arguing that extractivism is a logic that pervades spheres beyond more typi-
cally thought of resource extractive sectors, such as mining. Moving beyond 
extraction, I see extractivism as an ideological construct, an analytical and 
political concept, connected to deep logics of exploitation and subjectification 
(Arboleda, 2020). Extractivism is not just defined by, as Mezzadra and Neilson 
(2017, 188) put it, the ‘forced removal of raw materials and life forms from the 
earth’s surface, depths, and biosphere’, but also by the opening of new fron-
tiers and the urge to ‘find untapped substances to turn into commodities’. In 
examining the changing character of ‘hyper- extractivism’ (Watts, 2021) in the 
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twenty- first century, I trace resource frontiers into forms of migrant extraction. 
Extractive processes are the forces that push many people to move from home-
land regions. This includes massive land grabs, ecological destructions from 
mining, and the implementation of neo- colonial development programmes, 
all of which generate migrations (North and Grinspun, 2016; Sassen, 2016). 
But extractivism does not stop there. People are then subject to the extrac-
tive systems of legal technologies that track their movements across territories 
(Morris, 2019b; 2021a).

Asylum seekers like Alexia discussed the grueling process of making an asy-
lum claim with me. She— and others— described it as a form of dehuman-
ising exploitative labour. She was required to recount intimate experiences 
and narratives of trauma in order to move elsewhere. What is extracted then 
is people’s vital energies, time, and material resources, all of which profit a 
vast industry of corporate, non- governmental, government, and other actors. 
Yet Nauru is not unique; rather, the island is simply microcosmic of extractive 
racial dynamics that I have noticed elsewhere (Morris, 2019a; 2021a). Nauru is 
worryingly symptomatic of the political penchant for Western governments, 
in particular, to outsource and offshore border enforcement on a global scale 
through all manner of blatantly repressive and humanitarian devices, includ-
ing, but by no means limited to, border personnel training (Bialasiewicz, 2012), 
containment regimes and militarised border technologies (Besteman, 2020), 
development and conservation programmes (Kröger and Nygren, 2020) and 
the international refugee legal system (Morris, 2019b; 2021b).

Over the last near decade, I have been tracking new fronts of extraction 
emerging related to human (im)mobility. This chapter draws on prolonged 
periods of fieldwork in two extractive ‘patches’ (Ferguson, 2006, 204)— Nauru 
and Jordan— to trace the connections between capitalist activity and expan-
sive extractive logics in the domain of migration governance. I conducted 
ethnographic fieldwork in Australia, Switzerland, Fiji, and Nauru for a total of 
fifteen months between 2015 and 2016, and then in Jordan for three months 
across 2018– 19. Certainly, these diverse geographical contexts have their own 
particularities. By bringing these sites together, I do gloss over many social, 
political, and economic specificities. But in so doing, my intention is to more 
expansively consider the global trend towards offshored and outsourced fron-
tiering models as they zig- zag from global North to South (Besteman, 2020).

I am certainly conscious of my role within the processes of extraction, 
also deriving capital from following zones of continual extractivism. In this 
regard, my methodological approach takes its inspiration from social scien-
tists focused on addressing carceral logics (Davies et al., 2021). Drawing on the 
pioneering work of abolitionist activist- scholars like Angela Davis and Ruth 
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Wilson Gilmore, this approach focuses on advancing transformative changes 
by meaningfully engaging with the unequal distribution of power, rather than 
centring practices such as mass incarceration, policing, and borders as societal 
givens. By naming the asylum system as a form of extractive capitalism, I look 
to disrupt these forms of administrative governance over majority Black and 
brown poor migrant populations. Through this analysis, I hope to offer analyti-
cally useful conceptualisations of human extractive frontiers in socio- spatially 
broader areas, even as I play a role in extractive industries.

This chapter proceeds in three parts. The first section lays out my theoretical 
framework in conversation with work on the migration industry and on new 
bio- economies that sees commodities not as reified ‘things’— or indeed people 
as innately ‘refugees’— but as brought into being by social relations. I ask what 
it means to understand refugees as commodities in a context where people’s 
own labour power is directed towards asserting themselves as refugees. The 
second section draws on my fieldwork in Jordan to reveal the expanding webs 
of infrastructure, labour, and activist struggle that drive new resource- based 
industries in the twenty- first century. In the final section, I argue that forms of 
pro- refugee activism and cultural practices, such as images, media, and other 
productions, work to harden the refugee economy. When examined closely, 
calls for rescue and welcome contribute to— rather than disrupt— these new 
extractive arrangements and the colonial relations of power that undergird 
them. The push to circulate migrants to offshored and outsourced sites raises 
questions about how these economies come to be advanced and enacted and, 
importantly, how they are challenged and continuously reopened again.

2 The Economies of (Im)mobility

Frontier expansions around human extractive regimes can be powerfully 
examined through political economic approaches. Recent scholarship in criti-
cal migration studies unpacks the political and economic profit extracted from 
migrants by a spectrum of institutional actors (Andersson, 2018; Coddington 
et al., 2020; Gammeltoft- Hansen and Sørensen, 2013). From the symbolic pur-
chase of discourses of ‘illegality’ (De Genova,2013) to lucrative organisational 
contracts (McGuirk and Pine, 2020) and the feel- good value of ‘missionary- 
esque’ altruism (Morris, 2022), a range of state and non- state actors have a 
stake in the governance of migration. Borders are, Mezzadra and Neilson (2013) 
point out, at the very heart of global capitalism. Global capitalism rests upon 
exploited labour within which practices of border- making and maintenance 
are a crucial part of producing labour power as a commodity (Rajaram, 2018; 
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Samaddar, 2020). Populations are put to work as a reserve army of informal 
low- wage labour to support global supply chains of commodities, such as in 
construction labour (Kathiravelu, 2016), the care and entertainment industries 
(Cheng, 2010) and forms of entrepreneurship (Bhagat, 2020).

But while border practices are well recognised as significant to current ruling 
relations, understandings of this exploitation all too often rely upon caricatures 
of passive workers. Indeed, much of the migration industry focus still distances 
migrants from the institutionalised governance industry through theories 
of abjection: as ‘wasted’ (Bauman, 2004) or ‘expelled’ populations rendered 
irrelevant and invisible (Sassen, 2014). Racialised migrants are framed as dis-
placed victims who are subject to immense ‘profit and predation’ (Andersson, 
2018). Even as scholars critique state institutional classifications, such as the 
‘asylum seeker’ and ‘refugee’, many still utilise them to make normative claims 
about intrinsic suffering and the overall benevolence of the international ref-
ugee system. So too, the process of making an asylum claim is not taken to 
be a form of intimate labour in its own right, one that contributes to value 
generation. Yet, as I see it, migrants, as racialised refugee bodies in capitalism, 
are not only pushed ‘to turn themselves into productive members of society –  
through employment or entrepreneurship –  in order to survive’ (Bhagat, 2020, 
3). They are also entangled in the intimate labour of making an asylum claim. 
The process of appropriating people’s bodies depends increasingly on individ-
uals’ personal capacities to adjust their emotions and concepts of self, body 
and intimacy to the rationalities of the market. Poor migrants of colour are 
encouraged to subordinate themselves through an ‘embodied performance of 
trauma’ (Pine, 2020, 212), while the white subject is presented as empathetic, 
caring and good, offering ‘protection’ to the stranger (Danewid, 2017).

Yet despite mounting criticism in other fields relating to bodily substances 
(Scheper- Hughes and Wacquant, 2002; Vora, 2015) and intimate labour 
(Mahdavi, 2011), the international refugee regime is remarkably resistant to 
challenge. Migrants advancing or having received asylum claims are still taken 
to be outside the industry in terms of the biopolitical function of their labour 
power. Debates around extraction are usually limited to the generation of 
migration, not to the extractivist logics that incorporate migrants into— and 
pervade— migration governance systems, such as asylum. A major difficulty 
in making these arguments is that many critics and publics have uncomfort-
able, mixed feelings in approaching people— saturated by morally charged 
representations— as commodities. Those who object to the idea of refugee 
commodification do so because it ‘implicitly includes a type of objectification; 
converting something or someone into a good that can be traded’ (Hofmann 
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and Moreno, 2016, 7). It is thus not the commodifying argument per se that 
provokes the objections, but the uncomfortable realities of how people are 
objectified, and at times utilise objectifying discourses themselves. My inten-
tion here is to flag up how people are treated— and indeed traded— as objects 
in a capitalist market system in highly demeaning and intimately extractive 
ways. Extractivism as an analytical category then captures not just the pro-
cesses that push people to move (Sassen, 2014; Stefoni Espinoza et al., 2021), 
but also the institutional assemblage that extracts value from those migration 
pathways.

Anthropologists have long pointed out the myriad cultural settings in which 
‘the human body and its parts’ are targets for commodification (Sharp, 2000). 
In the context I will go on to describe, migrants are pushed to translate their 
body power into valorised labour through forms of ‘refugee performativity’ 
(Häkli et al., 2017). These forms of refugee embodiment are harnessed to the 
marketplace and profitability for migrants and workforces alike. Organisations 
receive large contracts for all aspects of the asylum process, exerting forms of 
control and rule over people’s lives (Morris, 2021b). Meanwhile, terms such as 
‘refugee economies’ (Betts et al., 2017) are entering into normative vocabulary, 
tying migrant use to capitalist extraction. Refugees are also traded around the 
world for their geopolitical utility and, at times, financial currency. In main-
stream economics, this tradability in a capitalist market is known as ‘fungi-
bility’. It is a crucial characteristic of commodities in a capitalist sense: a form 
of market value that Kelberer (2017) describes in this context as ‘refugee rent-
ierism’. States leverage their position as host states of displaced communities, 
extracting revenue from other states for maintaining migrant groups within 
their borders on the basis of ascribing prices to refugee bodies (Morris, 2020).

Migrants are also subject to an immense moral economy where ‘exchange 
is not motivated by profit, but by an identification with abstract moral values’ 
(Erevelles, 2001, 8), such as philanthropy and civil society galvanised by white 
empathy discourses of #RefugeesWelcome (Picozza, 2021). In turn, these dis-
courses are entangled in migrant desires for mobility and consumption (Cabot, 
2013). People potentialise the logic of commodity in their self- appreciation 
as capital in ways that are related to their labour power and fulfilling their 
onwards goals. The performative and ethical dimensions here constitute the 
fetishistic power of refugees, in particular, as commodities. As Marx described, 
fetishism is about concealing production relations, but also about permeating 
products with an objectified mystical dimension. In their particular imagin-
ings, #RefugeesWelcome movements and migrant practices may deepen this 
mystical character through a ‘refetishization’ (Adams and Raisborough, 2008). 
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By grounding the shifts towards migrant extractivism in the operations of cap-
ital, we might better understand the enormity of this planetary phenomena 
and the violence it produces.

In addition to objectification, another major concern around the commod-
ification framework is that it appears to discount the very real violence that 
many migrants might have experienced. By saying that migrants are perform-
ing demeaning identities, my critique of the international refugee system could 
be misinterpreted as questioning the authenticity of people’s experiences. This 
is by no means my intention, and making these arguments is not to claim that 
migrants are not suffering. Rather, it is to say that asylum is one means of entry 
across the hardened nation state borders of the current racialised global order. 
In putting forward an asylum claim, migrants (largely the Black and brown 
poor from the global South) must perform within a particular objectified nar-
rative, making claims on their bodies to move between sovereign states. Here, 
I draw on Miriam Ticktin’s (2006) work in understanding the consequences of 
a new ‘biosocial’ space that pushes people towards drawing on their biology 
as a resource for mobility. Alongside these concerns, it might be said that in 
emphasising the inequalities of this governance regime I may undermine a 
key legal mechanism that many have benefited from in decades past to the 
present day. I do so with the understanding that the international refugee 
regime is inherently problematic. I want to challenge and pull back the veil of 
mystification regarding asylum as benevolent and the racist, capitalist, clas-
sist, sexist, misogynist systems that place demands and regulations on certain 
bodies to bring their suffering to bear in order to move elsewhere. The focus on 
hierarchies of suffering strengthens a ‘victim- villain binary’ (Pupavac, 2008) 
that forestalls critical reconsiderations of free movement across borders, and 
creates human divisions in the process. This ‘technology of antirelationality’ 
is, Ruth Wilson Gilmore (2002, 261) points out, intrinsic to racial capitalism. 
Collective life in humanity is ‘partitioned’ and then ‘interconnected’ in ways 
that feed capital and wealth.

The next section draws on my fieldwork in Jordan, almost 14,000 kilometres 
away from Nauru, to consider asylum as a hyper- extractive system. Moving 
towards an understanding of the expansion of extraction into spheres of 
human activity also requires recognising the complications of the performa-
tive dynamics of this industry, an aspect that my previous work has not ade-
quately captured. But while accounting for individual agency in ‘reshaping and 
refusing dominant images of deservingness, victimhood, and vulnerability’ 
(Cabot, 2013, 453), the bodily dissemination of sociolegal terminologies and 
processes can ensure that extractive activities continue unhindered.
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3 Jordan: Asylum as a Hyper- extractive System

I am at the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees’ (unhcr) reg-
istration centre in Amman. A dusty waiting room is packed with new Syrian 
arrivals to the Jordanian capital. Individuals, friends, couples, families, young 
and old, mingle about. Some wear T- shirts and jeans, but many are also in kaf-
tans and abayas marked in distinctive traditional patterns specific to far- flung 
rural regions. They are unable to afford the freedom of movement that has 
seen the wealthy Syrian elite more easily migrate on a global scale. Instead, 
many patiently wait to register as asylum seekers with unhcr. Others await 
their refugee status determination (rsd) interviews to decide whether they 
are formally classified as refugees and could potentially apply for residency 
elsewhere. Many of the latter clutch folders filled to the brim with the count-
less documents they require to prove the authenticity of their persecution, and 
eligibility to move from their home regions. Some have told me that this com-
plicated and drawn- out process involved months, if not years, of painstaking 
work. Collating documents from bygone pasts, calling family and friends that 
might remain, combines with the often re- traumatising effect of rehearsing 
one’s life stories prior to arrival in Amman. The technical and labour- intensive 
process of ‘asylum labour’ means locating verifiable proof that your residence 
was subject to devastation, medical reports documenting physical and mental 
health distress, evidence of past employment showing you to be a target of 
Syrian state violence, to proof of sexuality that might substantiate your mal-
treatment in the country. These forms of intimate extraction are undeniably 
invasive and form part of the labour- intensive process of claiming asylum 
(Harper et al., 2015).

Specialised methods of intimate extraction require increasingly special-
ised labour. The side rooms that splinter off from the main waiting room 
are all staffed by international and Jordanian unhcr officials who consider 
the credibility of each applicant in detail: a model that I have likened else-
where to ‘assembly line’ assessment practices (Morris, 2019b) premised on, as 
Anna Tsing (2013, 21) describes with familiar capitalist commodities, ‘creating 
commodity value from non- capitalist value forms’. In asylum adjudication, 
migrants are sieved out as ‘worthy’ from ‘unworthy’ based on being ‘sorted’ 
and ‘regraded’ as a ‘refugee’ or not. As a result, migrants must utilise gendered, 
racialised, and class- based discourses to produce ‘pictures’ of lives eligible for 
protection that fit templates of victimhood and vulnerability (Cabot, 2013). 
‘Trauma’, writes Adrienne Pine (2020, 211), ‘only has value in the asylum indus-
try […] if it’s the right kind of trauma’. How asylum applicants dress, how they 
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comport themselves, their overall appearance are all stereotyped assumptions 
that are taken to signal possible victimhood. When summoned to perform 
their life histories in the asylum interview, many migrants actively strive to 
meet their audiences’ expectations. This performance of ‘idealized refugeen-
ess’ (Fiddian- Qasmiyeh, 2014) resonates with what Giddens (1991) famously 
described as the ‘commodification of self ’. In late modernity, Giddens argues, 
personal lives are, to a greater or lesser degree, reorganised on the model of 
market relations. He writes how the ‘narrative of the self ’ is ‘constructed in 
circumstances in which personal appropriation is influenced by standardized 
influences on consumption’ (201). Knowing how to act and represent oneself 
is a mediated process, under the influence of sources such as images in adver-
tising and media entertainment, which act as ‘substitutes for real satisfactions 
unobtainable in normal social conditions’ (199). The consumptive influences 
Giddens describes are clear here when set against discussions of ngo moral 
economies and the political economic utility of ‘the refugee’. Suffering itself is 
commodified (Kleinman and Kleinman, 1996), but also reworked for strategic 
ends (Cabot, 2013). In this sense, self- definition depends on personally brand-
ing oneself to meet the demands of the marketplace.

I discussed this with Imran, a younger Syrian man from Idlib, working on 
the front desk at my hotel. He was interested in my research and keen to talk 
about his asylum legal experience. Over coffee downtown, Imran and his 
friend Georg, also from the same heavily bombed northern Syrian region, both 
in their mid- twenties, described their experiences to me. Highly fluent in the 
refugee legal system, Imran and Georg were well aware of how to meet the 
demands of the asylum performative context, describing it together jokingly, 
yet with conviction, as a form of ‘self- marketing’. Imran commented that he 
knew from conversations with friends of his who had been through the sys-
tem, as well as ngo workers, and his own online media and legal aid website 
research, that ‘tears were very helpful’. He continued, ‘I was told make sure 
you at least shed a tear in your interview’. Imran’s life history was meticulously 
planned out and, he shared, part of his success. ‘I thought about it like writing 
and acting out a story. A sort of fictionalised account of my life, like if I was 
working with a movie director and wanted to shock the audience through 
some of those techniques they use’.

The ‘techniques’ that Imran describes are the narrative conventions of asy-
lum, which include incorporating such emotionally charged aspects as tropes 
of violence and flight (Malkki, 1995). This is not to imply that Imran is somehow 
not a ‘real refugee’, but reveals the intensive work that he and other applicants 
had to put into becoming recognisable as such. Certainly, each person’s narra-
tive might reflect some of these broadly shared experiences. However, asylum 
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applicants must figure out how to present their experiences in a compelling 
manner resonant with the cinematic account that Imran describes. In fact, not 
just Imran and Georg, but other asylum applicants also told me how they pol-
ished their life histories to meet racialised arcs of white salvation: a European 
promise of winning a universal crusade against a regressive Orientalised and 
transhistorical Taliban barbarism. These forms of self- representation invoked 
normative ideas of race, class, and gender within the overarching narrative of 
fleeing Taliban persecution for the safety and protection of the liberal dem-
ocratic core. They all form part of the work of presenting— and often stra-
tegically degrading— oneself as worthy of capitalist state insertion within 
notions of civility, wealth, and Europeanness (Cabot, 2013). In this sense, it 
is not only explicitly commercial practices that have interpenetrated the life-
world and selfhood, but also the predictable attributes about ‘who a refugee 
is’ (Shacknove, 1985), which are ‘floated’ onto the public marketplace, and 
reworked by individuals for their restricted mobility goals.

This is the system of ‘unfree labour’ whereby poor brown and Black migrants 
from the global South, in particular, are channelled into making an asylum 
claim in order to move elsewhere. Imran and Georg were both of a lower socio- 
economic status, and unable to afford the time and expense of finishing their 
high school education, instead entering straight into apprenticeship profes-
sions. Unlike those of the mobile elite class, and without the sponsorship of 
a foreign employer, their abilities to move from Syria were restricted to the 
demeaning process of proving their suffering by making asylum claims. Aihwa 
Ong (1999, 58) describes this differential access to mobility as ‘graduated sov-
ereignty’, whereby racialised segments of the population are differentially gov-
erned according to how they relate or do not relate to global markets, ‘and in 
the process assigned different social fates’. These forms of differential mobil-
ity governance were certainly the case with Imran and Georg, whereby their 
devaluation as ‘low- skilled’ and ‘low- income’ workers restricted their freedom 
to move.4

Yet, Imran and Georg were by no means disposable populations, not ‘rel-
evant’ to global markets. Rather, their alleged ‘disposability’ brought them 
into the folds of capital accumulation in their struggle to survive. In fact, it is 
through the unfree and precarious employment relations of the asylum system 
that state and non- state actors alike ensure levels of profitability. The refugee 

 4 The division of people into ‘low- skilled’ and ‘high- skilled’ workers is immensely problematic. 
Such binaries all too often map neatly onto race as a way to legitimise lower wages, more 
intense schedules, and institutional segregation, and a never- ending low- wage exploitable 
labour force (Appel, 2019).
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industry relies on migrants making asylum claims, while state and organisa-
tional modes of investment profit from suspending people in conditions of 
precarity (Coddington et al., 2020). But in the process, migrants are subject to 
the ‘precaritization of labor and life’ (Allison, 2013, 7) symptomatic of forms of 
unfreedom, as they make their asylum claims. Imran and Georg described the 
limitations on their abilities to work during this time, outside of working on 
their asylum claims. While under the asylum process, they were barred from 
formal employment, and instead cobbled together cash- in- hand jobs coupled 
with piecemeal ngo support in order to survive. Their exploited labour as asy-
lum claimants and low- wage ‘illegal’ workers made them subject to multiple 
modes of accumulation.

3.1 Jordan: a Resource Boom Frontier
The effects of these industry investments are unmistakable as Jordan is identi-
fied as a resource frontier region. As Syrian migrants are harnessed to the mar-
ketplace and profitability, organisations have mushroomed across Amman to 
provide all aspects of humanitarian care within the refugee and wider market 
economy, in much the same way as I found in Nauru. Local coffee shops are 
filled with humanitarian aid workers; researchers, such as myself, fly in- and- 
out of this new extractive frontier, as the (im)mobility of people enables the 
mobility of others. Local organisations that once focused on quite different pri-
orities segue towards the new human resource boom. Many ngo  heavyweights 
in Jordan focused on the great Syrian commodity boom hold benchmark quo-
tas for the number of Syrian refugees they match to local employment: part 
of the economic metrics tied to a new human commodity (Morris, 2020). 
In exchange for employing targeted numbers of Syrian refugees in various 
industry sectors (agriculture, construction, manufacturing, and so forth), the 
Jordanian government received humanitarian and development funding and 
concessional loans of usd 1.9 billion, and the opening up of tariff- free trade in 
the European market to Jordanian goods.

Yet, in the process of this resource grab, the economic ‘worthiness’ assigned 
to Syrian refugees also leads to the exclusion of non- Syrian migrants.5 Because 
of these prerogatives, many migrants, in particular those from Sudan, Somalia 
and Yemen, who also have their own backgrounds of terrifying experiences, are 
unable to access the same levels of socio- economic support. Some are subject 
to increased violence, and events include the shooting of a Sudanese man in 

 5 Time, place, and context all strongly influence who is determined to be a refugee; often relat-
ing to the geopolitical zeitgeist (Morris, 2021b), illustrating how valuation varies over time 
and space, and is situated in particular sociocultural contexts.
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Amman’s Ashrafiyeh neighbourhood in October 2014: part of a string of violent 
acts targeting African refugees, which go unreported (Verduijn and Al Majali, 
2020). So too, regional migrants seeking economic stability, predominately 
from Egypt, who depend on daily work in Jordanian construction, farming, 
retail and the restaurant industry, are also sidelined in favour of the boom sec-
tor centred on Syrian refugees. As a result, such forms of refugee fetishisation 
create racialised, classed, and ethnic divisions centred on the monopolisation 
of resources.6 Meanwhile, many of the Syrian asylum applicants I spoke with 
will be unable to move beyond Jordan, even with their refugee status. Instead, 
they are explicitly entangled in the structural impediments of the wider (im)
mobility economy and its spectacular modes of accumulation. They are made 
commercially viable as a low- wage exploitable labour force benefiting local 
and global economies, while also hardening the conceptual frontiers of the EU 
through the spectacle of borders (De Genova, 2013). In effect, racialised peoples 
simultaneously facilitate capital accumulation through their labour and their 
representation as racialised ‘risky’ or ‘at risk’ bodies (Gray and Franck, 2019).

Imran was lucky, he told me, more so than friends of his, who were only 
able to find work in manufacturing plants on the fringes of the city as part 
of the Jordanian government’s limitations on employment sectors (see Morris 
(2020)). He was well aware that his hotel work— his immobilised labour of 
hospitality (Duncan et al., 2013)— tied him into mobile global tourism, and 
more specifically once again, the humanitarian industry, much of which came 
in the scramble for the human extractive boom. Migrants such as Imran may 
be physically excluded from European and western shores, but they are by no 
means outside of global spheres of production and consumption. Rather, con-
temporary consumer cultures are directly connected to the wealth generated 
by frontier regimes, one premised on their low- wage labour and their bodily 
currency. However, Imran had by no means lost control of his labour power. 
Rather, he navigated the forms of value extracted from his refugee figuration 
to further his own mobility agenda. As an accomplished tailor who had previ-
ously owned his own business, working in a hotel was not high on Imran’s list 
of priorities. But, without the sponsorship of a local employer, owning his own 
business was out of the question: an explicit stipulation of Jordanian labour 
laws. Imran remained upbeat though and stressed to me that at least he had 
employment thanks to the drive the employ Syrian refugees. Moreover, it was 
a respectable hotel chain and the work covered his living expenses and might 

 6 Although I did not directly meet anyone who had done this, I heard numerous anecdotal 
reports of migrants adopting a Syrian identity in the hope that they could receive residency 
and work permits in Jordan or ultimately in European countries.
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mean one day that he could utilise the transferable skills to access a more excit-
ing position elsewhere. While he all too clearly felt his imbrication in the (im)
mobility economy, performing within supply chains was an important strategy 
of securing onward goals.

It is not only goods and commodified labour that circulate in the global 
economy, but also the consumption of suffering of distant others. The final 
section of this chapter zooms back out to global liberal advocacy movements 
focused on ‘welcoming refugees’. Although well meaning in their attempts, pro- 
refugee activism is also part of the ‘hyper- extractive assemblage’ (Watts, 2021) 
premised on continued racial subordination. Simultaneously, campaigns cen-
tred on white hospitality and rescue are strategically manipulated by migrants, 
who draw on the idiom of international organisations for their tremendous 
profit potential. Yet in the process, these forms of self- representation bolster 
an extractive system premised on exclusion and exploitation and the boom 
sector of (im)mobility economies.

4 Conclusions: #RefugeesWelcome and Hyper- Extraction

The summer of 2021 brought an inordinate humanitarian #RefugeesWelcome 
push. The high- profile Taliban takeover in Afghanistan and large- scale move-
ments of Haitian and Central American migrants to the Mexican- Texan bor-
der spurred on humanitarian groups and their allies to galvanise campaigns in 
empathy and solidarity with ‘refugees’. In fact, over the last decade activism cam-
paigns led by organisational representatives, scholars, artists, politicians and 
migrants have relied on the left- liberal and multicultural #RefugeesWelcome 
framing. Stock images of poor Black and brown migrants in excruciating pain 
and desperation bombard Western publics on a perennial basis. In the wake 
of the Russian invasion of Ukraine, humanitarian depictions of ‘white like us’ 
Europeans galvanised the European Union and global publics in solidarity.7 
Racialised migrants are alternatively cast as threats or objects of sympathy 
or through an affinity based on whiteness, whereby national boundaries are 

 7 Ukrainian citizens are eligible for temporary protection in any EU country, including the 
right to work, housing, healthcare, and education for children. These efforts are certainly to 
be applauded; however, they operate in stark contrast to the border regimes experienced by 
migrants from the Middle East and Africa. Reports also detail how Black and Asian Ukrainian 
citizens and long- term residents have experienced overwhelming discrimination (Bajaj and 
Stanford, 2022). Overall, though, Ukraine is still denied access to the European Union, which 
Ivan Kalmar (2022, 248) argues is symptomatic of a racialised West- to- East axis where each 
nation is ‘deemed more white than the next’.
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constantly defined through a racialised politics. From the women like Alexia 
to the young men like Imran and Georg, migrants are presented— and at times 
present themselves— as fleeing the suffering of despotic third- world regimes 
for the salvation of democracy and global North protectionism. Their diverse 
stories are plastered together under generalised representations of third- world 
suffering that see majority white western nations positioned as havens of 
democracy, liberty, and universal rights.

Critical political economists call attention to the linkages between 
Northern consumption practices and livelihoods elsewhere as part of extrac-
tive operations (Pickren, 2014). Colonial countries benefited disproportion-
ately from wealth accumulation, transforming regions into purveyors of raw 
materials and cheap labour, and facilitating massive out- migrations. Dramatic 
#RefugeesWelcome campaigns reveal the practices of consumption through 
which value is continuously extracted from racialised migrants as a renewable 
resource. Liberal human rights discourses centred on rescue narrative senti-
ments are heavily implicated in the cyclical production of migration (Morris, 
2019a). Left liberal responses bolster the authority of the international refu-
gee system, while simultaneously justifying all manner of Western military 
interventions premised on liberation from barbaric regimes, which in turn 
pushes more people to migrate. In recognising these circuits of consumption, 
it becomes evident how the work of activists and social movements is crucial 
to the constitution of raced markets in the trade, production, and consump-
tion of migrants.

Applying an extractivism lens— drawing on the terminologies of the extrac-
tive mining industries— starkly captures the extent of global capital in human 
(im)mobility economies. Migrants are not expelled or pushed out to society’s 
margins. Rather, people are made valuable to the global political economy. The 
fetishised figure of the refugee has well solidified with the explosive growth 
of the humanitarian industry, where organisations and individuals extract 
value from suffering refugee Others. The matter thus becomes not one of pro-
tecting people per se. Indeed, scanty support and suspension as dependent 
and impoverished subjects is what many asylum recipients actually do face 
in global North regions (Morris, 2021b). Migrants within the asylum system 
are often reliant on meagre welfare handouts, limited employment, haphaz-
ard social housing, and patronising ngo programming as ‘social difference, 
legal categories, and destitution come together to make [populations] valua-
ble to contractors and states in specific ways’ (Coddington et al., 2020, 1429). 
Instead, the matter becomes one of extracting moral value that ‘sanctions a 
white(washed) sense of self and satisfied way of being in the world’ (Danewid, 
2017, 1681). People are reduced to objects with their meaning connected to 
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marketability and feel- good philanthropy, perpetuating racial capitalism’s log-
ics and sustaining racial injustice through what Jodi Melamed (2011) calls ‘race- 
liberal orders’. The concept of extractive logics thus helps us understand how 
people are reduced to profit, even through liberal international legal orders.

The resistances to recognising commodification are no clearer than in the 
refugee industry. As scholars have shown more broadly in extractive industries 
(Huber, 2013), the entwinement of grassroots culture and political power sig-
nals just how integral the refugee is to the global cultural imagination, shaping 
contemporary ways of being and of imagining acceptable movement across 
borders. The obstacles become even greater when migrants are being pushed 
to identify as refugees and to perform what Liisa Malkki (1995) has referred to 
as ‘refugeeness’ in order to legalise their movement across borders. In fact, the 
performative demands particular to this form of intimate extraction make it 
difficult to demystify the social relations that go into the violent production 
of refugees. It is challenging to separate migrants from the products of their 
labour when it is an activity of production premised on translating oneself 
towards market demands. Yet unlike Marx’s model of alienation, whereby 
workers lose control over the production process, many migrants interact and 
perform within consumer culture to construct new identities compatible with 
absorbing societies, and as tools for social, cultural, and political mobility. 
While the status of ‘refugee’ places one in imbalanced power relations, these 
legal structures also allow for some degree of political power at times because 
of representations of vulnerability. Performing oneself as a refugee and reject-
ing one’s position as ‘illegal’ by making an asylum claim ‘operates as both a 
mode of subjectification and as a site of active resistance’ (McNevin, 2011, 2). It 
enables new kinds of organising, even as these forms of self- capitalisation and 
subjectification can create immense power imbalances and divisions between 
populations.

Examining the asylum and refugee industry in Jordan or Nauru hardly cap-
tures the enormity of this form of frontiering across the globe, or the larger 
cosmos of which it is part. The last decade and a half have seen a dramatic 
increase in the outsourcing and offshoring of asylum processing and resettle-
ment to developing countries. The US has adopted these operations in Central 
America, using regional asylum seekers and refugees to fuel the Guatemalan 
government’s economy (Morris, forthcoming). This is similarly the case with 
the EU in Eastern Europe, Turkey, North Africa, and Central Asia, and the 
UK’s recent arrangement with Rwanda (Achtnich, 2021). So too, Australia uses 
migrants as a form of economic development with Pacific island nations and 
across South Asia (Morris, 2019a). Many of the regions where western coun-
tries have financed border enforcement projects exhibit continuities from 
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histories of colonial resource extraction through to the extractive projects of 
the contemporary era (Morris, 2021a).

How then might we disrupt these models of perennial extractivism? A more 
productive approach is to ask how we can move towards a collective flourish-
ing where people have the freedom to live, love, and work where they choose. 
This is by no means utopic, but can be directly accomplished by attention to 
representation and social justice goals. We can move towards using a more 
egalitarian language of solidarity, coalitions, and commonality, rather than 
one of suffering, salvation, and #RefugeesWelcome valuation. A first step is to 
see the international refugee regime as an extractive process; from there we 
can choose to collectively shift our attention to amplify future analyses and 
responses.
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 chapter 12

Anti- extractive Rumouring in the Russian 
North- East

Sardana Nikolaeva

 Abstract

This chapter discusses the potentiality of alternative Indigenous politicised discourses, 
arguing that diverse public narratives can reveal more subtle, yet still effective forms 
of agency, and, most importantly, highlight the plurality of Indigenous anti- extractive 
discourses. Building on ethnographic materials, I address the neglected subject of 
rumours that can open a specific productive space for alternative forms of evidence 
to understand, write, and most importantly, experience resistance. I demonstrate 
how localised rumours can mirror uneven power relations between local commu-
nity, extractive company, and the state. Through the production and reproduction of 
certain rumouring narratives, the community expresses its fears and anxieties over 
changing environmental conditions (especially water pollution and radiation), con-
cerns over health, and its members’ precarious and marginalised position within the 
extensive discourses on economic development, extractive profits and government 
interventions. Under these conditions of marginality, the community members resist 
with the only resource they have— rumours— reacting to and, sometimes, subverting 
their precarious positions.

1 Introduction

It was a cold November day in Djelinde. Diana and I were having a casual 
conversation and discussing the village news while waiting for Diana’s friend, 
who had agreed to be interviewed for this research. We were sitting on the 
old couch in Diana’s office in the local cultural centre. Suddenly, Diana asked 
me: ‘Do you know if there are bison in Canada?’ I confirmed that there were 
indeed bison in Canada though I had never seen them myself. Diana then 
excitedly shared: ‘We saw a bison here last summer. One of the old hunters 
shot it; he thought it was a bear but when he got closer and couldn’t recognise 
the animal, he brought it to the village; and because we were having problems 
with the Anabar- Diamonds company at the time, I told others not to consume 
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it because it might have been poisoned’. The statement was baffling; I observed 
closely Diana’s face, trying to figure out if she was joking, then cautiously asked 
if she really thought that the company would poison the meat of the bison. 
Unfazed, she exclaimed: ‘Of course, I do! There were so many things happening 
at that time in the village, you know; there were also a lot of rumours about the 
company workers causing harm and intimidating our own people with weap-
ons on our territory! That’s why I believed that the company had poisoned that 
bison and dropped it off for us to find and eat it’. This was a bizarre and hard- 
to- believe story that came up several times during my visit to Djelinde. In fact, 
there were similar fantastical rumours told and actively circulated by the vil-
lagers, the rumours that I listened to, empathised with, and even sometimes 
shared myself. This ubiquity of rumours (and of rumouring) within the public 
sphere intrigued me, and, considering the specific context of the community’s 
ongoing conflict with the extractive company, made me realise the complex, 
contradictory nature of these rumours, as well as their political potentiality.

The extractive company Anabar- Diamonds specialises in exploration, min-
ing, and the manufacturing of diamonds and rare metals; since 2014, the com-
pany had been planning to expand its activities on the river Malaya Kuonamka, 
which served as the primary fresh water source for the villagers (Figure 12.1 
and 12.3). The Tomtor massif, a rare metals deposit site in the Olenyek district, 
licensed by the extractive company Vostok- Engineering, has recently become 
a focus of heated debates in the central Sakha Republic and locally because 
of speculation that the rare metals extractive activities projected for 2025 are 
to be particularly environmentally destructive and radioactively pollutive. 
Evidently Djelinde residents found themselves in a precarious situation that 
engendered highly contextualised rumours.

In the following discussion, I will illustrate that these local rumours are not 
mere fantasies of the marginalised and powerless community. Rather, they 
represent the complexity of events I have witnessed during my fieldwork. 
Moreover, the rumours embodied everyday experiences of members the local 
community, revealing their concerns about local social and political events, 
and are used as covert tactics to manoeuvre within the ambiguous contexts 
between alterity and opposition outside of government and corporate dis-
courses. In addition, I theorise rumouring as an unorthodox strategy utilised 
mostly by the Djelinde residents to enforce themselves into the local politi-
cal and public sphere by creating specific emotional and powerful narratives, 
hence legitimising their anti- extractivist position. Specifically, the activists 
in Djelinde strategically used their verbal skills to shape public opinion and 
alter local discourses through intimate and private channels of communica-
tion that are only accessible in informal settings. More precisely, in the context 
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of Djelinde the rumours became weaponised as a politicised tool for opening 
up a public sphere to make sense of, and privately (and publicly) discuss, the 
local ambiguous circumstances in relation to impending mining projects, as 
well as to confront and resist corporate power. It is, however, also important 
to note that the same very rumours came to provide an insidious way of exer-
cising governmental power since their ultimate effect was the creation of a 
misinformed, frightened and intimidated community. Thus, it is this conjec-
ture created by rumours and rumouring that I want to explore in this chapter, 
by analysing the complex web of rumours and other stories (poisoned meat, 
‘fixed’ radiation meter, forced relocations, and such) that permeated the day- 
to- day experiences and interactions of Djelinde community members, illumi-
nating historically constructed structures and techniques of power, and how— 
sometimes— it is possible to subvert them.

2 Situating the Research: Location and Methodologies

Sakha Republic, the far north- eastern region of the Russian Federation, pre-
sents an excellent geographical site for exploring conditions and mechanisms 

 figure 12.1  Billboard with the names of the companies operating in the Olenyek District
  source: author, 2017
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through which Indigenous peoples become involved in local (and global) polit-
icised struggles and mobilisations. The Republic, perpetually exploited for its 
abundance of natural resources, was developed as a colony by the Soviet state; 
the region also came to be seen as an important object of a larger policy to 
‘master’ the North and its resources wealth (Hicks, 2011; Tichotsky, 2000). This 
rhetoric of exploitation and dependence was preserved after the collapse of the 
Soviet Union; the resource extraction industry was kept under the new Russian 
state’s control, excluding the local Indigenous and non- Indigenous population 
from the large- scale extractivist profits, causing political and economic anxiety 
within the region. Additionally, the extractive activities, along with a disregard 
for land rights, further politically and economically disadvantaged the region’s 
most vulnerable communities, particularly rural Indigenous groups (Hicks, 
2011; Maj, 2012). According to Susan Hicks (2011, 88), Russia maintains that it 
supports Indigenous rights in theory; however, it also characterizes the issues 
of land and natural resources as ‘a problem of compensation and redress’, pro-
moting the rhetoric of cultural rights but overall rejecting the idea that cultural 
rights might imply political and economic rights. Therefore, an inquiry into the 
state and corporate politics targeting Indigenous communities and Indigenous 
politics in Sakha Republic generally and in the Olenyek district specifically has 
the potential to provide fertile ground for an analysis of the complex discourses 
of Indigenous political, as well as for reconsidering simplified and essentialised 
notions of Indigeneity, Indigenous experience, and how local articulations of 
Indigeneity interact with global power structures and practices.

This project was an ethnographic inquiry built on participant observation, 
a combination of oral histories and semi- structured interviews, and field notes 
collected in 2017 in the Olenyek district of Sakha Republic. The Olenyek Evenki 
National district is the north- west territory of Sakha; the district was estab-
lished in 1934 by the new Soviet government. The population of the Olenyek 
district are predominantly the Indigenous Evenki; the Evenki or Evenks are 
one of five regionally and federally recognised Indigenous groups. The total 
Olenyek population is 4,127 with the Indigenous Evenki’s population totalling 
3,117 (the 2010 Russian Census). In the Olenyek district, I split my fieldwork 
between three villages. In this chapter, I rely on materials from my fieldwork 
encounters in Djelinde (Figure 12.2), a rural village with a population of around 
664. The village residents practice a mixed economy, mostly being employed 
in wage labour but also practicing traditional modes of subsistence of hunting, 
fishing and gathering, with a few involved in reindeer herding. The participant 
observation data were supplemented by 32 interviews with local government 
officials, Indigenous activists, and other community members.

Considering the main focus on the issues surrounding extractive activities, 
confidentiality and anonymity were enforced and maintained throughout the 
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project duration. In this chapter, I use pseudonyms for individual Indigenous 
people (unless they are public figures and do not object to their names appear-
ing in the research documents); this is not necessarily for fear that the indi-
viduals will face any danger or risks (individual, professional, financial or 
 otherwise) should their identities be exposed, but to protect their privacy.

3 Theoretical Considerations: an Act of Rumouring

There is a large body of anthropological and sociological literature that 
addresses the subject of rumours as orally transmitted information, produced 
and reproduced at specific times with specific reasons (DiFonzo and Bordia, 
2007; Rosnow, 1988), representing unofficial historical narratives of political 
abuse (Bolten, 2014; Kirsch, 2002; Masquelier, 2000; Perice, 1997; White, 1997; 
2000), historically shaped imaginations of powerlessness, and economic 
exploitation (Taussig, 1980), but most importantly, as a discursive field that 
could ‘control some people, terrorize others, damning and enabling, shoring 
and subverting power at the same time’ (Stoler, 1992, 75).

One of the earlier scholars of rumour, Ralph Rosnow (1988, 12), defines 
rumours as ‘public communications that reflect private hypotheses about how 
the world works. Embellished by allegations or attributions based on circum-
stantial evidence, they are attempts to make sense of uncertain situations’. 

 figure 12.2  My host, her friend, and I taking a stroll around the village of Djelinde
  source: author, 2017
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Since rumours are based on unconfirmed information and represent attempts 
at sense- making of uncertain and ambiguous situations and positions, they 
necessarily occupy particularly thin line between imagination and reality. In 
his work, Rosnow (1988, 14) underscores that the important factor in rumour 
is the context in which it occurs, arguing that the nature of rumour is contex-
tual, which requires a more situated interrogation of ‘who was saying what to 
whom’. Further, Rosnow (1988, 16) builds on Tamotsu Shibutani’s (1966) influ-
ential work on rumours, which viewed rumour construction as a communica-
tion process through which individuals seek for other perspectives concerning 
what is happening— repeating, and circulating rumours to initiate and perpet-
uate a problem- solving process. This emphasises the ideas of uncertainty and 
anxiety as implicit in rumour construction and circulation, arguing that the 
repetition of rumours allows for the communal imagination of their concep-
tual framework and ‘new ways of coping with perceived threats to the existing 
order’ (Rosnow, 1988, 16). Therefore, when people pass on fantastical, hard- to- 
believe rumours, they mediate their anxieties and uncertainties in order to dis-
sipate their discomfort.

Similarly, Glen Perice (1997, 1) argues that, in violent and dangerous situa-
tions, specific rumours are constantly repeated ‘to calcify them into accepted 
representations of social reality and political life’. In his study, Perice (1997, 
4) focuses on the rumours circulated during Francois Duvalier’s political 
reign in Haiti, including ‘gruesome tales of the severed head packed on ice, 
the heart taken from the dead man, the children stolen from their families’. 
He argues that these are not only scary, blood- chilling, fantastical stories but 
imaginations of those who suffer within the authoritarian state— the terror 
and power of terror are spread and mediated by this specific discursive prac-
tice. Rumours, then, ‘are not a collection of unverified reports and fantasies of 
the marginalized and powerless, but a speech form used by speakers to maneu-
ver into spaces of alterity and opposition’ (Perice, 1997, 9). This two- sidedness 
of rumours suggests the intimate relation of rumour to authority, creating 
circumstances where rumours can be strategically instrumentalised by the 
 government to strengthen its power and inflict political violence on its own cit-
izens. In his research on the intersection between the state’s political violence 
and rumours in West Papua, Stuart Kirsch (2002) confirms that rumours and 
other ‘fictionalized’ narratives could enable and reproduce oppressive regimes. 
Examining how rumours can contribute to the experiences and expressions 
of state- sponsored terror, Kirsch (2002, 70) states that rumours can provide 
important historical readings of state power and its abuses, and the reproduc-
tion of inequality and exploitation, ‘promot[ing] acts of violence’, through con-
structions of cultural and gendered difference. He argues that rumours reflect 
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and reproduce political violence, specifically determining the margins of the 
Indonesian state as well as constructing ‘the Other’ with hegemonic govern-
mental discourses. Drawing on his fieldwork with political refugees from West 
Papua, Kirsch (2002, 61) focuses on the political properties of rumours and 
argues that rumours of epidemic diseases (particularly those about the prosti-
tutes infected with hiv/ aids) represent not only the ‘penetration of political 
violence into the most private and intimate areas of life’ but also the vulner-
ability of West Papuans before the Indonesian state terror. As Kirsch (2002, 
63) puts it, ‘[t] error moves silently beneath the skin, embodying the violence of 
the state’. Kirsch further describes how remote areas, predominantly inhabited 
by ‘the lost tribes’, become specifically designated for developmental projects, 
and rumours are used as rationale for taking over the land and reifying the 
state power. Most importantly, Kirsch points out that even though rumours 
continually transform as they circulate, because of their collective, organic, 
and subjective nature, they can also be easily appropriated and manipulated 
by the state, eventually intensifying, and reproducing political violence and 
state terror rather than critiquing and potentially subverting existing unequal 
power relations.

In another analytical take on rumours, James Scott (1990, xiii) suggests 
that rumours, gossip, folktales, songs and jokes of the powerless represent an 
anonymous critique of power, which he calls the ‘infrapolitics of the power-
less’ or ‘hidden transcripts’. This sort of politics occurs in the space between 
overt collective defiance and complete hegemonic compliance, concealing 
the identity of the powerless, largely because of the potential absence of state 
retaliation (Scott, 1990, 138). In this sense, rumours, as well as other forms of 
oral traditions, provide ‘seclusion, control, and even anonymity’ (Scott, 1990, 
160), which makes them easily transmittable, and therefore ideal for grassroots 
resistance. Here, anonymity of rumouring is of particular interest, because 
as Scott (1990) argues the unstable and changeable forms of rumours (and of 
other oral culture) represent them as a collective production without specific 
origins with multiple authors, which provides an opportunity to constantly 
transform them. Precisely because of this anonymous nature of folk culture 
(including rumours), Scott (1990, 200) notes that this form of oral communica-
tion can be understood as an elementary mode of political practice that exists 
within ‘the realm of informal leadership and nonelites, of conversation and 
oral discourse, and of surreptitious resistance’. However, Scott (1990, 201) also 
points out that ‘infrapolitics’ are indeed real politics and that they are ‘always 
pressing, testing, probing the boundaries of the permissable’, threatening 
at any moment to turn into strikes, overt resistances, and even revolutions. 
Similarly, David Samper (2002, 2)— noting that the previous scholarly work 
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on rumours, gossip and contemporary legends neglects the theme of resist-
ance and social movements— argues that ‘[r] umors […] affect the solidarity 
of a group, creating a public that can then participate in collective action. As 
counter- hegemonic discourse, rumors may lead to resistance’. Samper echoes 
Scott’s analysis of practices of hidden resistance, disguised ‘ideological insub-
ordination’ to the hegemonic ideology, which reveals a false compliance. As 
such, rumours and similar covert discursive practices may become ‘tactics’ 
with the potential of transforming into more overt politicised strategies, or as 
Samper (2002, 20) puts it, ‘rumors do not begin from a posture of resistance, 
but rather describe the moment when hegemony is first understood as a cul-
tural construct. […] rumors may mark the shift to community resistance, may 
signal the moment that hegemonic ideology is questioned’.

Therefore, since rumours are often collectively generated, reimagined, and 
circulated primarily by those deemed powerless, it may be useful to suggest 
that rumours are a special form of politicised narratives that presuppose polit-
ical action, precisely because they facilitate vocalisation of local concerns and 
anxieties and express the potentiality of action. In this sense, rumours pres-
ent ‘a first step in challenging, and possibly rejecting, hegemonic ideologies as 
alternative discourses to officialdom. […] rumors are covert tactics that facili-
tate overt strategies’ (Samper, 2002, 25).

4 Rumours in Action

Liya was from an extended reindeer- herding family; she spent her childhood 
between the village (attending a boarding school during autumns, winters and 
early springs) and the tundra (herding reindeer with her parents and siblings 
during the summer months). Liya was referred to me as a potential interviewee 
by multiple people because her family was one of the most highly respected 
in the village, and she had first- hand knowledge of issues faced by the local 
reindeer herders, hunters, and fishers. Liya was also one of the most active 
members of the community, organising and participating in local social and 
cultural events, as well as political meetings as an elected representative of 
her administrative division (the village was divided into several administrative 
clusters; the residents of each of these clusters elect their own representative 
at the local administrative centre). One afternoon, she agreed to meet with me 
at the local school. The school was located in the central street, and was hard to 
miss as it was in the largest building in the village. I arrived 30 minutes before 
the agreed time with the intention of looking around the school without dis-
turbing any ongoing classes. Liya showed up a little later and invited me to one 
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of the classrooms so we could converse uninterrupted. The reason for me seek-
ing an interview with Liya was her participation, with other ten residents, in a 
trip to extractive sites, organised by Anabar- Diamonds in September of 2016. 
The summer of the same year was a critical period for the village; the local 
administrative centre had just reached an agreement with the company after 
two unsuccessful legal proceedings at the Republic Court, in 2015 and 2016. 
I asked Liya to elaborate on her impressions from the trip, and she recounted:

There were ten of us, all village residents, you remember Margarita, she 
was there as a community elder, Ivan [a local paramedic], Taras [a vet-
eran hunter], Mikhail [the village leader], and several others. The com-
pany used its own helicopter for this trip, and we managed to visit three 
sites of their past and current operations: Talakhtaakh was an important 
site, however they showed it only from the air, from the helicopter; Mayat 
was another location but with fully completed extraction activities; they 
showed us the patches of land where they had recultivated, but also 
from afar. We wanted to see it close up, but the representative assured 
us it was not possible. I wish I could visit that place now and see how 
nature is recovering … Finally, the helicopter brought us to ‘Pentagon’, a 
newly built company workers’ settlement: several buildings make up a 
pentagon shape and that is why everyone calls it Pentagon. It was nice, 
it looked like the company workers were provided all necessities, most 
of the workers were fly- in fly- out nuuchcha migrants, there were also 
Sakha boys, and we saw several young men from our village. At the end 
of the trip, the company’s representative made us all sign several docu-
ments with statements that we had indeed visited all the sites and were 
satisfied with their environmental conditions. We had to sign a bunch 
of other documents back at the administrative centre. It was bizarre to 
me, and I did not like that when we came back to the village and told 
others that we [had] had to sign some documents; some people started 
spreading rumours that we had actually sold ourselves and everyone else 
in the village to the company. You see, the company was really smart [in] 
taking us there, but you know they did not show us the sites that we actu-
ally wanted to see. No surprise that people here share information that 
sounds more like rumours rather than proper news

Conversation with Liya, a Djelinde resident

Liya and her story about this trip, so historically important to the village, and 
about after- trip rumours about her and other community activists ‘selling out’ 
echo the arguments made by numerous scholars of rumour, that the power 
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of rumouring and rumour- mongering is not in delivering information but in 
exchanging it, simultaneously criticising and debating issues and concerns. In 
this sense, troubling elements of the trip organised by the company’s man-
agement, and the fact that the invited residents were not permitted to see the 
sites in as much detail as they would have wanted, generated more anxiety, 
and strengthened the residents’ mistrust of the company. The rumours about 
the trip spread almost immediately. Liya was clearly upset about the villagers 
spreading rumours about her involvement in the trip, but those rumours so 
perfectly embodied the concerns of the people, revealing a dire lack of appro-
priate information (about the company’s true intentions, extracting sites, 
their environmental conditions, etc.), that even she rationalised the existence 
of those rumours. Liya and many others in the village accepted the rumours 
because these rumours’ historical and temporal context ‘made sense’ precisely 
because of their current situation.

Interestingly enough, some village residents confided in me their proactive 
stance within this complex situation, proposing a potentially actionable plan; 
yet these proposals were also based on specific rumours. Aida was an employee 
of the local cultural centre; in addition to her busy work schedule, she was a 
known cultural activist in the village. The following excerpt is from my inter-
view with her, recorded during one of my last days in Djelinde. Aida and 
I met at her workplace, and I requested she share her thoughts on the public 
meetings organised by the administrative centre and the extractive company 
many of which Aida attended, as well as on the infamous trip to the extraction 
sites— a direct outcome of one of those public meetings. Aida detailed some 
aspects of the plan she proposed to her fellow activists right after the trip:

You know, I wanted to ask some of our boys who work for the company 
to take pictures of the sites to see what they are actually extracting there 
and, most importantly, how they do that. We were taken to those extract-
ing sites, but were not permitted to visit the most important locations 
and observe extracting and other processing activities; we were simply 
told that everything was fine and [that] there was nothing to worry about. 
But someone posted some comments and pictures on WhatsApp that it 
was all lies and in fact everything looks damaged and dead there. I have 
myself heard a rumour that if a reindeer wanders on[to] that extraction 
site, it drops dead just like that right there. Conversation with Aida, a 
Djelinde resident.

Having recognized an importance of concrete evidence rather than relying on 
numerous rumours about the extractive site, Aida and several other villagers 
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suggested taking advantage of the access to the sites of interest granted to sev-
eral village youths employed by the company. However, they also frequently 
added that it would not be particularly fair to these youths since their employ-
ment status was highly precarious and unemployment was one of the major 
issues in the village. In this instance however, rumours and rumouring pro-
vided a specific public space where illegitimate discourses and actions of con-
testation (otherwise radically circumscribed) became potential. Aida’s plan of 
action was envisioned after the dissemination of rumours of dangerous and 
harmful environmental conditions on the extractive sites of unreliable informa-
tion having been provided by the company representatives to the  community 
Having considered the plan as risky, primarily to the youths in question, Aida 
and the other activists never attempted to implement it. Evidently, rumours 
did not necessarily provide resolution to many of the problems or the deeply 
precarious situation of the Djelinde residents; yet their constant circulation 
provided an opportunity to re- explore and renegotiate communal fears and 
anxieties, as well as to challenge official discourses.

5 Contaminating Rumours

One of the important analytical tools to think about and think with while 
attempting to understand the state, the nation, and power imbalances within 
particular social systems is an intense focus on ‘small places’ and ‘small things’. 
Michel- Rolph Trouillot (1988) suggests that seemingly marginal and unimpor-
tant people and small communities with less visible manifestations of ine-
quality might tell us more about power and engender a different perspective 
on understanding the local and the global. Building on Trouillot’s discussion, 
Vanessa Agard- Jones (2013, 188) turns to the body and its parts as the objects 
of analysis, exploring ‘how people understand the small— even microscopic— 
objects that are ingested into and that meld with their bodies’, and looking 
in particular at ‘the circulation of a hormone- altering pesticide called chlor-
decone’ in rural Martinique. According to Agard- Jones (2013, 190), Martinique 
is known to be the country most contaminated by chlordecone, a recognised 
carcinogen and an endocrine disruptor linked to male infertility and prostate 
cancer. These particular effects of chlordecone generated local discussions of 
emergent gender and sexual politics on the island as a response to rumours 
of ‘genocide by sterilization’ and high rates of ‘intersex births’. Here, Agard- 
Jones (2013, 192) argues that the rumours of local environmental contamina-
tion came to be seen as the issues of gender, sexual, and reproductive politics, 
ultimately insisting that taking a molecule of chlordecone as a unit of analysis 
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encouraged the action of ‘scaling outward to the world, but in doing so […] also 
enabled our efforts to scale inward, recognizing the multiple levels at which 
our material entanglements— be they cellular, chemical or commercial— 
might be connected to global politics’.

Similar to those affected by chlordecone in Martinique, Djelinde’s residents 
were deeply concerned about the radioactive threat of the Tomtor deposit 
and its damaging contaminating effects on the environment as well as their 
health. These concerns were reflected in several pervasive rumours. In fact, the 
planned extractive activities in the Tomtor massif were the dominant topic of 
most of my conversations with Djelinde residents during my fieldwork in 2017; 
it seemed that the conflict with Anabar- Diamonds had exhausted itself and 
community leaders had already started negotiations about the

company’s financial contributions to the district budgetary fund. During 
my conversation with Liya, I asked her if she was concerned about the Tomtor 
as the company Vostok- Engineering was projected to start extraction in near 
future. Liya became very agitated:

Apparently, there was such a crazy auction process for the Tomtor massif 
because it is a federal development project, but, here, we heard noth-
ing about that. We were getting all the updates and news from the out-
side people or through rumours. You know, my family used to herd in 
[the] Tomtor area when I was a child; but one cannot go there these days 

 figure 12.3  A view of the river Malaya Kuonamka
  source: author, 2017
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because some of our herders started losing [their] hair and their health 
worsened. That’s why we do not believe when the company experts say 
that everything is fine, and [that] we will not be impacted by extractions. 
How come will we not be impacted?! People say that that area is all dug 
up through and through. But our biggest concern is water, our river seems 
to be so polluted now. There used to be so many fish, we used to fish by 
buckets but now if you catch a few, you feel lucky. And you know yourself 
how we survive here, we depend on fish since we have not had wild rein-
deer game crossing our territory for almost a decade. Who would bring 
fish to us if we cannot fish ourselves? A lot of unemployed people and 
families with many children in the village depend on fish as their primary 
food source. What will happen with our river when they start with the 
Tomtor extraction? I cannot even imagine what will happen.

Conversation with Liya, a Djelinde resident

Radiation, a constant concern for Djelinde’s residents, is a highly ambiguous 
phenomenon to detect (it is invisible and odourless) and evaluate (its effects 
on health are undisputed), but studying it can be complicated if the necessary 
data— including type of exposure, level of exposure, temporality of exposure, 
specific circumstances, and so forth, preferably collected through longitudinal 
studies— are missing. In his research on uranium mining in Meghalaya, India, 
with a predominantly Indigenous population, Bengt Karlsson (2009, 44) argues 
that despite most countries having their own regulations regarding permissible 
doses or levels of radioactive exposure, ‘all types of environmental or health 
regulations are settled politically, reflecting a compromise or balance between 
safety concerns and the economic and other interests involved in pursuing the 
activity in question’. In this sense, if extraction projects with potential radio-
active contamination risks are tied to the military and/ or are highly profitable, 
both the industry concerned and the government are responsible for making 
decisions as to how safety standards are set and enforced. Mineral mining 
and the nuclear industry appear, therefore, to be the most contentious areas, 
often resulting in public distrust and opposition. In such cases, Karlsson (2009, 
46) notes that the primary strategy of industry becomes ‘to convince people 
of the benefits of nuclear- driven development’. A similar strategy of ‘benefits’ 
persuasion was employed by Vostok- Engineering, the company responsible for 
the Tomtor massif extraction project. The village residents were, however, not 
convinced. In addition to rumours about radioactive pollution, some activists 
told me stories about cases of worsening health in the local population, includ-
ing more cases of various types of cancer (particularly among young women), 
the sudden deaths of otherwise healthy people, unexpected heart attacks 
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among both elders and youths, and so on. During my conversation with four 
kindergarten employees, the women shared the following:

People say that the Tomtor extraction site is very radioactive. We had sev-
eral people die suddenly after visiting that place, and some of the herders 
had strange sores on their skin, and some of them lost all of their hair. 
There was one hunter, Danilov, he visited the site in the 90s and opened 
the covered- up pit in the Tomtor, he got sick and died soon after!.

Conversation with four kindergarten employees, Djelinde

This and similar stories about herders’ and hunters’ experiences with radia-
tion in Tomtor were repeated by the local maternity nurse, Khristina. Khristina 
arrived in Djelinde as a young professional in the 1960s from another district. 
Having lived in Djelinde most of her life, she had come to see herself as a local, 
and had become a passionate and vocal advocate for local cultural and envi-
ronmental rights. Khristina’s opinion of the rumours about radiation and its 
effects was of particular interest to me because she was a medical professional, 
and I wondered if those stories about the people affected could be medically 
(and scientifically) verified. Nancy Scheper- Hughes (2000, pp. 203– 204) points 
out that studying rumours, especially in medical field, requires practical and 
material explanations, because ‘[e] ven the most preposterous of the organ- 
stealing rumors […] finds some basis in lawsuits and criminal proceedings, 
some still unresolved or pending’. Therefore, upon learning about potential 
radiation and health issues, I sought interviews with local medical profession-
als, who would be aware of both the rumours and the specific contexts that 
engendered them. I met with Khristina at the local hospital; she was eager to 
talk to me, and when I asked her about radiation and herders’ health problems, 
she emphatically ranted:

I think that they [the Vostok- Engineering company] are lying to us; they 
say that it does not have any radiation, but it is a lie— Tomtor is very radi-
oactive. Why then [do] the workers take off and disinfect their clothes 
after being there, huh?! They make our own village people work there 
because it is already polluted. People say some herders lost their hair, and 
they were camping close to Tomtor; nowadays no one dares to go to that 
area. And if anyone asks any questions, they twist your words and state 
the opposite. Last year, they sent some doctors here, but they were all sell- 
outs (prodazhnie); after examining several community members, they 
announced that everyone was healthy here. It is ridiculous! How come 
people would be healthy here? Half of the population have problems 
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with joints, some are not even able to walk, everyone’s blood pressure is 
abnormally high, there are lot of people with heart defects … We did have 
cancer patients before but nowadays we have more of them and with 
‘unusual’ and ‘atypical’ cancer types, especially among younger women.

Conversation with Khristina, a Djelinde resident and local maternity nurse

According to Nancy Scheper- Hughes (1996, 7), actual events, and the rumours 
based on them, reflect ‘poor people’s perceptions, grounded in a social and in a 
biomedical reality’; in her research, the residents of shanty towns easily believed 
rumours and bizarre stories about organ theft because they are ‘fundamentally, 
existentially true’ (Scheper- Hughes, 1996, 9). Likewise, Liya, Khristina, and the 
kindergarten employees’ fears over radiation exposure and the deteriorating 
health of the village’s residents should be perceived as fundamentally true and 
as evidence of local complex experiences of conflict, injustice, and violent 
social reality. Moreover, intense and widely practiced rumouring revealed the 
deep concerns of Djelinde residents with regard to contamination that they 
were potentially being exposed to and its harmful toxic effects.

Furthermore, the power of rumours seemingly coincided with the insidi-
ous power of the government, which was paradoxically expressed through a 
lack of governmental intervention and an absence of official clarifications and 
explanations regarding local communal concerns about the projected extrac-
tive activities of Vostok- Engineering. This governmental invisibility in Djelinde 
invigorated more intense and frantic rumouring. Yet it must also be noted that 
several community activists managed to vocalise their grievances and fears 
with regard to radiation during a handful of public hearings with the environ-
mental researchers hired by the Vostok- Engineering. Katya, an elderly local 
activist, attended those meetings and recounted to me afterwards:

I was at the hearings with Vostok- Engineering; they talked a lot about 
nanotechnology, niobium, other rare metals, [the] periodic table, ore, 
and so much more. Apparently, they have been working there for a long 
time, but they still claim that there is no radiation. I do not believe that; if 
there are so many metals there, it is bound to have some radiation.

Conversation with Katya, a Djelinde resident

Fabiana Li (2015, 186) argues that the strategic language of science and exper-
tise frequently implemented by extractivist corporations in their dealings 
with affected communities ‘prioritize[s]  mining interests and enable[s] cor-
porations to define the standards of performance that governments will use 
to establish compliance’, disadvantaging activists and ngo s since they rarely 
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have the resources necessary to produce ‘accurate and scientific’ counterargu-
ments (Li, 2015, 207). Considering Katya’s description of the public hearings 
and of the company representatives’ deliberate deployment of overtly scien-
tific language (nanotechnology, niobium, rare metals, the periodic table, ore, 
etc.), it must, as well, be argued that this corporate strategy not only managed 
to limit the informed participation of Djelinde’s residents in critical discus-
sions about their futures and the future of their environment, it also further 
rendered them as ‘ignorant’, ‘irrational’, ‘misinformed’ and ‘biased’, making 
them appear deficient and in need of external ‘developmental’ interventions.

To alleviate public mistrust and fears of possible radioactive contamination, 
the company installed a radiation meter on the main administrative build-
ing; the villagers, however, immediately circulated another rumour, alleging 
that the meter was actually ‘set up’ to only show the numbers 8 and, occasion-
ally, 9— supposedly the acceptable radiation emission range and believed to 
be harmless for humans. During one of our many conversations in the library, 
I specifically mentioned the radiation meter to my friend Aida, and asked her 
what she thought of it; Aida replied:

I attended the recent meeting with the company representatives; the 
local people were very concerned about radiation, but the company peo-
ple assured us there was nothing to worry about and they put that radi-
ation meter on the administrative building. But you know what people 
say? They say it is fixed (zafiksirovan) on number 8 on purpose; it does 
not go over 8 at all, that’s why people say that the company is lying to us, 
but what can we do?

Conversation with Aida, a Djelinde resident

Tatiana, Aida’s friend, who happened to be with us in the library, also shared 
her opinion:

I firmly believe that the radiation meter is rigged; it is like a conspiracy 
against us. We are ‘guinea pigs’ here; even the doctors and scientists are 
visiting our village every two– three years to monitor us and examine how 
radiation is impacting our health. I was in Yakutsk (the capital city of 
Sakha) this summer, and many people were asking me if our village was 
planned to be relocated. There were so many rumours about relocations! 
When I talked to my friends here after, they said if the government and 
the company decide to relocate us, what can we do? We will simply move 
away.

Conversation with Tatiana, a Djelinde resident
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These statements confirm once again that rumours arise from within specific 
precarious contexts. However, these particular rumours about radioactivity 
and a ‘rigged’ radiation meter emphasise not only abstract uncertainty but 
also a physically threatening or potentially threatening situation, in which 
people feel a psychological need for a sense of security and safety. This threat 
of contamination seems to be quite tangible considering the above- mentioned 
details of the highly contentious extractive project in the Tomtor massif. Thus, 
rumours function not only to make sense of potential threats but also to psy-
chologically manage them. The rumours about the Djelinde residents being 
used as ‘guinea pigs’ and the ‘rigged’ radiation meter were shared by residents 
many times, sometimes with a pinch of humour, but more often in serious and 
frustrated tones. I myself, baffled and intrigued by rumours about the meter, 
made a point of checking it every day throughout my stay in Djelinde. The 
number never dropped below or got above 8. I cannot say that this exercise 
reduced my own anxiety over radiation rumours, but I indeed grew more sus-
picious of both the meter and of the company’s assurances regarding the lack 
of a contamination threat.

Interestingly, rumours of radiation engendered other relevant rumours, and 
many villagers shared rumours about potential forced relocations. The topic of 
forced relocations is not unfamiliar for Djelinde residents. I interviewed sev-
eral elderly individuals in the village, who vividly remembered the 1950s forced 
relocations from the village of Sukhaany. These were part of the Soviet- era gov-
ernmental project for agricultural and residential integration and centralisa-
tion (ukrupnenie). The majority of the Sukhaany population were relocated 
to the village of Khariyalaakh, but some were moved to Djelinde. The residual 
memories of those who had experienced ukrupnenie reinvigorated old fears 
and concerns among both the older community members and the youth of 
the village. Kirill was a local youth and a passionate cultural activist. When 
I asked him what he thought about the extractive plans and potential reloca-
tions. Kirill provided an overtly politicised answer:

Those companies are literally squashing us; if they continue with their 
extractive activities, we will have nothing left, no fish, no nature, nothing. 
The companies have a lot of money and, if they work here, they ought 
to help the local community; we are Indigenous people and we have 
rights. However, if the Tomtor extractions start in 2025, I believe they will 
demand people […] leave the territory, and I do not even think the local 
people would want to stay here either because health is the most impor-
tant thing. And the issue of extraction or non- extraction has been already 
decided by Moscow. Moscow is devouring everything.

Conversation with Kirill, a Djelinde resident
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Here, Kirill’s statement exposes the murkiness of rumour margins, their dis-
cursive space that allows the coexistence of the spoken and the unspoken and 
the overt and the covert, and the creation of specific openings where local 
political and economic issues can be addressed. Undoubtedly, rumours about 
radioactive extraction sites and relocations do not provide resolution to local 
problems, concerns, and ambiguous situations; yet I argue that they represent 
dynamic responses to the social and political milieus within which they are 
collectively produced and reproduced as discursive constructions. Moreover, 
their retelling provided an opportunity to renegotiate communal fears and 
anxieties, as well as to challenge and reject hegemonic ideologies and prac-
tices. While sharing rumours with me, Djelinde’s residents clearly understood 
that rumouring is not necessarily productive; Aida once explained to me, ‘You 
hear the stories about some people getting skin sores and seeing a dead elk in 
the Tomtor site, but everything that people talk about seem[s]  to be made- up 
stories and rumours; there is no one who could verify these stories’.

Yet this particular ambiguity of rumour origins and its elusive nature can 
have unintended consequences, such as creating discursive spaces for those 
rumoring to address socially and politically important, yet dangerous, issues. 
Moreover, re- encountering rumours was important, since anxieties over 
scheduled extractions and the potential industrial disturbance that would be 
caused by some sites on local territory was exacerbated by local knowledge of 
historical events that had taken place decades ago. Albina, a veterinarian with 
almost 30 years of professional experience, grew up herding with her parents; 
she often travelled in a professional capacity between the village and different 
herding locations. One day, Albina invited me for lunch; after, we got to talking 
about extractive activities, and she contended:

They are planning to start extractions on the upper side of the river; dur-
ing the Soviet time, we had an anthrax scare in that area. I was the only 
veterinarian at that time, and some herders told me that they saw multi-
ple dead reindeer there. I went to check, and when I realised what it was, 
I ordered the herders to immediately relocate to a different, far away site. 
I called the administrative centre about the situation. The very next day 
we had a doctor arrive with the necessary shots for the herders and the 
rest of reindeer. If they get to that site and start extracting, I do not even 
know what can happen.

Conversation with Albina, a Djelinde resident and veterinarian

Later, exploring the local newspaper archives, I did confirm that there was 
indeed such an incident in the history of the Olenyek district. Djelinde’s resi-
dents (especially the older and more experienced herders and hunters) were 
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acutely aware of the burial grounds of contaminated animal remains and 
abandoned herders’ camps, which might still contain anthrax spores. Most of 
them had already shifted their herding routes, moving away from these danger-
ous sites. But recent extraction activities in proximity to both the herding sites 
and the potentially dangerously contaminated sites seemed to be re- producing 
anxieties and fears among the villagers.

6 Conclusion

Rumours and the narratives based on them can attest to different ways of know-
ing and different kinds of knowledge, shaping people’s fears and their responses 
to those fears, representing the medium ‘through which the unspeakable was 
spoken’ (Stoler, 1992, 179). The ‘spoken unspeakable’ in the case of Djelinde mir-
rored community anxieties over projected extractive activities, which resulted 
in rumours about these activities’ environmental impact and the transforma-
tion of local subsistence practices. Additionally, the potentiality of a radioac-
tive threat from the Tomtor deposit site and the potentially damaging effects of 
such contamination on the environment engendered pervasive rumours about 
worsening health in the local population, and other factors over which com-
munity members had no control. The older community members, who had 
experienced forced relocations during the Soviet- era ukrupnenie programmes 
in the 1950s, also actively circulated rumours about government plans for new 
forced relocations should the extractive company decide to expand their activ-
ities closer to the village, or should there be a serious radiation threat or even a 
radioactive disaster in the area. Through this analysis of rumours in Djelinde, 
I contend that they opened up a specific productive space for alternative forms 
of communal expressions of anti- extractivism, and provided evidence based 
on which residents could understand and, most importantly, narrate history at 
a precarious and ambiguous time.
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